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Welcome
Objectives
The purpose of this handbook is to familiarize users with tasks related to Contracts+. Specific
tasks are dependent on your organization's licensed Contracts+ products.

l The Introduction will show you how to search for contracts and use the Contracts Home
page to quickly access contract information. It also shows you how to view the contract
summary.

l The Contract Administration section contains information about configuring the system
for all Contracts+ products.

l The Contract Compliance Tracking (CCT) section provides instruction on how to track
procurement spend against contracts.

l The Contracts+ section provides instruction on creating, maintaining and managing
contracts beyond procurement. Information about contracts is tracked within Contracts+
and contract documents are managed as attachments. For organizations using the
authoring feature this handbook also provides instruction on authoring contracts using
templates and clauses.

Key Points
l The goal of this handbook is to educate users about using JAGGAER's Contracts+ products

in JAGGAER Indirect; Contract Compliance Tracking (CCT), and Contracts+. Keep in
mind that your set up may vary based on which products are licensed and in-use within
your organization. Please contact your System Administrator if you are unsure of which
products your organization is using.

l It is also important to note that much of the how, when, and why the system is used is
determined by your organization’s business practices. We suggest that you supplement
this document with your organization’s business practices, goals, and policies.

Understanding the Format
A lesson is created for each major functional area of the system. Within each lesson, there are
two sections:
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l Background and conceptual information about the lesson. The concepts will help you
better understand why and when you perform tasks in the system and how they relate to
other parts of the system.

l Step-by-step instructions detailing specific tasks in the system. These instructions provide
background information about the task, details about the typical user, step-by-step
instructions, and in many cases, a results screen to compare your work.

JAGGAER ONE Solutions

Spend Analytics

Spend Analytics:
Spend Analysis management solutions allow procurement and accounting
professionals to conduct the comprehensive analysis necessary to drive and
measure cost savings. JAGGAER eliminates the traditional roadblocks to spend
management by delivering clean, actionable spend data based on consistent and
accurate catalog content.

Spend Analytics+:
Spend Analytics+ allows organizations to group and classify spend data for
analysis. Features available enhance Knowledge Base functionality to increase
machine learning, allowing the system to automatically match transactional data
against previously classified data. New data continuously improves the knowledge
base, eliminating the time-intensive task of manually cleansing and classifying data.

Category Management
Category Management is a strategic approach that organizes procurement
resources to focus on specific areas of spend. This enables category managers to
focus their time and conduct in depth market analysis to fully leverage their
procurement decisions on behalf of the whole organization. The results can be
significantly greater than traditional transactional based purchasing methods.
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Supplier Management

Supplier Management:
JAGGAER ONE’s Supplier Management solution automates supplier management
from discovery and information gathering through registration, qualification and
selection, to risk and performance management. Supplier Management spans the
supplier life cycle, using intelligent questionnaires, streamlined workflows and
process automation to manage vendor registration and onboarding, to reduce
supplier risk and enhance a customer’s sourcing process. It also powers supplier
diversity programs by giving an organization complete visibility into local and global
diverse and non-diverse suppliers.

Supplier Management+:
The JAGGAER ONE Supplier Management+ solution is designed to improve
strategic decision-making by accessing supplier value at every stage of the
strategic procurement process. Features include:

l Configurable supplier portal automating supplier onboarding and activation,
including centralized supplier intelligence repository. Supplier information is
centralized and highly utilized throughout the entire procurement lifecycle.

l Ability to assess suppliers from segmentation, qualification, risk, and
category perspective, ensuring registered suppliers meet your requirements.

l Global supplier 360 end-to-end visibility in procurement activity and specific
buyer organization assessments that provide a comprehensive pulse check of
the supplier over time.

l Measure supplier performance across several dimensions such as category,
contract, multi-tiered. This allows for faster identification of possible risks and
quicker response time.

l Encourage breakthrough innovation or supplier development through
collaborative improvement and action plans.
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Sourcing

Sourcing:
JAGGAER ONE's Sourcing solution is an on-demand sourcing and bid management
solution that helps customers achieve significant process efficiencies and cost
savings over traditional paper-based bid and auction processes. This solution
includes secure support for sealed bidding, informal quotes and reverse auctions.
From a standard web browser, suppliers register and respond to bid opportunities
providing increased accuracy and easy capture of award criteria.

Sourcing+:
The Sourcing+ solution provides a single platform for managing traditional sourcing
activities such as sealed bids and requests for quotes. Buyers can use a number of
different methods (i.e., templates, copying previous events, or uploading lists of bulk
items) to expedite the event creation process. Once you have created specifications
for a bid and published the sourcing event, you can monitor the progress of
responses from invited suppliers. The Sourcing+ solution enables buyers and
suppliers to participate in electronic auctions, as well as in RFX. The Bid Collector
module can be utilized as an additional tool to document the significant amount of
information required from suppliers in event responses.

Sourcing Optimizer:
Sourcing Optimizer is an on-demand advanced sourcing software that enables
supply-chain driven companies to create highly customizable requests for proposals
and run scenarios that balance a number of factors including supplier cost, risk,
value, and other important criteria with internal business rules and preferences. This
sourcing optimization capability enables users to make better supplier award
decisions faster, split awards and uncover the real cost impact of sourcing
decisions.
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Contracts

Contracts :
Contracts solution allows an organization to formally record the awarding of
business to a single registered supplier (main contractor) in the Sourcing+ Solution.
You can maintain a secure repository of awarded contracts for audit purposes,
recording all important contract details and documentation.

Contracts+ :
The Contracts+ solution is designed to improve the contracting process and sets
the standard for enterprise contract management software best practices.
Contracts+ helps organizations increase visibility into every aspect of their
contracts, reduce manual touch-points throughout the lifecycle of the contracts,
and mitigate the exposure to legal and regulatory risk. This solution enables
organizations to truly manage the complete lifecycle of their contracts.

eProcurement
The eProcurement solution encompasses shopping, requisition management, order
management, basic supplier management, and basic contract management. This
solution provides clients with the tools necessary to direct spend to preferred
suppliers, categorize and customize content views, and to provide users with a
consistent and optimal approach to the procurement process. This solution is the
repository for user profile information and other custom client data. Many client
configurations include the Spend Management solution, which is the user interface
to the shopping experience.

Within this solution, customers can choose to manage requisitions via streamlined
and automated processes. This option offers clients the ability to customize
requisition workflow to meet specific business process needs, including budget
confirmation and hazardous material clearance.

Customers may also choose to manage orders with this solution. This is a
configurable option that automates and streamlines purchase order placement,
tracking, and management processes. Clients that enable this option have licensed
JAGGAER to deliver purchase orders to their supplier base on their behalf through a
single, secure integration point.
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Invoicing
The Invoicing solution automates and streamlines receiving, matching, and
invoicing processes. Clients with this solution have licensed JAGGAER ONE to
receive electronic invoices on their behalf through a single, secure integration point.
Suppliers that are not yet able to invoice electronically will continue to route invoices
directly to their clients as they do today.

Inventory Management
JAGGAER ONE offers an Inventory Management solution for managing internal
stockrooms and inventory, integrating a customer's ERP item master to present ERP
inventory to buyers, and for managing enterprise reagents and chemical stock
globally.

l Internal Order Fulfillment - Streamline all inventory management processes
related to internal order fulfillment. Customers can manage multiple
stockrooms using a simple, single inventory tracking application that is fully
integrated with our eProcurement software application, providing a unified
inventory management system for all internal and external goods and
ordering.

l Material management and procurement - Utilize this tool for management and
procurement of chemical reagents and other materials used in the research
process. It optimizes inventory use and promotes regulatory compliance while
managing the risks associated with hazardous materials. Supplier catalogs
and, where negotiated, preferred pricing is available to scientific staff
alongside internal inventory, libraries and commercial databases through a
single search with JAGGAER ONE's chemical inventory software.

Savings Management

Savings Management :
The JAGGAER Savings Management solution provides a standard process to
prioritize, measure, and monitor cost savings initiatives within an organization.
Savings Management allows you to not only track forecasted and actual savings,
but also establish due diligence checklists of tasks and deliverables, and track their
progress. The solution delivers a centralized repository of savings initiatives, where
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savings forecasts and savings projections are tracked and measured.

Savings Management+ :
The Savings Management+ solution allows buyers to collect, monitor and report on
saving data. The process starts from the historical cost and the planned savings to
be made, followed by gathering of actual saving information. Saving initiatives can
include formal workflow processes to approve and validate the saving record values
at key points in the process. The progress of a saving initiative is displayed in a
series of charts, illustrating the trend of the savings and the breakdown by savings
category and period. Saving data is compiled across saving initiatives in a single
project and available on the project. The compiled charts also include details of the
savings breakdown by business unit and by saving record status.

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations
The JAGGAER ONE Solution includes access to best in class products from our
entire solution portfolio. By using an integration solution among all products,
customers have access to streamlined common platform Process Flows such as
Supplier Onboarding and User Management in a single solution. The JAGGAER
ONE Cross-Module Integrations allow customers to accomplish business goals by
providing procurement teams with a holistic upstream and downstream solution that
drives continuous savings, ensures cost compliance and enforces increased
efficiency and effectiveness across the entire procurement lifecycle.

For additional information about specific process flows, see in the Site Essentials
Handbook or online searchable help.
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Basics

Overview
The Contracts+ solution is a robust tool for creating, maintaining and managing contracts beyond
procurement. Information about contracts is tracked within Contracts+ and contract documents
are managed as attachments. It includes the ability to author contracts using the JAGGAER
Contract Authoring for Word app. Depending on the solution your organization has purchased, it
can also be used to track procurement spend against contracts.

Keep in mind that your setup may vary based on which products are licensed and in use within
your organization. Please contact your System Administrator if you are unsure of which products
your organization is using.

It is also important to note that much of the how, when, and why the system is used is determined
by your organization’s business practices. We suggest that you supplement this information with
your organization’s business practices, goals, and policies.

Permissions
The following are permissions related to Contracts+ configuration and administration.
Permissions may be configured at the role or user level by an administrator. Note: We
recommend managing permissions through user roles rather than assigning permissions to each
user. Local changes will override user role permissions.

For additional information about enabling permissions at the user level, please see Permission
Settings in the Site Essentials Handbook or online searchable help. For additional information
about enabling permissions at the role level, please see Creating and Managing Roles in the
Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help.

Contract Permissions

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Contracts > Contract Permissions.
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Permission Permission Description

Contract
Configuration

Users with this permission can manage general contract settings, contract
types, contract number wheels and jurisdictions.

Contract
Administrator

Users with Contract Administrator permission are able to manage any and all
contracts. They may view others' contracts irrespective of the non-owners Full
or Partial visibility. They may view all Contract Reports.

Consortium
Contract
Administrator

The Consortium Contract Administrator permission gives the user the ability to
view and subscribe to contracts that have been shared by their Consortia. In
addition, this permission gives the user the ability to administer the member-
level settings for the shared contract, including: Accessibility, Contract Type,
Fulfillment Centers and Non-Catalog capabilities.

Contract Manager Users with Contract Manager permission are able to manage only their own
contracts. They may view other user's contracts where the other owners have
granted non-owners Full or Partial visibility, and they may view reports based
on the same limitations.

Edit Executed
Contracts

This permission is displayed when the Only Contract Managers and Contract
Administrators with an additional permission can edit Executed contracts
option is enabled on the General tab of General Contract Settings. 

Enabling this option prevents users from checking out contracts for internal
edit unless they have this permission.

Allow Delete Draft
Contracts

This permission is displayed when the Prevent the ability to delete draft
contracts option is enabled on the General tab of General Contract Settings. 

Enabling this option prevents users from deleting draft contracts unless they
have this permission.

Administer Work
Groups

Users with the Administer Projects permission are able to create new child
projects inside of projects where they are assigned as "Project Administrators".
Users must have Administer Projects permission in order to be added to a
parent project as a "Project Administrator".

Manage Contract
Obligations

Users with the Manage Contract Obligations permission have write access on
the Obligation Library page. This allows them to add, edit, and delete library
obligations.

Manage Custom
Contract Fields

Allows users to add, edit and delete custom contract fields on a contract type.

Manage All
Contract
Templates and
Clauses

Allows users to manage all contact templates and clauses.
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Permission Permission Description

Manage Work
Group Contract
Templates and
Clauses Only

Allows users to manage contract templates, as well as clauses that belong to
their work groups and clauses that have no specific work group.

Contract Super
User

Allows users to use the "Contract CSV Import/Export" and "Contract Party
Import/Export" features, search for and view all contracts even if they are set
as confidential, and force check-in any contract. This permission does not
duplicate the Contract Administrator permission but should be used to expand
an administrator's abilities.

Manage Archived
Contracts

Allows users to archive contracts that are no longer in use. Contracts must be
in Complete, Terminated or Superseded status.

Export Search
Results

This permission provides the ability to export information from the following
sections: PR, PO, Receipts, Invoices, and Fulfillment POs. Once the export
request is made, the user will have access to the Search Exports screen
(located on the History tab) to view their own exports.

Manage Company
Exports

Allows a user to manage exports across an organization. They can see all
exports and delete any export if necessary.

Manage Contract
Request
Templates

Gives user access to Contract Request Templates under the Libraries menu.

Contract
Requester

Gives user access to the Request Contract and Manage Contract Requests
pages.

Edit Party Contact
on Contract

Allows users to edit the contact information on a contract party. Note: If a user
has the Manage Supplier Profiles permission, they do not need the new
permissions, however, the Manage Supplier Profiles permission allows them to
edit anything about the party's profile.

Edit Party Address
on Contract

Allows users to edit the address information on a contract party. Note: If a user
has the Manage Supplier Profiles permission, they do not need the new
permissions, however, the Manage Supplier Profiles permission allows them to
edit anything about the party's profile.

Extend Contract
End Date

This permission provides the ability for a user to extend a Contract's End Date
when the Contract is in Executed: In Effect, Executed: Future or Expired status.

Email from Con-
tract

Allows users to see the Send Email and View/Reactivate Subscriber options on
the Contract Actions menu. Also allows them to see the Send Email button on
the Communication Center page. This allows them to send emails from a con-
tract and view email recipients who have unsubscribed from a contract email
conversation and reactivate their subscription.

Edit Evaluated
Receipt Set-
tlement

Allows users to edit the ERS flag on the contract.
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Permission Permission Description

Allow Create Con-
tract without a Pro-
ject

Allows users to create contracts without requiring they be associated with a
Program Manager contract.

Access Contracts
AI

Allows access to Contracts AI.

Contract Approvals Permissions

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Approvals > Contract Approvals.

Permission Permission Description

Approve/Reject/Return
Contracts

Allows users the ability to approve, reject, or return contracts if they are an
approver on a contract approval workflow step. When a contract is returned,
it is removed from the approval workflow and returned to Draft status. When
a contract is rejected, it is removed from approval workflow and moved to
Rejected status.

Approve/Reject/Return
Contracts on Behalf of
Another Approver

Allows users to approve, reject, or return a contract currently assigned to
another approver's personal workflow folder. The approval actions are recor-
ded for the user on behalf of the managed approver. Note that the
Approve/Reject/Return Contracts permission is also required.

Approve/Reject/Return
Contracts Via Email

Provides the ability to approve, reject, or return contracts via email. When a
contract is returned, it is returned to Draft status and removed from workflow.
When a contract is rejected, it is removed from approval workflow and moved
to Rejected status.

Forward Contracts to
Another Approver

Allows an approver to forward a contract to another approver. This
permission displays the Forward option on the Contract's approvals page.

Manage Other Approver's
Contract Approval
Folders

Provides the capability for a user to view and manage another approver's
personal and shared contract workflow folders. With this permission set ON,
the user will be able to search and select approver's within their department
permissions (user settings>document access) for management. Any action
performed on a contract will have an audit record created stating the user
performing the action on behalf of the approver.

Assign Substitute
Approver for Contract
Approvals

Provides the user with the ability to assign a substitute for a contract
approval folder. (The user also needs to have the approval permission for the
appropriate workflow type.)
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Permission Permission Description

Put Contracts On Hold Allows an approver to put a contract on hold. A contract that is on hold will
remain in that approver's contract approvals folder. This permission displays
the Hold option in the contract approvals Action lists.

Restart/Skip Contract
Workflow Steps in Error

Provides the ability to restart workflow for any pending contracts within an
approver's personal contract approvals folder. This is typically necessary with
workflow that triggers or receives integration messages. If an
acknowledgment message is not received in the allotted time or after the
defined number of retries, the step goes in to error status. This functionality
allows an admin to restart the step, i.e., resend the message.

Expedite Contract
Through All Workflow
Steps

Provides the capability for the approver to expedite to a workflow step
including the End step (completes workflow). In addition, the user will be able
to expedite past any contract workflow steps configured as "do not allow by-
pass". All steps skipped as part of the expedite will be recorded as part of the
contract's audit trail.

Expedite Contract
Approval Workflow

Provides the user with the ability to Expedite a contract through the approval
process. A user with this permission can "pull" a contract through any
pending steps (that permit expediting).

Set Approvals Action
Column Default to
Approve

Site administrators are advised to give this permission with extreme caution.
If an organization's approval process should involve opening a contract to
examine it for correct data before approving, then users should not be given
this permission. This permission allows the user to click an approve button
directly from the approvals page without first assigning the contract. An
approver can approve a contract very quickly without having to make a
careful examination of the contract before approving it when this permission
is turned on for the user profile or role. The action column on the approvals
page normally shows an assign button. When this permission is on, the action
column will show an approve button by default instead.

Add Ad-Hoc Approver for
Contract Approvals

This permission is displayed when ad-hoc approvers for contracts are
enabled. 

Users with this permission can add an ad-hoc approver to a contract.

Explicit contract managers and contract facilitators with this permission are
able to add ad-hoc approvers, as well as ad-hoc steps with ad-hoc approvers
to contracts in approval workflow.

Perform Ad-Hoc
Approve/Reject/Return
Contracts

This permission is displayed when ad-hoc approvers for contracts are
enabled. 

Users with this permission can be used as an ad-hoc approver in contract
workflow.
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Notifications
You may choose to enable notifications for certain Contracts+ activities taking place in your
organization through the application.

Notification preferences can be set at the role or user level. You can choose to receive an email,
an in-application notification, both, or none. See Notification Preferences in the Site Essentials
Handbook or online searchable help and Creating and Managing Roles in the Administration
and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Contract notifications are found in the following Notification Preferences sections:

l Contracts - Contains notifications related specifically to contract activities (start date
notices, end date notices, contract workflow, contract obligations, etc.).

l Change Requests - Contains notifications related to change request activities (change
request assigned, change request accepted, change request rejected, etc.).

l Request - Contains notifications related to request workflow (request approved, request
rejected, etc.).

l Administration and Integration - Contains notifications related to administration and
integration (workflow step errors, import/export, etc.).

For a description of a notification, click the associated with the notification, as shown below.
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Contracts Management

Creating Contracts
Contracts can be entered into Contracts+ in the following ways:

l Creating a new "from scratch" contract
l Copying an existing contract .
l Importing contract information from an external system .

While there are many options for creating and managing contracts in JAGGAER Indirect, for
systems using Contracts+, here is an overview of the basic steps required.

Overview of Contract Creation

Create the contract record

In Contracts+, selecting Create New Contract opens a contract wizard which asks
for basic information about the contract you are creating, such as its name and
contract type.

Complete the contract header

Once you click Create Contract, the contract record is created and opens to the
main contract page where key information about the contract is entered, such as the
contract parties in the agreement and its start and end dates. This screen, and the
information in it, is referred to as the contract header.

Complete additional contract information

In a panel on the left side of a contract is a menu of additional pages that are used to
manage other elements of the contract. Use these pages to add attachments, define
who has access to the contract, configure eProcurement settings, and set up
obligations and notifications.

See the Contract Pages section below for a description of each of these pages.

Complete the contract document

The text of a contract is an attachment that is designated as the Main Document.
There is an icon next to it on the Attachments page.
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You can upload an attachment that contains contract text and designate it as the
main document. You can also add multiple attachments to a contract that contain
supplemental information. If a contract has multiple attachments, you can select
which attachments to print with the contract and in what order.

For organizations using the authoring feature, you can choose to either upload a
document or use a main document template to create the main document. You will
be able to open the main document in Microsoft Word and modify text using the
JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app.

Older versions of a document can be accessed in the Version History pages of the
attachment.

Submit for review

While a contract is in Draft status, it can be submitted for internal or external review
before it is submitted for final approval.

Send for approval

Once the contract draft is complete, it is submitted for approval. Clicking Submit for
Approval will release it into the approval workflow, where it will go through the
workflow steps configured for your organization. Once a contract completes the
approval process, it moves to Executed: In Effect status on its start date.

Update or amend

Once the contract is approved and in effect, you can use the Check Out for Internal
Edit action to make changes that don't affect the terms and conditions of the
contract, or create an amendment if changes do affect the terms and conditions of
a contract.

Overview of Contract Pages

Contract pages located along the left menu of a contract are used to manage various elements of
a contract. They can be accessed at any time. Some elements are required, others are optional.

Here is a brief overview of what each page does. The pages that are displayed on a contract will
vary, depending on your organization's configuration, your user permissions, and the status of the
contract.

Summary
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Click to view a contract's information on one page. Users who don't have access to a
contract may have access to this page; however, the contract information that is
displayed to them is controlled by their permissions as well as organization and
contract settings.

Header

Contains basic information about a contract, such as when it starts, when it ends,
and the parties involved with the agreement. Custom contract fields are located at
the bottom of this page. You may also see these pages under the Header section:

l Product Items - This page is available to organizations that have Sourcing
and eProcurement, and to JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations
customers with Sourcing+ and eProcurement. It provides options for
managing contract items on contracts created from a sourcing event, allowing
users to add, edit and delete contract items and shopping items.

l Service Items - This page is available to organizations that have Sourcing
and eProcurement. It provides options for managing contract items on
contracts created from a sourcing event, allowing users to add, edit and
delete contract items and shopping items.

l Commodity Codes - Provides the option to tie contracts to commodity
codes, so that organizations can categorize, track and report on contracts
using the codes.

Alternative Language

This page is available to organizations using the authoring feature. It is displayed
only when a contract's main document is using alternative language clauses. The
page provides a summary of the alternative language clauses in use on the contract
main document, and also provides an option to change settings and fallback
positions on alternative language clauses.

Attachments

Attachments include a "soft copy" of the contract and other supplemental
information. The document that contains the contract text is an attachment
designated as the Main Document and is indicated by an icon next to it. This
page can also be used to manage obligation attachments and compare two versions
of the main contract document or two versions of a contract attachment.

Obligations
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Obligations are tasks or actions that need to be completed for a contract, such as
documentation that must be attached to the contract, a review that must be
completed each year, or compliance criteria that a contract must fulfill. You can add
obligations from the Obligation Library or create one specific to the contract you are
creating (an ad hoc obligation).

Review Rounds

This is where to send a contract in Draft status for internal or external review before
it is submitted for approval.

Submit for Approval or Approvals

If a contract is in Draft status, this page is displayed as Submit for Approval and is
used to release the contract into the approval workflow. For contracts in other
statuses, such as Executed: In Effect or Complete, this page is displayed as
Approval" and can be used to view approval information.

eProcurement Setup

This page is available to organizations using eProcurement. eProcurement
information is all information related to shopping against a contract. This includes
information such as default account codes, budgeting, spend, applicability, related
goods and services, and PO clauses. You will also see these pages in the
eProcurement section:

l Budget and Spend - Allows you to configure the contract budget and define
how it will be enforced. It is also a key page for reviewing all contract spend
information.

l Applies To - Defines the departments, products etc. that can be applied to
the contract.

l Goods and Services - In addition to catalog items, organizations are able to
associate other types of items to the contract.

l PO Clauses - Contains a set of standard clauses that represent special
conditions the supplier should reference regarding the order. When PO
clauses are included with contracts, they will display on the purchase order
each time a PO is generated from the contract.

Comments

The Comments page is used to add notes regarding a contract. When entering
comments or replies, users can select who to direct the comments to, and that
person will receive an email notifying them that a comment or reply has been posted.

Communication Center
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The Communication Center is used to record and monitor email correspondence
about a contract from one central location within it. It displays emails sent via the
Send Email contract action and emails sent during an external review round, along
with all replies in the email conversation.

In addition, this area can be used to compare an email attachment to the latest
version of a contract main document or another contract attachment, as long as
both files are Microsoft Word files attached to the same contract in a .docx format.

Users and Contacts

Defines who has access to the contract. For organizations with Contracts+, the
organization's work groups will define which users have access to a contract by
default. If you are creating a confidential contract, this is where to add the
individuals who can access the contract.

Notifications

Determines which notifications are sent to contract managers, stakeholders, and
external contacts.

Contract Family

Displays a list of all contracts connected to a contract, grouped by parent/child
relationships, and amendments/renewals. You can also add a contract to a family in
this screen.

To create a new contract, you need the Contract Manager or Contract Administrator
permissions, and you must be assigned as a Manager or Administrator to the same work group as
the contract you are creating.

For organizations using templates or the contract authoring feature, you can use contract
templates and main document templates to upload pre-configured contract data and contract
text into a new contract.

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationscustomers with access to Sourcing+ have the ability
to create and manage contracts in Contracts+ from a Sourcing+ RFQ, Auction or Bid Collector.

Step-by-Step
Expand each link below and complete steps as indicated. While creating a contract, click Next on
the bottom of a page to save changes and move to the next section, or Save Progress to save
your changes and return to the contract at a later date.
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Complete the contract wizard and create the contract record

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Create New Contract....

2. If the appropriate permission is enabled, users will be asked if they want to create a
Program Manager Contract. Selecting Yes will guide the user to selecting a project
associated with Program Manager. The contract will be associated with this project.
Selecting No will continue the contract creation process as described in the following
steps. Note: This functionality is available only to organizations that have both a
Contracts+ and Program Manager license.

3. Complete these fields:

l Contract Name - Enter a descriptive contract name. The name can be up to 100
characters long.

l Contract Class - Select the contract class from the drop-down menu. Contracts
can be classified as either a Buy-side Contract or a Sell-side Contract. Buy-side
Contract is the default setting. Note: The contract class CANNOT be changed later.

l Contract Type - Select a contract type. Note: The contract type can only be
changed when the contract is in Draft status.

Depending on your system settings and the contract type selected, these additional fields
may be displayed:

l Use Contract Template - Select Yes to use a contract template to create the
contract. If selected, data from the selected contract template is copied into the
contract. Copied values can be changed. Select No if you do not want to use a
contract template to create the contract. If a default contract template has been
assigned to the contract type, this field is set to Yes by default. If there are no active
contract templates for the contract type selected, this field is not displayed.

Note: This is a one-time option only offered here.

l Contract Template - Displayed if Yes is selected in the Use Contract Template
field. The contract template assigned to the contract type is displayed by default.
Click the search icon to select a different contract template. Only templates
configured for the contract type are available for selection.

l Work Group - Select a work group. Users who have been added as contract
administrators, contract managers and stakeholders on the work group have access
to the contract by default. This can be changed on the contract by making it
confidential.
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l Contract Language(displayed if the Language option is enabled for your
organization) - Select the language used by the contract. Only clauses and
templates using the same language can be used on the contract.

l Main Document Template(displayed for organizations using the authoring feature)
- Choose the main document template you want to use as the basis of contract
text. Only active main document templates associated with the contract type are
available for selection.

Note: If a contract template is selected and it has a main document, this field is
not displayed and the main document from the contract template is uploaded
to the contract.

l Currency(displayed if the use of multiple currencies is enabled) - Select the
currency to use for the contract. The currency cannot be changed once the
contract is saved.

If your organization is using eProcurement, this allows contract purchases to be
entered and tracked in a specific currency. This does not prevent orders in other
currencies. Purchases made in other currencies will be converted to the preferred
currency using the prevalent exchange rate. If your organization uses multiple
currencies, you will need the Ordering and Approval Settings > Currency Access
permission to see all available currencies.

Note: If your organization uses one currency, the Currency field is not available
when creating a contract. The currency will default to your organization's base
currency and is displayed as a read-only field on the contract header.

l Contract Exchange Rate(displayed if Display Contract Exchange Rate is enabled) -
Set the exchange rate to use for the contract.

By default, this field reflects the organization's default exchange rate. This value will
not be used in any calculations or conversions and is included only as a data point
for an organization to use if so desired.

4. Click Create Contract. A contract is created, set into Draft status, and checked out to you.
The contract Header page opens, where you can complete additional information for the
contract (see sections below).
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Complete contract header information

1. Complete these fields on the contract Header page:

l Contract Number - A contract number that has been automatically generated by
the system is displayed by default. If there is an edit icon next to the field, you
may change the contract number if needed.

Note: If your organization does product ordering through JAGGAER Indirect,
the contract number is displayed on purchase orders in the Supplier
Information section when a purchase is made against the contract.

l Contract Name - Displays the contract name entered in the Create Contract wizard.
Change the name if needed.

l Contract Type - Displays the contract type selected in the Create Contract wizard.
This field can only be changed when the contract is in Draft status.

l Contract Language (displayed if Language settings are enabled) - Displays the
contract language selected in the Create Contract wizard. Change the language if
needed. Only clauses and templates using the same language will be able to be used
on the contract.

l Work Group - Displays the work group selected in the Create Contract wizard.
Change the work group if needed.

l Parent Contract (optional) - Select a parent contract if you want the contract you
are creating to be underneath it in a parent-child hierarchy. The contract will be
linked to the parent. This can also be done from the Contract Family screen.

l Jurisdiction (optional) - If your system has Jurisdictions enabled, select the
contract's jurisdiction. An icon next to the field indicates that it is used by an
alternative language clause on the contract.

l Currency - If your organization uses multiple currencies, this field displays the
currency selected in the Create Contract wizard. If your organization uses one
currency, this field displays your organization's base currency. It is a read-only field
and cannot be changed.
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l Contract Status (optional) - For organizations using custom contract statuses - If
your system uses custom contract statuses, select a value from the Contract Status
drop down list.

Note: The statuses in this field are specific to your organization and maintained
by the system administrator. Contract managers must change the contract
status manually. This field works separately from the color-coded standard
contract statuses that appear with the contract record and automatically
change as the contract moves through the approval workflow.

l Use eSignature for this contract?for organizations using eSignature) - Select Yes
to indicate that the contract will be signed electronically through an eSignature
provider. Select No if the contract will be approved within Contracts+. If Yes is
selected, an eSignature option appears in the left menu.

l Show on Supplier Portal - This setting indicates if the contract can be shared with
Second Parties. Enabling this setting allows you to share the contract with a supplier
in the Supplier Portal. The field defaults to the value inherited from the General
Contract settings but can be overridden for the contract. Select Yes to allow the
contract to be shared. Select No to disallow sharing.

l Value (optional) - This field appears on the contract header if Total Contract Values
have been enabled for the contract type. Enter the dollar value of the contract. The
Total Contract Value is calculated based on the value of the original contract and
each amendment and renewal.

l Summary (optional) - Enter details regarding the contract. Text entered in this field
is displayed in the Contract Summary page.

l Salesforce Accountfor organizations using Salesforce integration - Enter the
Salesforce account that you wish to associate with this contract.

l Salesforce Opportunityfor organizations using Salesforce integration - Enter the
Salesforce opportunity that you wish to associate with this contract.

2. Add first and second parties to the contract in the Contract Parties section. The primary
first party is typically added to the contract by default, depending on work group
configuration, but can be changed while it is in Draft status.

Add a First Party
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a. Click the Add First Party button.

b. Search for and select the contract party then click Select Contract Party. First
parties must have an Owner contract party type.

Note: To view details of a record, click on the info icon next to a contract
party in the search results to open the contract party's summary page. Users
with the appropriate permission will also see a link that allows them to open and
edit the supplier or contract party profile.

c. Choose a contact and click Next.

d. Choose an address and click Done.

e. Repeat to add additional first parties.

Add a Second Party

a. Click the Add Second Party button.

b. Search for and select the contract party then click Select Contract Party. Second
parties will typically have a Supplier, Customer, Individual or Partner contract party
type.

Note: To view details of a record, click the info icon next to a contract party
in the search results to open the contract party's summary page. Users with the
appropriate permission will also see a link that allows them to open and edit the
supplier or contract party profile.

c. Choose a contact and click Next. You may leave the contact blank.

d. Choose an address. You may leave the address blank.

e. Click Done.

f. Repeat to add additional second parties.

Note:Contract parties can be changed or deleted while the contract is in Draft status.
The first record added as first or second party is made the primary party by default. If
there are multiple contract parties and you want to make a new selection, open the
Actions field next to the party that you want to set as primary, and select Make
Primary. A primary party cannot be removed from a contract until another party is set
as primary.
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Note:As long as a contract is in Draft status or fully executed status, users with the
appropriate permission can change contract party address and contact information
by selecting Actions > Edit Address or Actions > Edit Contact. An address or
contact can be removed by selecting the blank link at the top of the list. Users without
the permission can switch addresses and contacts, but cannot edit the information.

Users who have permission to edit contract party profiles can access them by clicking
on the name of a record selected as first or second party, then clicking the Go to
Profile hyperlink in the pop up window.

3. In the Dates and Renewal section, complete the contract term, review, and renewal fields:

a. Time Zone, Start Date and End Date - You can enter or modify the time zone and
contract start and end dates while the contract is in a Draft status.

Note: Contract start and end dates can be blank when you create a contract
and entered later, but once values are entered the dates cannot be set to blank
again.

l Time Zone - Enter the time zone that the contract will be effective in.

l Start Date - Choose one of the following options:

l Enter a specific date and time that the contract goes into effect. The
time defaults to midnight if you do not set a specific time.

l Set the contract to start on the day it reaches Executed: In Effect status
by selecting the Update Start Date Upon Execution checkbox and
also entering a provisional start date and time in the Start Date field. If
this option is selected, the system will automatically replace the
provisional start date with the date that the contract is fully executed.

Note: For contracts using eSignature, this will be the date and time that
the final signer completes their eSignature of the contract OR the date
and time entered in the Fully Executed Date field if manually uploading
the signed contract.

l End Date - Choose one of the following options:

l Set the contract to end on a specific date by selecting the Expires On
radio button and entering a date and time in the End Date field. This is
the default setting. The time defaults to midnight if you do not set a
specific time.
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l If the contract does not have an end date select the No Expiration
radio button.

b. (optional) Configure Review settings by completing these fields. Note: These three
fields are used to schedule review notifications for contracts once they are
approved. They are useful for setting up reminders for long-term contracts or
contracts with no expiration date. The review schedule is defined in these fields. The
corresponding Review Date Passed notification that is sent on the review date also
needs to be enabled on the Notifications page.

l Review Date - Enter date of the first review that occurs after the contract is
approved. When the review date is reached, the field value resets to the next
scheduled review date, as defined by the review term and the number of
reviews remaining. Note: The Review Date Passed notification, if enabled, is
sent when each review date occurs.

l Review Term - Enter a review term. This is the interval between review dates,
for example, 1 day or 1 year.

l Reviews Remaining - Enter the maximum number of times that contract
should be reviewed once it is approved. This value decrements each time a
review date is reached. Once it becomes 0, the review date is no longer
updated and users will no longer receive contract review notifications (if
enabled). If this field is left blank and there is a review term, the review date is
updated and notifications are sent on the intervals indicated by the review
term until the contract ends.

c. (optional) Configure Renewal settings by completing the following fields.
Note: Contract renewals are defined in these fields. The corresponding Renewal
Date - Advanced Notices and Renewal Date Passed notifications also need to be
enabled on the Notifications page.

l Renewals Remaining - Enter the number of times the contract can be
renewed. This value decrements each time the contract is renewed. Once it
becomes 0, the contract can no longer be renewed. If a number is entered in
this field, you will also need to select Yes or No in the Auto-Renew field to
indicate whether renewal contracts will be created manually by a contract
manager (via the Contract Actions menu), or automatically by the system.

l Automatically Apply Price File with Renewal - Select the Yes radio button if
there is a price file associated with the contract and you would like to apply it
automatically when the contract is renewed, otherwise select No.
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l Renewal Term - If a number is entered in the Renewals Remaining field,
select a number and time period that reflects the length of time that renewal
contracts will be in effect. The term you enter allows the system to calculate
the end date for renewal contracts. For example, if you choose to set a
renewal term of one year, the contract end date of next renewal will be set to
a year from its start date.

l Auto-Renew - If a number is entered in the Renewals Remaining field, select
Yes if you want the system to automatically create a renewal contract when
the preceding contract reaches its end date and there are renewals
remaining. If Yes is selected, you can enter a date in the Auto-Renew Creation
field to define when renewal contracts will be created. If no number is entered
in the Auto-Renew Creation field, renewal contracts become effective as
soon as the end date of the previous contract is reached.

l Auto-Renew Creation - This field is displayed if the Auto-Renew field is set
to Yes. Enter a number and time period that reflects the number of days prior
to a contract's end date that the next renewal will be created. For example, if
the original contract's end date is set to January 31st, and you enter 10 days in
this field, the first renewal contract will be created on January 21st. This will
ensure a renewal contract is created and can be approved before the original
contract expires. If this field is left blank, renewal contracts become effective
as soon as the end date of the previous contract is reached.

Note: Once a contract is renewed, the Renewal Status field on the
contract header will indicate the status of the contract renewal. Clicking
the information icon next to the renewal status will open the contract
summary page of the contract renewal and provide a link to the renewal
contract.

4. (optional) In the Additional Details section, complete details, searchable keywords, and
custom contract fields as needed. These fields are primarily used with Contract
Compliance Tracking but can also be used with Contracts+.

5. Complete the custom contract fields as indicated. The custom contract fields displayed
on the contract header are configured by your organization and will vary based on the
contract type selected.

Note: An icon next to a custom contract field indicates that it is used by an
alternative language clause in the contract and the select will affect contract text.
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(optional) Add or update commodity codes

If commodity codes have been enabled for your system at the organization level and for the
contract type used by the contract, they are added, updated or deleted on the Commodity Codes
page of the contract header. For contracts created from a sourcing event, commodity codes are
imported from the sourcing event.

One commodity code is designated as the reporting code and this is the code that is referenced
when reporting on commodity codes. All other codes are designated as additional commodity
codes.

Note: For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers with Sourcing+ to Contracts+
Process Flow, commodity codes are imported with the corresponding Goods Group code on the
Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction, if configured. Contact your system administrator if you have questions
about commodity code or goods group information in the contract.

1. Click Commodity Codes.

2. Click Add Codes, then search for and select the commodity codes you want to add to the
contract.

Note: For contracts created from a sourcing event, commodity codes from the event
are automatically copied into the Commodity Codes page of the contract and
identified by green check in the From Sourcing Event column.

3. (optional) Assign one commodity code as the reporting code by selecting Set as
Reporting Code from the menu to the right of the commodity code. It will move to the top
of the list and "Reporting Commodity Code" is displayed underneath the code. All other
codes are designated as additional commodity codes.

Note: The reporting code can be changed by selecting Unassign as Reporting Code
next to the reporting code, or Replace as Reporting Code next to an additional
commodity code.

4. (optional) Remove commodity codes by click Remove next to the code you want to delete.

(optional for organizations using the authoring feature) View or modify
alternative language clauses

The Alternative Language page is only displayed if your organization is using alternative language
clauses with the Word app and the contract document contains alternative clauses. You can see
which alternative language clauses are in use or inactive, and change the fallback selection in this
page:
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1. Click Alternative Language to display a list of the alternative language clauses in the
contract.

2. Modify alternative language settings as needed:

l The option selected for each alternative clause is displayed. Click on a clause name
to preview the text.

l If the Differs From Library status is displayed next to a clause, it means that the
clause has been updated in the clause library and the version on the contract is not
the most recent version.

l Inactive clauses are indicated by an icon and an Inactive status, and should be
deleted from the contract document.

l To change fallback positions, find the clause that you want to change fallback
positions for and select the fallback option that you to want to replace in the text.
Select Default Clause if you want to return to the original clause.

3. Click Save Progress.

The selected clause is replaced with the fallback option on the contract.

Add or update contract documents (Attachments)

The Main Document is the attachment that contains contract text. It is displayed with a icon
next to it. The Main Document is always printed with the contract and is first in the print order. For
additional attachments, you can choose whether or not attachments are printed with the
contract, and the sequence in which they should print in the Print Order field.

1. Click Attachments.

2. Add or remove contract attachments:

l If you are using the contract authoring feature and have chosen a main document
template in the Create Contract wizard, the Main Document attachment is
displayed with a icon next to it.

l If you did not select a main document template in the wizard, click Upload Main
Document and choose one of these options:

l Select Upload Main Document to upload a file or URL link, or

l Select Use a Template and select a main document template to generate
contract text.

l Click Add Attachments to add other files to the contract. If there is no designated
main document, you can designate an uploaded attachment as the main document.
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3. Configure print settings by clicking the Edit Properties action next to an attachment and
completing the Print Order, Print with Full Contract and Contract Summary Visibility fields.

(optional) Add obligations

Obligations can be added from the Obligations Library, or you can create an obligation specific to
this contract.

1. Click Obligations.

2. Click Add Obligation and choose one of the following options:

l Click Add New Obligation to add an obligation unique to the contract.

l Click Add Obligation from Library to add an obligation from the library.

3. If you are adding an obligation from the library, search for and select an obligation using
the type ahead feature or click the search icon twice to display a list of obligations
available, then click Next.

4. Add or modify the Properties of the obligation:

a. Name - Enter a name that clearly identifies the obligation. This is the name you'll see
throughout the application and will also appear in the Subject line on emails sent
regarding the notification.

b. Description - Enter a description of the obligation under 256 characters.

c. (optional) Tags - Select the tags that apply to the obligation by using the type ahead
feature or click the blank field and then Search to display a list of tags you can
select. Click Save Changes. These labels can be used when searching for
obligations. Tags appear in the order chosen.

d. (optional) Options - If the obligation involves providing documentation of any type,
select the Documentation Is Required checkbox. If the checkbox is selected the
obligation owner will need to upload a file to the obligation before it can be
completed. If this checkbox is left blank, attachments can still be added to the
obligation, but the obligation can be completed whether or not there is an
attachment.

e. Frequency - Select One Time or Recurring and enter due dates as follows. Note:
The frequency type cannot be changed once the obligation is saved:

l If you chose One Time, enter the due date of the obligation in the calendar
field.

l If you chose Recurring, set the schedule of occurrences. You can find
detailed instructions for setting up a schedule in Contract Obligations.

1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Obligations-About.htm
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f. If the Time Zone of the obligation is different from the one used by the contract,
clear the Same as Contract checkbox and select the appropriate time zone. The
time zone of the obligation is the same as the contract by default.

g. Click Next.

5. Under the Owners and Stakeholders heading, add or modify owners and stakeholders:

a. Click Add New to add an owner or stakeholder or Actions > Properties to change
existing settings.

b. Complete or modify the following fields:

l Role - Select first party owner to add the person responsible for marking the
obligation as complete. Select first party stakeholder or second party
stakeholder to add individuals who will only receive notifications regarding
the obligation. Second party stakeholders must be listed as a second party
contact on the contract header.

l Person or Second Party Contact (the field name changes according to the
selection in the Role field) - Select the individual who will fulfill the role
selected above using the search options provided.

l Task/Notes - Enter notes or a description of the task for the owner or
stakeholder. For second party stakeholders, text entered here will appear in
their email notifications.

l Send Notifications - Select the checkbox next to each type of notification
you want sent to the individual selected above. Second party stakeholders do
not receive Completed notifications.

c. Click Save or Save and Add Another to save the record and immediately create
another.

d. Repeat for each owner or stakeholder you want added to the obligation. The
Contract Manager option can only be chosen once as a first party owner or first
party stakeholder, but any number of internal users can be added as first party
owners or stakeholders.

6. In the Advance Notice Settings section, add or modify when advance notifications are
sent as follows. A maximum of three advance notifications can be sent from 1-90 days prior
to the obligation due date:

a. Enter the number of days prior to the obligation due date that advance notifications
will be sent to owners and stakeholders in the Advance Notice #1, #2 and #3 fields.
You do not need to complete all three fields.

b. Click Save Changes.
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The obligation is added to the contract. For recurring obligations, each occurrence within a series
is displayed when the Show Recurring Obligations As filter is set to Occurrences. Each
occurrence is identified by a recurring obligation icon . If the recurring obligation is based on
the contract start date, the occurrences will only be shown once the contract has a start date.

(optional) Configure shopping information (eProcurement)

Organizations that use the eProcurement product can set up their contracts to be used for
shopping. If your organization has eProcurement, the screens used to configure shopping options
are displayed in the eProcurement Setup section in the left menu.

1. Click eProcurement Setup and complete the following fields and sections:

a. eProcurement (main)

l Active for Shopping - Indicates whether or not a contract is available for
shopping. The checkbox is only displayed once a contract reaches Executed:
Future or Executed: In Effect status. The checkbox defaults to No, but the
system will automatically switch the setting to Yes once a contract reaches
Executed: In Effect status to indicate that the contract can be viewed and
used for shopping. The system will automatically switch the Active for
Shopping checkbox to No (if it is not already No) on contracts in any other
status, for example, for contracts in 'Complete' or 'Superseded' status.

Note: Only contracts that are both Active for Shopping and in Executed:
In Effect status are available to add to line items when shopping. You can
select or clear the Active for Shopping checkbox manually and save
changes while the contract is in Executed: In Effect status to override
system settings.

l Restrict Products To - This checkbox is displayed once a contract reaches
Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect status. Select Any Supplier Product
to make the contract available for use on all products purchased from this
supplier, or select Only for Specified Product SKUs or UNSPSCs to limit the
products that can be purchased against the contract to the ones listed on the
By Products/SKUs or By UNSPSC tabs on the contract. Note: All other
accessibility rules will apply no matter what setting is chosen here.

l Automatically Apply Purchases from this Supplier to this Contract - Click
Yes if you want the contract to be automatically associated with a line item in
a cart if certain criteria are met. This option is HIGHLY recommended if there
will only be one contract for the supplier AND all purchases are from this
contract.
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l Blanket PO Number - If you would like to use a blanket (standing) purchase
order number each time the contract is used, enter the number here.

l Allow Portal Invoice Enabled Suppliers to Edit Contract Item Price - Click
Yes (default) to allow suppliers to edit a contract non-catalog item's price on
line items that have been populated from the contract on portal invoices or
credit memos. Click No if they cannot.

Note: This setting applies to price only. Part No., Description, Product
Size, Packaging, and Extended Price fields cannot be edited by a
supplier even if this setting is enabled.

l Evaluated Receipt Settlement - This field is displayed if your organization
has the Evaluated Receiving Settlement feature enabled and the second party
(Contracts+) on the contract is in the ERS supplier class. The field is read-only
unless you have permission to modify the field. Click Yes to allow non-PO
invoices to be generated from the contract for non-catalog goods or services
that have already been received. No is the default setting and indicates that
ERS invoices cannot be generated from the contract.

Note: For Contracts+, if there are multiple second parties on the same
contract and each one has a different setting, then the Evaluated
Receipt Settlement field is not displayed.

b. Payment Terms - Contract payment terms are displayed on non-PO invoices or
invoice items generated from a contract. Users creating invoices can use contract
payment terms instead of organization or supplier default payment terms. Complete
these fields:

l Discount - Enter the value of the discount that will be applied to the invoice
total if payment is made before the number of days indicated in the Days field.
This can be a percentage or a specific amount, as selected in the Discount
Type field.

l Discount Type - Choose whether the value in the Discount field will be
applied as a percentage of the invoice total or a specific amount.

l Days - Enter the number of days after receipt of the invoice that the discount
can be applied. After this number of days, the Net amount is due.

l Net - Enter the number of days after receipt of the invoice that the net
amount is due. If payment is not made within the number of days indicated in
the Days field, the net amount is due to the supplier within this number of
days.
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c. Pricing - If the contract is configured for catalog pricing, select one of the following
options:

l Needs Price Set - Select Yes to indicate that the contract is associated with
a hosted catalog.

l Associated Price Set - Click Select Price Set to indicate that the contract is
associated with a supplier price file, then select a price set.

d. Supplier Visible Custom Fields - Organizations can designate a custom field that
may be made visible to suppliers creating invoices from a contract. This section is
where contract managers choose to make that custom field visible to suppliers for a
specific contract. The custom field that your organization has permitted to be made
visible to suppliers is displayed next to Available Custom Field. Complete the
following fields:

l Do you want portal invoicing enabled Suppliers to complete the selected
Custom Field on Invoices created from this contract? - Select Yes to
make the custom field visible to suppliers. They will be able to see the field on
sales invoice line items and enter a value. They will also be able to copy lines
with the field and select different values for each line. No is the default
setting.

Note:All values that can be selected in the custom field are visible to
suppliers on contracts designated to be exposed.

l Is this required to be completed by the Supplier? - This field is displayed if
Yes is selected in the field above. Select Yes if suppliers must complete the
field before they can submit an invoice. No is the default setting.

e. Code Defaults on Invoice - This section is displayed after a supplier or second
party has been saved to the contract. It contains default account codes that will
automatically be applied to line items on invoices associated with the contract.

l Enter default contract account codes by clicking Add in the appropriate
subheading and choose Select from profile values... to add codes from your
user profile code favorites, or Select from all values... to add organization
values.

Note: Selecting from your profile values requires that you have explicit
permissions to the custom fields and that you have selected code
favorites in your user profile.
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f. Display Options in Browse Contracts - This only displays if non-catalog entry is
enabled. This setting determines if contract items will be listed when users who
display associated forms and non-catalog requests search for contracts.

l Click Yes to display the contract in searches. Click No to hide the contract
from searches, click Inherit From Contract Type to use the settings from the
contract type.

l Click Save Changes.

Note: All other accessibility rules will apply no matter what setting is chosen
here.

2. Click Budget and Spend and complete the following fields.

a. Budget - Enter the expected total spend amount for the current renewal period. This
will be used as the benchmark to compare actual spend figures against.

b. Enforce Budget - Click Yes if the budget should be evaluated when a user places
orders for items associated with the contract.

c. In the Limits Per Requisition section, set limits for requisitions applied against the
contract. These settings drive validation messages that appear when assigning the
contract to PR's, PO's and invoices (as configured for your organization):

l Contract Spend - Enter the minimum and maximum dollar amounts allowed
per purchase requisition.

l Line Item Quantity - Enter the minimum and maximum quantities allowed per
line item on a purchase requisition.

d. In the Limits Per Invoice section, select the Same as Requisitions checkbox if you
want to use the settings entered for requisitions above to also be used for invoices
assigned to the contract. If the checkbox is left blank, enter minimum and
maximum limits for invoices assigned to the contract.

e. Click Save Changes.

Note: The Actual Spend and Contract Reports sections on this page are active
once the contract is in Executed: In Effect status.

3. The Applies To section is used to define which departments, business units or user roles
can use a contract. You can apply restrictions by departments, roles, business units, users,
product/SKU numbers, UNSPSC numbers and fulfillment centers by entering information in
the appropriate tab. Note: If you wish to allow all users to have access to the contract, no
action is necessary. See Configuring Contract Applicability for Users, Products and
Supplier Fulfillment Centers.
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4. The Goods and Services section is used to associate items such as forms, instructions for
ordering items outside of the application, and non-catalog items to a contract. If your
organization uses the item master you can view items on this page as well.

l Forms - The form that is inherited from the contract type is displayed by default.
Click Yes next to Show Contract Forms in Product Search Results to allow users to
search for the form and locate it via product search. Click Add Form to add a pre-
configured form to the contract (the form must already exist in your system).

l Ordering Instructions - Click Yes next to Display in Product Search Results if you
want the instructions to be displayed in the search results. Enter any information
over and above the ordering instructions in the Additional Information field. Select
how you want the ordering instructions to be displayed in the Ordering Instructions
drop down: select Use Attachments to upload a file containing the instructions, or
Use Rich Text to enter instructions on the page. You can choose to include the
supplier icon, or upload an image in the Images field.

l Non-Catalog Items - Click Add Contract Non-Catalog Item and complete the
fields.

l Contract Item Pricing - If your organization uses the Item Master functionality, you
can view the items on the Contract Item Pricing tab. If there are a large number of
items, you can search for items by clicking on the Search Contract Non-Catalog
Items. You can also export items by clicking on the Export button.

5. Click PO Clauses and select the checkbox in the Assigned column for each clause you
would like to add to the contract, then click Save Changes. PO Clauses are used place text
on faxed and emailed purchase orders that represent special conditions that the supplier
should reference regarding the order.

(optional) Add a comment (for internal users)

1. Click Comments.

2. Click Start New Thread.

3. Enter a Subject and Message.

4. (optional) Alert internal users of the comment by adding them to the Send Notification To
field. They will receive an email notification containing the comment and a link to the
comment thread on the contract. The link will only work if the user has access to the
contract at the time the message is created.

5. Click Save. The message is listed on the Comments page. Individuals selected in the Send
Notification To field will receive an email indicating that a new contract discussion thread
has been posted.
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(optional) Communication Center

Use the Communication Center pages to monitor emails sent via the Send Email contract action
and emails sent during an external review round. You can also use this area to manage email
recipients, and compare an email attachment to the latest version of a contract main document or
another contract attachment. It contains two pages:

l Communication Center - All the emails that have been sent via the Send Email contract
action or during an external review round are displayed. Columns show when the
conversation started, the number of messages (responses) in the conversation and the last
update.

l Conversation Details - Clicking on a conversation row in the main Communication Center
page opens a second page that shows the original email text and all its replies, the
recipients and their email addresses, and any attachments included in the email. Use this
page to view or change subscribers, send an email to all recipients in the email
conversation, or compare email attachments to contract attachments.

Note: Emails sent using the Send Email contract action or during an external review round
are visible to all recipients of the email and anyone who can access the Communication
Center page of a contract. The information displayed includes email recipient names and
email addresses, the original email text, and all replies to the email.

Define access to the contract or set confidential access (Users and
Contacts)

1. Click Users and Contacts and select the internal users who can access the contract. You
control the type of access they have to the contract by adding them to one of the
categories listed below. Users can be added individually, by role, by department, or by
business unit (for stakeholders only), but individuals on a role or department list will not
automatically receive notifications regarding the contract:

l Contract Managers - Contract managers are internal users who have full control
over the contract. The person who created the contract is always a contract
manager by default. You can add multiple users as contract managers, but these
users will be able to fully edit the contract as an administrator would. Users who
simply need to be able to view the contract and be notified about contract events
should be configured as contract stakeholders (see below).

l Invoice Approvers(for organizations with the invoice approver feature enabled
only) - Select the internal users who are authorized to approve invoices created
from the contract and invoice line items assigned to the contract. You can add
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multiple invoice approvers. The users selected must have invoice approval
permissions, including the ability to search for invoice approvals and view invoices.
Contract invoice approvers have the same access to the contract as contract
stakeholders.

l Stakeholders - Stakeholders are internal users who can view contract information
and receive notifications. You can add multiple stakeholders. They will be able to
view the contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract based
on your organization settings.

2. (optional) In the Users from Work Group section, view work group users or change
confidential settings:

a. Expand the section to view work group users. These are internal users who have
access to the contract by default as defined on the contract work group. You
cannot change work group user settings but you can remove access to the contract
for all work group users by making the contract confidential. If a contract has Normal
confidential settings:

l Contract Administrators can view and edit any contract in the work group.
They can also create and edit their own contracts.

l Contract Managers can view contracts in the work group. They can create
and edit their own contracts only.

l Stakeholders can only view contracts in the work group. They will see either
the contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract,
based on your organization settings.

b. If the contract is in Draft status you can change the confidential access settings as
follows:

l Click Make Confidential to change contract access from normal to
confidential - Contract administrators, contract managers, and stakeholders
inherited from the work group are removed and will not have access to the
work group. You can only define access by selecting internal users in the
Users and Contacts section, setting visibility controls and adding external
contacts.

l Click Make Not Confidential to change contract access from confidential to
normal - Contract administrators, contract managers, and stakeholders
inherited from the work group will have access to the contract and cannot be
modified, but you can also select internal users in the Users and Contacts
section, set visibility controls and add external contacts.
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3. Visibility Controls - Define what users who are not contract managers or stakeholders
can see on the Contract Summary page. Options are Full, Partial or Limited. Click Preview
next to a setting to check what users will see.

Note: The information that is displayed for Full, Partial, or Limited views of the
contract summary is configurable and will vary for each organization.

4. External Contacts - Click Add Contacts to select individuals outside of your organization
who may have an interest in the contract and who you want to receive email notifications.
Individuals added as external contacts cannot opt out of receiving email notifications, but
you can remove them from the list.

Note: External contacts are shared between all contracts – if you create a new
external contact, that contact will be available for assignment to other contracts.

5. Click Save Changes.

Select the notifications that are sent regarding the contract

1. Click Notifications.

2. Under Notifications, click the appropriate checkboxes to send notifications to contract
managers, contract stakeholders and/or external contacts named on the Users and
Contacts page of the contract:

l Select a checkbox in the Contract column to send a notification to contract
managers or stakeholders that have been explicitly named on the contract.

l Select a checkbox in the Work Group column to send a notification to contract
managers or stakeholders inherited from the work group.

l Select the checkbox in both columns to send a notification to both sets of users.

3. (optional) Under Advanced Notice Settings, enter the number of days prior to the
contract start date, end date or renewal date that reminders are sent to the roles selected
in the corresponding "Advance Notices" rows above.

4. (Sourcing Contracts only) Under Sourcing Event Advance Notice, enter the number of
days prior to the contract end date a notification is sent to sourcing event managers that a
contract created from a sourcing event is up for renewal or about to expire.

5. (optional for eProcurement contracts) Under Spend Tier Notification Settings, select the
appropriate checkbox to send notifications based on PR spend, PO spend and/or Invoice
spend. Click the Add Notification Tier button to add a notification tier.
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(optional) View related contracts or add contract to a contract family

1. Click Contract Family. The Contract Family screen opens showing related contracts.

2. (optional) To add a contract to a family, click Link a Child to this Contract.

(optional) Send for review

1. Click Review Rounds.

2. The options available depend on your system configuration:

Manual Internal Review Round - Select to create a review round and select internal
reviewers:

a. Click Create Manual Internal Round, or Start Automated Internal Round > Create
Manual Internal Round if both manual and automatic review rounds are enabled on
your system.

b. Click Add Reviewer.

c. Select the internal users who you want to review the contract and click Save
Changes.

d. Click Begin Round. The Begin Internal Review window opens and shows who has
been selected for review.

e. Enter a message in the Message to Reviewers field regarding the review round or
leave the field blank. The message is visible to all reviewers on the round.

f. Click the Begin Internal Review button. A status of "Sent" appears next to the
reviewer names on the Review Rounds page. Reviewers will receive a notification or
an email indicating that there is a contract to review.

Automated Internal Review Round - Select to send a contract through predefined internal
review workflow steps with assigned internal reviewers. This option must be enabled for
your system.

a. Click Start Automated Internal Round. The Begin Automated Internal Review
window opens.

b. Enter a message in the Message to Reviewers field regarding the review round or
leave the field blank. The message is visible to all reviewers on the round.

c. Click the Begin Automated Internal Review button. The system will automatically
check the contract out to the person who initiated the internal review step and send
it to reviewers on the first step of the internal review workflow. A status of "Sent"
appears next to the reviewer names on the Review Rounds page. Reviewers will
receive a notification or an email indicating that there is a contract to review.
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External Review Round - Select to send a contract to reviewers outside of JAGGAER
Indirect:

a. Click Start External Round.

b. Click Add Reviewer.

c. In the Add Reviewer window, enter contact information for external reviewer, and
click Save.

d. Click Begin Round. An External Review email window opens where you complete
the information that you want to send to the external reviewer:

l Email Recipients - Select the checkbox next to each reviewer that you want
to send the email to. All external reviewers are listed and selected by default.

l Attachments - Select or clear checkboxes so that only the attachments that
you want to send with the email are selected. All contract documents are
listed (including the main document). Attachments that have been flagged to
print with the contract in the Attachments screen are selected by default.

l Include Full Contract PDF - Select the checkbox if you also want to include
the Full Contract PDF file in the email.

l Email Content - Standard text and placeholders appear in the fields by
default. Modify text and placeholders as needed.

e. Click Send Email. A status of "Sent or "Not Sent" appears next to the external
review. Click the information icon next to the status to see details about the
review.

Note: Emails sent during an external review round are visible to all recipients
of the email and anyone who can access the Communication Center page of a
contract. The information displayed includes email recipient names and email
addresses, the original email text, and all replies to the email.

f. Once an external reviewer has replied to your email, you will need to make changes
to the contract on their behalf, and move their reviewer's status to Done for that
review round (Actions > Done with Review).

As each reviewer completes their review, Done appears as their reviewer status on the Review
Rounds page. Click the information icon next to the status to see details about the review.
Once all reviewers have responded, the review round will close and the contract will return to
Draft status.
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(optional for organizations with eSignature) Add signers for eSignature

For organizations with eSignature enabled, the eSignature option is displayed when Use
eSignature for this contract? on the contract header is set to Yes.

1. Click eSignature.

2. (optional) To change the default eSignature settings, click the icon beside Settings
and make changes to the Placement of Signature Block Fields setting and the Order of
Signers field (this field is only displayed for organizations using Adobe Sign).

3. Click Add Signer and complete the following fields:

a. Contract Party - Select the contract party of the signer. The contract parties
available for selection are the ones selected on the contract header. Only contacts
from the selected contract party will be available for selection in the "Choose a
Contact" field in the next step. Leave this field blank to add a signer manually.

b. Choose a Contract - Choose a signer from the drop down list OR select Manually
Enter Signer to add a signer who is not on the contact list, if permitted by your
system. The contacts on the list are from the contract party selected above.

c. If you have selected Manually Enter Signer, enter the Name, Email and Title of the
signer.

d. Signing Order - If you are using a sequential signing order and are adding more than
one signer to a contract, select the sequence in which you want the person to sign
the contract. This field is only displayed when more than one signer is added to a
contract, and, for Adobe Sign, if the Sequential signing option has been selected in
the Order of Signers field. DocuSign always uses the sequential signing order.

e. Click Save Changes.

4. Repeat to add additional signers to the contract.

Last step! Submit for approval

1. Once the contract is complete and correct, click Submit for Approval. The Submit for
Approval page opens.

Note: A green message at the top of the page will indicate that all sections are
complete. If required information is missing, messages will indicate which fields need
to be completed before the contract can be submitted for approval.

2. Click the Submit for Approval button. The Approval Details window opens.
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3. Enter a message in the Enter Message to Approvers field or leave the field blank. The
message is displayed at the top of the Approvals page and is visible to all contract
approvers.

Note: Contract managers can update an approval message while the contract is in the
approval workflow by clicking the Edit button next to the Message From: field on the
Approvals page. Changes are immediately visible to all approvers and anyone who can
access the page. They are also logged in the History.

4. Click the Submit for Approval button to release the contract into the contract approval
workflow.

5. (For organizations using eSignature) If a contract is set to use eSignature and the manual
signature placement option is selected, when the contract reaches the appropriate
eSignature workflow step it will stop and display the Pending Signature status. The
contract manager must open the contract and select Contract Actions > Launch
eSignature. This will open the eSignature provider application, where they can place
signature block placeholders on the contract, then send it to the signers for approval from
there.

Note: If the Launch eSignature action is not selected in this case, the contract will
not move to the next step in the workflow until a signed contract document is
manually uploaded into the system using the contract action Upload Fully Executed
Contract.

Once the contract is approved, it moves to a status of Executed: In Effect. Changes to the
contract are made by performing an internal edit or creating an amendment.

Note: You can only activate a contract for shopping once it is Executed: Future or Executed:
In Effect status. If you need to activate a contract for shopping, open the contract once it
reaches the appropriate status and select eProcurement Setup in the left menu. Click Yes
next to Active for Shopping checkbox. Select an option in the Restrict Products To field,
then click then Save Changes.

The Created By Field
When the Display Created By organization setting is enabled, users will see the Created By field
on the Users and Contacts section of contracts and in contract exports. This field will be
automatically populated with the user who created that contract. This field operates under the
following rules:
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l Users may manually edit the Created By field.
l When viewing contract exports:

1. The Displayed By field will always appear as its own column in CSV and Excel
exports regardless of whether or not the setting is enabled.

2. The Displayed By field will appear as its own column in XML exports only
when the setting is enabled.

l The user attributed as the creator of a contract varies based on the method by which the
contract was created. The rules for determining which user is attributed as the contract
creator are as follows:

1. When a contract is copied, the Created By field is populated with the user
who performed the copy action.

2. When a contract is amended, the Created By field is populated with the user
who performed the amend action.

3. When a contract is renewed, the Created By field is populated with the user
who performed the renew action.

4. When a contract is automatically renewed, the Created By field is populated
with System, since no user took direct action to create the renewed
contract. When filtering by Created By, System is available as a filter option.

l All changes to the Created By field are recorded in History.

Contract Creation with ASO Integration
ASO integration with Contracts+ allows buyers to run sourcing events in ASO as normal (collect
bids and run optimization), then select the suppliers they want to award to, and send the
information to Contracts+ for contract creation.

After selecting a supplier to award to in ASO, the user is then taken to Contracts+ where they can
continue with contract creation.

The Scenario Contracting Report is available under Reports > Scenario Contracting. It displays
information regarding contracts for the winning supplier, including contract created status (yes or
no), awarded items, contracted items, awarded unit price, and contracted unit price. Contract
creation can be initiated from both the Scenario Contracting and Overview report pages.

This feature must be enabled by JAGGAER. Users must also be registered in both JAGGAER
Indirect and ASO, and the two user accounts must be linked.

Note: For more information about ASO, refer to the ASO handbook.

Contract Creation
To begin contract creation from ASO:
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1. After running event optimization, you can initiate contract creation from the following
places:

l Navigate to Reports > Overview. Select the scenario to use from the Current
Scenario dropdown, then click the Create Contracts from Scenario button. The
Scenario Contracting page opens.

l Navigate to Reports > Scenario Contracting. Select the scenario to use from the
Current Scenario dropdown, then select the supplier from the list. Click the Actions
dropdown and select Manage Contracts. The Scenario Contracting page opens.

2. Optionally, select an item attribute to map to the Catalog Number.

3. Optionally, select an item attribute to map to the Item Description field.

4. Click on a listed supplier name to view the supplier’s winning items.

5. Select which of the supplier’s winning items to use with contract creation.

6. Continue to select winning items from suppliers as needed.

7. Save the selected configuration. Buttons appear for finalizing or deleting each pending
contract.

8. Click Finalize Contract. Contracts+ opens to continue with contract creation.

Link User Accounts
Users must be a registered in both JAGGAER Indirect and ASO, and the two user accounts must
be linked. The linking is a one-time configuration and can be initiated from within
JAGGAER Indirect or from ASO.

The user must have the JAGGAER Indirect permission: Link My Account to ASO (Permission
Settings > Administration > User Administration).

To generate the token from JAGGAER Indirect:

1. The user must have the JAGGAER Indirect permission Link My Account to ASO
(Permission Settings > Administration > User Administration).

2. Once the permission is enabled, a new page is available in the User Profile for Link to
ASO Account (User Profile > Update Security Settings).

3. Select the Generate Link Token button. The Link Token is displayed. Select and copy the
token.

4. Login to ASO.

5. Navigate to the SSO User Linking page by clicking the SSO User Linking button in the
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pop-out menu.

6. Paste the link token generated in JAGGAER Indirect into the Link ASO User to SelectSite
User section, and click Link SelectSite User button. You receive a confirmation that the
accounts are linked.

To generate the token from ASO:

1. Navigate to the SSO User Linking page by clicking the SSO User Linking button in the
pop-out menu.

2. The ASO LinkToken Retrieval section contains a link. Click the Copy to Clipboard button
to capture the token.

3. Login to JAGGAER Indirect.

4. Navigate to your user profile, and go to the Update Security Settings > Link to
ASO Account page.

5. Paste the copied token into the ASO User Link Token field, and click the Link Accounts
button.

6. You receive a confirmation that the accounts are linked.

Contract Summary
The Contract Summary screen provides a single location from which a user can view and access
important contract information. The Summary screen "rolls up" information that is normally
accessible from other areas in the contract. The fields that are viewable from the summary screen
will depend on your organization's configuration and your own visibility into the contract.

View a Contract Summary

Step-by-Step
To access the summary screen, perform one of the following actions:

l Perform a contract search. In the search results, click on the contract number in the
Contract No. field.

l Open a contract from the contracts dashboard or search results and then click Summary in
the left menu.
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The screen displays with available sections and fields. Click on a section to view the available
fields. If you have accessed the summary screen by clicking on the contract number in the search
results, you can click the Go To Contract button to access the contract.

Searching for Contracts
If your organization manages a large number of contracts, there are a few options to help you to
locate the contracts you need:

l Search Contracts helps you to locate the contracts based on specific criteria. You can
perform a simple search or you can perform an advanced search based on a more complex
set of values.

l Saved Searches allow you to save search settings and organize saved searches in folders,
share them, or export search results. Saved searches are useful if you use the same search
criteria frequently and want to save contract search settings to use again, or export a
limited set of records.

l The Contracts Home Page provides quick access to key tasks and activities related to the
administration of contracts for users with the Contract Manager or Contract Administrator
permission.

l The Contract Summary page provides a single location from which a user can view
important contract information for one contract. Links to Contract Summary pages are
often provided in search results and reports.

In addition, the following search screens can help you find attachments and contract parties:

l Use the Search Contract Attachments page to search for contract text and attachments
(including attachment versions) to help find specific contract text or contract documents
that you require. This page also allows you to search for obligation attachments.

l Use the Search Contract Parties page to search for companies that can be selected listed
as first or second parties on a contract. You can perform a simple search or an advanced
search for contract parties.

If your organization manages a large number of contracts, the Search Contracts page is key to
locating the contracts you need. There are two ways to search, and which type to use depends
on what you're looking for:
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l Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to
search based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each
keyword entered, providing you with a broad results set.

l Use Advanced Search when you have exact data or a complex set of values that you want
to search for, e.g., you have a contract number, or want to apply multiple search filters to
limit the number of search results. The system only returns results that are an exact match
to the values entered.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.

If you often search for the same things, you can save your search settings in a saved search to
use again.

Note: JAGGAER has recently developed a new experience for searching documents. It is
designed to simplify the search process, as well as the management of the search results.
The search is available for Contracts+ via an Early Access option that can be activated for a
user or user role. Please see Early Access Guide - Contract Search for more information on
activating and using the new search experience for contracts.

Understanding the Search Results
In order to quickly find the contract or contracts you need, it helps to understand the search
results. The image below shows an example of the contract search results. Click a number
BELOW the image for information about the corresponding number on the image.

Note: Contracts that don't expire will display "No Expiration" in the End Date column on the
Contract Search Results page. This is to distinguish them from contracts that are in Draft status
and will not have an end date set until they are approved and active. Draft mode contracts that do
not have start and end dates are indicated by a dash "-" in the Start Date and End Date fields on
the Contract Results page.
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1. Back to Search/Start Over

Selecting Back to Search will return you to the search page with all of our previous search criteria
intact. Selecting Start Over takes you to a brand new search with no criteria entered.

2. Filtered by

This section displays the filters/values by which your search results are filtered. Initially, any
search criteria you entered will be displayed. As you add filters, the Filtered by section will update
to reflect the new filters. From this section, you can also remove a single filter by de-selecting the
associated checkbox are click the remove all link to remove all the filters. The Export Search
button allows you to export the search results.

3. Refine Search Results

Search results can be refined by using the post-search filters. Below each filter, the available
values display. The number of contracts associated with that value displays beside the value.
Click on a value to filter the search results. Note: The filters and values displayed will vary based
on your organization's set up and your individual permissions.
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4. Show associated forms and non-catalog requests

Click this link to expand the search results to reveal any associated organizational forms and non-
catalog requests.

5. Results Page Management Function

Several sort options are available in the Sort by drop-down menu. You can also control the
number of search results displayed for each results page.

6. Contract Search Results

The search results display in a list and include the following information:

l Contract No. - The contract number. Click on the number to view the contract summary,
open the contract for editing, view the associated items or shop from the contract. What
you can do will depend on your permissions.

l Contract Name - The contract name.

l Second Party or Supplier Name - The second party or supplier on the contract, i.e., who
the contract is with. Note: Click on the name to view information about the supplier or
contract party, their contacts, and contact information.

l Contract Type - The contract type.

l Status - Indicates where the contract is in the contract workflow.

l Start Date/End Date - The start and end date of the contract.

l Active for Shopping - Yes or No indicates whether or not the contract is active for
shopping.

l Version Type - Indicates whether the contract is the original contract, a renewal, or an
amendment.

l Renewal No. - The number of times a contract has been renewed. A contract that has not
yet been renewed is listed as 0.

l Amendment No. - The number of times a contract has been amended. A contract that has
not yet been amended is listed as 0.

l Extension Count - The number of times the contract end date has been extended. A
contract that has not yet been extended is listed as
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Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to search
based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered,
providing you with a broad results set.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.

Contract Simple Search
Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to search
based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered,
providing you with a broad results set.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses

Perform a Simple Search
Note: Search filters use the type-ahead feature. Begin entering text in a field to search for and/or
select available values.

1. Go to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Click the Simple Search link in the top-right corner of the page if you are not on the Simple
Search page.

Note: This link toggles between the Advanced and Simple Search pages. If you are on
the Advanced Search page, you will only see a Simple Search link. If you are on the
Simple Search page, you will only see an Advanced Search link.

3. Enter search criteria by completing the following fields:

l Contract - Enter data such as contract name, description, etc. in the field. The
system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered, providing you with a
broad results set.

l Active for Shopping - Filter by the contract's shopping status. The choices are All,
Active or Inactive. Note: Selecting All will return the largest number of search
results, including contracts in Draft status.

l By Start/End Date - Search based on when the contract is active. The options are:
All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The system will compare the
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start and dates entered on the contract to the current date and return the
appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom will open up
additional Start Date between and End Date between fields, where you can enter
the contract start and end dates to search for.

l Created Date between - Search for contracts based on their creation date. Enter a
date range in the calendar fields provided.

4. Click the Search button to view your results.

5. (optional) Choose an option in the Sort by field to sort records by contract name, number,
start date, etc.

6. (optional) Apply additional search filters by selecting filter options in the left menu under
Refine Search Results.

TIP: In the search results, make sure the Active for Shopping checkbox in the left menu is
blank to display a larger set of results. If the checkbox is selected you will only see contracts
that have been activated for shopping.

Contract Advanced Search
Advanced Search allows you to enter complex search criteria for a narrow results set. Use
advanced search when you have exact data or a complex set of values that you want to search
for, e.g., you have a contract number, or want to apply multiple search filters to limit the number
of search results. The system only returns results that contain an exact match to the values
entered.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.

Perform an Advanced Search
Enter information in one or more fields to search for contracts based on that criteria. Leaving a
field blank will return all results for the field, for example, all contract types. Some search filters
use the type-ahead feature. For these fields, begin entering text in a field to see a list of values
that match the text, or click the search icon to see a list of all the values that you can select.
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1. Go to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Click the Advanced Search link in the top-right corner of the page if you are not on the
Advanced Search page.

Note: This link toggles between the Advanced and Simple Search pages. If you are on
the Advanced Search page, you will only see a Simple Search link. If you are on the
Simple Search page, you will only see an Advanced Search link.

3. Enter search criteria in the search filter fields. The information must be exact; for example,
you need the complete contract number. If you have only partial data, use a simple search.

General search filters are displayed at the top of the page, and sub-sections are displayed
below. The sub-sections can be expanded to add more search information. The fields and
sections you see depend on your user permissions and organization settings.

Here are the filters and sub-sections that can be found on the contract Advanced Search
page:

General Search Filters

l Contract Number - Enter an exact contract number.

l Contract Name - Enter a contract name.

l Keywords - Enter keywords for the contract. The system will look for terms that
have been entered in the Searchable Keywords field on the contract header (in the
Additional Details section).

l Contract Type - Select one or more contract types.

l Contract Status - Select one or more contract statuses.

l Contract Version Type - Search by contract version, i.e., original contracts,
renewals or amendments.
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l Contract Manager - Search for contracts by contract manager. Choose one of the
following radio buttons to determine which contracts are displayed in the search
results:

l Any - This is the default setting. Select this option if you do not want to filter
for contract managers on the contract.

l Me - Select to display only those contracts that have you, the person
currently logged into the system, listed as a contract manager. This means
contract managers will only see their own contracts in the search results.

Note: When a saved search with the Me setting selected is added as a
Saved Search: Contracts widget on a contract dashboard, the results
displayed in the widget will change based on who is logged into the
system, so that a contract manager will only see their own contracts. For
example, Contract Manager A will only see contracts that have Contract
Manager A listed as a contract manager. Contract Manager B will only
see contracts that have Contract Manager B listed as contract manager.

l Pick... - Select to display only those contracts that have the individuals
selected in the Contract Manager search filter listed as contract manager. If
this option is selected, search for and select users by using the type ahead
feature or clicking the search icon.

l Summary - Search for contracts based on words from the Summary field on the
contract header.

l Second Party - Search for contracts where the specified contract parties in the
search filter are second parties on contracts. Select the Any Of radio button if any
one of the values in the search filter can be second parties on the contract. Select
the All Of radio button if all of the values in the search filter must be second parties
on the contract. This will return fewer search results.

l Work Group - Select one or more work groups.

l By Start/End Date - Search based on when the contract is active. The options are:
All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The system will compare the
start and end dates entered on the contract to the current date and return the
appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom will open up
additional Start Date between and End Date between fields. Click in the field to
display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last
90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by
selecting the Custom option.
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l Created Date - Search for contracts based on the day they were created. Enter a
date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field to display the date
options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last 90 days, Month-
to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by selecting the Custom
option.

l Approvals Completed - Search for contracts based on the day they completed the
contract approval workflow and reached Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect
status. Enter a date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field to display
the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last 90 days,
Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by selecting the
Custom option.

l Scheduled Termination Date - Search for contracts based on their scheduled
termination date. Enter a date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field
to display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days,
Last 90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by
selecting the Custom option.

l Contract Term Extended - Select whether you are looking for only for contracts
that have had its end date extended or contracts where the end date has not been
extended. Leave the field blank to return both extended and non-extended
contracts.

l Include Archived - Select Yes to include archived contracts in the results. No is the
default setting.

l Contract Ended Early - Select Yes to include contracts ended early in the results, or
No to exclude them from the results.

l Jurisdiction - Select one or more jurisdictions to search for.

l Reporting Commodity Codes - Select one or more commodity codes. By default
the search only looks at reporting commodity codes on contracts. Select the Include
Additional Commodity Codes checkbox to include additional commodity codes in
the search.
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Sub-Sections

l Contract Value

l Value - Used to search contracts by the amount entered in their Value field.
Select Is Greater Than, Is Less Than, or Is Between, and enter the value(s)
to search by.

l Contract Total Value - Used to search contracts by total contract value.
Select Is Greater Than, Is Less Than, or Is Between, and enter the value(s)
to search by.

l Contract Party Options

l First Party - Search for contracts where the specified contract parties in the
search filter are first parties on contracts. Select the Any Of radio button if
any one of the values in the search filter can be first parties on the contract.
Select the All Of radio button if all of the values in the search filter must be
first parties on the contract. This will return fewer search results.

l Primary Second Party Class - Search by the primary second party's
classification as entered on their contract party profile, for example, all
contracts where the primary second party is classified as a preferred supplier.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile,
indicating that they are the default first party on contracts.

l Show on Supplier Portal - Search for contracts based on whether or not they
have been configured to display in the supplier portal. Select Yes to only view
contracts that are configured to be displayed. Select No to only view
contracts that are NOT configured to be displayed. Leave the field blank to
return all contracts regardless of display status.

l Custom Contract Fields - Search for contracts based on custom fields added to
contract types. The fields listed will be unique for your organization.

l Renewal - Search for contracts based on their renewal settings. These filters can be
used in combination to identify auto-renewable contracts that have no more
renewals remaining, and also to separate contracts that have truly expired from
contract renewals that have expired, but where a new, active renewal has been
created:

l Auto-Renew - Select Yes to search for contracts that are set to allow the
system to automatically renew a contract when the expiration date is
reached. Select No to search for contracts that don't have the auto-renew
setting enabled.
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l Will Not Renew - Select Yes to search for contracts that are not set up to
auto-renew and will expire or have expired within the date range specified in
the By Start/End Date filter, or are set up to automatically renew but there are
no more renewals remaining. Select No to identify contracts that are set up to
automatically renew and do have renewals remaining.

l eProcurement - Search for contracts based on eProcurement settings:

l Active for Shopping - Search for contracts based on their shopping status.
Choices are Active (can be used for shopping), Inactive (cannot be used for
shopping), or All (both Active or Inactive).

l Automatically Apply Purchases to this Contract - Select Yes to search for
contracts that are configured to apply automatically in the shopping cart.
Select No to search contracts that are configured NOT to apply automatically
in the shopping cart.

l Budget Status - Search for contracts that match a specific budget status
based on the recorded PR spend. Select Approaching PR Budget to return
contracts where the PR Spend amount is between 90% and 100% of the
contract budget. Select Exceeding PR Budget to return contract where the
PR spend is greater than the contract budget.

l Has Price Set - Search for contracts that have a price set explicitly
associated with them. Leave this field blank to search against contracts with
and without associated prices sets. This filter can be used in combination with
the Requires price set filter to find contracts that should have a price set
associated with them but do not.

l Requires Price Set - Search for contracts that have been set to require a
price set. This filter can be used in combination with the Has price set filter to
find contracts that should have a price set associated with them but do not.

l Uses Notification Tiers - Search for contracts that have spend notification
tiers set up in the contract Notifications area. This filter only looks to see if
tiers have been set up and not whether the contract actually sends out
notification email alerts.

l Approaching PR Tier Notification - Search for contracts where the PR
Spend amount is between 90% and 100% of any tier set up for the contract.

l Evaluated Receipt Settlement - Select to search for contracts that have
been flagged to allow evaluated receipt settlements.

l Contract Account Codes (specific to your organization) - Search for
contracts based on contract account codes. These search filters are identical
to the fields displayed in the Code Defaults on Invoice section on the
eProcurement Setup page and are unique for each organization.
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l Communication Center - Search for contracts with communications. You can
search by sender or recipient names, email addresses, or dates.

l Conversation Started By - Search for contract communications based on
who sent the original communication.

Select one of the following options:

l Any - Search all communications.

l Me - Search for communications sent by you.

l Pick... - Search for communications sent by a specified individual. If the
Pick... option is selected, enter the Name and Email address of the
person who sent the original communication.

l Communication - Search for emails based on whether they were sent or
received.

l Sent To - Search for communications that were sent to the individual
specified in the fields below.

l Received From - Search for communications that were received from
the individual specified in the fields below.

l All - Search all conversations.

l Name - Enter the name of the person to search for.

l Email Address - Enter the email address to search for.

l Communication Date - Search for communications by date. Click in the field
to display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7
days, Last 90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter
specific dates by selecting the Custom option.

l Applies To - Search for contracts based on the organization business unit or
department to which the contract applies.

l Consortium - If your organization has consortium-related contracts, you can search
for contracts based on the consortium member it has been published to. You can
also limit the search based on contract origin. Click the Include Unavailable
Consortium Contracts checkbox to include contracts that are no longer available
for use on your site.

l Status Flags - Click the With Errors checkbox to filter for contracts with status
flags that identify records with errors. Click the With Ad-Hoc Approvals checkbox
to filter for contracts with ad-hoc approvals.

4. Click the Search button to view your results.
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5. (optional) Choose an option in the Sort by field to sort records by contract name, number,
start date etc.

6. (optional) Apply additional search filters by selecting filter options in the left menu under
Refine Search Results.

Search Contract Attachments
Use Search Contract Attachments to search for files attached to contracts (including
attachment versions) or to find phrases of text within contract documents. This is also where you
can find attachments that have been uploaded to obligations.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Attachments. The Search
Contract Attachments screen opens.

2. Enter the keywords or phrase that you want to search for in the Keywords field.

3. Complete remaining search filter fields as follows:

l Classification - Select one of these options to determine where the system will look
for the keyword:

l Select All to search all attachments in the system

l Select Main Document (default) to search only those attachments that are
designated as the main document on a contract. Main documents are
identified in the search results by the icon next to the file.

l Select Other Attachments to search through all attachments that are NOT
designated as a main document.

l Select Obligation Attachments to search for attachments that have been
uploaded to obligations.

l File Type - Search for attachments based on file type. Use the type ahead or click to
search icon to select one or more file types.

l Date Uploaded - Search for attachments based on when they were uploaded to a
record. Select the appropriate time frame from the drop down list.

l Contract Start and End Date - Search for attachments based on when the contract
is active. The options are: All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The
system will compare the start and dates entered on the contract to the current date
and return the appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom
will open up additional Start Date between and End Date between fields, where
you can enter the contract start and end dates to search for.
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4. Click Search. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search term.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as attachments
to a contract, only the first 5,000,000 characters are evaluated when searching for
attachment information, but the entire attachment remains available within the
contract for viewing and downloading.

5. Click on a file name to open the document. Click on a contract number to navigate to the
associated contract.

Search Contract Parties
Use the Search Contract Parties page to search for companies that can be selected as first or
second parties on a contract. You can perform a simple search or an advanced search.

Simple Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Parties.

2. If you are on the Advanced Search page, click the Simple Search link near the top right
corner of the page.

3. Enter keywords to search for in the Contract Party field to display a list of supplier or
contract party records that contain those keywords and can be selected as first or second
parties on a contract.

4. Click the Search icon. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search criteria.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile, indicating that they
are the default first party for the organization. This is the record that will appear as
first party on contracts unless a different default first party has been set up on the
work group. You can designate a different primary owner profile at any time.

5. Click on a contract party name to open the record.
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Advanced Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Parties.

2. If you are on the Simple Search page, click the Advanced Search link near the top right
corner of the page.

3. Complete these search filter fields to limit your search results:

Search Contract Parties - Advanced

l Contract Party - Enter the contract party name or ID number to search for a specific
contract party. Enter any part of the name to find records matching the criteria. Enter
the complete ID number to find the contract party with that ID.

l Contract Party Type - Search for a contract party by contract party types. Options
are Customer, Individual, Owner Partner, or Supplier. Use the type ahead or click the
search icon to select from a list. Multiple items can be selected.

l Network - Search for contract parties or suppliers based on whether they are In
Network, Out of Network, or both. This option is only displayed for organizations
with the Supplier Management solution.

l Class - Search for contract parties based on their supplier classes as defined by
your organization.

l Tax Identification Number - Search for contract parties based on their tax
identification number.

l Country Of Origin - Search for contract parties based on their originating county.
This field allows for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be
selected.

Products/Services

l Commodity Code - Search for contract parties based on commodity codes. The
field allows for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be selected.
Self profiles are not included when this option is used.

l NAICS Code - Search for contract parties based on NAICS codes. The field allows
for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be selected. Self profiles
are not included when this option is used.
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4. Click the Search icon. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search criteria.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile, indicating that they
are the default first party for the organization. This is the record that will appear as
first party on contracts unless a different default first party has been set up on the
work group. You can designate a different primary owner profile at any time.

5. Click on a contract party name to open the record.

Saved Searches
If there is a set of search filters that you use regularly, create a saved search to keep the
settings. Saved searches solve the problem of having to enter search criteria over and over again.
For easy access you can add links to them on the Contract Search page, the Contract Home
page, on dashboards, and in saved search folders. Saved searches can also be downloaded for
reporting or exporting and importing contract data.

Saved searches are created and updated from the Search Contracts page, but they are viewed
and managed in the View Saved Searches page.

Create and Update Saved Searches
Saved searches are created and updated from the Search Contracts page.

Create a Saved Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. For either a simple or advanced search, enter your search criteria and click the magnifying
glass icon or Search button so that the search results page opens.

3. In the left menu, click Save New Search. The Add to Saved Searches window opens.

4. Enter a nickname for the search. This is the name that will identify the search.

5. (optional) Expand the Add Description link and type a description of the search. The
description can be up to 500 characters long.
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6. Select the Personal or Shared folder that you want to save the search in.

Note: You can create a folder by clicking Add New, entering a name for the folder,
and defining access to it.

7. Click Save. The search is saved to the folder.

8. Access the search by navigating to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

Update a Saved Search

1. Access and run the saved search.

2. Change the parameters of the search in the Refine Search Results section on the
Contract Search Results page.

3. In the Filtered by section on the left, click Save Changes.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation window.

Modified searches will display "Modified" next to the saved search name in View Saved Search.

View Saved Searches
Saved searches are managed in the View Saved Searches page. This is where you can edit
saved searches, control shortcuts and manage saved search folders. This is also where you can
export saved search results as an Excel or CSV file that can be used for reporting, or exporting
and importing contract data.

Apply a Default Custom Export Template to a Saved Search

You can apply a custom export template that is chosen by default when you export a saved
search. This is useful when you need to apply the same template each time you run an export.
The export can be run without having to select the template. Note: Applying a default template
simply dictates which template is chosen by default. Users can still select a different template
when running an export.
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Run a saved search from the View Saved Search page

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu click the folder that contains the search.

3. Highlight the saved search you want to generate and click on the search name or click
Go.

The results are displayed in the Contract Search Results page.

Add or remove a saved search shortcut from the Search Contracts page

A saved search must exist before you can create a shortcut to it. Shortcuts appear under Saved
Searches Shortcuts on the Search Contracts page, however they are managed from the View
Saved Search page.

When creating a shortcut, if a saved search is in your personal folder, you are the only person who
will see it on the Search Contracts page. If the saved search is in a shared folder, only the users
who have access as defined on the folder will see it.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu click the folder that contains the search.

3. On the right, highlight the saved search and click Add Shortcut or Remove Shortcut.

4. Navigate to Contracts > Search Contracts. Your shortcut is added to or removed from
the Saved Searches Shortcuts list on the left side of the Search Contracts page.

Export saved search results as a XLS or CSV report from View Saved
Search

Saved searches can be downloaded for reporting purposes, or to use when exporting and import
contract data. The exported file can be in an XLS or CSV format. All standard contract fields are
included in the downloaded report. For organizations with Contracts+, there is an additional
option to include contract custom fields in the downloaded file.

Users with contract administrator and contract manager permissions can view all contract
exports, including those performed by other users, in the Import and Export screen.

Note: You can also export searches directly from the Search Contracts screen.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu click the folder that contains the search you want to export.

3. On the right, highlight the saved search and click Export. The Export Search window
opens.

4. Enter a description of the search. The description can be up to 200 characters.

5. Select a format for the report in the Action field. The options are Export Excel (.xls) and
Export CSV (.csv).

6. Click Submit. The Export Submitted window opens.

7. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export Results window
opens.

8. Click on the file name to open and save the file to your local drive.

Saved Search Folders
Every saved search must be saved in a folder. A saved search can be stored in a Personal folder,
which means the saved search is only available to the user who created it. If you have the
appropriate permission, you can also store saved searches in a Shared folder, where they can be
accessed by other users in the organization. You can limit who can see searches in a shared
folder through access settings on the folder.

Users have the option to create new folders when they are saving a search, but once created
they are managed from the View Saved Searches page, where folders can be created, edited,
moved, copied or deleted. You can also set up a folder hierarchy by creating subfolders.
Subfolders acquire the settings of their parent folder.

When creating shortcuts, saved searches in your personal folder will only be visible to you on the
Search Contracts page. If the saved search is in a shared folder, only the users who have access
as defined on the folder will see it on the Search Contracts page.
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Step-By-Step

Create a folder

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu, click Add New, then choose the type of folder as follows:

l Select Top level personal folder if searches in the folder should only be available to
you.

l Select Top level shared folder if you want other users to be able to use the saved
search.

l Select Subfolder of selected folder if you want the new folder to be below the
highlighted folder in the hierarchy (make sure you have the right folder highlighted).

3. Enter a name for the folder in the Name field.

4. (optional) Type a description of the folder under 254 characters in the Description field.

5. If you selected Top level shared folder in step 3, define who can access searches in the
folder as follows:

l (optional) Select the checkbox next to Allow Entire Organization (Read Only) if
anyone in your organization can view the search. They will be able to run the search,
but they will only be able to view summary information in the search results. Leave
the checkbox blank if the only access to the search is provided by the access
settings below.

l Click Add Access and select whether you want add access by Business Unit,
Department, Role or User.

l Once you make your selection in the Add Access field, a second field is displayed
where you need to search for and select who will have access to the folder. The
field will vary depending on what is selected in step 7 above. For example, if you
choose business units, the system displays the Select Business Unit field. If you
select user, a user search opens. You can add multiple records for each access type
– each time you select a record, it appears on a line below.

l For everyone who access to the record, select the type of access they have. The
person creating the folder automatically has Admin access by default:

l Read-Only - Users can view and copy searches, or add them as shortcuts to
the Search Contracts page. They cannot move, edit or delete searches.

l Editor - Users can edit, move, copy and delete searches, but they cannot
change folder settings.
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l Admin - Users can edit, move, copy or delete both searches and folders.

Note: Click remove next to a record to delete it.

6. Click Save Changes.

Edit or delete a folder

You need administrator permissions to the folder to perform this task. If you delete a folder, all
favorites and subfolders will also be deleted.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu click the folder you want to change.

3. Click Folder Actions in the top right corner of the screen and choose one of the following
action items:

l Select Edit to change settings and update as needed.

l Click Delete to remove the folder. If you delete a folder all favorites and subfolders
will also be deleted.

4. Click Save Changes.

Edit, move, copy or delete saved searches in a folder

You need edit permissions to the folder to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Saved Searches.

2. In the left menu click the folder that contains the searches you want to change.

3. Choose one of the following action items for the search you want to change:

l Click Edit to change the name or description of the saved search, then make
changes as needed.

l Click Move to move the search to another folder, then select the folder you want to
move it into.

l Click Copy to make a copy of the saved search, then select the folder you want to
copy the search into.

l Click Delete to delete the search.
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Note: If you want to perform the same action on multiple saved searches at once,
click the checkbox on the right for each search you want to change, then select the
action from the Actions for Selected Favorites field at the top of the column.

4. Click Save Changes.

Export Search Results
The application allows users to export the contract search results, which can be used for
reporting or for other purposes such as integration with other third-party systems. Exports can be
done from an ad hoc search or from a saved search.

Simple or advanced search results can be saved as a report, in a CSV or XLS (Excel) format.

Step-by-Step
1. Access search results in one of the following ways:

l Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts and perform a contract
search. Click the Export New Search button on the left.

l Navigate to Contracts > View Saved Searches. Select the desired saved
search, and click Export Search in the left-side menu.

2. The Export Search window opens.
3. Enter a description of the search. The description can be up to 200 characters.
4. Select a format for the report in the Action field. The options are Export Excel (.xls) and

Export CSV (.csv). If you selected Export Excel, continue to step 5. If you selected Export
CSV, you may have the option to select an export template. Please follow the steps below
to select a template.

a. If you have access to any export templates, the Request Export Template field
displays when you select Export CSV. Select the appropriate template from the
options in the field.

b. If you'd like to make additional customizations to the template, click the checkbox
for the Further customize this export template? field.

c. Click Next. All fields will display in a list on the next screen. Check or uncheck the
fields you would like to include in the export as necessary.
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d. Click Next. If it is a personal template, you have the ability to override the original
template with the updated configuration or create a new template. To override the
existing template, do not change the default template name in the Name field. To
create a new one, change the name. If it is a shared template, you can save it as a
new template by entering a value in the Name field.

5. Select the Include Custom Fields in Export checkbox if you want custom fields (of the
type single line text, multi-line text, numeric text, yes/no, date, multi-select and drop down)
from the contract included in the report. Note: This option is not available if the CSV format
is selected.

6. Click Next to continue customizing your report. Note: If you selected CSV format, you must
select the Further customize this export template? checkbox if you want to specify
which fields you wish to include in the exported report. Otherwise, the Next button will be
replaced with the Submit button as described in Step 8.

a. In the Select your Fields window, you can filter your fields in the search bar so that
only the fields you want to see are displayed in the list. If you select the Only Show
Selected Values checkbox, only currently selected fields will be displayed. This is
useful if you primarily want to remove active fields from the report.

b. In the list at the bottom of the window, you can individually select fields to include
by using the checkboxes to the left of the field names.

7. After customizing your fields, click Next to proceed to the Name & Save window. Here,
you are prompted to create a template. You must name your template and determine if it
will be saved for later use, but you may optionally include a description and allow it to be
shared with others.

8. Click Submit.
9. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export Results window

opens.
10. Click on the file name to open and save the file to your local drive.

Alternative Language
The Alternative Language page is displayed when a contract's main document is using alternative
language clauses. It provides a summary of the clauses used on the document, and also provides
an option to change settings and fallback positions on alternative language clauses, and manually
remove alternative language clauses from a contract.

There are two options for choosing a fallback clause on a contract:

l You can open the main document in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app,
highlight the clause, then select a fallback clause.

l You can choose a fallback clause on the Alternative Language page on the contact header.
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Select a Fallback Clause on a Contract from the Word App

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Dashboard if
you have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, select Open Main Document or click on the Attachments page and
download the main document so that it opens in the Word app.

4. In the text on the left, find the fallback clause you want to change in the text and click your
mouse in the header of the clause group so that the entire clause is highlighted in
gray (otherwise you'll insert a partial clause).

5. In the right panel, click the Approved Clauses tab.

6. Search for and select the fallback clause that you have highlighted on the left. It will have
both an alternative language icon ( ) and fallback icon ( ) next to it.

7. Click Insert to the right of the clause in the right panel to open the drop down field that
provides you with the fallback options.

8. Select the fallback option to want to place in the text from the drop down options. The
highlighted clause is replaced with the fallback option.

9. Click Check In to save your changes.

Select a Fallback Clause from the Alternative Language Page in the
Contract Header

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. Click Alternative Language in the left menu. A list of alternative language clauses
currently in use on the contract is displayed.

4. Under the clause that you want to change fallback positions for, select the fallback option
that you to want to replace in the text. Select Default Clause if you want to return to the
original clause.

Note: Click on the clause name to preview the clause.

5. Click Save Progress.
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The selected clause is replaced with the fallback option on the contract. Note: If the Differs From
Library status is displayed next to a clause, it means that the clause has been updated in the
clause library and the version on the contract is not the most recent version.

Manually Remove an Alternative Language Clause from a Contract

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. Click Alternative Language in the left menu. A list of alternative language clauses
currently in use on the contract is displayed.

4. Click the Remove button to the right of the clause you want to manually remove from the
contract.

5. Click Save Progress.

The clause is removed from the main document and "Manually Removed" is displayed next to the
clause on the Alternative Language page.

Contract Attachments
The Attachments page is used to manage all files that are linked to a contract. Attachments can
include a "soft copy" of the contract, which is identified as the main document attachment on
contracts, and other supplemental information.

l The Main Document is a contract attachment that contains the contract text. It is
displayed in the Attachments screen with a icon next to it. You can upload a file to be
used as the main document, designate an attachment as the main document, or, for
organizations using the authoring feature, the main document can be generated from a
template. The Main Document is always printed with the contract, and is placed as the
first attachment in the print order by default.

l Additional attachments can be uploaded to a contract to provide supplemental
information related to it. Attachments can be files, URL links, or a Word attachment can be
created with the Word app that is separate from the contract main document. For
contracts with multiple attachments, you can select which attachments to print with the
contract and define the print order.
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You can add, change, delete and upload new versions of attachments while a contract is in Draft
status.

Note: For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationscustomers with Sourcing+ to
Contracts+ process flow, the transfer of attachments from a Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction or Bid
Collector may take some time after initial contract creation, depending on the number and
size of attachments. A message will indicate the status of attachments being transferred.

Acceptable File Formats
The following file formats are allowed to print with the contract: .tif, .tiff, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png,
.bmp, .pdf, .xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .pptx, .doc, .docx, .rtf, .txt, .txt. Images should be scaled down to fit into
the .pdf page.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as attachments to a
contract, the entire attachment is available within the contract for viewing and downloading,
as usual. When searching through attachment information, only the first 5,000,000
characters are evaluated in the search.

Attachment Size
For contracts that are using eSignature, a warning message will appear if the total size of all the
attachments sent for signature exceed 25 MB. It does not prevent the contract from being sent
for signature, but it may stop the process from executing correctly.

General versus Internal-Only Attachments
Attachments can be categorized as either General or Internal-Only. General attachments are
visible to all users with access to contract attachments, including suppliers. Internal-only
attachments are only visible to users with access to contract attachments who are users from
within the organization. Internal users can move attachments from one category to the other and
can perform a search filter by these two criteria. When downloading and working with Internal-
Only attachments, the Microsoft Word Add-In panel is not available.

Note: Main contract documents cannot be set to Internal-Only status.
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Viewing Contract Attachments
On the Attachments page of a contract, click an attachment file name link or select
Download from the Actions menu next to an attachment to download the file and view the
document.

The contract main document can also be viewed by clicking the Open Main Document button in
the top left corner of the page.

If a contract has multiple attachments, a Download Full Contract as PDF option allows you to
generate a PDF copy of the contract that includes the main document plus all attachments that
have been designated to Print with Full Contract, in the order defined in the Print Order column on
the Attachments page.

Searching for Contract Attachments
You can use the Search Contract Attachments area (Contracts > Contracts > Search
Contract Attachments) to search for files attached to contracts (including attachment versions)
or to find phrases of text within contract documents. This is also where you can find attachments
that have been uploaded to obligations.

l Users may click the Export All button to export the entire displayed list of attachments, or
click the drop-down menu next to Export All to choose a different option.

l Users may filter the displayed list of attachments by clicking the Add Filter drop-down
button and selecting the desired filter criteria. Of special note here is the Classification
filter. If users choose to filter by Classification, they will also have to specify which
Classification options to include: All, Full Contract, General Attachments, Internal Only
Attachments, Main Document, or Obligation Attachments.

l Users may perform a search for terms using the provided text box. Once a term search has
been performed, the results will include an information icon. Clicking this icon will display
the terms within the attachment that the search function matched with the provided text.
These are called the Matched Search Terms.
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Contract Attachment Actions
The Actions menu to the right of each attachment provides these options:

l Edit Properties - Changes the file name, print order, print with contract, and contract
summary visibility settings.

l Go to link - Displayed if the attachment is a URL link. Click to open the link in a new window
in your browser.

l Download - Click to download the attachment file and view the document. The file can
also be downloaded by clicking on the file name.

l Upload New Version - Click to upload a new version of an attachment. If an attachment
has multiple versions, each version can be viewed and downloaded by selecting Version
History.

See Attachment Versions, below.

l Version History - Click to open the Version History page which displays a record of each
uploaded version of an attachment. Each version can be downloaded and viewed. A
Compare section allows you to compare two versions of the contract main document or
two versions of an attachment.

See Attachment Versions, below.

l Unassign as Main Document - Click to remove the Main Document designation from an
attachment. This action is available for main documents only.

l Set as Main Document - This option is displayed if there is no designated main document
on a contract. Select to designate an attachment as the main document.
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l Replace as Main Document - Click to designate an attachment as the main document.
This option is available for attachments other than the main document when a Main
Document already exists for a contract. Selecting this action will remove the main
document attribute from the existing main document and designate the selected
attachment as the main document.

l Delete - Click to delete an attachment. Attachments can be deleted while a contract is in
Draft status. Once removed, the document cannot be recovered.

l Add Attachments from Request - If a contract has been created from a contract request,
use this option to copy attachments from the request to the contract.

Obligation Attachments
Click the Obligations tab on the Attachments page to view all obligation attachments on a
contract. Obligation attachments listed here are not included in the total number of attachments
displayed next to Attachments in the left menu, and they are not printed with the contract. You
can also open an obligation attachment from the obligation it has been attached to, but this tab
provides a quick way to find obligation attachments without requiring you to open each
occurrence.

Attachment Visibility on Contract Summary
The Contract Summary Visibility drop down field allows contract managers and contract
administrators to hide a contract attachment from the Contract Summary page. This field appears
when adding an attachment or editing attachment properties. It provides two options:

l Use Summary Configuration Settings (default) - Access to the attachment on the
Contract Summary screen is based on Full, Partial and Limited view settings in the
Summary Configuration screen, the Users and Contacts visibility controls set on the
contract record, and user permissions.

l Admin/Manager Only - If this option is selected, the Summary Configuration and contract
visibility controls are bypassed and only the contract manager or contract administrator
can view and access the attachment from the Contract Summary screen.

Changes to the default setting are logged in the Attachments history.

Attachment Versions
New versions of contract attachments can be uploaded while a contract is in Draft status:
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l Selecting Actions > Upload New Version next to a file allows users to upload a new
version of an existing attachment with an optional comment. The file name of each version
can differ, but the display name of the file is the same across all versions of the file. For
systems using the authoring features, users can check in changes to a file made with the
Word app as a new version of the document.

Each uploaded version is saved and can be accessed in these locations:

l Selecting Actions > Version History next to a file opens the Version History page. It
displays each version of the file that was uploaded to the contract. Older versions of the
files can be viewed by clicking on an attachment file name to open that version of the
attachment. The Version History page is also where users can open two versions of an
attachment and compare the differences.

l If there is more than one version of the main document, users can also click the Open Main
Document button in the left menu, then select Main Document Version History to display
each uploaded version of the main document. Click on a file name to open that version of
the document.

Compare Attachment Versions in Version History
The Compare Section on the Version History page allows you to compare two contract
attachment versions side by side, as long as they are Microsoft Word files attached to the same
contract in a .docx format. Differences between the two documents are highlighted to identify
what has changed.

Add Attachments
Attachments can be uploaded to a contract to provide supplemental information related to it.
Attachments can be files, URL links, or a Word attachment can be created with the Word app that
is separate from the contract main document. For contracts with multiple attachments, you can
select which attachments to print with the contract and define the print order.

You can add, change, delete and upload new versions of attachments while a contract is in Draft
status.

The following file formats are allowed to print with the contract: .tif, .tiff, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png,
.bmp, .pdf, .xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .pptx, .doc, .docx, .rtf, .txt, .txt. Images should be scaled down to fit into
the .pdf page.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

3. Click Attachments in the left menu.

4. Click the Add Attachments button.

5. In the Attachment Type field, choose one of these options:

l Add My Own - Select to add an attachment to a contract by uploading a file from
your desktop.

l Link - Select to list a URL link as an attachment to the contract.

l Create a Blank Word Document for Me - Select to create a Word document with
the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app that is separate from the contract
main document. The document is saved as a contract attachment on the contract it
is created in, and can be downloaded as a single document or included as part of the
contract in the "Full Contract as PDF" document.

6. Complete these fields based on the attachment type selected:

l If you selected Add My Own - Click Select files... to locate and add the file from
your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray square surrounding the Select
files.... field.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as
attachments to a contract, the entire attachment is available within the
contract for viewing and downloading, as usual. When searching through
attachment information, only the first 5,000,000 characters are evaluated in
the search.

l If you selected Link - Enter a meaningful name for the page in the Page Name field

and the URL link in the URL field. Click to the right of the field to test the URL.
Note: Page Name is not required. If you don't enter a value in that field, the name will
default to the URL link text.

l If you selected Create a Blank Word Document for Me - If the Create a Blank Word
Document for Me option is selected, enter a name for the attachment in the File
name field.
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7. Complete these fields:

l Print Order - Choose where to place the attachment in the sequence of files printed
with the contract. The default setting is Last. If there are no other attachments or
links associated with the contract, this field is not shown.

l Print with Full Contract - Select Yes if you want the attachment to be printed with
the contract, or No if you do not want the attachment to be printed with the
contract.

l Share with Second Parties - This field displays if the contract is configured to be
shared with second parties (meaning a supplier can view the contract in its Supplier
Portal). You can choose whether or not to share the attachment along with the
contract. Click Yes to allow the attachment to be shared or No to disallow sharing.
Note: If the contract is not configured to be shared with second parties, this field
does not display.

l Contract Summary Visibility - Select who can see the attachment on the Contract
Summary page. Select Use Summary Configuration Settings (default), to define
access by the Full, Partial or Limited visibility controls on the contract, or
Admin/Managers Only to make the attachment only visible to the contract manager
and contract administrator.

8. Click Save Changes. The attachment will be added and displayed on the Attachments
page. If you have created an attachment using the Create a Blank Word Document for Me
option, you can check out the document in the Word app, add text, and insert placeholders
and clauses as desired, then check in to save changes.

View Attachments
Contract attachments can be viewed by downloading and opening attachments or attachment
versions. If a contract has multiple attachments, you can download a PDF copy of the contract
that includes attachments that are flagged to print with the contract.

Step by Step

View Main Document

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. Choose one of the following options:

l Click Open Main Document in the left menu.

l Click Attachments in the left menu. On the main document, click the file name or
select Actions > Download.
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3. Open the downloaded file.

Download Full Contract as PDF

If a contract has multiple attachments, click Download Full Contract as PDF to generate a PDF
copy of the contract plus its attachments that are flagged to print with the contract, in the order
defined in the Print Order column on the Attachments page.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. Choose one of the following options:

l Click Open Main Document in the left menu, then Download Full Contract as PDF.

l Click Attachments in the left menu, then:

l For contracts in Draft status - Click the Add Attachments button, then
Download Full Contract as PDF.

l For contracts in Executed: In Effect status - Click the Full Contract PDF link
near the top of the page.

3. Open the downloaded file.

View Attachments

Choose this option to download and open the current version of an attachment.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. Click Attachments in the left menu.

3. On the attachment you want to view, click the file name or select Actions > Download.

4. Open the downloaded file.

View Attachment Versions
Choose this option to view an older version of an attachment.
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1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. Choose one of the following options:

l To open the main document's version history - Click Open Main Document in the
left menu, then Main Document Version History.

l To open an attachment's version history - Click Attachments in the left menu. On
the attachment you want to view, select Actions > Version History. The Version
History page opens, showing each uploaded version of the file.

3. Click on an attachment file name to download and view that version of the document.

Upload or Change Main Document
The Main Document is a contract attachment that contains the contract text. It is displayed on
the contract Attachments page with a icon next to it. Only one contract attachment can be
designated as the main document.

You can upload a file to be used as the main document, designate an attachment as the main
document, or, for organizations using the authoring feature, the main document can be
generated from a template. You can only select one template or upload one document. You can
change which attachment is flagged as the main document.

The Main Document is always printed with the contract, and is placed as the first attachment in
the print order by default.

Step-by-Step
Upload a File or Link as the Main Document

1. Navigate to Contracts > Search Contracts and open the appropriate contract for
editing.

2. Click the Upload Main Document button located in the left menu or on the Attachments
page.

Note: If a main document already exists, the Upload Main Document button will
display as Open Main Document.

3. In the Attachment Type field, select File to add a document to the contract, or Link to list
a url as an attachment to the contract.
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4. Depending on the attachment type chosen, upload the file or url as follows:

l File - If you have selected the File attachment type, click Select files... to locate and
add the file from your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray square
surrounding the Select files.... field.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as
attachments to a contract, the entire attachment is available within the
contract for viewing and downloading, as usual. When searching through
attachment information, only the first 5,000,000 characters are evaluated in
the search.

l Link - If you have selected the Link attachment type, enter a meaningful name for

the page in the Page Name field and the URL link in the URL field. Click to the
right of the field to test the URL. Note: Page Name is not required. If you don't enter
a value in that field, the name will default to the URL link text.

5. In the Print with Full Contract field, select Yes if you want the file to be printed with the
contract. The Main Document is printed with the contract by default.

6. (optional) In the Contract Summary Visibility field, select who can see the attachment on
the Contract Summary page. Select Use Summary Configuration Settings (default), to
define access by the Full, Partial or Limited visibility controls on the contract (and as set on
the Summary Configuration screen), or Admin/Manager Only to make the attachment only
visible to the contract manager and contract administrator.

7. Click Save Changes. The attachment will be added and displayed on the Attachments
page. The main document is identified by the in the Attachments display.

Generate the Main Document from a Template
For organizations using the authoring feature, you can choose a template to generate the main
document. Text from the template is copied into the main document on the contract, with
placeholders and alternative clauses placed in the text based on data from the contract. The text
can be modified to suite the individual contract.

You will only see active templates associated with the contract type selected.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Search Contracts and open the appropriate contract for
editing.

2. Click Attachments in the left menu.

3. Click Upload Main Document then, Use a Template.
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4. Select a template and click Save. The template is generated and is designated as the Main
Document on the Attachments page.

Change the Main Document
You can change which attachment is flagged as the main document. There are two options. You
can first unassign the current main document and then set another attachment as the main
document, or you can use the Replace as Main Document option to replace the current main
document with another attachment.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. Click Attachments in the left menu.

3. Choose one of the following options:

Reassign the Main Document

l On the existing main document, select Actions > Unassign as Main Document,
then click Yes in the confirmation window.

l On the attachment you want to flag as the main document, select Actions > Set as
Main Document.

Replace the Main Document

l On the attachment you want to flag as the main document, select Actions >
Replace as Main Document, then click Yes in the confirmation window.

Compare Contract Attachments
A contract may go through many iterations as it is being developed and throughout its lifecycle.
On the contract Attachments page, the Version History action can be used to compare two
versions of the same document side by side and note the differences. Changes are highlighted to
identify what has changed.

The document versions being compared must be Microsoft Word files attached to the same
contract in a .docx format.

Note: Email attachments from the Communication Center can also be compared to the latest
version of a contract main document or another contract attachment.
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Step-by-Step
There must be at least two versions of a contract attachment. The attachments being compared
must be Microsoft Word files in a .docx format.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract that contains the attachment you want to compare.

3. Click Attachments in the left menu.

4. Click Actions > Version History next to the attachment you want to compare. The Version
History window opens. It displays all versions of the document at the top of the page and a
Compare Section heading on the bottom half of the page.

5. Click the Select button next to each version of the document you want to compare. Click
Deselect to remove it from selection.

Note:In the Compare Section area on the bottom of the Version History page, the
first document selected for comparison is displayed on the left and the second
document selected is displayed on the right. Click the icon at any time to have the
documents switch places.

6. Click the Compare button to generate a document comparison. The two documents that
are being compared are displayed side by side in a new browser tab, in read-only mode.
Differences between the two documents are highlighted in yellow and color-coded.

l Click the icon at any time to have the documents switch places.

l Text that has been changed, added or deleted is highlighted in yellow.

Contract Attachment Search
Use Search Contract Attachments to search for files attached to contracts (including
attachment versions) or to find phrases of text within contract documents. This is also where you
can find attachments that have been uploaded to obligations.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Attachments. The Search
Contract Attachments screen opens.

2. Enter the keywords or phrase that you want to search for in the Keywords field.

3. Complete remaining search filter fields as follows:

l Classification - Select one of these options to determine where the system will look
for the keyword:

l Select All to search all attachments in the system

l Select Main Document (default) to search only those attachments that are
designated as the main document on a contract. Main documents are
identified in the search results by the icon next to the file.

l Select Other Attachments to search through all attachments that are NOT
designated as a main document.

l Select Obligation Attachments to search for attachments that have been
uploaded to obligations.

l File Type - Search for attachments based on file type. Use the type ahead or click to
search icon to select one or more file types.

l Date Uploaded - Search for attachments based on when they were uploaded to a
record. Select the appropriate time frame from the drop down list.

l Contract Start and End Date - Search for attachments based on when the contract
is active. The options are: All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The
system will compare the start and dates entered on the contract to the current date
and return the appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom
will open up additional Start Date between and End Date between fields, where
you can enter the contract start and end dates to search for.

4. Click Search. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search term.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as attachments
to a contract, only the first 5,000,000 characters are evaluated when searching for
attachment information, but the entire attachment remains available within the
contract for viewing and downloading.

5. Click on a file name to open the document. Click on a contract number to navigate to the
associated contract.
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Comments
Use a contract's Comments page to add internal notes regarding the contract for users. When
entering comments or replies, you can select who to direct the comments to, and that person will
receive an email notifying them that a comment or reply has been posted.

Start a Contract Comment Thread
The Start New Thread button on the contract Comments page is used to add a note about the
contract that is visible to internal users.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to add a discussion thread to.
3. In the left menu, select Comments. The Comment page opens.
4. Click Start New Thread.
5. Enter a Subject and Message.
6. (optional) Alert internal users of a contract comment by adding them to the Send

Notification To field. Use the type ahead feature or click the icon to search for and
select users. They will receive an email notification containing the comment text and a link
to the comment thread on the contract, regardless of their user profile settings.

Note: Any internal user can be selected to receive the email with the comment,
however, the email link will only work if the user has access to the contract at the time
the message is created. We recommend that the person being notified be added as a
contract stakeholder. Contract stakeholders are able to view the contract summary
only or full contract details based on organization settings. With full contract details,
they will be able to view the Comment page and reply if necessary.

7. Click Save. The message is listed on the Comments page. Individuals selected in the Send
Notification To field will receive an email indicating that a new contract discussion thread
has been posted.

Reply to a Contract Comment Thread
The Reply To Thread button on the contract Comments page is used to reply to a posted
comment on a contract.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.
3. In the left menu, select Comments. The Comments page opens.
4. Under the comment you want to reply to, select Reply to Thread.
5. Enter a reply in the Message field.
6. (optional) Alert internal users of a contract comment by adding them to the Send

Notification To field. Use the type ahead feature or click the icon to search for and
select users. They will receive an email notification containing the comment text and a link
to the comment thread on the contract, regardless of their user profile settings.

Note: Any internal user can be selected to receive the email with the message,
however, the email link will only work if the user has access to the contract at the time
the message is created. We recommend that the person being notified be added as a
contract stakeholder. Contract stakeholders are able to view the contract summary
only or full contract details based on organization settings. With full contract details,
they will be able to view the Comment page and reply if necessary.

7. Click Save. The message is listed on the Comments page. Individuals selected in the Send
Notification To field will receive an email indicating that a new contract discussion reply
has been posted.

Commodity Codes
You can categorize, track and report on contracts using commodity codes that have been set up
in your system. For contracts created from a sourcing event, commodity codes are imported from
the sourcing event.

If commodity codes have been enabled for your system at the organization level, the use of
commodity codes can also be enabled or disabled for each contract type. When commodity
codes are enabled for a contract type, a Commodity Codes section is displayed on the contract
header for all contracts created from the contract type. This is where contract managers add,
delete or update commodity codes on a contract.

Types
There are two types of commodity codes that can be added to a contract:
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l Reporting Commodity Code - One commodity code can be assigned as the reporting
code and this is the code that is referenced when reporting on the contract. A contract can
have only one reporting code, but the code designated as the reporting code can be
changed.

l Additional Commodity Code - All other codes on a contract are additional commodity
codes. A contract can have any number of additional commodity codes.

Commodity Codes from Sourcing Events
If a sourcing event has commodity codes (reporting, additional or both) and a contract is created
from the sourcing event, the commodity codes are automatically copied into the Commodity
Codes page of the contract and identified by green check in the From Sourcing Event column.
This allows contract managers to track contracts with commodity codes from sourcing events.

Commodity codes from sourcing events can be assigned and unassigned as reporting codes. If
they are deleted from a contract, either manually or through imports, the sourcing designation
does not reappear if the code is later added back in manually.

Note: For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers with Sourcing+ to Contracts+
Process Flow, commodity codes are imported with the corresponding Goods Group code on the
Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction, if configured. Contact your system administrator if you have questions
about commodity code or goods group information in the contract.

Consortium Contracts
When a CMR consortium organization shares a contract with commodity codes, CMR consortium
members are not allowed to change the commodity codes on a contract.

Advanced Search
Advanced Search has a Commodity Code filter that can be used to find contracts containing a
specific commodity code. By default the search only looks at reporting codes on contracts. Select
the Include Additional Commodity Codes checkbox to include contracts where the selected
codes are either reporting or additional commodity codes.

Commodity Code Selection
Apart from commodity codes populated from a sourcing event, the commodity codes that can be
selected on a contract are managed in one of two areas, depending on the products your
organization is using:
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l For organizations that have Spend Director - Commodity code management is done via
Setup > Hosted Catalog and Ordering Configuration.

l For organizations that do not have Spend Director - Commodity code management is done
via Supplier Management > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes.

Commodity Codes and CSV or XML Import/Export
Commodity codes on a contract can be updated through CSV or XML import/export. The
Reporting Commodity Codes and Additional Commodity Codes fields are included in
templates or export files only when commodity codes are enabled for the organization. If using
CSV import/export, we recommend exporting a search that contains only the contracts you want
to change.

Adding Commodity Codes
Commodity codes must be enabled for your organization and for the contract type used by the
contract.

Step-by-Step
You need contract manager or contract administrator permissions to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, click Commodity Codes.

4. Click Add Codes.

Note: For contracts created from a sourcing event, commodity codes from the event
are automatically copied into the Commodity Codes page of the contract and
identified by green check in the From Sourcing Event column.

5. Search for and select the commodity code(s) you want to add to the contract. Use the
type ahead or click the search icon to see a list of commodity codes.

6. If needed, assign one commodity code as the reporting code by selecting Set as
Reporting Code from the menu to the right of the commodity code. Reporting codes are
not required. The selected code will move to the top of the list and "Reporting Commodity
Code" is displayed underneath the code. All other codes are designated as additional
commodity codes.
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Note: The reporting code can be changed by selecting Unassign as Reporting Code
next to the reporting code, or Replace as Reporting Code next to an additional
commodity code.

7. Click Save Changes.

Changing the Reporting Commodity Code on a Contract
A contract can have only one reporting code, but the code designated as the reporting code can
be changed.

You need contract manager or contract administrator permissions to perform this task.
Commodity codes must be enabled for your organization and for the contract type used by the
contract.

Note: When a Contracts+ consortium organization shares a contract with commodity codes,
Contracts+ consortium members are not allowed to change the commodity codes on a
contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, click Commodity Codes.

4. Expand the Remove menu next to the commodity code that you want that you want to
designate as the reporting code and select Replace as Reporting Code. The commodity
code will move to the top of the page, and "Reporting Commodity Code" is displayed
underneath the code. The previous reporting code moves down the list and designated as
an additional reporting code.

Removing a Commodity Code
Commodity codes must be enabled for your organization and for the contract type used by the
contract. You need contract manager or contract administrator permissions to perform this
task.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, click Commodity Codes.

4. To the right of the commodity code that you want to delete, click Remove.

5. Click Yes in the confirmation window.

Searching for a Commodity Code Using Advanced Search
Advanced Search has a Commodity Code filter that can be used to find contracts containing a
specific commodity code. By default the search only looks at reporting codes on contracts. Select
the Include Additional Commodity Codes checkbox to include contracts where the selected
codes are either reporting or additional commodity codes.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Click Advanced Search if you are not on the Advanced Search page.

3. In the Commodity Code field, search for and select the commodity codes you want to
search for. By default the system will search for reporting codes only.

4. (optional) Click the Include Additional Commodity Codes checkbox if you want the
system to search both reporting and additional commodity codes on contracts.

5. Complete remaining search filters as desired.

6. Click Search.

Communication Center
The Communication Center of a contract is used to manage correspondence about a contract
from one central location in Contracts+.
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The Communication Center is divided into two tabs, Internal and External. The lists on these
pages include all the internal and external communications that have been sent via the Add
Internal Message and Start External Communication contract actions.

Communication Center
The Communication Center is made up of the following components:

l Communication Center - Clicking Communication Center in the left menu of a contract
opens a page with tabs for internal and external communications. The lists on these pages
include all the internal and external communications that have been sent via the Add
Internal Message and Start External Communication contract actions. Columns show when
the conversation started, the number of messages (responses) in the conversation and the
last update.

Note: All Communication Center conversations from prior to the 19.1 release appear as
internal communications on the Communication Center page.

l Conversation Details - Clicking on a conversation row opens a second page that shows
the original communication and all replies, the recipients, and any attachments included.

The following options are also available on these pages:

l The Subscribers section lists all recipients in a conversation. Active subscribers are
displayed in blue text. Recipients who have unsubscribed are displayed in gray text.
Click on a Subscriber name to view their email address.

l The Change Subscribers button allows users to add, edit or remove subscribers in
a conversation.

l Add - New recipients can be added to a conversation at any time. They will
receive the next and subsequent communications in the conversation. This
option cannot be used to add individuals who have unsubscribed to the
contract's communications.

l Remove - Removing a subscriber from a conversation means the individual no
longer receives communications for that conversation. They can be added to
new communications sent from the contract.

l A Messages section shows the original text and all replies.

l The Add to Conversation button allows users to send a reply to all recipients in the
conversation. It opens a window with no recipients, as the reply will automatically be
sent to all active subscribers.
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Sending Communications and Reactivating Subscribers
Three contract actions are used to send communications and reactivate subscribers. The Email
From Contract permission is needed to perform these actions.

Note: Without the Email From Contract permission, a user can still send emails through the
external review round process and these emails and any replies will show in the
Communication Center. Internal review rounds are not included in the Communication
Center.

Add Internal Message

l The Add Internal Message contract action is used to send communications from a
contract. It is displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and
their replies are saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center.
When recipients reply, all recipients receive the response, and the entire conversation can
be viewed in the Communication Center.

l Recipients of a contract communication can Unsubscribe or Subscribe to all messages
sent from a contract:

Note: Recipients unsubscribe from or subscribe to a specific communications, but the
settings are applied to the entire contract and will affect whether or not they receive
new communications sent from the contract.

l If a recipient unsubscribes from a communication, they will no longer receive
communications for that contract. This includes future communications in the
conversation and new communications sent from the contract. Their name is
displayed in gray text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page
and their name is also listed under "Select Subscribers to Reactivate" in the new
View/Reactivate contract action.

l Unsubscribed recipients can re-subscribe to contracts they unsubscribed from.
They will receive the next and subsequent communications in the conversation and
new communications sent from the contract. Their name is displayed in blue text in
the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page of the conversation they
subscribed to. Note: Recipients will not be added back to a conversation even after
clicking Subscribe if they have been removed from that conversation.
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Note: If organizations wish to prevent a user from re-subscribing to a contract
communication, they must be removed from each conversation in a contract
via the Change Subscribers button. The Communication Center section in
Advanced Search can be used to find recipients.

Start External Communication

l The Start External Communication contract action is used to send external
communications from a contract. It is displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any
status. The messages and their replies are saved and can be accessed from the contract's
Communication Center. When recipients reply, all recipients receive the response, and the
entire conversation can be viewed in the Communication Center.

l Recipients of a message can Unsubscribe or Subscribe to all messages sent from a
contract:

Note: Recipients unsubscribe from or subscribe to a specific communication, but the
settings are applied to the entire contract and will affect whether or not they receive
new communications sent from the contract.

l If a recipient unsubscribes from a communication, they will no longer receive
communications for that contract. This includes future communications in the
conversation and new communications sent from the contract. Their name is
displayed in gray text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page
and their name is also listed under "Select Subscribers to Reactivate" in the new
View/Reactivate contract action.

l Unsubscribed recipients can re-subscribe to return to conversations they
unsubscribed from. They will receive the next and subsequent communications in
the conversation and new communications sent from the contract. Their name is
displayed in blue text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page of
the conversation they subscribed to. Note: Recipients will not be added back to a
conversation even after clicking Subscribe if they have been removed from that
conversation.

Note: If organizations wish to prevent a user from re-subscribing to a contract
communication, they must be removed from each conversation in a contract
via the Change Subscribers button. The Communication Center section in
Advanced Search can be used to find email recipients.

View/Reactivate Subscriber
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l The View/Reactivate Subscriber contract action is available from a contract and is used
to reactivate the subscription of communication recipients who have unsubscribed to a
contract's conversations. Reactivated subscribers will receive the next and subsequent
communications in the conversation, and new communications sent from the contract.
Their name is displayed in blue text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details
page of the conversation they subscribed to.

Searching for Contract Emails - Contract Advanced Search
Search filter fields in the Communication Center section of the contract Advanced Search page
(Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts) allow you to search for contracts with
conversations that contain a specific sender, recipient name, email address, or date.

Returned Emails
If an email does not get through to a recipient, the sender will receive an email listing the
recipients who didn't get the email, and a message on the Communication Center Details page
will indicate that the email was not sent to the recipient(s).

Consortium Contracts
Contracts that have been published from a parent to a member org do not have a
Communications Center page or a Send Email contract action. Contracts in parent organizations
will have the Communication Center page if they have Contracts+.

Add Internal Message or Start External Communication
The Add Internal Message contract action is used to send communications from a contract. It is
displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and their replies are
saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center.

The Start External Communication contract action is used to send external communications
from a contract. It is displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and
their replies are saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center. External
communications can be sent to email recipients, and will appear on the supplier portal

Add Internal Message
Users require access to the contract and the Email From Contract permission to perform this
task.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract you want to send an email from.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then Add Internal Message.
The Internal Communication window opens.

4. Subject - Enter a line describing the message.

5. Body - Type the message text. You can use formatting options to modify the appearance
of the text and add links and placeholders.

6. In the Recipients field, enter the user names of any desired recipients

7. (optional) In the Attachments section, upload an attachment from a local drive on your
computer by clicking the Add Attachments button. Select the files you want to attach and
click Done.

8. Click the Create button. The message is sent to recipient(s) and the conversation is added
the Communication Center page.

Start External Communication
External communications can be sent to user recipients and via email.

External communications appear on the supplier portal. If the supplier does not have portal
access when the communication is sent, but later gets access, previously sent external
communications will automatically appear there.

Step-by-Step
Users require access to the contract and the Email From Contract permission to perform this
task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract you want to send an email from.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then Start External
Communication. The External Communication window opens.

4. Subject - Enter a line describing the message.

5. Body - Type the email text. You can use formatting options to modify the appearance of
the text and add links and placeholders.
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6. Under the Recipients section:

a. In the User Recipients field, enter the user names of any desired recipients.

b. In the Other Recipients field, enter the name and email address of an email
recipient, then click the + Add Recipients button. Repeat to add another recipient.

7. (optional) In the Attachments section, upload an attachment from a local drive on your
computer by clicking the Add Attachments button. Select the files you want to attach and
click Done.

8. Click the Create button.

l The message is sent to recipient(s) and the email conversation is added the
Communication Center page.

l External communications appear on the supplier portal. If the supplier does not have
portal access when the communication is sent, but later gets access, previously sent
external communications will automatically appear there.

l When email recipients reply to the email, all recipients receive the response, and the
entire conversation can be viewed in the Communication Center.

View a Conversation
The Communication Center of a contract is used to monitor correspondence about a contract
from one central location in Contracts+.

l Communication Center - Clicking Communication Center in the left menu of a contract
opens a page with tabs for internal and external communications. The lists on these pages
include all the internal and external communications that have been sent via the Add
Internal Message and Start External Communication contract actions. Columns show when
the conversation started, the number of messages (responses) in the conversation and the
last update.

l Conversation Details - Clicking on a conversation row opens a second page that shows
the original communication and all replies, the recipients, and any attachments included.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract with the email conversation you want to view.

3. Click Communication Center in the left menu. The Communications Center main page
opens.
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4. Search for the conversation you want to view. Columns show when a conversation
started, the number of messages (responses) in the conversation and the last update.

5. To view all messages in a conversation, click anywhere in the row of the communication
you want to view. The Conversation Details page opens. It shows the original
communication text and all replies, the recipients (subscribers) and their email addresses,
and any attachments included in the communication. In the Subscribers section, active
subscribers are displayed in blue text, and those who have unsubscribed are displayed in
gray text.

6. (optional) In the Conversation Details page you can:

l Click on a name view the email address of a recipient.

l Click the Change Subscribers button to add, edit or remove subscribers
(recipients) in a conversation.

l Click the Add to Conversation button to send a reply to all recipients in the
conversation.

l Click the Actions > Compare With option next to each reply that has an
attachment. It allows you to compare attachments received via email to the latest
version of contract documents in the Attachments page.

Manage Subscribers
The Communication Center of a contract is used to monitor correspondence about a contract
from one central location in Contracts+.

In the Conversation Details page of the Communication Center, you can view, add, edit or delete
communication recipients in a conversation:

l The Subscribers section lists all recipients in a conversation. Click on a name to view an
email address. Active subscribers are displayed in blue text. Recipients who have
unsubscribed are displayed in gray text.

l The Change Subscribers button allows you to manage subscribers.

l Add - New recipients can be added to a conversation at any time. They will receive
the next and subsequent communications in the conversation. This option cannot be
used to add individuals who have unsubscribed to the contract's communications.

l Remove - Removing a subscriber from a contract conversation means the individual
no longer receives communications in that specific conversation. They can be
added to new communications sent from the contract.
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Note: If organizations wish to prevent a user from re-subscribing to a contract
communication, they must be removed from each conversation in a contract via the
Change Subscribers button. The Communication Center section in Advanced Search
can be used to find recipients.

Step-by-Step
View email subscribers

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract with the subscriber you want to view.

3. Click Communication Center in the left menu. The Communications Center page opens.

4. Search for the conversation you want to view.

5. Click anywhere on the conversation row to open the Conversation Details page. Recipients
are displayed in the Subscribers section. Active subscribers are displayed in blue text.
Recipients who have unsubscribed are displayed in gray text.

6. (optional) Click on a name view the email address of a recipient.

Change an email subscriber (add, edit or remove)

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract with the subscriber you want to change.

3. Click Communication Center in the left menu. The Communications Center page opens.

4. Search for the conversation that contains the subscriber you want to change.

5. Click anywhere on the conversation row to open the Conversation Details page. Recipients
are displayed in the Subscribers section.

6. Click the Change Subscribers button. The Change Subscribers window opens.
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7. Complete one of these actions:

l Add User Subscriber - Search for and select the user in the User Subscribers field.

l Add Other Subscribers (external communications only) - Enter a Name and Email
address in the open fields, then click the + Add Subscriber button.

l Remove - Click the X next to the user subscriber you want to remove, or click the
Remove button beside the other subscriber you want to remove.

8. Click Save.

Added subscribers will receive the next and subsequent communications in the conversation.
Removed subscribers will no longer receive communications in the conversation.

Manage Contract Communication Subscriptions
External recipients of a contract communication can Unsubscribe or Subscribe to it by clicking
on the appropriate link located in the footer of the email. Email recipients unsubscribe from or
subscribe to a specific email, but the settings are applied to the entire contract and will affect
whether or not they receive new emails sent from the contract.

l Email recipients who Unsubscribe will no longer receive emails for that contract. This
includes future emails in the conversation and new emails sent from the contract.

l Unsubscribed email recipients can click the Subscribe link in the footer of a contract email
to return to email conversations in the contract they unsubscribed from. They will receive
the next and subsequent emails in the email conversation and new emails sent from the
contract.

Note: Email recipients will not be added back to a conversation, even after clicking
Subscribe, if they have been removed from that conversation.

Step-by-Step
1. In the footer of a contract email, choose one of these options:

l Click the Unsubscribe link. An Email Unsubscribe page opens in a new browser
window.

l Click the Subscribe link. A SUBSCRIBE page opens in a new browser window.

2. Click the I'm not a robot checkbox and verify the images.

3. Click the Unsubscribe or Subscribe button.
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If unsubscribed, the email recipient will no longer receive emails from the contract. If
subscribed, the email recipient will receive the next and subsequent emails in the conversation
and new emails sent from the contract.

Viewing and Reactivating Subscribers
The View/Reactivate Subscriber contract action can be used to view the names and email
addresses of communication recipients who have unsubscribed to a contract communication and
reactivate their subscription. They will receive the next and subsequent communications in the
conversation, and new communications sent from the contract.

Note: Recipients unsubscribe from or subscribe to a specific communication, but the
settings are applied to the entire contract and will affect whether or not they receive new
communications sent from the contract. If organizations wish to prevent a user from re-
subscribing to a contract communication, they must be removed from each conversation in
a contract via the Change Subscribers button. The Communication Center section in
Advanced Search can be used to find recipients.

Step-by-Step
The Email From Contract permission and access to the contract are needed to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract with the email subscriber you want to reactivate.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then View/Reactivate
Subscriber. The name and email address of individuals who have unsubscribed to the
contract are displayed.

4. (optional) Select the checkbox next to each individual whose contract subscription you
want to reactivate and click the Reactivate button.

Important Note: Communications sent using contract actions or during an external
review round are visible to all recipients of the communication and anyone who can
access the Communication Center page of a contract. The information displayed
includes recipient names and email addresses, the original text, and all replies to the
communication.
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The subscriber is reactivated and will receive the next and subsequent communications in the
conversation, and new communications sent from the contract. In the Communication Center,
their name is displayed in blue text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page
of the conversation they subscribed to.

Comparing Email Attachments to Contract Attachments
In the contract Communication Center, the Compare With action allows you to compare an
email attachment to the latest version of a contract main document or another contract
attachment. Compared documents are displayed side by side in read-only mode. Differences
between the two documents are highlighted in yellow and color-coded.

When comparing an email attachment to a contract document, an Apply Changes in Word
option can be used to open the two compared documents as one (temporary) file in the JAGGAER
Contract Authoring for Word app, so that you can continue authoring the document. For example,
this option can be used to accept or reject changes in Word, then upload the revised version. If
there are placeholders in the compared documents, an additional View Placeholder Differences
window displays the current and proposed placeholder values in the compared documents.

Step-by-Step
Compare an email attachment to a contract document

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to view.

3. Click Communication Center in the left menu. The Communications Center page opens.

4. Click anywhere in the row of the email conversation that has the attachment you want to
compare. The Conversation Details page opens.

5. On the Conversation Details page, select Actions > Compare With next to the email that
has the attachment you want to compare. The Compare Email Attachment window opens.
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6. In the Compare Email Attachment window, select the documents to be compared. Only
the latest version of contract attachments are displayed and can be selected.

l Select email attachment - Select an email attachment.

l Compare with - Choose a contract attachment by selecting one of these options:

l Main Document - Select to compare the contract main document to the
email attachment.

l Contract Attachment - Select to compare a contract attachment to the
email attachment. If this option is selected, the Select Contract Attachment
field displays a list of contract attachments.

l Select Contract Attachment (if displayed) - Select the contract attachment
that you want to compare to the email attachment.

l Include Format Changes - Select Yes to highlight formatting changes, such as
different fonts or italicized text, in the generated comparison. Click No to highlight
only differences in text in the compared documents.

7. Click Compare to generate a comparison. A new browser tab opens and displays the
compared documents side by side in read-only mode. Differences between the two
documents are highlighted in yellow and color-coded.

l Click the icon at any time to have the documents switch places.

l Text that has been changed, added or deleted is highlighted in yellow.

View Placeholder Differences and/or Apply Changes in
Word
The options available on the Actions menu of a document comparison depend on whether the
compared documents contain placeholders. If the compared documents do not contain
placeholders, an Apply Changes in Word option is displayed. Documents with placeholders
display a View Placeholder Differences option and from there you can apply changes in Word.
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1. Follow the steps above to compare an email attachment to a contract document.

2. In the browser tab that displays the compared documents, choose one of the following
options:

l The compared documents do not have placeholders - Click Actions > Apply
Changes in Word.

l The compared documents have placeholders - Click Actions > View Placeholder
Differences. The Placeholder Differences window displays the current and
proposed values of placeholders in the compared documents. From there, click
Apply Changes in Word to generate a Word document and open it in the Word app.
Click No if you do not want to generate a Word document.

3. When Apply Changes in Word is selected, the system generates a Word file that
combines the two compared documents into one (temporary) file. Click on the generated
file to open it in the Word app. The document is automatically checked out to you.

4. In the Word app, accept or reject changes in the REVIEW tab using Word's reviewing
features. Additional changes can be made as needed.

Note: We recommend using the All Markup setting in the REVIEW tab in Word to
display the proposed changes.

5. When changes to the proposed document are complete, click Check In to upload the
revised document into Contracts+. It becomes the latest version of the document, and the
version number increases by one.

Contract Family
The Contract Family screen displays a list of all contracts connected to a contract. Related
contracts are grouped into two sections:

l Parent/Child Contracts lists all contracts that are either a parent or child of the selected
contract, as well as their parent and child contracts.

l Contract Versions lists all amendments and renewals of the contract selected in the
Parent/Child Contracts section above. Click the info icon to open the Contract Summary,
and from there you can open the contract by clicking Go to Contract.

If the contract type has Total Contract Values enabled, the Value column will list the value
of each contract version.

The Contract Family screen also allows you to create a child contract or link a child contract to
your contract.
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When establishing a parent/child relationship, either via linking a child contract or selecting a
parent contract, you indicate the parent/child date relationship. The date relationship can be one
of the following:

l The child contract dates must be within the parent’s contract dates
l The child contract dates may be outside the parent’s contract dates
l The child contract start date must be within the parent’s contract dates.

Add a Contract to a Contract Family

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. In the left menu, select Contract Family.

4. Expand the Link a Child to this Contract button, and choose one of the following options:

l Select Link a Child to this Contract to make another contract the child of this
contract (the open contract becomes a parent in the hierarchy).

l Select Create Child Contract to create a new contract that is a child of this
contract.

5. Choose one of the following:

l If you selected Create a Child Contract, the contract wizard opens, allowing you to
create a new contract.

l If you selected Link a Child to this Contract, choose whether start and end dates of
the child contract must be within those of the parent, in the Child Contract start
dates and end dates area, then select the contract you want to link and Save
Changes.

The linked contract appears under Parent/Child Contracts in the Contract Family screen.
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View a Contract Family

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract with the contract family you want to view.

3. In the left menu, select Contract Family. The Contract Family screen opens, showing a list
of contracts connected to the open contract. Contracts that are parents and children of
the current contract are displayed under the Parent/Child Contracts heading. Different
versions of the selected contract, such as amendments and renewals, are displayed under
the Contract Versions heading.

4. In the Parent/Child Contracts section, click View Details next to a contract to expand the
record and view information about it. You can also select View in new window to view the
contract's information in a separate browser tab.

Contract Parties
The participants in a contract are referred to as contract parties. Contract parties are chosen as
either a first or second party on a contract. Their contract party type determines whether or not a
business can be selected as a first or second party on a contract:

l The First Party is the owner of the contract. In most cases, this is your organization. Only
contract parties with a contract party type of Owner can be selected as first party on a
contract. If designated as primary, a business will appear as the first party by default when
creating a contract.

l The Second Party is the individual or organization that the first party is entering into the
agreement with. Second parties can have a contract party type of Supplier, Customer,
Individual, or Partner.

Contract Party Types
Contract party profile information is supplied from two areas in the system, and their contract
party type determines where the information is stored:

l Companies that have been entered solely for use as first parties on a contract are stored in
the Contracts area and can only have an Owner contract party type. Updates to these
types of records do not affect the supplier database.
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l Companies from the supplier database are available for selection if they have a Supplier,
Customer, Individual, or Partner contract party type. They cannot be an Owner contract
party type. If you create a contract party profile with one or more of these contract party
types, it will be stored in the supplier database along with existing suppliers. Updates to
these types of records do affect the supplier database.

Both types of records can be accessed from the Search Contract Parties page.

Adding and Updating Contract Party Information
Users with the Edit Party Contact on Contract permission can edit or add contact information if
the contract is in Draft status or fully executed. Users with the Edit Party Address on Contract
permission can edit or add address information if the contract is in Draft status or fully executed.
Users without the permissions are only able to choose an option from the drop down field.

Addresses and Contacts
An owner profile can have multiple addresses and multiple contacts.

l Addresses can belong to one or more of the following address types: Fulfillment,
Remittance, Physical. The Physical address type is selected by default.

l Contacts can belong to one of the more the following contact types: Corporate, Fulfillment,
Remittance, Technical, Other. The Corporate contact type is selected by default.

You can flag one address of each address type and one contact for each contract type as primary
to indicate that they are the first option to choose when creating a contract.

Primary Parties
In your system, only one owner profile can be designated as primary. The primary party is
indicated by a white star that is displayed next to the primary owner profile when searching for
contract parties. Designating a contract party as primary makes it the business that is selected as
first party by default when a contract is created. This applies to all contracts in the system unless
a different default primary party is selected on the work group used by the contract (see Create a
Contract Work Group). A different primary first party can be selected at any time.
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Adding Contract Parties to a Contract
Use the Add Contract Party page to create identities for the businesses that can be selected as
first or second parties on a contract. Contract party profiles include information such as the
business name(s), ID numbers, tax information, addresses, phone numbers, emails and contacts
for the business. A contract party must be active before it can be selected on a contract.

The contract party type determines whether or not the business can be selected as a first or
second party on a contract:

l The First Party is the owner of the contract. In most cases this is your organization. Only
businesses with the contract party type of Owner can be selected as first party on a
contract. If designated as primary, the business will appear as the first party by default
when creating a contract.

l The Second Party is the individual or organization that the first party is entering into the
agreement with. Second parties can have a contract party type of Customer, Individual,
Partner, or Supplier.

When creating contract party profiles, the contract party type affects the fields that are
completed on the record. Most of the fields are the same, but there is more information that can
be entered for Supplier, Customer, Individual, or Partner types of profiles since they are stored in
the supplier database, and creating this type of record is identical to creating a supplier.

Step-by-Step

Create a FIRST PARTY contract party profile (OWNER contract party type)

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Add Contract Party....

2. Choose Yes next to Is this Contract Party an "Owner" Type?

3. Click Add Contract Party.

4. Enter the name of the business in the Name field. This is the name that will be seen
throughout the system. The name can be changed in the next screen.

5. (optional) Enter a Tax ID Number. This is the contract party's government-issued tax ID
number. The tax ID number can be changed in the next screen.

6. Click Add Contract Party.

Note: You cannot change the contract party type for an Owner profile once you click
Add Contract Party.
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The contract party record is created and assigned a unique JAGGAER Party ID number. The
contract party record opens to the General page, with the Name and Tax Identifications
fields populated with the information you just entered.

7. Complete the remaining General fields:

l Doing Business As (DBA) - Enter a name that the contract party does business
under other than the legal company name. This field is searchable.

l Other Names - Enter additional names that the contract party does business under,
other than the legal company name.

l ERP Number - Enter a reference number or ID generated by a third party system
that can be used to map a contract party from JAGGAER to the other system. Note:
Use caution when making updates to the third party reference number. Changing
this number could cause issues with system integrations.

l JAGGAER Party ID (read-only) - Displays a unique number that identifies the record
in JAGGAER Indirect.

l Active- Yes is selected by default so that the contract party is available for use on
contracts once the record is saved. Select No if you do not want the address to be
active. Contract parties are not available for use on a contract unless they are active.

l Contract Party Type - This is a read-only field that displays the Owner party type
and cannot be changed.

l Primary- Select Yes if you want the business to appear as the first party by default
when creating a contract. Only one contract party can be designated as primary.

l Legal Structure - Indicates the legal structure used by the contract party. Select
the appropriate option for the contract party's legal structure from the drop-down
menu.

l Tax Identification Number - Populated from the first window. Contains the Tax ID
number of the contract party.

l VAT Registration Number - Enter the contract party's Value-Added Tax
registration number if applicable. For countries that VAT applies to, the system
performs a validation check that is specific to the country.

l Click Save Changes.

8. Click Addresses in the left menu.
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9. Click the Add Address button and complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter a name that describes the address, such as Head Office, or
Distribution Center.

l Type - Select the address types that apply to the address. One or more address
types (Fulfillment, Remittance or Physical) can be assigned to each address. The
Physical address type is displayed by default.

l Address ID - Enter the reference number or ID assigned to the address by a third
party system.

l Country - Select the country of the address.

l Street Line 1, 2, 3 - Enter the street address in these fields. Street Line 1 is required.
Street Line 2 and 3 are optional.

l City/Town - Enter the city or town of the address.

l State/Province - Enter the state or provide of the address.

l Postal Code - Enter the zip code or postal code of the address.

l Phone - Enter the phone number of the address.

l Toll Free Number - Enter a toll free number.

l Fax - Enter a fax number.

l Notes - Enter notes regarding the address.

l (optional) Click Show Primary Settings. A Yes/No option is listed for each address
type selected in the Type field above. To flag this address as the primary one for an
address type, select Yes next to the address type. For all other address types,
select No. There can be only one address selected as the primary address for an
address type. For example, you may have three Fulfillment addresses for a contract
party, but only one can be selected as the primary Fulfillment address. The first
address added for each address type will be the primary address for the type by
default.

10. Click Save Changes. Repeat the steps above to add more addresses.

11. Click Contacts in the left menu.

12. Click the Add Contact button and complete the following fields:

l Type - Select the checkbox next to each contact type that the contact belongs to.
The Corporate contact type is selected by default.

l Contact ID - Enter the reference number or ID assigned to the contact by a third
party system.
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l First Name - Enter the first name of the contact.

l Last Name - Enter the last name of the contact.

l Title - Enter the contact's title, e.g., VP of Sales.

l Can e-Sign Contracts - Select Yes if the individual is allowed electronically sign
contracts. Select No if they are not allowed to electronically sign contracts.

l Email - Enter the contact's email address. The email must be in a valid email format,
e.g., contact@company.com.

l Phone - Enter the phone number of the contact.

l Toll Free Number - Enter a toll free number for the contact.

l Fax - Enter a fax number for the contact.

l Notes - Enter notes regarding the contact.

l (optional) Click Show Primary Settings. A Yes/No option is listed for each contact
type selected in the Type field above. To flag this contact as the primary one for a
contact type, select Yes next to the contact type. For all other contact types, select
No. There can be only one contact selected as the primary contact for a contact
type. For example, you may have three Technical contacts for a contract party, but
only one can be selected as primary Technical contact. The first contact added for
each contact type will be the primary contact for the type by default.

13. Click Save Changes. Repeat the steps above to add more contacts.

Create a SECOND PARTY contract party profile (Supplier,
Customer, Individual, or Partner contract party type)

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Add Contract Party....

2. Select No next to Is this Contract Party an "Owner" Type?

3. Click Add Contract Party.

4. Select one or more second party contract party types for the record.

5. Enter the name of the business in the Name field. This is the name that will be seen
throughout the system. The name can be changed in the next screen.

6. (optional) Enter a Tax ID Number. This is the contract party's government-issued tax ID
number. The tax ID number can be changed in the next screen.

7. Click Add Contract Party. The contract party record is created and assigned a unique
JAGGAER Party ID number. The contract party record opens to the General page, with the
Name and Tax Identifications fields populated with the information you just entered.
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8. Complete the remaining General fields:

l Doing Business As - Enter a name that the contract party does business under
other than the legal company name. This field is searchable.

l Other Names - Enter additional names that the contract party does business under,
other than the legal company name.

l Country of Origin - Select the country that the contract party is based in.

l Supplier Number - Enter a reference number or ID generated by a third party
system that can be used to map a contract party from JAGGAER to the other system.
Note: Use caution when making updates to the supplier number. Changing this
number could cause issues with system integrations.

l Third Party Reference Number - Enter a reference number or ID generated by a
third party application (i.e., in addition to an ERP system) that can be used to map a
supplier from JAGGAER Indirect to the other system.

l JAGGAER Supplier ID (read-only) - Displays a unique number that identifies the
record in JAGGAER Indirect.

l Contract Party Types - Change the contract party types if needed.

l Active for Shopping (if enabled for your system) - Select the checkbox to make
the contract party active for shopping in the system.

l Business Unit Vendor Id(s) (if enabled for your system) - Indicates the number of
active business units that have a vendor ID assigned to the supplier. If you have edit
access, change the value if needed.

l Legal Structure - Indicates the legal structure used by the contract party. Select
the appropriate option for the contract party's legal structure from the drop-down
menu.

l Tax ID Type - This field appears on supplier profiles when "Individual/Sole
Proprietor" is selected in the Legal Structure field. Select Employer Identification
Number (default value) or Social Security Number.

l Tax Identification Number - Populated from the first window. Contains the Tax ID
number of the contract party.

l VAT Registration Number - Enter the contract party's Value-Added Tax
registration number if applicable. For countries that VAT applies to, the system

l Complete additional fields on the General page as needed. A complete list of fields
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to be completed for supplier profiles can be found in Supplier Registration Overview.

l Click Save.

9. In the left menu, navigate to Contacts and Locations > Addresses.

10. Click the Add an Address button and complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter a name that describes the address, such as Head Office or
Distribution Center.

l Address Type - Select an address type from the drop down menu. You cannot
change an address type once the address is saved.

l Address ID - Enter the reference number or ID assigned to the address by a third
party system.

l 3rd Party ID - Enter a reference number or ID assigned to this address in the
customer's external system (such as an ERP system). This field is used for
integrations. Multiple addresses can be given the same value and doing so will link
them together for this supplier for changes made in the customer site, ERP system or
supplier portal.

l Active- By default the checkbox is selected so that the address is available for use
on contracts. Clear the checkbox if you do not want the address to be active.

l Country - Select the country of the address.

l Street Line 1, 2, 3 - Enter the street address in these fields. Street Line 1 is
required. Street Line 2 and 3 are optional.

l City/Town - Enter the city or town of the address.

l State/Province - Enter the state or provide of the address.

l Postal Code - Enter the zip code or postal code of the address.

l Phone - Enter the phone number of the address.

l Toll Free Number - Enter a toll free number.

l Fax - Enter a fax number.

l Notes - Enter notes regarding the address.

11. Click Save. Repeat the steps above to add more addresses.

12. In the left menu, navigate to Contacts and Locations > Contacts.
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13. Click Add a Contact and complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter the first and last name or any other identifier of the contact, e.g., John
Smith.

l Type - Select a contact type from the drop down menu. You cannot change a
contact type once the contact is saved.

l Contact ID - Enter the reference number or ID assigned to the contact by a third
party system.

l 3rd Party ID - Enter a reference number or ID assigned to this contact in the
customer's external system (such as an ERP system).

l Active - By default the checkbox is selected so that the contact is available for use
on contracts. Clear the checkbox if you do not want the contact to be active.

l First Name - Enter the first name of the contact.

l Last Name - Enter the last name of the contact.

l Title - Enter the contact's title, e.g., VP of Sales.

l Email - Enter the contact's email address. The email must be in a valid email format,
e.g., contact@company.com.

l Phone - Enter the phone number of the contact.

l Toll Free Number - Enter a toll free number for the contact.

l Fax - Enter a fax number for the contact.

l Notes - Enter notes regarding the contact.

14. Click Save. Repeat the steps above to add more contacts.

At this point the contract party can be selected on a contract.

Searching for a Contract Party
Use the Search Contract Parties page to search for companies that can be selected as first or
second parties on a contract. You can perform a simple search or an advanced search.
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Simple Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Parties.

2. If you are on the Advanced Search page, click the Simple Search link near the top right
corner of the page.

3. Enter keywords to search for in the Contract Party field to display a list of supplier or
contract party records that contain those keywords and can be selected as first or second
parties on a contract.

4. Click the Search icon. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search criteria.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile, indicating that they
are the default first party for the organization. This is the record that will appear as
first party on contracts unless a different default first party has been set up on the
work group. You can designate a different primary owner profile at any time.

5. Click on a contract party name to open the record.

Advanced Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Parties.

2. If you are on the Simple Search page, click the Advanced Search link near the top right
corner of the page.

3. Complete these search filter fields to limit your search results:

Search Contract Parties - Advanced

l Contract Party - Enter the contract party name or ID number to search for a specific
contract party. Enter any part of the name to find records matching the criteria. Enter
the complete ID number to find the contract party with that ID.

l Contract Party Type - Search for a contract party by contract party types. Options
are Customer, Individual, Owner Partner, or Supplier. Use the type ahead or click the
search icon to select from a list. Multiple items can be selected.

l Network - Search for contract parties or suppliers based on whether they are In
Network, Out of Network, or both. This option is only displayed for organizations
with the Supplier Management solution.

l Class - Search for contract parties based on their supplier classes as defined by
your organization.
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l Tax Identification Number - Search for contract parties based on their tax
identification number.

l Country Of Origin - Search for contract parties based on their originating county.
This field allows for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be
selected.

Products/Services

l Commodity Code - Search for contract parties based on commodity codes. The
field allows for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be selected.
Self profiles are not included when this option is used.

l NAICS Code - Search for contract parties based on NAICS codes. The field allows
for type ahead and selection from list. Multiple items can be selected. Self profiles
are not included when this option is used.

4. Click the Search icon. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search criteria.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile, indicating that they
are the default first party for the organization. This is the record that will appear as
first party on contracts unless a different default first party has been set up on the
work group. You can designate a different primary owner profile at any time.

5. Click on a contract party name to open the record.

Working with eProcurement in Contracts+

What is eProcurement Information?
The eProcurement section on a contract contains all information and configurations related to
shopping from a contract, such as budgeting, spend, applicability, related goods and services,
and PO clauses. This is also where users make a contract active for shopping or publish it to one
or more consortium members if your organization uses the Consortium feature.

The following pages on a contract allow you to configure this information. These pages are only
available for organizations using eProcurement.

eProcurement Setup
Configuring the Main Details of eProcurement Setup
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Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup.

3. Configure the main details in the top section as follows:

l Active for Shopping - Indicates whether or not a contract is available for shopping.
The checkbox is only displayed once a contract reaches its start date.

The checkbox defaults to No, but the system will automatically switch the setting to
Yes once a contract reaches Executed: In Effect status. Yes indicates that the
contract can be viewed and used for shopping. The system will automatically switch
the Active for Shopping checkbox to No (if it is not already No) when the contract
moves to any other status, for example, 'Complete' or 'Superseded'.

Note: Only eProcurement contracts that are both Active for Shopping and in
effect are available to add to line items when shopping. You can select or clear
the Active for Shopping checkbox manually and save changes while the
contract is in effect to override system settings.

l Restrict Products To - This option is displayed once a contract reaches Executed:
Future or Executed: In Effect status.

l Select Any Supplier Product to make the contract available for use on all
products purchased from this supplier.

l Select Only for Specified Products to limit the products that can be
purchased against the contract to the ones listed on the Non-Catalog Items
tab of the Goods and Services page and those specified on the Applies To
page.

l

Note: All other accessibility rules will apply no matter what setting is
chosen here.

l Automatically Apply Purchases from this Supplier to this Contract - To make a
contract automatically be associated with a line item in a cart if certain criteria is
met, click the Yes radio button. This option is HIGHLY recommended if there will
only be one contract for the supplier AND all purchases are from this contract. For
example, if your organization has a general contract for computers from Dell, you
may choose to Apply Automatically. If this option is not selected, the user
(requisitioner, approver, or buyer) must manually associate the line item(s) with the
contract. In the event that there are multiple applicable contracts for a single line,
there is a hierarchy in terms of which the system will apply:
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l The user is a contract manager for the contract.
l The user is explicitly listed in the "By User" table for the contract.
l The user's department is explicitly listed in Available Departments.
l The user's role is explicitly listed in Available Roles.
l The contract with the oldest activation date.
l Alphabetical by contract name.

l Blanket PO Number - If you would like to use a Blanket (Standing) Purchase Order
number each time the contract is used, enter the number in Blanket PO Number
field.

l Allow Portal Invoice Enabled Suppliers to Edit Contract Item Price - Click Yes
(default) to allow suppliers to edit a contract non-catalog item's price on line items
that have been populated from the contract on portal invoices or credit memos.
Click No if they cannot. Note: This setting applies to price only. Part No., Description,
Product Size, Packaging, and Extended Price fields cannot be edited by a supplier
even if this setting is enabled.

l Evaluated Receipt Settlement - This field is displayed if your organization has the
Evaluated Receiving Settlement feature enabled and the second party on the
contract is in the ERS supplier class. The field is read-only unless you have
permission to modify the field. Click Yes to allow non-PO invoices to be generated
from the contract for non-catalog goods or services that have already been
received. This causes an Invoice for Goods or Services Received checkbox to be
displayed on the Create Invoice window when a non-PO invoice is created from the
contract. No is the default setting and indicates that ERS invoices cannot be
generated from the contract.

l Restrict Products To - By default, this field is set to Any Supplier Product which
means all of the supplier's products apply to the contract. To limit the contract to
only specific products, select Only for Specified Products, SKUs or UNSPSCs.

4. Click Save Changes to save your work and remain on Setup page. Click Next to save your
work and move to the next page.

Payment Terms
Contract payment terms are displayed on non-PO invoices or invoice items generated from a
contract. Users creating invoices can use contract payment terms instead of organization or
supplier default payment terms.
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Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup. The eProcurement Setup page will open.

3. Enter payment terms in the Payment Terms section.

The first two fields on payment terms are used to define any discount that would be
applied for early payment, and the last two fields are used to calculate the due date for the
full invoice amount. Your organization may have set up a list of payment terms that can be
selected. If the fields are editable, payment terms can be entered as follows:

l Discount - This is the value of the discount that will be applied to the invoice total if
payment is made before the number of days indicated in the Days field. This can be
a percentage or a specific amount.

l Days - This is the number of days after receipt of an invoice that the discount can be
applied. After this number of days, the full invoice amount is due on the invoice due
date that has been calculated from values in the Type and Days After field.

l Type - Determines how the invoice due date will be calculated. Net is the only
option that can be selected if no other payment term types are enabled. Additional
payment types EOM, MFI, Manual and EOQ are available for selection if they have
been activated for use by your organization.

l Days After - Is used to add extra days to the invoice payment Type to extend the
due date of an invoice. The field is required, optional or not available depending on
the payment Type selected.

If your organization has set up standard payment terms, a Standard Payment Terms field
is displayed and the Discount, Days, Type and Days After fields are read-only fields that
show information for the selected payment term. Standard payment terms can be selected
as follows:

l Select a different standard payment term. The Discount, Days, Type and Days
After fields will show values for the selected payment term. On documents, this can
only be done while a document is editable.

l If an Override Discount Terms checkbox is displayed, it can be selected to change
the Discount and Days field values for a standard payment term. The Type and
Days After fields remain read-only. If the checkbox is cleared, the payment terms
return to standard payment term's default settings.
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4.  Once contract payment terms are saved, the Potential Early Payment Savings section
shows the amount that could potentially be saved if early payments are made on invoices
created from the contract using the contract payment terms. Two amounts are calculated:

l This Version - Shows the potential savings that could be made if early payments
are made on invoices created from the current version of the contract only.

l My Lifetime - Shows the potential savings that could be made if early payments are
made on invoices created from all versions of the contract.

Pricing (Price Set/Hosted Catalog Configuration)
This goal of this task is to configure the price set options for the contract.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup. The eProcurement Setup page will open.
Locate the Pricing section.

3. Configure the fields:

l Needs Price Set - Click Yes to indicate that the contract is associated with a hosted
catalog (price file).

l Associated Price Set - Click the Select Price Set button to choose the supplier
price file to associate with the contract. Available price sets display for you to select
from.

4. Click Save Changes to save your work and remain on Setup page. Click Next to save your
work and move to the next page.

Supplier Visible Custom Field
Organizations can designate a custom field that may be made visible to suppliers creating
invoices from a contract. The Supplier Visible Custom Field section is where contract managers
choose to make that custom field visible to suppliers for a specific contract, and also indicate
whether suppliers are required to complete the field before submitting an invoice.

The Supplier Visible Custom Field feature must be configured for your organization to perform
this task.
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1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup.

3. Locate the Supplier Visible Custom Fields section. The custom field that your
organization has permitted to be made visible to suppliers is displayed next to Available
Custom Field. The message "There is no supplier visible custom field configured" is
displayed if your organization has not set up a custom field that can be made visible to
suppliers.

4. The Do you want portal invoicing enabled Suppliers to complete the selected Custom
Field on Invoices created from this contract? field is used to make the organization
custom field visible to suppliers creating invoices from the contract. Select Yes to make
the custom field visible to suppliers. They will be able to see the field on sales invoice line
items and enter a value. They will also be able to copy lines with the field and select
different values for each line. Select No if the organization custom field should not be
visible to suppliers for the contract. No is the default setting.

Note: All values that can be selected in the custom field are visible to suppliers on
contracts designated to be exposed.

5. The Is this required to be completed by the Supplier? field is displayed if Yes is selected
in the Do you want portal invoicing enabled Suppliers to complete the selected
Custom Field on Invoices created from this contract? field, and is used to make the
visible custom field required. Select Yes if suppliers must complete the field before they
can submit an invoice. Select No if the field is not required.

6. Click Save Changes.

Code Defaults on Invoice (displayed once a supplier or
second party is selected)
The Code Defaults on Invoices section contains default account codes that are automatically
applied to invoice line items assigned to the contract. This section is only displayed once a
supplier or second party is saved to the contract. The fields displayed are unique to each
organization. Default account codes on a contract are also referred to as contract account codes.

Note: eProcurement must be enabled for the contract type used by the contract.

Step-by-Step
Complete the following steps to define contract account codes on a contract.
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1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup.

3. Locate the Code Defaults on Invoice section. This section is only displayed if a primary
second party has been saved to the contract. Contract account code fields configured for
your organization are listed under subheadings (account code groups).

4. Click the Add link to the right of the appropriate subheading.

5. Select default account codes for a field by selecting one of the following options:

l Select from all profile values... to add account codes from your user profile code
favorites.

Note: This requires that you have explicit permissions to the custom fields and
that you have selected code favorites in your user profile.

l Select from all values... to add account codes set up for your organization.

6. (optional) Click add split on the right if you want to divide line item costs between multiple
accounting codes. Define how the costs are split by first selecting % of Price or % of Qty
from the top right corner drop down field, then enter a positive value on each line. The total
of all split values should equal 100%. Click recalculate / validate values to refresh the
calculations or remove to delete a line.

7. Click Save.

8. Subsequent changes to the codes are made by clicking Edit or Delete to the right of the
appropriate subheading. Codes can be edited until the contract is expired or completed.
Deleting code values removes them from the contract but does not affect the field they
were listed in.

Administrative Fee
The Administrative Fee is a price markup percentage that can be assigned to hosted catalog
items within the contract. When the markup is applied, the percentage will be added to all hosted
catalog items. The contract price plus the markup percentage will display in search results, be
applied to items in the cart and distributed to the contracted supplier. The shopper will not see
the markup amount per item. The markup percentage can be applied to the entire organization or
by business unit. Note: The percentage does not apply to Forms and Non-Catalog Items defined
on the contract.
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Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup.

3. Configure the Administrative Fee section:

l Choose the appropriate radio button to apply an organization fee or a business unit
fee. Note: The fee can be set for both levels.

l In the Organization Fee field, enter the mark-up percentage.

4. Click Save Changes to save your work and remain on Setup page. Click Next to save your
work and move to the next page.

Display Options in Browse Contracts
This goal of this task is to configure the Display Options in Browse Contracts section. The
Show Generic Non-Catalog Item in Browse Contracts field determines if the contract's items
will be listed when a user who chooses to display associated forms and non-catalog requests
searches for contracts. Note: If you have not enabled non-catalog entry, this field will not be
visible.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click eProcurement Setup.

3. Configure the field by selecting one of the following options next to Show Generic Non-
Catalog Item in Browse Contracts:

l Click the Yes radio button to display the contract.

l Click the No radio button to prevent the contract from being displayed. Note:
Choosing to not display the contract does not prevent users from making non-
catalog item purchases against a contract, but only prevents the non-catalog option
from displaying when the user is browsing through contracts.

l Click the Inherit from Contract Type radio button to inherit the setting from the
assigned contract type. Note: The current setting for the contract type displays to
the right of the option.

4. Click Save Changes to save your work and remain on Setup page. Click Next to save your
work and move to the next page.
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Contract Budget and Spend
For organizations using eProcurement, the Budget and Spend page is where to manage budget
and spend information on a contract:

l During contract creation it is used to enter the contract budget and set
minimum/maximum limits for contract spend and line item quantities. These settings will
trigger validation messages when assigning the contract to requisitions, purchase orders
or invoices, as configured for your organization. The contract budget and
minimum/maximum limits can be revised at any time.

l Throughout the lifetime of a contract it is used to review contract spend information for
all versions of the contract, as well as make adjustments to spend totals, access related
records, or open a different version of the contract.

PR, PO and Invoice Spend totals for a contract are calculated as follows:

l When the contract is added, removed or assigned to purchase requisitions, purchase
orders and invoices.

l PR, PO and Invoice Spend totals also include manual adjustments made to PR, PO, and
Invoice Spend on the Budget and Spend page.

The following areas on the Budget and Spend page are used to enter and view contract budget
information:

Budget and Enforce Budget
The value entered in the Budget field is the expected total spend amount for the contract for the
current renewal period. This figure is used as a benchmark to compare to actual spend figures as
users associate line item spend with each contract. It also is used in remaining budget
calculations that show the budget in relation to spend assigned to the contract. The budget can
be updated at any time. When a contract is renewed, the existing budget amount is copied to the
renewal.

The Enforce Budget option is used to indicate that the contract budget should be evaluated
when users place orders for items associated with the contract. If set to Yes, validation checks
will compare line item totals on requisitions, purchase orders and invoices against the contract
budget. If the total from all lines assigned to the contract on the document is greater than the
remaining budget on the contract, an error or warning will appear, as set by your organization.
The Enforce Budget option may also be used with workflow process configuration to route the
order to a specific approval folder if the contract budget is exceeded with the order. Note:
Workflow and/or Cart changes are required to take advantage of this feature.
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Charts
The Budget Summary bar chart shows spend totals for the open contract. Grouped by PR
Spend, PO Spend and Invoice Spend, each bar shows the percentage that each spend total
represents of the total contract budget, and how many dollars remain in each case. Clicking on a
remaining dollar value opens an overlay showing details of the calculation. If the budget for a
contract is $0, this chart is hidden.

The chart is color-coded to indicate when spend totals are approaching the contract budget:

l Green indicates spend that is 74% or less of the total contract budget.
l Yellow indicates spend that is between 75% and 94% of the total contract budget.
l Red indicates spend that is 95% or more of the total contract budget.

The Lifetime Summary bar chart shows spend for PR's, PO's and Invoices for all versions of the
contract, color coded by version. It provides a look at data from the Actual Spend by Version
section in a graphic format. You can toggle the renewal and amendment versions listed in the
legend on and off so that the bar graph only shows data for the selected version(s).

Actual Spend by Version
The Actual Spend by Version section provides key information on contract spend for each
version of a contract. PR Spend, PO Spend and Invoice Spend totals are listed in columns, and
information for each renewal and each amendment (if applicable) is displayed on a separate row.

l Contract Spend - The total amount of spend on the entire contract, across all spend
types.

l PR Spend - The total amount of spend on requisition lines that have been assigned to the
contract version, and that the organization has processed. This figure represents spend for
those line items that complete any necessary workflow or that are returned to an ERP
system. Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations.

l PO Spend - The total amount of spend on purchase order lines that have been assigned to
the contract version, and that the organization has processed. This value is only tracked
for organizations that have licensed Order Manager. The figure represents spend for PO
line items assigned to the contract when the purchase order is finalized (with a Revision
number of 0+). Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations; nor does it
currently include changes made on PO Revisions.

l Invoice Spend - The total amount of invoice lines assigned to the contract version, and
that the organization has processed. This value is considered to be the most relevant of
the Spend values. This value only appears if the organization has the Invoicing license.
Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations or invoices.

You can also complete the following tasks in this section:
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l You can change contract versions from within the Budget and Spend page. This Version
on a row indicates the contract version you are in. On any row in the Actual Spend by
Version table, click the information icon to open the contract version's Contract
Summary page. From there, clicking Go to Contract will refresh the page and open that
version of the contract. The This Version indicator moves to the row of the newly opened
contract. The values displayed in the Lifetime Spend table in the top left corner of the page
do not change as they are calculated for all versions of the contract.

l Remaining budget calculations are shown for each spend total on each renewal and
each amendment (if applicable). Under each spend total, it shows the percentage that the
spend total reflects of the total budget for that version along with the contract budget for
that version. For example, if a contract has a budget of $100.00 and the PR Spend total is
$90.00, the remaining budget information displayed under the PR Spend total would be
(90% of $100.00).

l Adjustments can be made to PR, PO and Invoice totals for any version of the contract by
clicking the Adjust button in the appropriate row.

Note: For organizations using Contract Compliance Tracking only, the Actual Spend
by Version table will not show amendments as CCT does not use amendments.

l Clicking a PR Spend, PO Spend or Invoice Spend value will open a Document Search page
where all records related to that value are listed. For example, clicking a PR Spend total will
direct you to a Document Search page that lists all the purchase requisitions with line items
assigned to the contract version.

Depending on your system settings, it may take up to 24 hours for the Actual Spend by Version
totals to reflect new PR, PO and Invoice Spend amounts assigned to the contract.

Published Member Spend
For consortium parents and members, the Published Member Spend section contains the same
type of information as the Actual Spend by Version table, but the data is specific to consortium
members. An additional Published Members column shows the total number of members to
which the contract is published. Clicking the hyperlink in this column will open a window showing
spend per consortium member. You cannot use the icon to change contract versions or click
on a value to view open related documents in the Published Member Spend table.

Invoice and Requisition Limits
These two sections are used to set minimum and maximum limits for contract spend and line item
quantities. If set up for your organization, limits entered here will trigger validation messages
when assigning the contract to requisitions or invoices:
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l The Limits Per Requisition section allows users to set minimum and maximum limits for
contract spend and line item quantities for contract requisitions.

l The Limits Per Invoice section allows users to set minimum and maximum limits for
contract spend and line item quantities for contract invoices. A Same as Requisitions
checkbox allows the minimum and maximum values that have been entered for requisitions
to be automatically applied to invoices without entering the information twice. If the
checkbox is selected, the Limits Per Invoice section will collapse and values entered in the
Limits Per Requisition section will be used for invoices. If the checkbox is blank, the Limits
Per Invoice section will expand and values entered in Limits Per Invoices section will be
used for invoices.

Reports
l The Contract Spend by Department Report is for organizations that use Departments.

This report breaks up the total contract spend “by Department”. Each department has a
separate line in the report and there are two additional lines: No Department (for spend
that wasn’t associated to a department) and Manual Balance Adjustments (which is a
summary of “manual” adjustments that were made to the contract spend via the user
interface on the Budget/Spend tab). Like the Summary report, the spend is separated by
PR, PO and Invoice (S&H and Taxes separated, too).

l The Contract Summary Report displays all of the “spend” recorded in the system for the
contract – including all renewals. It is separated by PR, PO and Invoice, and the Invoice
spend is separated by Shipping & Handling and Taxes. In addition, the report shows the
number of PO transactions that took place against the contract and the summary of
“Quantity” for the lines in the PO.

l The Contract Spend by Member Report is only available for consortium parent
organizations. This report breaks up the total contract spend “by Member”. Each member
has a separate line in the report. Like the Summary report, the spend is separated by PR,
PO and Invoice (S&H and Taxes are separated, too).

l The Top 50 Items Report returns the top 50 items purchased for the selected contract
based on total spend for each item. A record in the report is represented by a unique
combination of product SKU/catalog number, item type, product size, and UOM/Packaging
for the selected supplier and contract. The report measures spend related to completed
purchase requisitions only; pending or draft requisitions are not part of this report. The
report is run against the specific renewal term of the selected contract. Note: Items with
the same catalog number may appear multiple times in the report if item criteria differed.
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Set Contract Budget and Min/Max Limits
For organizations using eProcurement, the Budget and Spend page is used during contract
creation to enter the contract budget and set minimum/maximum limits for contract spend and
line item quantities. These settings will trigger validation messages when assigning the contract
to requisitions, purchase orders or invoices, as configured for your organization. The contract
budget and minimum/maximum limits are usually set during contract creation, but can be revised
at any time.

The value entered in the Budget field is the expected total spend amount for the contract for the
current renewal period. This figure is used as a benchmark to compare to actual spend figures as
users associate line item spend with each contract. It also is used in remaining budget
calculations that show the budget in relation to spend assigned to the contract. The budget can
be updated at any time. When a contract is renewed, the existing budget amount is copied to the
renewal.

The Enforce Budget option is used to indicate that the contract budget should be evaluated
when users place orders for items associated with the contract. If set to Yes, validation checks
will compare line item totals on requisitions, purchase orders and invoices against the contract
budget. If the total from all lines assigned to the contract on the document is greater than the
remaining budget on the contract, an error or warning will be displayed, as set by your
organization. The Enforce Budget option may also be used with workflow process configuration
to route the order to a specific approval folder if the contract budget is exceeded with the order.
Note: Workflow and/or Cart changes are required to take advantage of this feature.

Actual Spend Per Requisition
Consortium Contracts

For consortium contracts, a Published Member Spend section displays the same type of
information as the Actual Spend by Version section, but the data is specific to consortium
members. It contains an additional Published Members column that shows the total number of
members to which the contract is published. Clicking the hyperlink in this column opens a
breakdown of spend per consortium member, providing a complete picture of how spend has
been allocated across the consortium for the contract.

Limits Per Requisition and Limits per Invoice
These two sections are used to set minimum and maximum limits for contract spend and line item
quantities. If set up for your organization, limits entered here will trigger validation messages
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when assigning the contract to requisitions or invoices. These settings are used with document
setup validation rules in order to trigger warning or error messages to shoppers or assigned
approvers, and with workflow process configuration to route the order to a specific approval
folder.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract for editing.

3. In the left menu, select Budget and Spend.

4. Complete the contract budget fields as follows:

l Budget - Enter the expected total spend amount for the contract for the current
renewal period.

l Contract Spend - This non-editable field displays the total amount of spend on the
contract across all spend stages. This is displayed as both a flat figure and a
percentage of the budget.

l Enforce Budget - Click the Yes radio button to indicate that the contract budget
should be evaluated when users place orders for items associated with the contract.
Note: Workflow and/or Cart changes are required to take advantage of this feature.

5. (optional) In the Limits Per Requisition section, complete the following fields to set
minimum and maximum limits for requisitions. If set up for your organization, limits entered
here will trigger validation messages when assigning the contract to requisitions:

l Contract Spend - Minimum Allowed - Enter a value here (greater than 0) if you
would like purchases assigned to this contract to be a minimum dollar amount per
purchase requisition. If the cost of the items against this contract on the order do not
meet the minimum listed amount, a warning or error is indicated on the requisition.
For example, if the value is $200.00, and a single order has items against the
contract that are $100, the organization may configure that the shopper receive a
warning or error before submitting the order, or that the order routes in workflow for
approval.

l Contract Spend - Maximum Allowed - Enter a value here (greater than 0) if you
would like purchases assigned to this contract to be limited to a specific dollar
amount per purchase requisition. If the cost of the items against this contract on the
order exceed the listed amount, a warning or error is indicated on the requisition. For
example, if the value is $200.00, then if a single order has items against the contract
that exceed $200, the organization may configure that the shopper receive a
warning or error before submitting the order, or that the order routes in workflow for
approval.
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l Line Item Quantity - Minimum Allowed - Enter a value here (greater than 1) if you
would like purchases assigned to this contract to be a minimum quantity per line
item. If the quantity of items do not meet the minimum listed amount, a warning or
error is indicated on the requisition. For example, if the value is 4, and a single order
has an item with 2 as the quantity, the organization may configure that the shopper
receive a warning or error before submitting the order, or that the order routes in
workflow for approval.

l Line Item Quantity - Maximum Allowed - Enter a value here (greater than 0) if you
would like purchases assigned to this contract to be limited to a specific quantity per
line item. If the quantity of items assigned to the contract on the order exceeds the
listed quantity, a warning or error is indicated on the requisition.

6. In the Limits Per Invoice section, choose one of the following options. If set up for your
organization, limits entered here will trigger validation messages when assigning the
contract to invoices:

l Select the Same as Requisitions checkbox if you want the same limits that have
been entered for requisitions to also apply to invoices. If the checkbox is selected,
the Limits Per Invoice section will collapse, and values entered in the Limits Per
Requisition section will be used for invoices. If the checkbox is blank, the Limits Per
Invoice section will expand and values entered in Limits Per Invoices section will be
used for invoices.

l Leave the Same as Requisitions checkbox blank if you want to enter minimum and
maximum limits that will apply to invoices only, then complete the Minimum Allowed
and Maximum Allowed fields for contract spend and line item quantity.

7. Click Save Changes.

Configure Contract Applicability for Users, Products and
Supplier Fulfillment Centers
When configuring a contract, an important step is configuring contract applicability. The
application allows you to set up how the contract applies to Departments/Roles/Business Units,
Users, Product/SKU, UNSPSC and Fulfillment Centers.

Applying the Contract to Users based on Department, Role or Business Unit

You can define which specific departments and/or roles are allowed to use a contract.

For example, a contract with Dell computers may only be used by individuals in the IT
department. Contract access can also be granted at the role-level. For example, some
organizations use roles to identify different physical locations (City 1, City 2), so you can use the
combination of role and department to indicate that only the Chemistry department at Campus B
can use the contract. Keep in mind, the department selection is derived from the department
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selected in the user’s profile. Additionally, you can make the contract available only to specific
business units. For example, you might have a catering vendor who is available only in North
Carolina. You could make a contract with that supplier available only to the North Carolina
business unit.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to apply a contract by department, role or business unit. Note: If you wish
to allow all users to have access to the contract, no action is necessary.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Applies To. The Applies To page opens with the Department or
Role tab open.

3. If not already enabled, click the Grant access to this contract using Departments and
Roles checkbox. Available Business Units, Available Departments and Available Roles are
displayed on the page. Note: If your organization does not use the Multi-Business Unit
feature, that section will not display.

4. Select the appropriate values from the left side of the window and click the button to
move the department or role to the right side of the screen. The departments, roles or
business units with access in the right side of the window.

5. Click Save Changes to save your work.

Applying the Contract to Specific Users

You can give specific users access to a contract.

Step-by-Step
You can assign contract access to specific users on the Additional Users tab. Note: A user must
have access to a contract before they can view it on a form. For example, if a form is used to
create a requisition and is linked to a specific contract when the user fills it out, the approver or
prepared-for user must also have access to the linked contract before they can move the form
containing the contract through workflow.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Applies To. The Applies To page opens.

3. Click the Additional Users tab. If there are currently users assigned access to the
contract, the user names are displayed.
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4. Click the Add Users button assign contract access to one or more users. A user must have
access to a contract before they can view it on a form.

l Enter a name or partial name in the search field and click Search. You can also leave
the field blank to return a list of all eligible users.

l Select Add User next to each user you want to add to the contract.

l Click Close.

5. Click Save Changes.

6. To remove a user, click to the left of the user's name.

Applying the Contract to Specific Products/SKUs

Organizations can associate a contract with one or more products (using catalog numbers) from a
supplier. Once a catalog number has been associated with a contract, any time the item is
ordered, the contract number can be automatically assigned to the purchase and the spend
tracked to the contract. This functionality is important when contracts are associated with only a
portion of the supplier catalog or when tracking spend for blanket orders. This functionality can
be used for hosted, punch-out and non-catalog items. In addition, organizations can use this
functionality to “audit” pricing.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to assign products/skus to the contract.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Applies To. The Applies To page opens.

3. Click on the Product/SKU tab. If there are currently products associated with the contract
they will display. Before adding a new product, you should first confirm that the product
has not already been assigned to the contract. If there are a large number of products, you
can search for the product by Catalog Number/SKU or Description.

4. To add a product click the Add Product/SKU button.

5. If this applies to a hosted catalog, enter the catalog number and then click the search icon.
If the product is not found, or if this is a punch-out or non-catalog product, complete the
description as well as the remaining fields.

Important:
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For applicability rules, the system first looks to see if there is a product number match with
the catalog number. If there is a match the application will then look to see if there is a
supplier size designated for the product with a contract. If a supplier size is included in the
contract the application will then apply that to the match criteria. Next, the system will look
to the packaging size and finally the color. Organizations need to have an understanding of
the supplier's catalog to determine which fields should be included to determine unique
products. For example a supplier may use the same catalog number for 3 hole punch
paper, but then designate one as a pack (150/pack), one as ream, and one as a case. Many
suppliers will designate these with different catalog numbers. If so, the catalog number is
the only field that should be needed in the Product Association. However, if the catalog
number is not unique, the catalog number plus the supplier packaging must be used to
determine if the contract should apply.

6. To remove products, click the checkbox in the far-right column for each appropriate
product and then click the Remove Selected link.

Importing/Exporting Applicable Products

You can import and export products associated with the contract. The import feature is helpful
when you want to associate multiple products. To import or export products, click on the
Import/Export sub-tab. The Detailed Contract Product Import Instructions guide located on
this tab provides detailed instructions.

Applying the Contract to Specific UNSPSC Codes

Organizations can define a list of UNSPSCs that apply to the contract. When a USNSPC is
associated to a contract, any time an item is ordered from the contract’s supplier that matches
the UNSPSC on the contract, the contract number can be automatically assigned to the purchase
and the spend tracked to the contract. This functionality is important when contracts are
associated with specific categories within the supplier’s catalog, especially if the products within
those categories change frequently. This functionality can be used for hosted, punch-out and
non-catalog items.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to apply the contract to specific UNSPSC codes.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Applies To. The Applies To page opens.

3. Click on the UNSPSC tab. If there are currently codes assigned to the contract, the codes
are displayed.
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4. Enter a value in the UNSPSC field. The field auto-completes as you enter the UNSPSC.

5. Click the Add UNSPSC button. The code will be added.

6. To remove UNSPSC code, click the checkbox in the far-right column for each appropriate
code and then click the Remove Selected link.

Applying the Contract to Specific Fulfillment Centers (Supplier Addresses)

In some cases, you may have a contract that is only applicable to one or more fulfillment centers
for a supplier. For example, DoubleTree hotels might be listed as a single supplier with multiple
locations throughout the country. You may have a special $79/night agreement with DoubleTree
for the hotel close to your organization. In this case, you would want to indicate on the contract
which location applies to the agreement. Note: If the supplier or contract party has not created
fulfillment centers, this task is not applicable.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to limit the contract to specific fulfillment centers.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Applies To. The Applies To page opens.

3. Click on the Fulfillment Center tab. If there are currently fulfillment centers assigned they
will be displayed in the Fulfillment Address(es) Assigned to this Contract window on the
right.

4. To add fulfillment centers, click the appropriate values from the Available Fulfillment
Addresses window on the left and click .

5. Click the Save Changes button to save your work. Note: If you do not select specific
fulfillment centers the contract will apply to all fulfillment centers.

Configure Contract Goods and Services (Forms, Non-
Catalog and Other Items)
In addition to catalog items, organizations are able to associate other types of items to the
contract. This functionality is managed through the Goods and Services page. You can apply
forms and non-catalog items that can be ordered through the application. In addition you can
provide instructions for ordering items outside of the application. If your organization uses the
Item Master, you can view the items through the Goods and Services page as well.

Associating a Form with a Contract
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With this feature, you can associate a form with a contract type, create a 1:1 relationship where
you have a single form associated with a single contract or multiple contracts, and pre-fill several
different forms and associate all of them to a contract for shoppers to select. For example, you
may associate your Service Form with the contract type “Services” so that all services contracts
will inherit this form. Or if you have a unique Service Form for a specific supplier, you could do a
1:1 association on the contract in this case. Or if you have a supplier agreement for different
services under the contract, you could create a form for each service and associate each of the
forms to the contract.

Note: A user must have access to a contract before they can view it on a form. For example, if a
form is used to create a requisition and is linked to a specific contract when the user fills it out, the
Approver or Prepared-for user must have access to the contract on the form before the form
containing the contract will move through the workflow.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to associate forms with a contract.

Note: This task assumes that there are forms created for your organization.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Goods and Services. The page will open with the Forms tab active.

3. In the Options section click the Yes radio button for the Show Contract forms in Product
Search Results field to allow users to search for the form and locate it via product search
(this is the typical configuration).

4. Existing forms are displayed in the Contract Forms section. A default form that is inherited
from the contract type associated with the contract is automatically associated. Click the
view form availability link to view and access the locations where the form has been
assigned in other areas of the application.

5. To add a form, click the Add Form button.

6. A pop-up window containing all active forms displays. You can preview the form by clicking
on the associated Select button and selecting Preview. To choose the form, click

Select.

7. You can add the form to your favorites by clicking on the associated Add to Favorites
button.

8. Click Save Changes to save your work.

To remove a form from the contract, click the on the associated Add to Favorites button.
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Adding Ordering Instructions to a Contract for Items Procured Outside of the Application

You can associate ordering instructions for items or services purchased outside of JAGGAER
Indirect. With ordering instructions, you can provide step by step instructions to users on how to
purchase an item or service using the contract. For example, you can provide instructions on how
to rent a car from a contracted car service. When a shopper with access to the contract enters
search terms that match the contract, the ordering instructions will be returned in the search
results.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to add ordering instructions for contract items or services outside of
JAGGAER Indirect.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Goods and Services.

3. Click the Ordering Instructions tab.

4. Click the Yes radio button for the Display this Contract in Product Search Results field if
you want to allow contract-specific ordering instructions to be displayed directly in
product search results when a user enters search terms that result in a match to the
contract.

Note: When ordering instructions appear in product search results, they do not have
an Add to Cart button because these purchases typically happen outside of
JAGGAER. In order to apply the spend to your contract in the system, make a manual
adjustment on the contract’s spend when the order is invoiced.

5. Enter a concise description in the Product Description field. This is the top line displayed
in the product search results and is indexed for search.

6. Enter any additional text in the Additional Information field. This field should contain any
additional information about the product. Format the text using the available formatting
options.

7. In the Ordering Instructions dropdown, select how and when you want to ordering
instructions to be displayed in the product search results;

l None- Select this option if the information you provided above is sufficient and you
do not need to include any additional instructions.

l Use Attachments- Select this option if you would like to attach documents or URL
links to the ordering instructions. You can include multiple attachments.
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l Use Rich Text - Select this option if you want to display the ordering instructions in
a pop-up window to the user. Enter and format the text in the provided area.

8. Choose if you want an image to display with the ordering instructions in your search
results.

9. Click the Save Changes button to save your work.

10. Click the Preview button in the top-right corner to preview your ordering instructions.

Adding Non-Catalog Items to a Contract

When a contract covers a set of products that are not provided in a catalog by the supplier or
contract party, a contract administrator can add these products as non-catalog items to the
contract. There are two main differences between contract non-catalog items and regular non-
catalog items. First, the details of contract non-catalog items cannot be edited by shoppers. And
second, contract non-catalog items can only be purchased under contract and are therefore
hidden from customers who do not have access to the contract, and the contract is always
automatically applied to the item on the cart. Note: Contract non-catalog items are not used in
place of a hosted catalog because they have a limited set of item attributes and they can only be
administered by users with access to the contract.

Contract Non-Catalog Items can be added manually through the user interface described below,
or they can be imported by clicking on the Import/Export tab. For more information on how to
import products, please refer to the Contract Non-Catalog Item Import Guide, which is
available on the Import/Export sub-tab.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to assign non-catalog items to the contract.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click Goods and Services.

3. Click the Non-Catalog Items tab.

4. If there are any existing non-catalog items they will display on this page. To add a new
item, click the Add Contract Non-Catalog Item button.

5. Add details about the product in each of the fields. These contract items should be as
detailed as possible.

6. Click the Save button to save the information. Note: It may take several minutes for the
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non-catalog item to show in search results.

7. To remove non-catalog items, click the far-right checkbox for all of the appropriate items
and then click Remove Selected.

Contract Item Master (for customers using Item Master)

If your organization uses the Item Master functionality, you can view the items on the Contract
Item Pricing tab. If there are a large number of items, you can search for items by clicking Search
Contract Item Pricing. You can also export items by clicking the Export button.

Add PO Clauses to a Contract
PO clauses can be used by an organization to place special verbiage on faxed and emailed
purchase orders. PO clauses are also referred to as PO Terms. These represent special conditions
the supplier should reference regarding the order. An order may contain none, one, or more PO
clauses. Clauses can be set up at the organization-wide level, at the supplier level, fulfillment-
center level, or contract level. When a PO clauses are included with contracts, they will display on
the purchase order each time a PO is generated from the contract.

Step-by-Step
This goal of this task is to add PO clauses to a contract. Note: This task assumes that PO clauses
have been created and are available for selection.

1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu, click PO Clauses. The available PO clauses are listed on the page,
showing the Clause No. (number), Clause Name and Clause Text.

3. Click the checkbox in the Assigned column for each clause you would like to add to the
contract.

4. Click Save Changes.

eSignature
The eSignature feature provides the ability to sign contracts electronically. It is available to
organizations with Contracts+ and must be enabled and configured by JAGGAER. Adobe Sign
and DocuSign eSignature providers are supported.
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Overview
Here are the steps needed to configure eSignature settings on contracts.

1. Enable eSignature on Contract Header - The Use eSignature for this contract? field
flags a contract to use electronic signature. If set to Yes, eSignature is enabled for the
contract and the eSignature option is displayed in the left menu. See Create a Contract in
Contracts+ (contract header section).

2. Add Signers and Settings - On the eSignature page, contract managers add the
individuals who are to sign the contract electronically, and configure eSignature settings.
This page also shows status and tracking for each signer once the contract has been sent
for approval.

3. Send contract to signers for review and approval - eSignature contracts are submitted
for approval and move through the regular approval workflow until they reach the
eSignature workflow step. Depending on the option selected in the Placement of Signature
Block Field, the contract is either sent to the signers by the system, or sent to signers by
the contract manager, who must also add signature block placeholder fields to the contract
before sending it out for signature.

4. Signers Review Contract - Signers receive an email notification that allows them to open
the document and sign it electronically. Contract managers can view the status for each
signer on the eSignature page.

5. Contract is Approved or Returned - Signers have the option to sign the contract,
delegate another person to sign the contract, or decline to sign the contract. When all
signers have signed the document, the contract returns to the regular workflow or moves
to a finished status, i.e. Executed: In Effect.

Order of Approvals
The order in which signers approve contracts works differently for DocuSign and Adobe Sign
providers.

DocuSign

DocuSign uses a sequential signing order in Contracts+. A Signing Order field
appears when more than one signer is added to a contract which allows you to
define the sequence in which individuals sign the contract.

1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-Create a CLM Contract.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-Create a CLM Contract.htm
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Adobe Sign

The method used to sign contracts is selected in the Order of Signers field on the
eSignature page. There are two options:

l Parallel - Signers are listed together in no particular order. New signers are
added to the bottom of the list. Signers can sign the contract any time.

l Sequential - When there is more than one signer on a contract, a Signing
Order field is used to define the sequence in which individuals sign the
contract.

These settings can be changed while a contract is in Draft status. If settings are
switched from parallel to sequential, signers are automatically assigned numbers
that can be changed. If switched from sequential to parallel, the sequence numbers
are removed.

Placement of Signature Block Fields
Signature block fields are placeholders added to a contract that indicate what type of information
is required to electronically sign it, such as Signature, Date or Initial fields. These fields are
completed by signers when reviewing a contract to indicate approval.

The Placement of Signature Block Fields setting on the eSignature page provides two options
for adding signature block fields to a contract. The option selected is key to determining how the
eSignature contract is processed and what actions contract manager will need to perform:

l Automatic - Placed by eSignature Application - The system sends the contract to the
eSignature provider when it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option
is designed to work with text tags that have been added to clauses, templates or contracts
to indicate where signature block fields should go.

l Manual - Placed by Contract Manager - The contract manager sends the contract to the
eSignature provider when it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option
requires contract managers to manually place signature block fields on a contract in Adobe
Sign or DocuSign before sending it out for signature.

Organizations set which method they want to use as the default, but settings can be overridden
on a contract as long as the contract is in Draft status.
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Attachment Size
For contracts that are using eSignature, a warning message will appear if the total size of
attachments printed with the contract and sent for signature exceed 25 MB. It does not prevent
the contract from being sent for signature, but it may stop the process from executing correctly.
The warning message will also be displayed if the total size is less than 25 MB when the contract
enters workflow, but the compiled document then exceeds the limit. The warning will not display
if the contract is in an Executed status, a signed contract has been uploaded, or once the
contract has been sent to the eSignature service.

Contract Status
The status of contracts that have been sent for eSignature is displayed in the eSignature page
next to the signer. Click on the icon next to the status to view more information on the contract.

The contract action Return to Draft is available on all manual and eSignature workflow steps for
contract managers and contract administrators. If a signer declines to sign a contract, an error will
occur on the Out for Signature step. If you choose to return the contract to Draft status, and want
to send it out for eSignature a second time, you will need to resubmit the contract for approval.

Expiration Time for eSignatures
If a contract has been sent for eSignature, and the time span allowed for a contract waiting for an
eSignature has expired, the action item "Contract eSignature Errors" displays the contract’s
status and the number of errors. Clicking the action item will take you to the eSignature
Integration Status page where you apply filters to show contracts with errors. The time of
expiration is determined by Adobe Sign or DocuSign.

Resending Reminder Messages
Once a contract document has been sent out to receive esignatures from designated parties and
if there are still pending esignatures from required signees, the Resend Reminder Email button
will become visible. This button allows users to resend the reminder email to relevant parties that
the contract requires their signature. This button will only resend a reminder email to parties that
have not yet signed the contract.

Important Note: This button does NOT resend the contract document or otherwise disrupt
the contract workflow. If it is necessary to resend the contract document, that step must be
performed separately. This button is only visible if the contract has been sent for esignature
AND if there are signatures still pending.
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Troubleshooting
Warnings and errors are displayed on the top of the eSignature page. You can click on an error or
warning in the results to see details about missing or inactive contract parties. A "Fix It" link is
available for users who have permission to edit contract party information, allowing them to
correct a blank or duplicate email.

Configure eSignature on Contracts
The eSignature page is where to add the individuals who are to sign the contract electronically
and configure eSignature settings.

When adding signers, the options you have are determined by your system settings:

l Your system may be configured so that only contract party contacts can be selected as
signers. In this case, the contact you choose must be active and have a valid email address
before the contract can be submitted into workflow. For first party contacts, only those
who have "Can-eSign Contracts" set to Yes on their contact information can be selected as
signers.

l If your system allows signers to be entered manually, there are two options: you can select
the signer from contract party contacts, or you can enter signer information manually.

Once a signer is added, you can edit, delete, or reorder the signers (if using the Sequential signing
option) while the contract is in Draft status. No changes can be made once the contract has
entered workflow unless the contract is not approved or retracted from the eSignature
application.

Step-by-Step
The eSignature feature must be enabled for your organization and the Use eSignature for this
contract? setting on the contract header must be set to Yes.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Open the contract you want modify.

3. Click eSignature in the left menu.

4. (optional) In the Settings heading, click the icon to change the following field values.
Existing values are populated from eSignature settings on the work group.

l eSignature Account Used(read only) - This is a read-only field that is displayed
once the contract is released into the contract approval workflow. It shows the
eSignature user account selected on the contract work group at the time the
contract is submitted for approval.
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l Order of Signers(displayed for organizations using Adobe Sign only)- Choose the
order in which the contract is signed.

l Sign Sequentially - Select if you want the contract signed in a specific order.
When there is more than one signer, use Signing Order field to define the
sequence in which they sign the contract.

l Sign in Parallel - Select if signers can sign the contract at any time. Signers
are listed together in no particular order. New signers are added to the bottom
of the list.

l Placement of Signature Block Fields - Define how signature block fields are added
to a contract. There are two options, manual or automatic.

l Automatic - Placed by eSignature Application - Select if you want the
system to send the contract to the eSignature provider when it reaches the
appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option is designed to work with
text tags that have been added to clauses, templates or contracts to indicate
where signature block fields should go.

If there are text tags in a contract, the system will convert them into signature
placeholder fields before sending the contract out to signers. If text tags are
not used, Adobe Sign will add a set of signature fields to the end of the
contract. In DocuSign, signers will need to place and sign the signature fields
in DocuSign.

l Manual - Placed by Contract Manager - Select if you want the contract
manager to send the contract to the eSignature provider when it reaches the
appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option requires contract
managers to manually place signature block fields on a contract in Adobe Sign
or DocuSign before sending it out for signature.

If this option is selected, when the contract reaches the appropriate
eSignature workflow step it will stop and display a Pending Signature status.
Contract managers then need to select the Launch Signature contract action
to open Adobe Sign or DocuSign, where they place signature block
placeholders on the contract and send it out to the signers for review. This
option is useful for adding signature fields to third party contracts where it is
not possible to modify the text.

Note: If the Launch eSignature action is not selected in this case, the
contract will not move to the next step in the workflow until a signed
contract document is manually uploaded into the system using the
contract action Upload Fully Executed Contract.
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l Click Save Changes.

5. Add signers:

a. Click Add Signer.

b. Complete fields in the Add Signer window:

l Contract Party - Select the contract party of the signer. The contract parties
available for selection are those selected on the contract header. Only
contacts from the selected contract party will be available for selection in the
"Choose a Contact" field in the next step. Leave this field blank to add a
signer manually.

Note: If you do not select a contract party in this step, you must manually
enter the signer's information in the next step.

l Choose a Contact - Choose a signer from the drop down list OR select
Manually Enter Signer to add a signer who is not on the contact list, if
permitted by your system. The contacts on the list are from the contract party
selected above.

Note: Signers must be active (if they are a contract party contact) and
have a valid email address.

l If you have selected Manually Enter Signer, enter the Name, Email and Title
of the signer.

l Signing Order - If you are using a sequential signing order and are adding
more than one signer to a contract, select the sequence in which you want
the person to sign the contract. This field is only displayed when more than
one signer is added to a contract, and, for Adobe Sign, if the Sequential
signing option has been selected in the Order of Signers field. DocuSign
always uses the sequential signing order.

l Click Save Changes.

l Repeat to add additional signers to the contract.

l Once a signer has been added, you can click Edit > Edit/Reorder Signer next
to a signer name to make changes.

Once the contract is submitted for approval, it moves through the regular approval workflow until
it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step and displays the status Pending Signature:
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l If eSignature is enabled and the placement of signature fields is set to automatic, the
system will immediately send the contract to signers and move to the status Out for
Signature, indicating that the contract has been sent to the signers and is waiting for them
to review the contract.

l If eSignature is enabled and the placement of signature fields is set to manual, the
contract workflow stops, and the contract manager must return to the contract and select
Launch eSignature from the Contract Actions menu, then add signature placeholders to
the contract in the eSignature provider application and send it to the signers from there.

Change or Add eSignature Signers
Users can reset the eSignature process on a contract once it has been sent out to be signed.
They can then change or add eSignature signers and restart the process. The contract must be in
Out for Signature status.

This allows users to adjust eSignature signers without repeating the workflow approval process.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Open the contract you want modify. It must be in Out for Signature status.

3. Click the Contract Actions dropdown and select Reset Signature Process. The contract
status changes to Pending Approval and signature tracking is reset.

4. Click Contract Actions and select Check out for eSignature Changes.

5. A pop up opens to confirm you want to check out the contract for eSignature changes.
Click Yes. The eSignature page becomes editable.

6. Make the required changes to signers on the eSignature page.

7. Click Contract Actions and select Re-Start eSignature Process. The eSignature process
is restarted, with the signer changes in effect.

Once the eSignature process is reset on a contract, anyone who previously signed the contract
will need to sign again, provided they are still included as signers.
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Launch eSignature - Manually Place Signature Blocks in
Adobe Sign
Organizations with the eSignature feature enabled have the option of manually placing signature
block placeholder fields (such as Signature, Date or Initial fields) onto a contract before sending it
out for signers. This option is useful for adding signature fields to third party contracts where it is
not possible to modify the text.

If the Manual - Placed by Contract Manager option is selected on an eSignature contract, the
workflow will stop when the contract reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step and
display a Pending Signature status. Contract managers then need to select the Launch
Signature contract action to open Adobe Sign, where they place signature block placeholders on
the contract and send it out to the signers for review.

Step-by-Step
The following elements must be in place:

l Organizations must have eSignature enabled with Adobe Sign as their eSignature provider.

l The Use eSignature for this contract? setting on the contract header must be set to Yes

l There must be signers on the contract eSignature page.

l The Placement of Signature Block Fields option must be set to Manual - Placed by
Contract Manager.

These instructions begin at the point where the contract has been submitted for approval in
Contracts+ and has reached the appropriate eSignature workflow step. It will display the Pending
Signature contract status.

1. In Contracts+:

a. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

b. Search for and select the contract you want to send for eSignature. Use the
Contract Status filter to search for contracts in the Pending Signature status.

c. Click the Contract Actions menu and select Launch eSignature (you may need to
refresh the screen). You are redirected to the document in Adobe Sign.

Note: If the Launch eSignature action is not selected in this case, the contract
will not move to the next step in the workflow until a signed contract document
is manually uploaded into the system using the contract action Upload Fully
Executed Contract.
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2. In Adobe Sign:

Once Launch eSignature is selected in Contracts+, the Adobe Sign program opens to the
first page of the contract. The first signer's email address will be displayed in the
Participants field at the top of the panel on the right. The eSignature fields that can be
dragged and dropped into the document for the selected signer are in groups underneath.

a. Drag and drop eSignature fields for the signer into the appropriate position on the
contract. Click Edit to adjust field settings. Use the alignment icons along the top to
align multiple fields on a page. The placeholders selected will only apply to the
signer selected in the Select Participant field.

b. For each signer on the contract, select the signer's email address in the Select
Participant field and repeat the step above.

Note: If signature blocks are not manually added to the contract, the system
will add them to the bottom of the contract in the first available white space.

c. When all the eSignature fields are in place, click the Send button (near the bottom of
the right panel). If the contract is using a sequential signing order, the contract will
be sent via email to the first signer on the list. If the contract is using a parallel
signing order, it will be sent to all individuals selected as signers on the contract.
This may take a few minutes. The signer status on the eSignature page in
Contracts+ will display Sent when the contract has been sent to them and the
contract status will indicate Out For Signature.

Note: When the contract moves to Out for Signature, it can take up to several
minutes for these actions to be performed and communicated between the
system and Adobe Sign.

The individuals selected as signers in the eSignature screen will receive an email
asking them to approve the contract via electronic signature. The status of the
contract for each signer is displayed to the left of the signer's name on the
eSignature page. Clicking the information icon will show when the document was
sent, viewed and sent.

Once the document is sent and the signers have reviewed the contract, it can take approximately
15 minutes for the data to be updated in the system (the status is updated and the contract
moves to the next workflow step, or reaches Executed: In Effect status. If a reviewer has declined
to sign, the contract will display an error on the Out for Signature step and the contract manager
can see in the History that the signer declined to sign.
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Launch eSignature - Manually Place Signature Blocks in
DocuSign
Organizations with the eSignature feature enabled have the option of manually placing signature
block placeholder fields (such as Signature, Date or Initial fields) onto a contract before sending it
out for signers. This option is useful for adding signature fields to third party contracts where it is
not possible to modify the text.

If the Manual - Placed by Contract Manager option is selected on an eSignature contract, the
workflow will stop when the contract reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step and
display a Pending Signature status. Contract managers then need to select the Launch
Signature contract action to open DocuSign, where they place signature block placeholders on
the contract and send it out to the signers for review.

Step-by-Step
The following elements must be in place:

l Organizations must have eSignature enabled with Adobe Sign as their eSignature provider.

l The Use eSignature for this contract? setting on the contract header must be set to Yes.

l There must be signers on the contract eSignature page.

l The Placement of Signature Block Fields option must be set to Manual - Placed by
Contract Manager.

These instructions begin at the point where the contract has been submitted for approval in
Contracts+ and has reached the appropriate eSignature workflow step. It will display the Pending
Signature contract status.

1. In Contracts+:

a. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

b. Search for and select the contract you want to send for eSignature. Use the
Contract Status filter to search for contracts in the Pending Signature status.

c. Click the Contract Actions menu and select Launch eSignature (you may need to
refresh the screen).

Note: If the Launch eSignature action is not selected in this case, the contract
will not move to the next step in the workflow until a signed contract document
is manually uploaded into the system using the contract action Upload Fully
Executed Contract.
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2. In DocuSign:

Once Launch eSignature is selected in Contracts+, the DocuSign program opens to the
first page of the contract. The first signer's email address will be displayed in the Select
Participant field in the top left corner of the page. The eSignature fields that can be
dragged and dropped into the document for the selected signer are displayed along the
left side of the page.

a. From the left menu, drag and drop signature placeholders for the signer into the
appropriate position on the contract. The placeholders selected will only apply to the
signer selected in the Select Participant field. Use options in the right panel to
adjust placeholder settings. For example, you can select multiple placeholders and
use the alignment icons align the placeholders on the page.

b. For each signer on the contract, select the next signer's email address in the Select
Participant field and repeat the step above.

Note: If signature blocks are not manually added to the contract, signers will
need to both place signature block fields on the contract, then complete them.

c. When all the eSignature fields are in place, click the Send button (in the top right
corner of the page). If the contract is using a sequential signing order, the contract
will be sent via email to the first signer on the list. If the contract is using a parallel
signing order, it will be sent to all individuals selected as signers on the contract.
This may take a few minutes. The signer status on the eSignature page will display
Sent when the contract has been sent to them and the contract status will indicate
Out For Signature.

Note: When the contract moves to Out for Signature, it can take up to several
minutes for these actions to be performed and communicated between the
system and DocuSign.

The individuals selected as signers in the eSignature screen will receive an email
asking them to approve the contract via electronic signature. The status of the
contract for each signer is displayed to the left of the signer's name on the
eSignature page. Clicking the information icon will show when the document was
sent, viewed and sent.

Once the document is sent and the signers have reviewed the contract, it can take approximately
15 minutes for the data to be updated in the system (the status is updated and the contract
moves to the next workflow step, or reaches Executed: In Effect status). If a reviewer has
declined to sign, the contract will display an error on the Out for Signature step and the contract
manager can see in the History that the signer declined to sign.
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Review a Contract in Adobe Sign
Individuals who are approving an eSignature contract in Adobe Sign have the option to sign the
contract, delegate another person to sign the contract, or decline to sign the contract. Here is a
brief overview.

Note: See Adobe Sign help for more information on Adobe Sign features.

You will receive an email from Adobe Sign with the subject "[user account] Has Sent You
[name of contract] to Sign".

Step-by-Step
1. In the email, click the link "Click here to review and sign [contract name]". The

document opens in Adobe Sign. Directions and signature placeholders are highlighted in
yellow.

2. Sign the contract or choose an option from the Alternative Actions menu in the top left
corner of the screen:

SIGN the contract:

a. Click Start on the left side of the page to take you to the first signature field.

b. Follow the prompts to sign or complete each signature block field and click Next to
move to the next placeholder on the document.

c. When all signature fields have been completed, select the Click to Sign button
displayed on the bottom right corner of the document. The information is sent back
to the contract in JAGGAER Indirect. The contract will move out of workflow to a
finished state, and the signer's status on the eSignature page will indicate
Completed (signed).

d. You will receive an email indicating that the request is completed. The email also
contains a link to the completed document.

Alternative Actions

l Someone else should sign - A window opens where approvers can enter an email
address and message for the person they are sending the contract to, then click
Delegate.

l I will not sign - A window opens where approvers enter a message indicating why
they will not sign and click Decline. The contract will display an error on the Out for
Signature step and the contract manager can see in the History that the signer
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declined to sign.

l Clear document data - This clears any signatures or data entered in eSignature
placeholder fields. Clicking Clear will clear all values entered and return the
document to the state when the approver first opened it.

Review a Contract in DocuSign
Individuals who are approving an eSignature contract in DocuSign have the option to sign the
contract, delegate another person to sign the contract, or decline to sign the contract. Here is a
brief overview.

Note: See DocuSign help for more information on DocuSign features.

You will receive an email from DocuSign with the subject "Signature request on [name of
contract]".

Step-by-Step
1. Click REVIEW DOCUMENT in the email text. DocuSign opens.

2. You may need to read the terms of agreement and agree by clicking checkbox next to I
agree to use the electronic records and signatures on top left corner of the page.

3. Sign the contract or choose an option from the OTHER ACTIONS menu:

SIGN the contract

a. Click CONTINUE.

b. If text tags are used, click START near the top left corner of the page to take you to
the first signature field. If text tags are not used, drag and drop the signature block
placeholder fields located along the left side of the page to the appropriate place on
the contract.

c. Sign or complete each signature block field. As you complete a field the system will
move to the next placeholder on the document.

d. When signature fields have been completed, click the FINISH button is displayed on
top right corner of the screen and at the bottom of the document to indicate that the
contract is approved. The information is sent back to the contract in JAGGAER
Indirect. The contract will move out of workflow to a finished state, and the signer's
status on the eSignature page will indicate Completed (signed).

e. You will receive an email indicating that the request is completed with a link to the
completed document.
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OTHER ACTIONS

a. Finish Later - Click to save the document and finish it later. Completed signature
fields are saved. Click the link in the original email to reopen the document.

b. Print and Sign - Allows you to download the document so it can be printed and
signed. You can scan the signed document and upload it back into DocuSign.

c. Assign to Someone Else - A window opens where approvers can enter an email
address, name and message for the person they are sending the contract to, then
click ASSIGN TO SOMEONE ELSE.

d. Decline to Sign - Stops the document and makes it inaccessible to other signers.
Clicking CONTINUE opens a window opens where approvers enter a message
indicating why they will not sign and click Decline to Sign. In Contracts+, the
contract will display an error on the Out for Signature step and the contract manager
can see in the History that the signer declined to sign.

Reviewing the DocuSign Certificate of Completion
Organizations using DocuSign for their eSignature solution receive a digital certificate known as
the Certificate of Completion. This certificate provides a permanent audit trail that allows users
with access the ability to review each sender, signer, approver, and recipient of the associated
form.

Step-by-Step
Accessing a Certificate of Completion requires that DocuSign be enabled. Additionally, accessing
the certificate varies based on the status of the contract. If the contract is in the Pending
Approval status or beyond, access the Certificate of Completion by performing the following
task:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts and search for and
select the desired contract.

2. Navigate to the eSignature page.
3. Locate the Attach DocuSign Certificate of Completion field in the Settings

section. Your current settings will be displayed here.

Once a contract has been signed and returned, the Certificate of Completion will be attached
based on the Attach DocuSign Certificate of Completion field setting.

1. If the field is set to Yes, the certificate is attached to the contract as part of the
main document. To view it, open the contract and navigate to the Attachments
page and open the main document file. The Certificate of Completion will be
present in the file, usually as the final element.
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2. If the field is set to No, the certificate is attached to the contract as a regular
attachment. To view it, open the contract and navigate to the Attachments page
and open the certificate of completion file.

Contract Notifications
Notifications are set up to "alert" or notify contract managers, stakeholders, or external contacts
of important events related to a contract, such as start and end dates, or when budget tiers are
reached.

Advance Notifications
Advance notifications can be set up for start dates, end dates and renewal dates, so that contract
managers or administrators can take action prior to an event occurring. For example, advance
notification of an expiring contract could give a contract manager time to prepare a replacement.

Sourcing Contracts
For contracts created from a Sourcing event, a Sourcing Event Advanced Notice section is
displayed on the Notification page and can be set up to inform sourcing event managers that a
contract created from a sourcing event is up for renewal or about to expire. The notification
provides an option to re-create the sourcing event by copying the original sourcing event to
create a new sourcing event.

Who Receives Contract Notifications
Contract notifications can be sent to internal users or external contacts.

Internal Users

Internal users are designated as contract managers or stakeholders on the Users and Contacts
page of a contract. The type of notifications they receive are chosen on the Notifications page of
a contract. Contract managers and stakeholders must enable the corresponding notification
preference on their user profile and have access to the contract before they will receive the
notifications selected.

External Contacts
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External contacts are individuals outside of JAGGAER Indirect. They can be added to the Users
and Contacts page of a contract, or they may be inherited if they have been connected to a
contract party or supplier. The notifications that are sent to external users are chosen by
selecting a checkboxes in the External Contacts column of a contract.

If a contract is configured to send emails to external contacts, the selected notifications are
automatically sent to the email addresses specified for the contacts. External contacts cannot
opt out of receiving notifications, but you can prevent them from being sent by clearing the
appropriate checkbox on the Notification page on individual contracts if they do not need to
receive them. You cannot enable or disable notifications for external contacts in general.

Set Contract Notifications
Notifications are set up to "alert" or notify contract managers, stakeholders, or external contacts
of important events related to a contract, such as start and end dates, or when budget tiers are
reached.

Notifications can be sent to the contract managers, stakeholders, and external contacts defined
on the Users and Contacts page of a contract. The notifications they receive are chosen on the
Notifications page of the contract.

Notification work a little differently for contract managers and stakeholders (internal users), and
external contacts:

l Contract Managers and Stakeholders (internal users) - These users must enable the
corresponding notification preference on their user profile (Notification Preferences >
Contracts) and have access to the contract before they will receive the notifications
selected on this page.

l External Contacts - When a contract is configured to send emails to external contacts, the
emails are automatically sent to the email addresses specified. External contacts cannot
opt out of the notifications, but you can remove them from the list if they no longer need to
receive the emails.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract for editing.

2. In the left menu click Notifications.

3. Under the Notifications heading, choose the notifications that will be sent to contract
managers, stakeholders or external contacts on this contract by selecting checkboxes in
appropriate column.

For contract managers and stakeholders:
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l Select a checkbox in the Contract column to send a notification to contract
managers or stakeholders that have been explicitly named on the contract.

l Select a checkbox in the Work Group column to send a notification to contract
managers or stakeholders inherited from the work group.

l Select the checkbox in both columns to send a notification to both sets of users.

Notification types include:

l Budget Exceeded(for eProcurement contracts) - Sent when the overall budget of
the contract has been exceeded.

l Percentage Tiers(for eProcurement contracts) - Sent when a percent value that PR,
PO, or Invoice spend represents out of the total contract budget is exceeded. The
percentage points at which the notification is sent are configured in the Spend Tier
Notification Settings section of this page.

For example, if a Percentage notification tier has been configured for invoice spend
at 50%, and the contract budget is $1000, this notification is sent when the Invoice
Spend amount exceeds $500 (i.e., $500.01).

l Amount Tiers(for eProcurement contracts) - Sent when a dollar amount of PR, PO,
or Invoice spend is exceeded. The dollar amounts at which the notification is sent
are configured in the Spend Tier Notification Settings section of this page.

For example, if an Amount notification tier has been configured for PO spend at $25,
this notification is sent when the PO Spend amount exceeds $25.00 (i.e., $25.01).

l Start Date - Advance Notice - Sends an advance notice to alert users of an
upcoming contract start date, based on the schedule set in the Advance Notice
Settings section of this page.

l Start Date Passed - Sent when the contract start date occurs.

l End Date - Advance Notices - Sends an advance notice to alert users of an
upcoming contract end date, based on the schedule set in the Advance Notice
Settings section of this page.

l End Date Passed - Sent when the contract end date occurs.

l Renewal Date - Advance Notices - Sends an advance notice to alert users of an
upcoming contract renewal date, based on the schedule set in the Advance Notice
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Settings section of this page.

l Renewal Date Passed - Sent when a contract renewal date occurs.

l Review Date Passed - Sent when a contract review date occurs.

4. (optional) Configure Advance Notice Settings for contract start, end and renewal dates:

l Start Date - In the Advance Notice #1 (in Days) column, enter the number of days
prior to the contract start date that a reminder is sent to users selected on the Start
Date - Advance Notice notification.

l End Date - Enter the number of days prior to the contract end date that reminders
are sent to users selected on the End Date - Advance Notices notification. You can
enable up to three advance notifications by entering a number in the Advance
Notice #1, #2, and #3 columns.

For example, if you have selected Contract Managers to receive End Date - Advance
Notices in step 4, and enter 30, 15, and 1 in the End Date field here, the system will
send advance notifications to contract managers 30 days prior to the end date, 15
days prior to the end date, and 1 day prior to the end date.

l Renewal Date - Enter the number of days prior to the contract renewal date that
reminders are sent to users selected on the Renewal Date - Advance Notices
notification. You can enable up to three advance notifications by entering a number
in the Advance Notice #1, #2, and #3 columns.

Note: If you leave a value blank, a notification will not be sent.

5. (For Sourcing contracts) Under Sourcing Event Advance Notice, enter the number of
days prior to the contract end date that the sourcing event advance notification is sent to
sourcing event managers. This is a system notification that notifies sourcing event
managers that a contract created from a sourcing event is up for renewal or about to expire
and provides an option to re-create the sourcing event by copying the original sourcing
event to a new sourcing event.

6. (optional) Under Spend Tier Notification Settings, create the spend tiers that define
when the Amount and Percentage tier notifications are sent to users:

a. In the Send Spend Tier Notification For field, select the PR spend, PO spend
and/or Invoice spend checkboxes to send tier notifications when the amount
entered in a tier is exceeded for the type of record(s) specified. If the checkboxes
are left blank, no notifications are sent. Contract spend amounts are displayed on
the Budget and Spend page of the contract.
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b. Add one or more spend notification tiers as follows:

l Click the Add Notification Tier button.

l Select Amount or Percentage in the Tier Type field.

l Complete the Tier Amount field as follows:

l Amount - Enter the dollar value of PR, PO or Invoice spend, which, if
exceeded, will cause the Amount Tier notification to be sent. The
notification is sent when the tier amount is exceeded for the type of
record(s) selected in the Send Spend Tier Notification For field.

l Percentage - Enter the percentage point that PR, PO, or Invoice spend
represents out of the total contract budget, which, if exceeded, will
cause the Percentage Tier notification to be sent. The notification is
sent when the tier amount is exceeded for the type of record(s)
selected in the Send Spend Tier Notification For field.

l Enter a note in the Description field if needed. These comments will be
displayed in email notifications.

l Repeat to add more tiers. Click the Remove Tier button to remove a tier.

7. Click Save Changes.

Contract Obligations
Obligations are tasks or actions that need to be completed for a contract, such as documentation
that must be provided, reviews that must be completed, or compliance criteria that a contract
must fulfill.

You can create, manage, track, and report on contract obligations throughout the lifecycle of a
contract to stay in compliance with its terms and conditions. Contract stakeholders can be
included in notifications, providing complete visibility to your obligations and total transparency
of upcoming contract milestones and deadlines.

The sections below describe how obligations work on contracts.

Adding Obligations to a Contract
Obligations can occur before, during or after a contract's start and end dates. There are two ways
to add obligations to a contract:
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l Add an obligation to a contract from the Obligation Library, which contains a set of
frequently used or standard obligations that you can copy into a contract and modify as
needed.

l Add obligations that are specific to the contract. These are unique obligations that only
apply to the contract they are added to. They are sometimes referred to as ad hoc
obligations.

Amendments, Renewals, and Copied Contracts
l Amendments - When users create an amendment, obligations from the original contract

carry over to the amendment.

When the amendment is executed, the obligations that were not completed or canceled
appear as Superseded on the previous version of the contract. All other obligations that are
in an active state are copied over and are editable on the executed amendment.

Prior to the amendment being executed, users can still work on obligations on the previous
version of a contract by going to that version.

l Renewals - Obligation series definitions are copied from the previous version of a contract
to a renewal and their dates are based on the renewal’s dates. Canceled obligation series
do not copy over to renewals.

The obligations on the renewal are separate obligations with new dates based on the
renewal.

l Copied contracts - Users have the option to copy obligations when copying a contract.

Obligation Statuses
Obligations on a contract show the following color-coded statuses:

l Overdue - The obligation due date has passed.

l Upcoming - The obligation is due within 30 days of the current date.

l Future - The obligation due date is more than 30 days from the current date.

l Complete - The obligation has been marked as complete.

l Cancelled - The obligation or obligation series has been canceled and cannot be edited or
marked as complete. Related notifications will not be sent.

l Ongoing- This status appears for recurring obligation series only, and indicates that the
series has occurrences in various statuses. If all occurrences in a series have the same
status, the series will show that status.
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Editing Obligations
Contract managers have full control of obligations on their contracts – they can view, edit and
mark them as complete.

In general, obligations on contracts can be changed as long as the contract is in an editable
status and is checked out for editing. Otherwise, the ability to edit an obligation will depend on
the obligation settings, what information you want to change, and the status of the obligation or
contract. For example, if an obligation series is based on the contract start date and that date has
occurred, you cannot change the start date of the obligation series, but you can change the
description or owners and stakeholders. Obligations that have been completed or cancelled
cannot be changed.

Changes to obligations in the Obligation Library do not affect contracts that already have the
obligation added to them.

Obligations cannot be added, edited or cancelled when a contract is any of the following
statuses: Terminated, Complete, Pending Approval, Out for Signature, Pending Signature.

Completing Obligations
The obligation owner is responsible for ensuring that the task or action required by the obligation
is done and marking the obligation as complete. Obligation owners can mark obligations as
complete from the Obligations Across Contracts report. If their permissions provide them with
access to the contract, they also have the option to mark them as complete on the contract.
Contract managers have full control of obligations on their contracts and can mark them as
complete if the owner is unable to do so.

If you are completing an obligation on a contract, you will only be able to mark an occurrence
complete when the Show Recurring Obligations As filter on the Obligations page is set to
Occurrences.

For recurring obligations:
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l You cannot mark an occurrence as complete unless its predecessor is marked as
complete. You can cancel an unfulfilled occurrence in order to mark a later one as
complete.

l Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can only be completed if the
contract start date cannot be edited, as follows:

l Recurring obligations based on the contract start date cannot be completed when
the contract is in one of the following statuses: Draft, Pending Approval, Internal
Review, External Review, Out for Signature, Pending Signature.

l Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can be completed when
contract is in one of the following statuses: Complete, Executed: Future, Executed:
In Effect, Terminated, Expired or Superseded.

Cancelling Obligations
Contract obligations can be cancelled. Cancelled obligations cannot be edited or completed, and
related notifications will not be sent. They show a status of Cancelled and are listed on the
bottom of the Obligations page by default.

The options for cancelling obligations are slightly different for one time or recurring obligations:

One Time

l Cancel Obligation appears for one time obligations only. It cancels the obligation and its
related notifications.

Recurring

l Cancel Occurrence appears for recurring obligations only. It cancels a single occurrence
of a series and its related notifications.

l Cancel Series appears for recurring obligations only and allows you to cancel an entire
series of occurrences. The system will ask you to enter a "Cancel as of" date, which cannot
be earlier than the most recently completed occurrence in the series. You can set a future
date for cancellation. All occurrences prior to "Cancel as of" date remain as is and can be
edited as usual. All occurrences after the "Cancel as of" date are deleted along with their
related notifications. Once a series is cancelled you cannot return to the series and add
more occurrences.

Obligation Attachments
Files related to an obligation can be attached when completing an obligation. If the
Documentation Is Required checkbox was selected when the obligation was created, a file must
be attached to the obligation before it can be marked as complete.
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Similar to contract attachments, you can download, delete, and upload new versions of obligation
attachments, and view the version history in the Obligations tab on the Attachments page. Unlike
contract attachments, the attachment count in the left menu does not reflect obligation
attachments and they do not print with the contract. For this reason you are also not limited to
printable file types.

You can search for obligation attachments in the following areas:

l On the obligation it has been attached to - Search for the obligation in the Obligations page
on the contract (it must be marked as complete), then click the information icon next to
the obligation status and click file name to download and open the attachment.

l On the contract Attachments page - To view all obligation attachments on a contract, click
Attachments, then click the Obligations tab. This tab provides a quick way to find
obligation attachments without requiring you to open each obligation. You can also
download and delete obligation attachments in this page, upload new versions and view
the version history.

l On the Search Contract Attachments page - Navigate to Contracts > Contracts >
Search Contract Attachments. Select Obligation Attachments in the Classification
field, then click Search.

Searching for Obligations on Contracts
On contracts, the Show Recurring Obligations As filter on the Obligations page provides two
options for viewing obligations:

l The Series view shows one time obligations and recurring obligation series, but it does not
list each occurrence within a series. No search filtering is present and obligations cannot
be marked as complete in this view. This view is useful for keeping track of recurring
obligations based on the contract start date, as the obligation only exists as a series until
the contract has a start date, at which point each occurrence in the series is created.

l The Occurrences view shows one time obligations and lists each occurrence within a
recurring obligation series as a separate item. Search filters can be set by due date,
obligation name, obligation status, first party owner, or tags. Click the More Options link
near the search area to display additional filters. Obligations can be marked as complete in
this view. Recurring occurrences based on the contract start date will only be displayed
once the contract has a start date.

The Obligations Across Contracts report provides a list of all one time and recurring obligations
connected to you. This includes obligations where you are an obligation owner or stakeholder,
and also obligations on contracts that you have access to. Those with the appropriate
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permissions can complete obligations from the report (including multiple obligations at once), and
change the owner/stakeholder on multiple obligations at once. For obligation owners and first
party stakeholders, links in their email notifications will take them to the Obligations Across
Contracts report, where they will only see the obligation for which they were notified.

Add an Obligation to a Contract
The Manage Contract Obligations permission (Permission Settings > Contracts > Manage
Contract Obligations) is needed to perform this task. If you are applying tags to an obligation for
categorizing and filtering purposes, tags must exist.

Step-by-Step
Expand each link below and complete steps as indicated:

Create the obligation

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update. Check out the contract if it is not
checked out to you.

3. Click Obligations in the left menu.

4. Click Add Obligation and choose one of the following options:

l Click Add New Obligation to add an obligation that is unique to the contract.

l Click Add Obligation from Library to add an obligation from the library.

5. If you are adding an obligation from the library, search for and select an obligation using
the type ahead feature or click the search icon twice to display a list of obligations
available, then click Next.

6. Add or modify the Properties of the obligation as follows.

Note: If an obligation uses the contract start or end date, and a user changes the start/end
date, any completed, canceled or due date over-ridden obligations are converted to one-
time obligations and have their series definitions recalculated.

Depending on how dates are changed, this may cause additional obligations to be created.
The contract manager should review obligation occurrences after making contract date
changes.
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a. Name - Enter a name that clearly identifies the obligation. This is the name you'll see
throughout the application and will also appear in the Subject line on emails sent
regarding the notification.

b. Description - Enter a description of the obligation under 256 characters.

c. (optional) Tags - Select the tags that apply to the obligation by using the type ahead
feature or click the blank field and then Search to display a list of tags you can
select. Click Save Changes. These labels can be used when searching for
obligations. Tags appear in the order chosen.

d. Options

l If the obligation involves providing documentation of any type, select the
Documentation Is Required checkbox. If the checkbox is selected, the
obligation owner will need to upload a file to the obligation before it can be
completed. If this checkbox is left blank, attachments can still be added to the
obligation, but the obligation can be completed whether or not there is an
attachment.

l Select Prompt to Create Invoice When Marked as Complete to have users
prompted to create an invoice upon completion.

e. Frequency - Select One Time or Recurring. The frequency type cannot be changed
once the obligation is saved.

l Select One Time if the obligation will occur only once.

l Select Recurring if the obligation will occur multiple times. If selected,
additional fields are displayed where you set the schedule of occurrences.

f. If you are creating a recurring obligation, create a schedule for the occurrences
using the Repeats Every section.

l Days - Select if you want to set the interval by days. The number entered will
reflect the number of days between occurrences, e.g., every second day, or
every tenth day.

l Weeks - Select the checkbox next to each day of the week you want the
obligation to occur.

l Months - Select the day of the month that you want the obligation to occur.
You can enter a specific date or select a day of the week:

l Date - Select Day in the first drop down field, then select a number for
the date in the second drop down field. Note: If day 29, 30 or 31 is
selected and any month within the contract lifecycle has fewer than 29,
30 or 31 days, the notification will be sent on the last day of that month.
For example, if the setting is 'on Day 30' of every month, and February
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has only 28 days, the notification will go out on the 28th day of
February.

l Day of the week - Select First, Second, Third, Fourth or Last, which
refer to weeks in the month (Last is for months that are five weeks
long), then select a day of the week. For example, if you choose
Second and Friday, the obligation would land on the second Friday of
the month.

l Years - Select the month that the obligations occur in from the first drop
down field, e.g., in January), then select a date or day of the week for the
occurrence as indicated for Months, above.

g. If you are creating a recurring obligation, define when the obligation schedule begins
in the Start field.

l Select one of the following options: on contract start date, before contract
start date, after contract start date, on custom date, on contract end date,
before contract end date, or after contract end date.

l Select On Contract Start Date if the obligations begin when the contract
reaches Executed: In Effect status.

Note: Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can only be
completed if contract start date cannot be edited. For example, these
types of obligations on contracts in Draft status cannot be completed
because the contract start date can still be changed. The same
obligations on contracts in Executed: Future status can be completed
because the contract start date is set.

h. If you are creating a recurring obligation, define when the obligation schedule is
complete in the End field.

l Select one of the following options: by contract end date, before contract end
date, after contract end date, by custom date, after, by contract start date,
before contract start date, or after contract start date.

l Select By Contract End Date if the obligation ends on the same day as the
contract end date. Occurrences will be added or removed if contract end date
changes.

l Select After if the obligation schedule will end after a specified number of
occurrences, then enter the number.
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i. When - If you are creating a one time obligation, select when the obligation will be
due from the dropdown. Select one of the following options: on contract start date,
before contract start date, after contract start date, on custom date, on contract end
date, before contract end date, or after contract end date.

j. Due - Specify a due time for the obligation.

k. Choose the Time Zone as follows:

l Select the Same as Contract checkbox to use the same time zone as
contract it is added to, OR

l Deselect the Same as Contract checkbox and select a time zone in the drop
down field to select a different time zone to apply to the obligation. The time
zones available are based on your system setup.

7. Click Next.

(optional) Add or modify owners and stakeholders and set notifications

Define who is responsible for the obligation, and when they will receive notifications:

1. Under the Owners and Stakeholders section, click Add New to add an owner or
stakeholder. If you want to change the existing settings on an obligation from the
obligation library, select Properties from the Actions menu for the item you want to
change.

2. Complete or modify the following fields:

l Role - Choose one of the following options:

l Select First Party Owner to add an owner to the obligation. Owners are
responsible for marking the obligation as complete. Contract managers (the
contract managers named on the contract) or internal users can be first party
owners.

l Select First Party Stakeholder to add an internal user who will receive
notifications regarding the obligation unless they are also a contract manager.
Contract managers (the contract managers named on the contract) or internal
users can be first party stakeholders.

l Select Second Party Stakeholder to add a second party contact who will
receive email notifications regarding the obligation. The person must be listed
as a second party contact on the contract header. You can only add a second
party stakeholder if the obligation already has a first party owner.
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Note: Second party stakeholders receive notifications only. If a second
party stakeholder is responsible for an obligation task, the first
party owner will need to mark obligations as complete on their
behalf. First party owner contact information is included in the email sent
to second party stakeholders.

l Person or Second Party Contact (the field name changes according to what is
selected above) - Select the individual who will fulfill the role selected above:

l Select Contract Manager if the contract manager(s) on the contract will be a
first party owner or stakeholder. This is the default setting. The Contract
Manager option can only be chosen once as a first party owner and once as a
first party stakeholder. Being an owner or stakeholder does not limit a
contract manager's access to the obligation, but you can choose which
notifications they receive by making them a first party owner or stakeholder.

l Select Pick a User to add a specific individual as first party owner or
stakeholder. A second field will open where you can choose who will fill the
role:

l If you have selected First Party Owner or First Party Stakeholder in
the Role field, you can select from a list of internal users.

l If you have selected Second Party Stakeholder, you can select from a
list of contacts that belong to the second party added to the
contract.

You cannot use the To Be Named option at the contract level.

l (optional) Tasks/Notes - Enter notes or a description of the task for the owner or
stakeholder. For second party stakeholders, text entered here will appear in their
email notifications.

l Send Notifications - Select the checkbox next to each type of notification you want
sent to the individual selected above:

l Advance Notice - Notifications are sent when the obligation due date is
approaching. A maximum of three notifications can be sent from 1-90 days
prior to the obligation due date. The schedule for this must be configured in
the Advanced Notice Settings section.

l Due Date - Notifications are sent on the due date of the obligation.
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l Past Due Notice - Notifications are sent if the obligation due date has passed
and the obligation has not been completed. The timing and frequency of past
due notices is based on your system settings. By default they are sent 5-10
minutes after the due date has occurred and every day at midnight after that.

l Completed - A notification is sent 5-10 minutes after the obligation is marked
as complete. Second party stakeholders do not receive Completed
notifications.

3. Click Save to add the owner or stakeholder, or Save and Add Another to save the record
and immediately add another.

4. Repeat for each owner or stakeholder you want added to the obligation. The Contract
Manager option can only be chosen once as a first party owner or first party stakeholder,
but any number of internal users can be added as first party owners or stakeholders.

(optional) Enter advance notification settings

This is where to enter the number of days prior to the obligation due date that advance
notifications are sent to owners and stakeholders. A maximum of three advance notifications can
be sent from 1-90 days prior to the obligation due date. For example you can create advance
notifications that will be sent 10, 5 and 1 day prior to the obligation due date.

These settings will apply to all individuals added to the obligation who have Advance Notice
settings selected. For instance, you cannot have the first party owner receive three advance
notifications, but the first party stakeholders only receive one.

Advance notifications will not be sent, even if configured for owners and stakeholders, if Advance
Notice Settings are not also configured.

1. Under the Advance Notice Settings section, enter the number of days prior to the
obligation due that an advance notifications will be sent to the owners and stakeholders
named above in the Advance Notice #1, #2 and #3 fields. You do not need to complete all
three fields.

2. Click Save Changes.

Save the obligation
1. Once the obligation is complete and correct, click Save.

The obligation is added to the contract. For recurring obligations, each occurrence within a series
is displayed when the Show Recurring Obligations As filter is set to Occurrences. Each
occurrence is identified by a recurring obligation icon . If the recurring obligation is based on
the contract start date, the occurrences will only be shown once the contract has a start date.
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Obligations can only be marked as complete when the Show Recurring Obligations As filter is
set to Occurrences.

Edit a Contract Obligation
Contract managers have full control of obligations on their contracts – they can view, edit and
mark them as complete. Changing information on an obligation that has already been added to a
contract depends on a number of factors:

l In general, obligations on contracts can be changed as long as the contract is in an editable
status and checked out for editing. Obligations can be added, edited or cancelled when a
contract is any of the following statuses: Draft, Internal Review, External Review.

l Once the contract reaches Executed: In Effect, Executed: Future, Expired, or Superseded
status, you can add or cancel obligations, but the ability to edit an obligation will depend on
the obligation settings, what information you want to change, and the status of the
obligation or contract. For example, if an obligation series is based on the contract start
date and that date has occurred, you cannot change the start date of the series, but you
can change the description or owners and stakeholders. Cancelled or completed
obligations cannot be changed.

l Obligations cannot be added, edited or cancelled when a contract is any of the following
statuses: Terminated, Complete, Pending Approval, Out for Signature, Pending Signature.

l Changes to obligations in the Obligation Library do not affect contracts that already have
the obligation added to them.

l For recurring obligations:

l For recurring obligations with custom start and end dates, the start and end dates
of a series can be changed until the first occurrence is completed. After that, the
start and end dates on the series become read only fields and only the due date on
individual occurrences can be changed.

l For recurring obligations based on contract start and end dates, obligation
occurrences will change as follows:

l Start Date - The system automatically recalculates the series schedule if the
contract start date is changed while the contract is still in Draft status. Once
the contract reaches Executed: In Effect status, the start date for the
occurrence schedule cannot be changed.

l End Date - Occurrences may be added or removed if the end date is changed
while the contract is still in Draft status. Once the contract reaches Executed:
In Effect status the end date of the series schedule cannot be changed unless
the contract is extended. In this case occurrences will be added to the
schedule.
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l If an obligation uses the contract start or end date, and a user changes the start/end date,
any completed, canceled or due date over-ridden obligations are converted to one-time
obligations and have their series definitions recalculated.

Depending on how dates are changed, this may cause additional obligations to be created.
The contract manager should review obligation occurrences after making contract date
changes.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or the Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract that has the obligation you want to change. Check out
contract if it is not checked out to you.

3. Click Obligations in the left menu. You can change one time obligations and recurring
obligation series in the Series view. If you are changing an occurrence in a recurring
obligation series, select Occurrences in the Show Recurring Obligations As field.

4. Expand the Properties menu for the obligation you want to change, then select
Properties or Owners and Stakeholders, depending on the information you want to
change.

5. Change field values as needed. The fields that are open for editing will depend on the
obligation settings, what information you want to change, and the status of the obligation
or contract.

6. Click Save Changes.

The change is saved. If you are editing a recurring obligation series, all occurrences in the series
will be changed.

Cancel a Contract Obligation
Cancelled obligations cannot be edited or completed, and related notifications will not be sent.
They show a status of Cancelled and are listed on the bottom of the Obligations page by default.
The options for cancelling obligations are slightly different for one time or recurring obligations:

One Time

l Cancel Obligation appears for one time obligations only. It cancels the obligation and its
related notifications.

Recurring
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l Cancel Occurrence appears for recurring obligations only. It cancels a single occurrence
in a series and its related notifications.

l Cancel Series appears for recurring obligations only and allows you to cancel an entire
series of occurrences. You will need to enter a "Cancel as of" date, which cannot be earlier
than the most recently completed occurrence in the series. You can set a future date for
cancellation. All occurrences prior to "Cancel as of" date remain as is and can be edited as
usual. All occurrences after the "Cancel as of" date are deleted along with their related
notifications. Once a series is cancelled you cannot return to the series and add more
occurrences.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or the Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract that has the obligation you want to cancel. Check out the
contract if it is not checked out to you.

3. Click Obligations in the left menu. If you are cancelling an occurrence in an obligation
series, select Occurrences in the Show Recurring Obligations As field.

4. Expand the Properties menu for the obligation you want to cancel and select one of the
following options. The options available depend on the type of occurrence:

One time obligations

l Select Cancel Obligation to cancel the obligation and its related notifications.

Recurring obligations

l Select Cancel Occurrence to cancel a single occurrence of a series and its related
notifications.

l Select Cancel Series (or Series > Cancel Series in the Occurrences view) to cancel
the entire series.

5. If you are cancelling a recurring obligation series, enter the date the cancellation takes
effect in the Cancel as of field. This cannot be earlier than the most recently completed
occurrence in the series, but it can be a future date.

6. Click Cancel Occurrence, Cancel Obligation, or Cancel Series in the confirmation
window.
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The obligation occurrence or series and their related notifications are cancelled. Cancelled
appears in the Status column and the obligations are moved to the bottom of the Obligations
page. If you have cancelled a recurring obligation series, all occurrences prior to "Cancel as of"
date remain as is and can be edited as usual. All occurrences after the "Cancel as of" date are
deleted along with their related notifications.

Complete a Contract Obligation
The obligation owner is responsible for ensuring that the task or action required by the obligation
is done and marking it as complete. Contract managers have full control of obligations on their
contracts and can mark them as complete if the owner is unable to do so.

There are two places where an obligation can be completed:

l From the Obligations page on a contract.
l From the Obligations Across Contracts report.

Obligation owners who have access to the contract can mark obligations as complete on the
contract or from the Obligations Across Contracts report. Obligation owners who do not have
access to the contract must complete obligations from the Obligations Across Contracts report.

For recurring obligations:

l You cannot mark an occurrence as complete unless its predecessor is marked as
complete. You can cancel an unfulfilled occurrence in order to mark a later one complete.

Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can only be completed if the contract start
date cannot be edited, as follows:

l Recurring obligations based on the contract start date cannot be completed when the
contract is in one of the following statuses: Draft, Pending Approval, Internal Review,
External Review, Out for Signature, Pending Signature.

l Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can be completed when contract is
in one of the following statuses: Complete, Executed: Future, Executed: In Effect,
Terminated, Expired or Superseded.
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Complete an Obligation on a Contract

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or the Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract that contains the obligation to complete. Check out the
contract if it is not checked out to you.

3. Click Obligations in the left menu.

4. Select Occurrences in the Show Recurring Obligations As field.

5. Expand the Properties menu for the obligation you want to complete, then select Mark as
Complete. The Mark as Complete window opens.

6. Complete the following fields:

l Completed Date - Enter the date and time the obligation was completed. The
current date and time are displayed by default.

l (optional) Notes - Enter notes about completing the obligation.

l Attachments - Add any attachments required by the obligation. Click Select files...
to locate and add the file from your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray
square surrounding the Select files.... field.

Note: Attachments are required if the Documents Is Required checkbox was
selected when the obligation was created and you will not be able to complete
the obligation until a file is uploaded here.

7. Click Mark as Complete.

The obligation status moves to Complete and a notification will be sent to the appropriate owners
and stakeholders. The Complete Date column on the Obligations page shows the completed
date.

Complete an Obligation from the Obligations Across
Contracts Report
Use this option if you are an obligation owner and do not have access to the contract.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Obligations Across Contracts.

2. Set the search filters and click Run Report. The report searches for overdue and upcoming
obligations by default.

3. Expand the Mark as Complete menu for the obligation you want to complete, then select
Mark as Complete. The Mark as Complete window opens.

4. Complete the following fields:

l Completed Date - Enter the date and time the obligation was completed. The
current date and time are displayed by default.

l (optional) Notes - Enter notes about completing the obligation.

l Attachments - Add any attachments required by the obligation. Click Select files...
to locate and add the file from your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray
square surrounding the Select files.... field.

Note: Attachments are required if the Documents Is Required checkbox is
selected when the obligation is created and you will not be able to complete
the obligation until a file is uploaded here.

5. Click Mark as Complete.

The obligation status moves to Complete and a notification will be sent to the appropriate owners
and stakeholders.

Search for and View Obligation Attachments
Files related to an obligation can be attached when completing an obligation. If the
Documentation Is Required checkbox was selected when the obligation was created, a file must
be attached to the obligation before it can be marked as complete.

The Obligations tab on the Attachments page provides a quick way to find obligation
attachments without requiring you to open each obligation.

You cannot add an attachment to an obligation from this page, but once an attachment has been
added to an obligation on the contract, this page works in a similar way to contract attachments:
you can download, delete, upload new versions of obligations attachments, and view the version
history from this page. Unlike contract attachments, the attachment count in the left menu does
not reflect obligation attachments and they do not print with the contract. For this reason you are
also not limited to printable file types.
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Step-by-Step
1. Open the appropriate contract.

2. In the left menu, click Attachments.

3. Click the Obligations tab. Obligation attachments for the contract are displayed.

4. To modify the obligation attachment, highlight the obligation and select an option from the
Actions menu.

Printing Contracts
Use the Open Main Document field in the left menu to open a copy of the contract or download a
PDF copy of the contract document and selected attachments.

Downloaded copies of the contract can also be accessed from the Contract Import /Export
screen for users with the appropriate permissions.

Downloading a PDF Copy of a Contract
Select the Download Full Contract as PDF option to download a PDF version of the contract that
includes the main document and all attachments that have "Print with Full Contract" selected.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to print.

3. In the left menu, click Open Main Document then select Download Full Contract as PDF.
A processing download window opens. Once the PDF copy of the contract is ready to
download, the window displays the file name. This action does not appear if there are no
attachments associated with the selected contract.

4. Click on the file name to download and open the document.

The pdf file opens in your browser and can be opened or saved locally.
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Accessing a PDF File from View Import/Export Results
The Contract Manager, Contract Administrator, Contract Super User, or Export Search
Results permissions are required to access this page.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Import/Export Results.

2. In the Type field, select Full Contract as PDF.

3. Click Contract Actions > Download Full Contract as PDF.

4. In the Status field, click Completed.

5. Click Search. A list of completed downloads appear.

6. Click on a file name to download and open the document.

The PDF file opens in your browser and can be opened or saved locally.

Review Rounds
The Review Rounds feature allows you to send a contract through multiple rounds of review by
internal or external users before it is approved. Single or multiple reviewers can be selected for
each review round.

Review rounds occur while the contract is in Draft status. Each time a contract is submitted for
review it is considered one review round. If there are multiple reviewers, the review round is
considered complete when the last reviewer is done.

Types of Review Rounds
There are internal and external review rounds:

l Internal review rounds can be manual or automated:

l The Manual Internal Review Round option allows contract managers and
administrators to send a contract to selected internal users for review before it is
approved. Contract managers need to create a manual review round and assign
reviewers each time they send a contract for review. This is the standard option
available for all systems.
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l The Automated Internal Review Round option allows contract managers and
administrators to send a contract through predefined internal review workflow steps
with assigned reviewers. This feature is optional and must be configured for your
system. If enabled, when the automated internal review round process is launched
on a contract, it is automatically sent to the assigned reviewers through the internal
review round workflow.

l The External Review Rounds option allows contract managers and administrators to send
a contract to reviewers outside of JAGGAER Indirect. Contract managers need to manually
manage the external review process by sending an email to external reviewers with the
contract attached and make changes to the contract on their behalf

Important Note: Emails that are sent and received during an external review round
are recorded and monitored in the contract's Communication Center. They are visible
to all recipients of the email and anyone who can access the Communication Center
page of a contract. The information displayed includes email recipient names and
email addresses, the original email text, and all replies to the email.

Overview - Review Rounds from Start to Finish
1. Contract managers send a contract for internal or external review. Once a review round is

started, the contract status moves to Internal Review or External Review.

2. The assigned reviewers receive a notification or an email indicating that there is a contract
to review.

3. Reviewers open and review the contract:

l Internal Reviews - Reviewers are given temporary access to the contract, allowing
them to check it out and make changes while the contract is in Internal Review
status. When the review is complete they select Done with My Review and their
individual reviewer's status is changed from "Sent" to "Done" on the Review Rounds
page.

l External Reviews - Once an external reviewer has replied to the email sent by the
contract manager requesting a review, the contract manager makes changes to the
contract on their behalf, then moves the reviewer's status to "Done" by selecting
Done with Review.

4. (optional) Contract managers and administrators may click End Round Now to end a
review round early and skip any reviewers who are not done.

Note:If a contract hasn't been reviewed in a timely manner, a Contract Internal Review
Workflow Reminder is sent to internal users notifying them that a contract is waiting for
their review. Users must opt into the "Contract Internal Review Notification" notification
preference to receive this reminder.
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5. As each reviewer completes their review, the status Done is displayed next to their name
on the review round.

6. Once all reviewers have responded, the contract returns to Draft status, and for internal
review rounds, the contract manager receives a notification indicating that the contract
has been reviewed.

About the Review Rounds Page

Starting a Review Round
Organization settings will determine which of these options are available to start a review round:

l Automated Internal Round - This option is displayed if the automated internal review
round feature is enabled. Click to send a contract to the first automated internal review
workflow step.

l Create Manual Internal Round - This option is displayed if manual review rounds are
enabled. Click to start a manual internal review round. If an organization has enabled both
automatic and manual internal review rounds, this option is accessed by clicking
Automated Internal Round > Create Manual Internal Round. If an organization is using
manual review rounds only, this option appears as a button.

l Start External Round - This option is always displayed. Click to start an external review
round.

Automated Internal Review Workflow

If automated internal review workflow is enabled for your system, a View Automated Internal
Review Steps section displays the automated internal review workflow steps. Click view
reviewers on a workflow step to display the reviewers assigned to a step. If there are multiple
rules on a workflow step, reviewers assigned to the rule are listed under each rule group.

Review Round Information

l Each review round is numbered and displayed with the appropriate heading. Expand a
review round heading to display information about it:

l Round #[ ] (Internal) is displayed for automatic internal review rounds.
l Round #[ ] (Internal - Manual) is displayed for manual internal review rounds.
l Round #[ ] (External) is displayed for external review rounds.

l Messages from the contract manager about a review round are displayed directly
underneath the heading of the round it is associated with, so users can view messages
specific to a round. Messages are visible to all reviewers on the round.
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l A table shows the following information about a review round. Manual review rounds will
only show the Tracking and Comments columns:

l Step - The name of the automated internal review workflow step.

l Group - The name of the rule attached to an automated internal review workflow
step. A workflow step can have multiple rules assigned to it, with different reviewers
for each rule.

l Tracking - Indicates the status of the review.

l Reviewer - Displays the reviewer(s) assigned to the automatic internal review
workflow step or manual review round. If multiple reviewers are assigned to an
automatic internal review workflow step, the number of reviewers is displayed and
clicking the link will open a window that shows reviewer names.

l Start - The date and time the automatic internal review round started.

l End - The date and time the automatic internal review round completed.

l Comments - Displays comments added by (or for) reviewers after they have
completed their review. Comments have a 1000-character limit. Reviewers may edit
their comments after adding them as long as the round has not ended.

l Actions - Displays the actions that can be taken for a review round.

Review Round Statuses
You may see these statuses in the Tracking or Status column of a contract review round table:

l Bypassed - A Bypassed status indicates that an automated review round workflow step
has been missed because the contract manager either moved the review round to the next
step in the workflow or ended the round before it reached the workflow step.

l Done - Displayed next to a reviewer name to indicate that a reviewer has completed their
review. As participants complete their reviews, their status changes to Done.

l Error - An Error status is displayed in the Tracking column of a contract review round table
to indicate that an error has occurred on an automated internal review round workflow
step. The system automatically ends the round, displays an error status next to the step in
the review round table, and sends a notification to the contract manager or contract
facilitator and users who have opted into the Contract Approval Workflow Error
notification.

l Not Sent - Displayed next to a reviewer name in the Status column on a manual review
round to indicate that a review round has been created but has not been initiated. Before a
manual review round is begun, all participants in the round have a status of Not Sent.
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l Sent - Displayed next to a reviewer name on an internal review round to indicate that the
contract has been sent to them for review. When a review round begins, the reviewer
status moves to Sent for internal reviewers or Started for external reviewers.

l Skipped - Displayed next to a reviewer name on a manual or external review round to
indicate that the reviewer was skipped and did not review the contract, either because the
contract manager skipped the reviewer, or the review round was ended early.

l Started - Displayed next to a reviewer name on an external review round to indicate that
the contract has been sent to them for review. When a review round begins, the reviewer
status moves to Sent for internal reviewers or Started for external reviewers.

Starting an Automated Internal Review Round
The Automated Internal Review Round feature allows contract managers and administrators to
send a contract through predefined internal review workflow steps with assigned reviewers. This
feature is optional and must be configured for your system. If enabled, when the automated
internal review round process is launched on a contract, it is automatically sent to the assigned
reviewers through the internal review round workflow.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want reviewed.

3. In the left menu, select Review Rounds.

4. Click Start Automated Internal Round. The Begin Automated Internal Review window
opens.

5. Enter a message in the Message to Reviewers field regarding the review round or leave
the field blank. The message is visible to all reviewers on the round.

6. Click the Begin Automated Internal Review button to start the automated internal review
round. The system will automatically check the contract out to the person who initiated the
internal review step and send it to reviewers on the first step of the internal review
workflow. A status of "Sent" appears next to the internal reviewers on the Review Rounds
page. Reviewers will receive a notification or an email indicating that there is a contract to
review.

7. Click View the Contract on the confirmation page to return to the contract.

8. View details about the round under the Current Round (Internal) subheading on the Review
Rounds page. As each reviewer completes their review, the status Done is displayed next
to their name. Click the information icon next to a status to view details.
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9. (optional) Once a review round has started, you can change the message, skip a workflow
step, or end the round early:

l Click Edit in the Message From: field to modify a message while the review round is
active. Changes are immediately visible to all reviewers and anyone who can access
the page. Changes are saved in the History.

Note: Comments by reviewers are displayed in the information table on the
round.

l If you have the appropriate permissions, you can expedite a workflow step to move
the review round to the next step in the internal review round workflow.

l Click End Round Now to end the review round early and skip any reviewers who are
not done. The Tracking column will display "Bypassed" on automatic internal review
rounds.

Once all reviewers have responded, the review round will close and the contract returns to Draft
status. A number is assigned to the round and details can be viewed by expanding the
appropriate heading. Changes reviewers made to contract header fields can be viewed in the
History page.

Starting a Manual Internal Review Round
The Manual Internal Review Round feature allows contract managers and administrators to
send a contract to selected internal users for review before it is approved. Contract managers
need to create a manual review round and assign reviewers each time they send a contract for
review. This is the standard option available for all systems.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want reviewed.

3. In the left menu, select Review Rounds.

4. Click Create Manual Internal Round (or Start Automated Internal Round > Create
Manual Internal Round if both manual and automatic review rounds are enabled on your
system).

5. Click Add Reviewer. The User Search window opens.
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6. Search for and select the internal users who you want to review the contract and click
Save Changes. The selected reviewers are displayed with the status "Not Sent" under the
subheading Next Round (Internal - Manual).

7. Click Begin Round. The Begin Internal Review window opens and shows who has been
selected for review.

Note: Manual review rounds that have not begun can be removed by clicking Delete
Round.

8. Enter a message in the Message to Reviewers field regarding the review round or leave
the field blank. The message is visible to all reviewers on the round.

9. Click the Begin Internal Review button to send the contract out for review. A status of
"Sent" appears next to the internal reviewers on the Review Rounds page. Reviewers will
receive a notification or an email indicating that there is a contract to review.

10. View details about the round under the Current Round (Internal - Manual) subheading on
the Review Rounds page. As each reviewer completes their review, the status Done is
displayed next to their name. Click the information icon next to a status to view details.

11. (optional) Once a review round has started, you can change the message, skip a reviewer,
or end the round early:

l Click Edit in the Message From: field to modify a message while the review round is
active. Changes are immediately visible to all reviewers and anyone who can access
the page. Changes are saved in the History.

Note: Comments by reviewers are displayed in the information table on the
round.

l Click Actions > Skip Reviewer to move the review round to the next reviewer on
the list. A status of "Skipped" will appear next to the current reviewer's name.

l Click End Round Now to end the review round early and skip any reviewers who are
not done. The Tracking column will display "Skipped" on manual or external review
rounds.

Once all reviewers have responded, the review round will close and the contract returns to Draft
status. A number is assigned to the round and details can be viewed by expanding the
appropriate heading. Changes that reviewers made to contract header fields can be viewed in the
History page.
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Starting an External Review Round
The External Review Round feature allows contract managers and administrators to send a
contract to reviewers outside of Contracts+.

Contract managers manage the external review process by sending an email to external
reviewers with the contract attached and making changes to the contract on their behalf. Emails
that are sent and received during an external review round are recorded and monitored in the
contract's Communication Center.

Important Note: Emails sent during an external review round are visible to all recipients of
the email and anyone who can access the Communication Center page of a contract. The
information displayed includes email recipient names and email addresses, the original email
text, and all replies to the email.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want reviewed.

3. If the contract is not checked out to you, under Contract Actions, select Check Out.

4. In the left menu, select Review Rounds.

5. Click Start External Round.

6. Click Add Reviewer.

7. In the Add Reviewer window, enter contact information for the external reviewer, and
click Save.

8. Click Begin Round. A Begin Round of External Review window opens where you complete
the information that you want to send in the email to the external reviewer:

l Recipients - In the Recipients section, select the checkbox next to each reviewer
that you want to send the email to. All external reviewers are listed and selected by
default.

l Attachments - Select or clear checkboxes so that only the attachments you want to
send with the email are selected. All contract documents are listed (including the
main document). Attachments that have been flagged to print with the contract in
the Attachments screen are selected by default.

l Include Full Contract PDF - Select the checkbox if you also want to include the Full
Contract PDF file in the email.
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l Email Content - Enter information about the email sender in this section.

l From Name - Enter the name of the person who is sending the email. The
name of the logged in user is displayed by default.

l From Email - Enter the email address of the person who is sending the email.
The email address of the logged in user is displayed by default.

l Reply To Email - Enter the email address of the person the recipient should
reply to. The email address of the logged in user is displayed by default.

l Subject - Enter a line describing the email. "[Contract Name] contract has
been forwarded to you" is displayed by default.

l Body - The body of the email is automatically populated with text from the Contract
Sent to External Party email template. Edit as needed.

9. Click Send Email. A status of "Sent" or "Not Sent" appears next to the external reviewer.
Click the information icon next to the status to see details about the review.

Important Note: Emails sent during an external review round are visible to all
recipients of the email and anyone who can access the Communication Center page
of a contract. The information displayed includes email recipient names and email
addresses, the original email text, and all replies to the email.

Note: External review rounds that have not begun can be removed by clicking Delete
Round.

10. (optional) Once a review round has started, the following options are available to contract
managers:

l Click Actions > Skip Reviewer to move the review round to the next reviewer on
the list. A status of "Skipped" will appear next to the current reviewer's name.

l Click End Round Now to end the review round early and skip any reviewers who are
not done. The Tracking column will display "Skipped" on manual or external review
rounds.

11. Once an external reviewer has replied to your email, make changes to the contract on their
behalf, and move their reviewer's status to Done for that review round by completing these
steps:

l Once the external reviewer has replied to your email, make changes to the contract
on their behalf.

l In the Review Rounds screen, open the external review round and click Actions >
Done with Review.

l Enter notes about the review and click Done with Review.
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Email text and responses can be viewed in the Communication Center.

Once all reviewers have a status of Done, the review round will close and the contract returns to
Draft status. A number is assigned to the round and details can be viewed by expanding the
appropriate heading. Changes reviewers made to contract header fields can be viewed in the
History page.

Reviewing a Contract (Internal Reviewer)
Depending on your user preferences, contracts that have been sent to you for review appear
under Action Items > Contracts to Review, and/or Notifications > Contract Ready for
Internal Review, or you may also receive an email notification with links to the contract.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the contract to review by selecting Action Items > Contracts to Review, or

Notifications > Contract Ready for Internal Review, or click the links provided in your
email notification. A list of contracts that need to be reviewed or the contract that you
selected to review opens, depending on your method of access.

2. If you accessed Action Items or Notifications, click on the contract number of the contract
you want to review to open the contract.

3. (optional) View messages from the contract manager regarding the round by clicking
Review Rounds in the left menu and expanding the round you are in. Messages from the
contract manager are displayed underneath the round heading and may change if the
contract manager makes updates to comments while you are reviewing the contract.

4. Review the contract. To make changes, check out the contract to make modifications and
check it back in once your changes have been made. You may also need to upload
attachments or new versions of attachments during your review.

5. Once you have completed your review, select Done with My Review using one of the
following options:

l Click the Contract Actions menu and select Done with My Review.

l Click Review Rounds in the left menu and select Actions > Done with My Review
to the right of your name within the current round's table.

6. In the Done with My Review window, enter notes about the review in the comment field.
These are displayed in the information table on the round

7. Click the Done with My Review button. If on a manual review round, the contract returns
to Draft status. If on an automated internal review round, the contract moves to the next
internal review workflow step.
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Once all reviewers are done or the contract has reached the end of the internal review workflow,
the status of the contract returns to Draft status and the contract can no longer be accessed by
internal reviewers who are not a contract manager or administrator. Contract managers will
receive a notification that the contract has been reviewed.

Details about the review round can be viewed by expanding the appropriate heading on the
Review Rounds page. Changes made to contract header fields during an internal review can be
viewed in the History page.

Users and Contacts
The Users and Contacts page defines who has access to the contract and what they can see.

Contract access is initially set on the contract wizard by clicking Normal or Confidential when
you are creating a contract:

l If Normal is selected, user access to the contract is inherited from the work group.
Contract administrators, contract managers and stakeholders inherited from the work
group have access to the contract and cannot be modified, but you can also define access
by selecting internal users in the Users and Contacts section, setting visibility controls, and
adding external contacts.

l If Confidential is selected, all work group user access is removed from the contract.
Contract administrators, contract managers, and stakeholders inherited from the work
group will not have access to the contract. You can only define access by selecting internal
users in the Users and Contacts section, setting visibility controls, and adding external
contacts.

l While a contract is in Draft status you can switch the confidential settings in the Users
from Work Group section.

In addition to Normal and Confidential settings, user access is defined on the Users and Contacts
page under the following subheadings:

Users and Contacts Section
The Users and Contacts section displays internal users who have access to the contract. You
control the type of access a user has to the contract by adding them to one of the categories
listed below. You can add users individually, by role, by department, or by business unit (for
stakeholders only).
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Note: Individuals who have access to a contract through a role or department list will not
automatically receive notifications regarding the contract.

l Contract Facilitator(read only - displayed if a contract facilitator has been assigned to the
contract) - Contract managers or administrators can temporarily assign a contract
facilitator to a contract. This allows another contract manager or administrator to perform
contract manager tasks prior to the contract reaching Executed: In Effect status. If a
contract facilitator has been assigned to the contract, they are listed in this section. They
acquire full access to all versions of the contract until it reaches Executed: In Effect status.
When the contract reaches Executed: In Effect Status, the contract facilitator is
automatically removed from the contract.

l Contract Managers - Contract managers are internal users who have full control over the
contract. The person who created the contract is always a contract manager by default.
You can add multiple users as contract managers, and these users will be able to fully edit
the contract as an administrator would. Users who simply need to be able to view the
contract and be notified about contract events should be configured as contract
stakeholders.

l Invoice Approvers - This option is available on the Users and Contacts page if the invoice
approver feature is enabled for your organization. Invoice approvers are internal users
who are authorized to approve invoices created from the contract and invoice line items
assigned to the contract. You can add multiple users as invoice approvers. The users
selected must have invoice approval permissions, including the ability to search for invoice
approvals and view invoices. Contract invoice approvers have the same access to the
contract as contract stakeholders.

l Stakeholders - Stakeholders are internal users who can view contract information and
receive contract notifications. You can add multiple stakeholders. They will see the
contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract, based on your
organization settings.

Note: Contract facilitators that have been assigned to the contract are also displayed in this
section while they have control of the contract.

Users from Work Group
This section displays internal users who have access to a contract based on settings inherited
from the contract work group.

If a contract has Normal confidential settings:
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l Contract Administrators can view and edit any contract in the work group. They can also
create and edit their own contracts.

l Contract Managers can view contracts in the work group. They can create and edit their
own contracts only. They will see the contract summary only or have read-only access to
the full contract, based on your organization settings.

l Stakeholders can only view contracts in the work group. They will see the contract
summary only or have read-only access to the full contract, based on your organization
settings.

You cannot change or remove work group users individually, but you can remove access to the
contract for all work group users by making the contract confidential. While a contract is in Draft
status you can switch the confidential settings by clicking the Make Confidential / Make Not
Confidential button. It works as a toggle:

l Click Make Confidential to change contract access from normal to confidential. Work
group users will not have access to the contract.

l Click Make Not Confidential to change contract access from confidential to normal. Work
group users will have access to the contract.

Visibility Controls
Visibility controls define what users who are not contract managers or stakeholders can see on
the Contract Summary page. You can configure separate views for users who manage other
contracts vs. all other users. You can allow a Full, Partial, or Limited view of the contract
summary. When you make a selection, click the Preview link to view what will appear to a user
with that visibility. What is visible on the contract summary is configurable and will vary from
organization to organization.

External Contacts
External contacts are non-JAGGAER Indirect users who can receive notifications about the
contract. They may be non-JAGGAER users within your organization or contacts outside of your
organization, such as supplier contacts. External contacts are shared between all contracts.
Meaning, if you create a new external contact, that contact will be available for assignment to
other contracts. You can also create external contacts and link them to a contract party profile.

Define Access to the Contract on the Users and Contacts
Page
Follow these steps to define who has access to a contract.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, click Users and Contacts and select the internal users who can access
the contract. You control the type of access a user has to the contract by adding them to
one of the categories listed below. You can add users individually, by role, by department
or by business unit (for stakeholders only), but individuals on a role or department list will
not automatically receive notifications regarding the contract.

Click Edit Users in the appropriate area to add a user. Click the icon next to a name to
remove a user from selection:

Note: Contract facilitators that have been assigned to the contract are also
displayed in this section while they have control of the contract.

l Contract Managers - Contract managers are internal users who have full control
over the contract. The person who created the contract is always a contract
manager by default. You can add multiple users as contract managers, and these
users will be able to fully edit the contract as an administrator would. Users who
simply need to be able to view the contract and be notified about contract events
should be configured as contract stakeholders.

l Invoice Approvers(for organizations with the invoice approver feature enabled) -
This option is displayed if the invoice approver feature is enabled for your
organization. Select the internal users who are authorized to approve invoices
created from the contract and invoice line items assigned to the contract. You can
add multiple users as invoice approvers. The users selected must have invoice
approval permissions, including the ability to search for invoice approvals and view
invoices. Contract invoice approvers have the same access to the contract as
contract stakeholders.

l Stakeholders - Stakeholders are internal users who can view contract information
and receive contract notifications. You can add multiple stakeholders. They will see
the contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract, based on
your organization settings.
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4. (optional) In the Users from Work Group section, view work group users or change
confidential settings:

l Expand the section to view a list of internal users who have access to the contract
as defined on the contract work group. If the contract has Normal confidential
settings:

l Contract Administrators can view and edit any contract in the work group.
They can also create and edit their own contracts.

l Contract Managers can view contracts in the work group. They can create
and edit their own contracts only.

l Stakeholders can only view contracts in the work group. They will see the
contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract, based on
your organization settings.

l If the contract is in Draft status you can change the confidential access settings as
follows:

l Click Make Confidential to change contract access from normal to
confidential - Contract administrators, contract managers and stakeholders
inherited from the work group are removed and will not have access to the
work group. You can only define access by selecting internal users in the
Users and Contacts section, setting visibility controls and adding external
contacts.

l Click Make Not Confidential to change contract access from confidential to
normal - Contract administrators, contract managers and stakeholders
inherited from the work group will have access to the contract and cannot be
modified, but you can also define access by selecting internal users in the
Users and Contacts section, setting visibility controls and adding external
contacts.

5. Under Visibility Controls, define what users who are not contract managers or
stakeholders can see on the Contract Summary page:

l Users Who May Manage Other Contracts - Users who have the contract manager
user role permission, but are not named as a contract manager on this contract.

l All Other Users - These are users who have access to the contract because they
are named as stakeholders on the work group or contract.

Click Preview next to a setting to check what users with the permission can see. For each
setting, the options are Full, Partial, or Limited.
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Note: The information that is displayed for Full, Partial, or Limited views of the
contract summary is defined by your organization during implementation. See
Configuring the Contract Summary Screen.

6. Under External Contacts, select the individuals outside of your organization who can
receive email notifications by clicking Add Contacts, selecting individuals, then clicking

Add to Contract. Click the icon next to a name to remove an individual from selection.

Note:You can click the Edit External Contacts link to create a new external contact.
External contacts are shared between all contracts. Meaning, if you create a new
external contact, that contact will be available for assignment to other contracts.

7. Click Save Changes.

Add an External Contact to a Contract
External contacts are individuals outside of your organization who may have an interest in the
contract you are creating and who you want to receive email notifications regarding the contract.

When an external contact is added to a contract, the notifications that have been selected for
external contacts on the Notifications page are automatically sent to the email address specified
for the external contact.

An external contact will not receive contract notifications unless they are both added to the Users
and Contacts page of a contract AND notifications have been selected in the External Contacts
column on the contract Notifications page.

External contacts added to a contract cannot opt out of receiving notifications, but you can turn
off the notifications on the contract if they no longer need to receive the emails.

Add or Edit External Contacts
External contacts are shared between all contracts in the system. An Edit External Contacts link
on the Users and Contacts page of a contract directs you to the External Contacts page where
you can add or update external contact information. Note that changes made on the External
Contacts page may affect other contracts in the system.

1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Administration/CLM Administration/Configure the Contract Summary Screen.htm
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Inherited External Contacts
External contacts that have been linked to a supplier or contract party selected on the contract
header are automatically added to the Users and Contacts page and are displayed in the External
Contacts section under "Inherited on all contracts for this supplier".

In this case, you cannot remove the external contact from a contract unless you remove the link
to the supplier or contract party via Edit External Contacts, and this change will affect all
contracts in the system that have the supplier or contract party selected on the contract header.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. In the left menu, click Users and Contacts.

4. Expand the External Contacts section and click the Add Contacts button. The Add
External Contacts window opens, displaying a list of external contacts that can be added
to the contract.

Note: You can click Edit External Contacts link to open the External Contacts page
and add or update external contact information. Note that changes made on the
External Contacts page may affect all contracts in the system.

5. Click the Add to Contract button next to each external contact that you want to add to the
contract.

6. Click Close.

The selected external contacts are added to the contract and will receive the notifications
selected in the External Contacts column on the Notifications page of the contract.

JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word App
The JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app is a contract authoring tool that allows clause,
main document templates and contract text to be managed in Microsoft Word. Documents can be
opened directly from Contracts+.
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Security is applied from Contracts+. Once the app is installed, you can sign in and out of the app
with your Contracts+ login credentials. If your system does not require a password, the Word app
will open automatically if you are logged into Contracts+. Access to a record is based on your
permissions in Contracts+.

The app is only available for use with Microsoft Word 2013 and above.

The Word app works in a similar way for clauses, main document templates and contracts, but
there are a few differences. Here is a general overview of how it is used with each feature:

Using the Word App with Clauses
l Create a clause and attach the clause document - A clause record is created in

Contracts+, and the Word document that will be used for clause text is attached to the
record and placed in Draft status. You can upload an existing Word file or let the system
create a new document by selecting Create a Blank Word Document for Me.

l Modify the clause text - Once the clause document is saved to the record in Contracts+,
it can be opened and edited in Microsoft Word using the Word app. When developing
clause text, you can check the clause in and out, insert placeholders, and make any
number of changes while the clause is in Draft status. Once the Word app is in use on a
clause, all updates to text must be made through the app.

l Finalize the clause - Once the clause is ready to use, the draft must be finalized before it
can be used with main document templates and contracts. The Finalize Draft action can
be performed from the Word app or from Contracts+. The Finalize Draft action can also be
scheduled so that it occurs on a future date.

l Add finalized clauses to templates or contracts - Once the clauses are finalized, they
are active and can be inserted into main document templates and contracts. If changes are
needed, a new draft can be created at any time.

Using the Word App with Main Document Templates
l Create a main document template and attach the template document - A template

record is created in Contracts+, and the Word document that will be used for template text
is attached to the record and placed in Draft status. You can upload an existing Word file or
let the system create a new document by selecting Create a Blank Word Document for
Me.

l Modify the main document template text - Once a main document template document is
saved to the record in Contracts+, it can be opened and edited in Microsoft Word using the
Word app. When developing template text, you can check the template in and out, insert
placeholders, insert clauses (including alternative language clauses) and make any number
of changes while the template is in Draft status. Once the Word app is in use on a template,
all updates to text must be made through the app.
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l Finalize the main document template - Once the main document template is ready to
use, the draft must be finalized before it can be used with contracts. The Finalize Draft
action can be performed from the Word app or from Contracts+. The Finalize Draft action
can also be scheduled so that it occurs on a future date.

l Use the finalized main document template to create contracts - Once main document
templates are active, they are available for use when creating contracts. If changes are
needed, a new draft can be created at any time. The use of main document templates is
optional when creating contracts. You can choose to use a main document template (using
the text provided by a template), or a separate Word file can be uploaded to use for
contract text.

Using the Word App with Contracts
l Create a contract and attach the contract document - A contract record is created in

Contracts+, and the Word document that will be designated as the contract's Main
Document (the one that contains the contract text) is attached to the record and placed in
Draft status. When creating a contract, you can choose to use a main document template
(using the text provided by a template), or you can upload a separate file by selecting
Upload My Own Contract.

l Modify the contract text - Once the contract's main document is saved to the contract
record in Contracts+, contract text can be edited in Microsoft Word using the Word app.
You can search for contracts, check contracts in and out for editing, insert placeholders,
insert clauses, and modify contract text in Microsoft Word. Once the Word app is in use on
a contract, all updates to contract text must be made through the app. Changes to contract
text are saved in Contracts+.

l Release the contract for approval - Once the contract is ready, it is submitted for
approval. Once approved, it moves to Executed: In Effect status.

Searching
Search fields on the Contracts, Template Library and Clause Library tabs in the Word app provide
a way to open main document templates and contracts for editing without opening the document
from Contracts+.

Check In and Check Out
Checking out a clause, main document template or contract gives you exclusive use of the
document and prevents other users from modifying text while you are working on it. You must
check out a document before you can make changes to it. Once you have made all your changes,
checking in saves your changes to the document in Contracts+ and makes it available to other
users for editing.
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At any time, you can click Discard Check Out to undo all changes and return to the last saved
version of the document. All changes made since the last save will be erased.

Placeholders
Placeholders are used to insert data from the contract header into document text. They provide a
way to automatically display information that is different for each contract, such as the contract
number or second party, without having to manually update the text on every contract.
Placeholders capture the variable field wherever necessary and inserts the proper defined value
in its place.

The contract fields that can be inserted as placeholders are listed on the Placeholders tab, under
the same group headings they appear under on the contract header.

The following types of custom contract fields are supported as placeholders in the Word app:

l Yes/No
l Dropdown List (Pick One)
l Multiple Choice (Pick One)
l Multiple Select (Pick Many)

In Placeholders tab, custom contract fields are displayed at the end of the placeholder list, under
the same headings they are grouped under on the contract header.

Clauses
Finalized, active clauses can be inserted into main document templates or contracts.

Clauses added to a main document template appear on all contracts created from the template.
Alternative language clauses can only be added to main document templates. In this case, an
alternative language clause is inserted into template text as a table that contains the default
clause, plus all of its alternative text options. When a contract is created from the main document
template, only one of clauses is inserted into the text based on field values selected on the
contract header. Check the online help for detailed information about working with alternative
language clauses.

Clauses on a contract are populated from main document templates, but can also be inserted
directly into a contract.
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Versions
Each time a document is updated and checked in from the Word app, a version is created in
Contracts+. Upon completing the check in, the document is not saved locally, but the changes
will be pushed to Contracts+ as a new version of that document. This means that saving any
document using normal Word procedures, such as saving to your desktop, is not required.

Versioning works slightly differently for clauses and main document templates, and contracts:

l Clauses and main document templates - When you need to change a template or clause,
you must create a draft copy of the current version to begin making edits in the Word App.
The draft version is active – it can be downloaded, changed, and checked in and out any
number of times, but it cannot be used in a template or contract until it is finalized.

l Contracts - A new version is created in Contracts+ each time a document is updated and
checked in from the Word app.

Older versions of a document can be accessed from their Version History in Contracts+, but they
can no longer be edited.

Opening the Word App for the First Time
The following steps are performed the first time you open the Word app.

Before you begin, you will need an activation code from Contracts+. Depending on your system
settings you may also need your username and password from Contracts+.

Note: System administrators can generate a user-specific activation code for each user who
requires access to the Word app.

The app is only available for use with Microsoft Word 2013 and above, and Internet Explorer 10
and above.

Step-by-Step
1. Open a blank document in Microsoft Word.

2. Open the Microsoft Word app as follows:

l Click the INSERT tab.

l Expand the My Apps menu and click See All....

l If this is the first time you are downloading the app, click the STORE tab and search
for the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app.
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l Click the JAGGAER Contract Authoring icon and click INSERT. If this is the first
time you are downloading the app, click Trust It. The JAGGAER Contract Authoring
for Word app appears in a panel on the right side of the screen, displaying the
Contracts+ sign in page.

3. Click Sign In.

4. Enter your activation code.

5. Depending on your system settings, either enter your password from Contracts+ or click
Continue. You are logged into the app.

For subsequent log ins, your system may require your Contracts+ password to log into the Word
app if it has been longer than 30 minutes since you last logged in. If your system does not require
a password, the Word app will open automatically if you are logged into Contracts+.

See Best Practices and Troubleshooting in the online searchable help for more information.

Searching for Clauses, Main Document Templates, and
Contracts from Word
Search fields allow you to open clauses, main document templates and contracts for editing
without logging into Contracts+. You can also search from a document that you have already
opened from Contracts+ as long as it is not checked out.

The steps below show you how to search from a blank Word document.

Step-by-Step
1. Open blank Microsoft Word document. The Word app is displayed in a panel to the right.

Note: Make sure there is no text in the document, including text in headers and
footers. You can clear all text in the document by using CTRL-A, then Delete.

2. If required by your system, enter your password and click Sign In. For systems that require
a password, the sign-in page only appears if you have not used the Word app in the last 30
minutes. Otherwise you will not need to enter a password to open the Word app if you are
logged into Contracts+.

Note: If you do not see the Word app in the right panel, click INSERT in the Microsoft
ribbon. Under the My Apps menu, select the JAGGAER Contract Authoring icon, and
click Insert.

3. Click the Contracts, Template Library or Clause Library tab.
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4. Enter search criteria as follows:

l Contracts tab - Enter search criteria in the open field (maximum of 200 characters)
and click the Search icon ( ).

l Template and Clause Library tabs - Choose one of the following options to search:

l In the open search field, enter keywords that will identify the clause you want
to insert and click the Search icon ( ).

l Click More Options to open search filters. Enter information in the fields and
click Search.

Search results appear underneath the Search field. You will only see the latest version of
documents that you have access to.

5. (optional) Click on a search result, then click Check Out to open the file. You will not see
search options while you have a record checked out.

Opening Word Documents from Contracts+
Clause, template and contract text is managed in Microsoft Word using the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app. The record must be created and saved with the main document attached
in Contracts+ before you can edit the document in the Word app.

l You need the Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission to open clause and
template documents.

l You need the Contract Manager, Contract Administrator or Contract Super User
permissions, or be designated as the Contract Facilitator, to open contract documents.

Step-by-Step
1. Choose the appropriate navigation path:

l Clauses - Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.
l Templates - Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.
l Contracts - Contracts > Contracts > Contract Search (or Contracts

Dashboard if you have the appropriate permissions.

2. Search for and open the clause, template or contract record.
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3. Download the document:

l For clauses and templates - Click the file download link in the Current Version
or Draft Version columns.

l For contracts - Click Open Main Document in the left menu, or click the Main
Document link on the Attachments page.

4. Open the downloaded file in Microsoft Word. This will depend on your browser. You may
need to click the document icon in the lower left corner, or click OK to open it from a pop-
up window.

5. In the open Word file, you may need to click Enable Editing. Once the document opens,
the Word app is displayed in a panel to the right.

6. If required by your system, enter your password and click Sign In. For systems that require
a password, the sign-in page only appears if you have not used the Word app in the last 30
minutes. Otherwise you will not need to enter a password to open the Word app if you are
already logged into Contracts+.

7. If applicable, click Open Latest Version in the Word app panel on the right to make sure
you have the most recent version of the record.

Note: This button is displayed if there is a newer version of the document available. If
you want to work with the newer version of text, clear all existing text (including
headers and footers) by using CTRL-A, then Delete, then click Open Latest Version
to populate the document with the newest version of text.

8. Click Check Out to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making
changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out. No changes will be saved to
JAGGAER Indirect/Contracts+. To return to the last saved version of the document,
clear the contents of the Word document section and select Open Latest Version, or
download again from Contracts+.

9. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in Word, on the
REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with templates, Track Changes must be turned OFF before
you can delete clauses from a template.
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Editing a Document in the Word App
Once a Word document is initially saved as a clause, main document template or contract in
Contracts+, it can be opened and edited in Microsoft Word using the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app.

Before you start working on a document, you must check it out. Checking out a clause, main
document template or contract gives you exclusive use of the document and prevents other
users from modifying text while you are working on it. Once you have made all your changes,
checking in saves your changes to the document makes it available to other users for editing.

Step-by-Step
1. Open a draft version of a contract, clause or main document template in the Word app.

2. If applicable, click Open Latest Version in the Word app panel on the right to make sure
you have the most recent version of the record.

Note: This button is displayed if there is a newer version of the document available. If
you want to work with the newer version of text, clear all existing text (including
headers and footers) by using CTRL-A, then Delete, then click Open Latest Version
to populate the document with the newest version of text.

3. Click Check Out to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making
changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out. No changes will be saved to
JAGGAER Indirect/Contracts+. To return to the last saved version of the document,
clear the contents of the Word document section and select Open Latest Version, or
download again from JAGGAER Indirect/Contracts+.

4. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in Word, on the
REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with main document templates, Track Changes must be
turned OFF before you can delete clauses from a template.

5. Change text as needed.

6. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In.
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7. For clauses and templates ONLY - Under Are you ready to finalize this draft clause?
choose one of the following options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far, but will not
finalize the document.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the clause or main document template is
finished and you want to use it immediately. This will make the clause or main
document template ready for use. Note: You can save your changes and perform
the Finalize Draft action from Contracts+ at a later date using the option above.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the clause or main document template is
finished, but should not be used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the
Effective Date field appears and you need to enter the date that the clause or
template will be in effect. Note: The clause or main document template is still
considered a draft while it is scheduled and can be checked out again if necessary.

8. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Attachments, Clause Library or Contract Template Library history
for the record in Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History
for the appropriate version of each document.

9. (optional) Click Keep this [clause/template/contract] checked out to me if you want to
save your changes and keep the document checked out to you for further editing.

10. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save
your changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Inserting Placeholders into Clauses, Main Document
Templates, or Contracts
Placeholders can be inserted into clause, main document template or contract text. In clauses
and main document templates, the placeholder name appears in the text surrounded by square
brackets, e.g., [[ Contract Name ]]. In contracts, the placeholder value from the contract header
appears in the text, e.g., Legal Services Contract, unless the field is blank on the contract header,
in which case the placeholder name appears as it does for clauses and main document templates.
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l The following types of custom contract fields are supported as placeholders in the Word
app:

l Yes/No
l Dropdown List (Pick One)
l Multiple Choice (Pick One)

l If configured for your organization, Approver placeholders can be added into clause, main
document template or contract text, and approval information will be automatically
displayed on the main contract document once the contract is approved. This may be
helpful for customers that are not using eSignature, but still want to note workflow step
approvers and approval information on the contract document.

Note: Workflow must be configured for your organization in order to use Approver
placeholders.

l Within the text, placeholders are highlighted in gray when you pause your mouse over
them. If you are using the JAGGAER ribbon, select Show Placeholders to display
placeholder names in the text.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the clause, main document template or contract in the Word app.

2. If applicable, click Open Latest Version in the Word app panel on the right to make sure
you have the most recent version of the record.

Note: This button is displayed if there is a newer version of the document available. If
you want to work with the newer version of text, clear all existing text (including
headers and footers) by using CTRL-A, then Delete, then click Open Latest Version
to populate the document with the newest version of text.

3. Click Check Out to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making
changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out. No changes will be saved to
Contracts+. To return to the last saved version of the document, clear the contents of
the Word document section and select Open Latest Version, or download again from
Contracts+.
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4. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in Word, on the
REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with templates, Track Changes must be turned OFF before
you can delete clauses from a template.

5. In the text on the left, place your cursor where you want to insert a placeholder.

6. In the right panel, click the Placeholders tab. Placeholders are listed under the same group
headings they appear under on the contract header. Custom contract fields are displayed
at the end of the placeholder list, under the same headings they are grouped under on the
contract header.

7. Expand a placeholder group, highlight the appropriate placeholder, then select Insert on
the right. The placeholder is inserted into the text.

Note: If you are inserting a contract party, you can choose Address Block to insert
the contract party and their address information with one click. Each piece of data is
inserted as a separate placeholder so that you can delete the placeholders you don't
need. This can also be done for contacts by selecting Contact Block.

8. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In.

9. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Attachments, Clause Library or Contract Template Library history
for the record in Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History
for the appropriate version of each document.

10. (optional) Click Keep this [clause, template, contract] checked out to me if you want to
save your changes, but keep the document checked out to you for further editing.

11. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save
your changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Locking Placeholders in Main Document Attachments
Since placeholder content is overwritten when the Word app syncs with the data stored in
Contracts+, any changes made to placeholders by users is lost when synchronization occurs.
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Placeholders in main document attachments can be locked for editing by Contract Managers and
Contract Facilitators, preventing changes to placeholder values.

Note: This functionality is only available to users with Contract Manager or Contract
Facilitator privileges. Other users are not able to see the option in the Word app panel.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the main document in the Word app.

2. In the Word app panel on the right, select the Inserted Placeholders tab. This tab lists all
placeholders located in the document, broken down into expandable lists based on
category.

3. Before changing any settings, press the Refresh button above the placeholder list to
ensure all placeholder values are up to date.

4. To lock a placeholder for editing, click the Lock button to the right of the placeholder
name. This locks all instances of the placeholder in the document.

5. If a placeholder has previously been locked, the Lock button changes to Unlock. Press the
Unlock button to unlock the placeholder for editing. This unlocks all instances of the
placeholder in the document.

6. When all Lock and Unlock actions have been completed, press the Apply button above the
placeholder list to apply the changes. No Lock or Unlock actions take effect until Apply has
been pressed.

7. When you are finished with your changes, click Check In.

8. Optionally, enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. This appears in the Attachments history for the record in Contracts+. It is also added
to the Comments column of Version History for the appropriate version of the document.

9. Optionally, click Keep this document checked out to me if you want to save your
changes, but keep the document checked out to you for further editing.

Using Placeholders to Update Contract Metadata
You may use placeholders to update Contract Metadata so long as the contract is not in the
Executed state. The method for doing this depends on what area of Contracts+ you are working
in.Any changes made to the contract metadata using this feature will be recorded in the contract
history. The Notes column will specify if the change was made using the Placeholder Differences
window or by the user directly updating the document using the Word Add-In.
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Note: This feature can only be used for updating metadata from placeholders on a Main
Document. It cannot be used for metadata from placeholders on a regular attachment.

Step-by-Step
1. If you are working in the Communications Center for a contract checked out to you:

a. Use the Compare function to view the side-by-side comparison between the
current Main Document and the Main Document that came back from the External
Party. When you click Open in Word, if there are any placeholder differences, the
Placeholder Differences overlay window will automatically appear. Here, you will
see the placeholder differences between the value on the contract and the value on
the document.

2. If you are working with a contract using the Word Add-In:
a. Change a supported placeholder.
b. Click Check In.
c. In the Check In overlay, you will see a list of contract fields to be modified. Use the

associated checkboxes to confirm your changes, and then click OK to update the
contract document and metadata.

Note: At this time, only specific placeholder fields can be updated using the Placeholder
Differences window. They are: Contract Name, Summary, Start Date, End Date, Renewal
Term, Contract Custom Fields (Text- single/multi, Monetary, Numeric, Date, and Yes/No),
and Contract Value.

1. Within the Placeholder Differences overlay, select which placeholders to update by using
the associated checkboxes. Only eligible placeholders may be selected.

2. Click Continue to Word to update all selected placeholders in the contract metadata and
return to the document.

Note: Whether working in the Communications Center or directly in the Word Add-In, if any
placeholder values are invalid, an error message will appear stating the validation
error. Neither the document nor the contract will update.

Insert Clauses into Templates or Contracts
Finalized, active clauses can be inserted into main document templates or contracts.
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Clauses added to a main document template appear on all contracts created from the template.
Alternative language clauses can only be added to main document templates. In this case, an
alternative language clause is inserted into template text as a table that contains the default
clause, plus all of its alternative text options. When a contract is created from the main document
template, only one of clauses is inserted into the text based on field values selected on the
contract header. Check the online help for detailed information about working with alternative
language clauses.

Clauses on a contract can be populated from main document templates, but they also can be
inserted directly into contract text, except for alternative language clauses. Clauses that are used
as part of a "Standard Clause with Options" alternative language clause can be inserted into
contract text as a stand-alone item. Clauses that are part of "Jurisdiction" or "Contract Custom
Field" alternative language clauses cannot be added to contracts.

Clauses acquire the formatting of the main document template or contract they are pulled into
(i.e., the font, size, and color), based on the Normal default style settings of the template or
contract in Word. This means that clause formatting does not have an effect on how the clause
appears on a contract except for the numbering indent levels that are applied. Numbering a
clause WILL affect how it can be numbered in a main document template or contract.

Note: Column formatting on clauses will not be retained when the clause is inserted into a
main document template or contract.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the main document template or contract in the Word app from Contracts+.

2. If applicable, click Open Latest Version in the Word app panel on the right to make sure
you have the most recent version of the record.

Note: This button is displayed if there is a newer version of the document available. If
you want to work with the newer version of text, clear all existing text (including
headers and footers) by using CTRL-A, then Delete, then click Open Latest Version
to populate the document with the newest version of text.

3. Click Check Out to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making
changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out. No changes will be saved to
Contracts+. To return to the last saved version of the document, clear the contents of
the Word document section and select Open Latest Version, or download again from
Contracts+.
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4. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in Word, on the
REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with main document templates, Track Changes must be
turned OFF before you can delete clauses from a template.

5. In the right panel, click the Approved Clauses tab.

6. Choose one of the following options to search:

l In the open search field, enter keywords that will identify the clause you want to
insert and click the Search icon ( ).

l Click More Options to open search filters. Select or enter information in the fields
and click Search.

7. In the Word document text on the left, place your cursor where you want to insert a
clause.

8. In the right panel, click Insert next to the clause.

Note: If you are inserting an alternative language clause, you must select a clause that
has the alternative language icon ( ) or fallback icon ( ) next to the name. This
indicates that it is the entire alternative language clause group and not an individual
clause. On templates, the alternative language clause is inserted into the text as a
table that shows the default clause plus all of its alternative text options. You can
hover over the table heading to see properties of the alternative language clause, or,
if you are using the JAGGAER ribbon, click Show Placeholders to see which text is
part of the clause group. When a contract is created from the template, only the
appropriate clause appears in the document, depending on the value chosen for the
corresponding field in the contract header.

9. Optionally, you can make clauses read-only from the app. They must be negotiable, non-
alternative language clauses used in the main document. Note: This feature works with the
desktop version of Word 2016 and above only.

a. In the right panel, click the Inserted Clauses tab. This shows all the clauses in the
document that are eligible to be locked.

b. Click the Lock button beside a clause to lock it, meaning the text of that clause
cannot be changed.

The Unlock button appears beside locked clauses. You can click this button to
unlock a clause and make it editable again.
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10. When you are ready to save your changes to JAGGAER Indirect, click Check In.

11. For main document templates only - Under Are you ready to finalize this draft
template? choose one of the following options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far, but will not
finalize the document.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the main document template is finished and
you want to use it immediately. This will make the template final and ready for use.
Note: You can save your changes and perform the Finalize Draft action from
Contracts+ at a later date using the option above.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the main document template is finished,
but should not be used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective
Date field appears and you need to enter the date that the template will be in effect.
Note: The main document template is still considered a draft while it is scheduled
and can be checked out again if necessary.

12. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Attachments or Contract Template Library history for the record
in Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History for the
appropriate version of each document.

13. (optional) Click Keep this [template/contract] checked out to me if you want to save
your changes, but keep the document checked out to you for further editing.

14. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save
your changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word App - Best Practices
Here are tips for using the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app. The Word app is only
available for use with Microsoft Word 2013 and above, and Internet Explorer 10 and above.

Turn Track Changes OFF before opening a new document
If the Track Changes feature in the REVIEW ribbon is turned on in Word, any tracked changes and
comments will appear in all documents generated from the Word document, including
downloaded PDF documents. When working with main document templates, Track Changes must
be turned OFF before you can delete clauses from a template. If Track Changes is ON when you
upload or check in a document the setting cannot be changed.
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Clear all text when opening a new template or contract from
the Word app
Make sure there is no text in the document, including text in headers and footers. You can clear
all text in the document by using CTRL-A, then Delete.

Change placeholder values in the contract header in
Contracts+, not the Word app
Placeholders in the Word app are open to allow formatting changes, but if you modify placeholder
values in the Word app, the information is not transferred back to the contract header in
Contracts+ and you will have inconsistent data. Make the changes in Contracts+, then click
Download Latest Version in the Word app to see the changes in the contract document.

Make sure you select the entire placeholder
When selecting placeholders in text, make sure you select the entire placeholder by placing your
cursor in the title line of the placeholder block (the placeholder name preceded by three dots) so
the entire placeholder is highlighted in gray.

Placeholders inherit style settings from Word
Make sure your cursor is in the correct spot on the document before you insert a placeholder. If
you insert a placeholder into a line styled as Heading 1, the placeholder will be displayed in the
Heading 1 style.

Set the way date and number placeholders are displayed
In the Word app, select the placeholder in the text, click the DEVELOPER tab or JAGGAER
ribbon, then click the Properties icon to see formatting options for the placeholder selected.

Click Show Placeholders to view placeholder controls on
contracts
To see where placeholders are located on contracts, choose one of the following options to
display tags that identify placeholders in the text:

l If you are using the JAGGAER ribbon, click Show Placeholder.
l Click the DEVELOPER tab and click Design Mode.
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Embed fonts
Embed fonts in a Word file to make sure that your text appears correctly to others if they do not
have the font used in the document and on PDF versions of the document.

Important Note: Embedding fonts significantly increases the file size of a contract, which
can result in the contract triggering maximum size limitations. When using standard system
fonts, embedding fonts is NOT recommended. Embedding fonts is recommended ONLY
when using non-standard fonts.

If you have embedded fonts on a template, they should automatically be embedded on all
contracts created from the template. If fonts were not embedded on the template when the
contract was created, you will need to embed them on the contract. To do this in Word:

l Click FILE in the ribbon.

l Select Options from the left menu.

l Click Save in the left menu.

l Click the Embed fonts in the file checkbox.

l Clear the Do not embed common system fonts checkbox so that it is blank.

l Click OK.

Clause formatting in main document templates and
contracts
Clauses acquire the formatting of the main document template or contract they are pulled into
(i.e., the font, size, and color), based on the Normal default style setting in Word, except for the
numbering indent levels that are applied. Numbering a clause will affect how it can be numbered
in a main document template or contract.

To maintain consistent styling, you can create a blank Word document and set the styles and
formatting the way you want, then choose Upload My Own Template or Upload My Own
Contract when creating new main document templates or contracts.

Numbering clauses
If you number a clause, it will be inserted into a main document template or contract at same
indent level as used on the clause. The clause numbering indent level will supersede numbering
settings in the open document, and the numbering and indent options are disabled for that
clause.
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If a clause is numbered, when it is inserted into a document the numbering sequence will adjust to
additions and deletions, but you cannot change the indent level. For example, if the clause is
inserted into a document as item 2 and you add an item before it, it will be renumbered as item 3;
however, you cannot indent it and change it to level 2a.

Example:

1. Clause A is numbered at the first indent level, e.g., 1.

In contract text it can be inserted into any numbered item on the same indent level, e.g., 3.,
5., 10., etc.

1.1 Clause B is numbered at the second indent level, e.g., 1.1.

In contract text it can be inserted into any numbered item on the same
indent level, e.g. 3.1, 3.2., 10.3, 52.5, etc.

Lock placeholders
Placeholder values in Word App documents are populated from the data in Contracts+ via
synchronization. This means that any changes users make to placeholder values in downloaded
Word documents will be overwritten once synchronization occurs. Contract Managers and
Contract Facilitators can mark specific placeholder values as read-only in downloaded Word
versions of main documents, preventing other users from making changes to the downloaded
contract documents. This prevents users from making changes that would later be overwritten
during synchronization. This can be performed from the Inserted Placeholders tab in the Word
App.

Note: This feature only applies to Main Document attachments. CCF tables do not have this
locking functionality.

Note: This feature requires Microsoft Word 2016. Earlier versions of Microsoft Word are not
supported.

JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word App -
Troubleshooting
Here are some suggestions for troubleshooting the Word app.

The Word app is only available for use with Microsoft Word 2013 and above, and Internet Explorer
10 and above. Systems using Internet Explorer 9 can view documents, but they cannot check out
the document or change information in it using the Word app.
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I'm frequently asked for the activation code
Make sure your Internet Explorer settings allow cookies (Tools > Internet options > Privacy tab >
Settings). Medium is the recommended setting.

I'm getting errors in the Word app
l Make sure the Word app is pointing to Internet Explorer 10 and above.

l Check to see if there are any Microsoft updates pending.

The fonts in the PDF VERSION do not match the Word
document
If you are using non-standard fonts, you may need to embed fonts in the document following the
steps below. If you have embedded fonts on the main document template, they should
automatically be embedded on all contracts created from the template. If fonts were not
embedded on the main document template when the contract was created, you will need to
embed them on the contract.

Important Note: Embedding fonts significantly increases the file size of a contract, which
can result in the contract triggering maximum size limitations. When using standard system
fonts, embedding fonts is NOT recommended. Embedding fonts is recommended ONLY
when using non-standard fonts.

l Click File in the ribbon.

l Select Options from the left menu.

l Click Save in the left menu.

l Click the Embed fonts in the file checkbox.

l Clear the Do not embed common system fonts checkbox so that it is blank.

l Click OK.

Change the way date and number placeholders are
displayed
In the Word app, select the placeholder in the text, click the JAGGAER tab in the ribbon, then
click the Properties icon to see formatting options for the placeholder selected.
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I'm getting an "invalid browser" error message even though I
have IE 10

l Turn off compatibility mode in Internet Explorer by navigating to Tools > Compatibility
View settings and clearing the Display intranet sites in Compatibility View checkbox so
that it is blank.

Internet Explorer issues in general
If you are running into problems with Internet Explorer you can try these steps:

l Make sure your Internet Explorer settings allow cookies (Tools > Internet options > Privacy
tab > Settings). Medium is the recommended setting.

l Turn off compatibility mode in Internet Explorer by navigating to Tools > Compatibility
View Settings and clearing the Display intranet sites in Compatibility View checkbox.

I'm getting a 500 error on finalizing my main document
template
There are clauses in the main document template that have no corresponding clauses in the
system. This may happen if you have copied a main document template from elsewhere. Remove
the clauses from the template or recreate the needed clauses in your system.

I have a custom contract field alternative language clause
and do not want a clause to show up in contract text if the
field is left blank on the contract header
Create a "No Value" or "Blank" clause with a blank document. Open the custom contract field
alternative language clause and click Properties. In the Default or No Response Selected field
on the second page, select the No Value/Blank) clause you just created. This clause can be used
with any custom contract field. Note: This causes a blank row or gap to be displayed on the
contract if no selection is made in the corresponding contract header field.

I inserted a second clause and my first clause suddenly has
numbering
Your cursor might have been on the first clause when the new clause was inserted. Make sure
your cursor is on a blank line before inserting a new clause.
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A clause inserted after text does not follow numbering, even
if the clause is set to continue numbering
There may be an extra space between items on a list. You can remove extra spaces by placing
your cursor at the end of the item before the gap, then use the Delete key to remove extra lines.

Adding Ad Hoc Approvers
Administrators can enable the ability for users to designate ad-hoc approvers for contracts on the
General Workflow Settings page.

Add Ad-Hoc Approvers
Users with the Add Ad-Hoc Approver for Contract Approvals permission can designate an ad-
hoc approver for contract approval. This allows users to gain approval from people not normally
involved in the approval process.

Contracts must be in Pending Approval status and ad-hoc approvers must have the Perform Ad-
Hoc Approve/Reject/Return Contracts permission.

Step-by-Step
To assign an ad-hoc approver for a contract:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to amend. It must be in Pending Approval
status.

3. Click the Amendment Actions dropdown and select Add Ad-Hoc Approver. The Add Ad-
Hoc Approver overlay displays.

4. Search for and select an ad-hoc approver.

5. Optionally, add comments.

6. Click Save. The user is made an ad-hoc approver on the contract.

Ad-hoc approvers can be changed or removed by clicking the Amendment Actions dropdown
and selecting Edit Ad-Hoc Approver.
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Add Ad-Hoc Steps and Approvers
Explicit contract managers and contract facilitators with the permission Perform Ad-Hoc
Approve/Reject/Return Contracts are able to add ad-hoc approvers, as well as ad-hoc steps
with ad-hoc approvers to contracts in approval workflow.

The first step in contract workflow cannot be an ad-hoc step.

Step-by-Step
To add an ad-hoc step to a contract:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to update.

3. Click the Contract Actions dropdown button and select Add Ad-Hoc Step. The Add Ad-
Hoc Step overlay opens.

4. On the After Step dropdown field, select which step the ad-hoc step should come after.
You cannot choose steps between the robot and signature steps.

5. On the Ad-Hoc Approvers field, search for and select the approver or approvers for the
step.

6. Enter additional comments in the Comments field.

7. Click Save to save the ad-hoc step configuration and close the overlay. The ad-hoc step is
added to the contract workflow.

Amending a Contract

Note: This section addresses the standard process for amending a contract. For details on
how to amend a contract via the contract request process, refer to "Contract Requests" on
page 334.

Contract amendments are created when you need to update an approved and active contract,
and the changes will affect the terms and conditions of the contract.

On contract amendments, data from the previous contract is copied into the amendment. The
Contract Number and Contract Type values are locked and cannot be changed, but all other
fields can be updated on the amendment.
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If a contract template is selected when creating a contract amendment, settings from the
template are copied into the contract amendment if they do not affect values from the previous
contract. Values on the previous contract have priority. If there is a discrepancy, values from
the previous contract supersede values from the contract template.

Amendments in progress can be deleted and the contract will return to the last saved version of
the approved contract. Once changes to the contract are complete, the amendment can be
submitted for approval.

Note: The Amend Contract action is not available for Shared contracts (in the consortium
member org), or Contract Director contracts.

Obligations:

l When users create an amendment, obligations from the original contract are displayed on
the amendment.

l When the amendment is executed, the obligations that were not completed or canceled
appear as Superseded on the previous version of the contract. All other obligations that are
in an active state are copied over and are editable on the executed amendment.

l Prior to the amendment being executed, users can still work on obligations on the previous
version of a contract by going to that version.

Step-by-Step
In order to amend a contract you must be the contract manager on the contract, or be a contract
administrator in the work group associated with the contract. The contract must be approved and
active.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to amend. It must be in Executed: In Effect
status.

3. In the top-right corner of the contract page, click the Contract Actions drop-down menu
and select Amend. The Amend Contract window opens.
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4. Complete these fields in the Amend Contract window, then click Yes:

l Use Contract Template

l Select Yes if you want to use a contract template to create the contract
amendment. If selected, an additional field is displayed:

l Contract Template - Select the contract template that will be used to
create the contract amendment. The amendment contract template
assigned to the contract type is displayed by default, but you can
select a different contract template.

Note: If a contract template is selected, settings from the
template are copied into the contract amendment if they do not
affect values from the previous contract. If there is a discrepancy,
values on the previous contract have priority.

l Select No if you want only data from the previous contract to be copied into
the amendment.

l Include the latest Attachment versions?

l Select Yes if you want to copy the latest version of contract attachments
from the previous contract into the contract amendment.

Note: If a contract template is selected and this field is set to Yes, the
contract amendment will have the main document from the amendment
template along with any other contract attachments on that template. In
addition, it will bring over the Full Contract PDF/Fully Executed PDF and
any attachments from the previous version other than the main
document (as this is part of the Full Contract PDF/Fully Executed PDF).

l Select No if you do not want to include attachments from the previous
contract.

The contract header of the amendment opens, containing information copied from the
previous contract and from the contract template if one is selected. The Contract Number
and Contract Type fields are locked and cannot be changed. The color of the bar at the top
of the page has changed color and the Actions button is now "Amendment Actions".

5. Make changes to the editable contract header fields as needed.

6. Click Next.
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7. Make changes to additional contract screens as needed.

Important Note: To replace the main document with one from the library, go to the
Attachments page and click the Actions button next to Main Document, then choose
either Unassign as Main Document or Delete, so that there is no attachment
designated as the main document. This will enable the Upload Main Document
button and you can upload a new main document or template. Choosing either of
these options means that any text that has been customized on the current
contract will be lost and replaced with the uploaded version.

8. Once changes are complete and correct, click Submit for Approval to release the contract
amendment into the contract approval workflow.

Approving a Contract
Contract approvals are used when contract workflow requires that the contract be manually
approved by a contract approver. The logic and frequency of those approvals will depend on your
organization’s contract workflow.

Finding Contracts That Need Approval
There are a few different ways to find contracts that need your approval.

l You may receive a notification indicating that a contract needs your approval. This can be
because you have been added as a contract approver on a contract approval workflow
step (and you have the Contract Workflow Notification preference enabled on your user
profile), or someone has forwarded the contract to you for approval.

Note: Contract approval notifications are sent to users who are designated as
approvers on a contract approval workflow step and who have the Contract
Workflow Notification preference enabled on the their user profile. Contract
managers who are not designated as an approver on a contract approval workflow
step will not receive contract approval notifications.

l Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions) to search for and open the contract that needs
approval.

l Click the Action Items icon at the top of the screen next to your user name to view a list
of all approval items that you are able to complete. Clicking Contract Approvals will take
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you to the Orders and Documents > Approvals page.

l Navigate to Contracts > Approvals > Contracts to Approve. From there you can use
filters to display a list of contracts you can approve.

l Users designated as contract approvers can approve contracts via mobile.

Whatever method you use to find the contract, the steps required to approve the contract are
similar, though the buttons are in slightly different places.

Next Steps
Before you start reviewing a contract, assign the contract to yourself to prevent another
approver from approving the contract at the same time. This step is required if the contract is in a
shared approval folder.

Once you have reviewed the contract, you will need to decide what you want to do with it. The
options vary according to which page you are approving the contract from:

Contract Actions Menu

l Approve the contract to send it to the next step in the workflow.

l Forward the contract to another approver for review.

l Return to Draft status if the contract needs revision.

l Assign to Myself assigns the contract to you to prevent another approver from approving
the contract at the same time.

If the contract approval workflow step allows approvers to edit the contract, you will also see the
following options:

l Check Out the contract to make changes.

l Check In the contract, then click Approve to send it to the next step in the approval
workflow.

Orders and Documents Approvals Page

l Assign to Approver assigns the contract to designated approver.

l Assign to Myself assigns the document to you to prevent another approver from
approving the contract at the same time.

l Approve/Complete or Approve - Click the Approve button next to the item OR select
Approve/Complete from the drop down menu above the table to send the contract to the
next step in the workflow.
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l Return to Shared Folder to return the contract to its shared folder where another
approver can review it. This option is only available if you have assigned the contract to
yourself.

l Put Request on Hold to temporarily stop the contract from moving through workflow
steps.

l Forward To... if you want to send the contract to another approver for review.

Approving a Contract from the Contracts and Documents
Approvals Page
Contracts awaiting approval can be searched for and approved from the Contractspage. Use
filters on the page to display a list of contracts you can approve.

1. Open a list of your approval items in Orders and Documents page using one of the following
options:

l Navigate to Contracts > Approvals > Contracts to Approve.

l Click the Action Items icon in the top right corner next to your user name, then
click Contract Approvals to open the Approvals screen.

2. (optional) In the Filter My Approvals panel on the left, select Contract in the Type field to
display a list of contracts that need approval. You can also filter the list of contracts
displayed by choosing a date range, or view contracts assigned to other approvers by
selecting an option in the View Approvals For field.

3. (optional) To prevent another approver from approving the contract at the same time,
select the checkbox next to the item you are approving and select Assign to Myself from
the drop down menu in the top right corner of the table, then click Go.

Note: You can approve a contract without assigning it to yourself, but we recommend
it, especially if it is in a shared approval folder or you will be spending a long time
reviewing the contract.

4. Click the contract number to open a contract for review.

5. When you are finished your review, you have two choices. You can use the Contract
Actions menu to approve the contract (see Approve a Contract from the contract actions
menu) OR return to the Orders and Documents Approvals page.
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6. In the Orders and Documents Approval page, select the checkbox to the right of the
contract and choose one of the following actions:

l Assign to Approver - Click to assign the contract to designated approver.

l Approve/Complete or Approve - Click the Approve button next to the item OR
select Approve/Complete from the drop down menu above the table to send the
contract to the next step in the workflow.

l Return to Shared Folder - If you have assigned the contract to yourself, select this
option to return the contract to its shared folder where another approver can review
it.

l Put Request on Hold - Select this option suspend workflow.

l Forward To... - Select to send the contract to another approver for review. You will
need to add a note before you forward the contract.

7. Click Go.

Approving a Contract from the Contract Actions Menu

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to approve.

3. (optional) To prevent another approver from approving the contract at the same time,
expand the Contract Actions menu in the top right corner of the screen and select Assign
to Myself.

Note: Assigning the contract to yourself is required if the contract is in a shared
approval folder.

4. Review the contract.

5. Expand the Contract Actions menu and choose one of the following actions:

l Approve - Approve the contract and send it to the next step in the workflow.

l Forward to... - Send the contract to another approver for review. You will need to
add a note before you forward the contract.

l Return to Draft - Returns the contract to draft status.

If the contract approval workflow step allows approvers to edit the contract, you will also
see the following options:
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l Check Out - Allows you to check out the contract and make changes.

l Check In - Click to check in the contract, then click Approve to send it to the next
step in the approval workflow.

Approving a Contract by Email
For systems with email approval enabled, a workflow step automatically sends an email to
approvers when a contract is ready to be approved. The email contains links that can be used to
approve or return the contract through email without logging into the system. A PDF of the
contract will be attached to the email unless it exceeds the attachment size limit.

You will need Approve/Return Contracts and Approve/Return Contracts Via Email
permissions to perform this task. You must also have the notification preference Contract
Pending Workflow Approval set to receive email.

1. You will receive an approval email.

2. In the email, clicking Click here to approve the Contract will open a contract summary
containing details of the contract, with the actions that can be taken listed on along the
bottom.

3. Enter your Approval Code if required.

4. Choose one of the following options:

l Return to Draft - Return the contract to draft status.

l Approve - Send the contract to the next step in the workflow.

l Assign to Myself - Assign the approval action to yourself to prevent another
approver from approving the contract at the same time.

l Place on Hold - Temporarily stop the contract from moving through workflow steps.

l Forward to... - Send the contract to another approver for review.

Once an action is clicked, you will receive a confirmation that the action has been completed.

Assign a Substitute Approver for Contract Approvals
In the event that an approver is absent or unavailable, the user can designate another approver as
a substitute. The substitute is able to review contracts routed to the original approver.
Substitutes can be assigned to a single approval folder or for all approval folders the user is
responsible for reviewing. Substitutions can be manually stopped and started or you can
schedule start and end dates.
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Step-by-Step
The goal of this task is to assign a substitute approver for an approver’s contracts. Keep in mind,
you can choose to use a substitute approver for contracts in all folders (shared folders, My
Approvals, etc.) or a select a specific folder. You can assign substitutes from the Approvals
section of the application or you can assign substitutes for a specific user through the user
profile. Follow these steps to select a substitute through the Approvals section.

1. Go to Contracts > Approvals > Assign Substitute Approvers-Contracts.

2. Select to view your own approvals under View Approvals For by selecting My Approvals
in the drop-down, or select another approver for whom you have managed approvals
before. You may also choose to view another approver's folders by selecting to Add
Another Approver.

3. Select the folder(s) that require a substitute:

l To assign a substitute to a single folder - Click the Assign button under the Action
column for the appropriate folder. The Assign Substitute window will display.

l To assign a substitute to a multiple folders - Click the checkbox to the right of each
folder name in the list, and select Assign Substitute to Selected Folders from the
Substitution Actions drop-down button. The Assign Substitute popup window
displays.

l To assign a substitute to all approval folders - Click the Assign Substitute to All
Contract Folders button. The Assign Substitute popup window displays.

4. Configure the substitution:

l Search for and select the user you want to substitute by typing the name of the
user in the Substitute Name field, or select the search icon to enter other criteria to
search for users. The application will provide a list of matching users based on what
you enter. Note: Only users who are allowed to approve contracts will be displayed.

l (optional) To configure a date range for the substitution period, click the Include
Date Range for Substitution checkbox. Select a Start Date and time and End Date
and time. The substitution will begin and end automatically based on the configured
dates. Note: The time and date will be based on the time zone of the original
approver, not the substitute.

5. Click the Assign button. The substitute will be assigned.
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6. To remove a substitute approver:

l For a single folder - Click the Remove button for the folder.

l For multiple folders - Select the checkbox for each folder, and choose Remove
Substitute from Selected Folders from the Substitution Actions drop-down button.

l For all folders - Select End Substitute for All Contract Folders button.

Archiving a Contract
You can archive contracts to keep your repository clean of contracts that are no longer in use.
Contracts must be in Draft, Complete, Terminated or Superseded status. Internal edits are not
allowed on archived contracts.

Archived contracts do not change status, but are hidden from general view. They cannot be
accessed from simple searches, contract attachment search, or the Contracts Home page. The
contract will not display on the Contracts tab of a supplier profile, the Contract Family page, or in
contract reports.

Users with the Manage Archived Contracts permission will be able to search for archived
contracts using an Advanced Search. The permission allows you to see the Include Archive filter
on the Search Contracts - Advanced page. No is the default setting and excludes archived
contracts from the search results. Selecting Yes in this search field includes archived contracts in
the search results, where archived contracts are indicated by an archived icon ( ).

An archived contract displays a gray status bar with the message: "This contract is archived and
can no longer be used." The Contract Actions field allows archived contracts to be "un-archived",
which returns archived contracts to regular visibility in the system.

Archive
The contract to be archived must be in Draft, Complete, Terminated or Superseded status.

You need the Manage Archived Contracts permission, and have permission to edit the contract,
to perform this task.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to archive.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions, then Archive.

The contract is archived and displays a gray status bar with the message: "This contract is
archived and can no longer be used."

Search for Archived Contracts
You need the Manage Archived Contracts permission, and have permission to edit the contract,
to perform this task.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Click Advanced Search.

3. In the Include Archived search filter, select Yes.

4. Click the Search button.

Contracts that match the search criteria are listed. Archived contracts are indicated by an
archived icon ( ).

Un-Archive a Contract
You need the Manage Archived Contracts permission, and have permission to edit the contract,
to perform this task.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract you want to retrieve by searching for archived contracts using an
Advanced Search.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions, then Un-Archive.
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The contract returns to regular visibility in the system.

Assigning a Contract Facilitator
Contract managers or administrators can temporarily assign a contract facilitator to a contract.
This allows another contract manager or administrator to perform contract manager tasks for a
short period of time prior to the contract reaching Executed: In Effect status.

If the contract facilitator option is enabled for your system, the following contract actions are
available to contract managers and administrators:

l Assign Contract Facilitator
l Reassign Contract Facilitator
l Unassign Contract Facilitator

Only users with Contract Manager or Contract Administrator permissions can be assigned as
contract facilitators. Only one contract facilitator can be assigned to a contract at a time.

If assigned to a contract, the contract facilitator will receive a notification as long as they have
Contract Facilitation Notification enabled (Notification Preferences > Contracts > Contract
Facilitation Notification).

Once assigned to a contract, the contract facilitator will receive a notification and they are
automatically added to the Users and Contacts page of the contract. They acquire full access to
all versions of the contract until it reaches Executed: In Effect status. When the contract reaches
Executed: In Effect Status, the contract facilitator is automatically removed from the contract.

At any point, the contract manager, contract administrator or the contract facilitator can reassign
the contract to another individual, or unassign the contract facilitator from the contract. When the
contract reaches Executed: In Effect Status, the contract facilitator is automatically removed from
the contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Search for and open the contract that you want to add a contract facilitator to.

3. In the top right corner of the contract page, click Contract Actions then Assign Contract
Facilitator. The Assign Contract Facilitator window opens.

4. Click Add Users, then search for and select the person you want to be the contract
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facilitator. They must have contract manager or contract administrator permissions.

5. Click Add User.

6. (optional) Enter a comment regarding the contract facilitator if needed.

7. Click Assign Contract Facilitator.

The person is assigned as contract facilitator and has full access to all versions of the contract
until it reaches Executed: In Effect status. The contract facilitator is listed in the Users and
Contacts page of the contract.

Checking Out and Checking In
The Check In and Check Out options under Contract Actions allows you to check in or check out a
contract to prevent other users from modifying it while you are making changes. A lock icon ( )
indicates that a contract is checked out. Pause your mouse over the icon to see who the contract
is checked out to. Checking out a record gives you exclusive use of it, and is required to perform
most contract actions. Once changes are complete, checking in the contract makes it available to
other users for editing. A record is automatically checked out to the person who created it and
must be checked in before it can be changed by another user, reviewed, or approved.

Check Out a Contract
This goal of this task is to check out a contract. This gives you exclusive use of the record and
prevents other users from making changes to the record while you are working on it. In many
cases you need to check out a contract before you can perform a contract action.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to check out. It must be in Draft status and not
checked out to another user.

3. Under the Contract Actions field in the top right corner of the screen, click Check Out.

A statement indicating that the contract is checked out to you appears on the left, underneath the
contract name.

Check In a Contract
This goal of this task is to check in a contract. Checking in makes it available to other users for
editing.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to check in. It must be in Draft status and
checked out to you.

3. Under the Contract Actions field in the top right corner of the screen, click Check In.

The contract is checked in and is available for editing by other users.

Contract Budget and Spend
For organizations using eProcurement, the Budget and Spend page is where to manage budget
and spend information on a contract:

l During contract creation it is used to enter the contract budget and set
minimum/maximum limits for contract spend and line item quantities. These settings will
trigger validation messages when assigning the contract to requisitions, purchase orders
or invoices, as configured for your organization. The contract budget and
minimum/maximum limits can be revised at any time.

l Throughout the lifetime of a contract it is used to review contract spend information for
all versions of the contract, as well as make adjustments to spend totals, access related
records, or open a different version of the contract.

PR, PO and Invoice Spend totals for a contract are calculated as follows:

l When the contract is added, removed or assigned to purchase requisitions, purchase
orders and invoices.

l PR, PO and Invoice Spend totals also include manual adjustments made to PR, PO, and
Invoice Spend on the Budget and Spend page.

The following areas on the Budget and Spend page are used to enter and view contract budget
information:

Budget and Enforce Budget
The value entered in the Budget field is the expected total spend amount for the contract for the
current renewal period. This figure is used as a benchmark to compare to actual spend figures as
users associate line item spend with each contract. It also is used in remaining budget
calculations that show the budget in relation to spend assigned to the contract. The budget can
be updated at any time. When a contract is renewed, the existing budget amount is copied to the
renewal.
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The Enforce Budget option is used to indicate that the contract budget should be evaluated
when users place orders for items associated with the contract. If set to Yes, validation checks
will compare line item totals on requisitions, purchase orders and invoices against the contract
budget. If the total from all lines assigned to the contract on the document is greater than the
remaining budget on the contract, an error or warning will appear, as set by your organization.
The Enforce Budget option may also be used with workflow process configuration to route the
order to a specific approval folder if the contract budget is exceeded with the order. Note:
Workflow and/or Cart changes are required to take advantage of this feature.

Charts
The Budget Summary bar chart shows spend totals for the open contract. Grouped by PR
Spend, PO Spend and Invoice Spend, each bar shows the percentage that each spend total
represents of the total contract budget, and how many dollars remain in each case. Clicking on a
remaining dollar value opens an overlay showing details of the calculation. If the budget for a
contract is $0, this chart is hidden.

The chart is color-coded to indicate when spend totals are approaching the contract budget:

l Green indicates spend that is 74% or less of the total contract budget.
l Yellow indicates spend that is between 75% and 94% of the total contract budget.
l Red indicates spend that is 95% or more of the total contract budget.

The Lifetime Summary bar chart shows spend for PR's, PO's and Invoices for all versions of the
contract, color coded by version. It provides a look at data from the Actual Spend by Version
section in a graphic format. You can toggle the renewal and amendment versions listed in the
legend on and off so that the bar graph only shows data for the selected version(s).

Total Contract Spend
For organizations with at least a CCT license, the Total Contract Spend field displays all spend
applied to a contract. This spend value is a combination of PR Spend, PO Spend, and Invoice
Spend. While these three discrete spend value are tracked and can be viewed as needed, the
Total Contract Spend value is the spend value that is used for notifications related to exceeding
contract spend.

Spend by Version
The Actual Spend by Version section provides key information on contract spend for each
version of a contract. PR Spend, PO Spend and Invoice Spend totals are listed in columns, and
information for each renewal and each amendment (if applicable) is displayed on a separate row.
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l PR Spend - The total amount of spend on requisition lines that have been assigned to the
contract version, and that the organization has processed. This figure represents spend for
those line items that complete any necessary workflow or that are returned to an ERP
system. Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations.

l PO Spend - The total amount of spend on purchase order lines that have been assigned to
the contract version, and that the organization has processed. This value is only tracked
for organizations that have licensed Order Manager. The figure represents spend for PO
line items assigned to the contract when the purchase order is finalized (with a Revision
number of 0+). Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations; nor does it
currently include changes made on PO Revisions.

l Invoice Spend - The total amount of invoice lines assigned to the contract version, and
that the organization has processed. This value is considered to be the most relevant of
the Spend values. This value only appears if the organization has the Invoicing license.
Note that this value does not include tax or shipping estimations or invoices.

You can also complete the following tasks in this section:

l You can change contract versions from within the Budget and Spend page. This Version
on a row indicates the contract version you are in. On any row in the Actual Spend by
Version table, click the information icon to open the contract version's Contract
Summary page. From there, clicking Go to Contract will refresh the page and open that
version of the contract. The This Version indicator moves to the row of the newly opened
contract. The values displayed in the Lifetime Spend table in the top left corner of the page
do not change as they are calculated for all versions of the contract.

l Remaining budget calculations are shown for each spend total on each renewal and
each amendment (if applicable). Under each spend total, it shows the percentage that the
spend total reflects of the total budget for that version along with the contract budget for
that version. For example, if a contract has a budget of $100.00 and the PR Spend total is
$90.00, the remaining budget information displayed under the PR Spend total would be
(90% of $100.00).

l Adjustments can be made to PR, PO and Invoice totals for any version of the contract by
clicking the Adjust button in the appropriate row.

Note: For organizations using Contract Compliance Tracking only, the Actual Spend
by Version table will not show amendments as CCT does not use amendments.

l Clicking a PR Spend, PO Spend or Invoice Spend value will open a Document Search page
where all records related to that value are listed. For example, clicking a PR Spend total will
direct you to a Document Search page that lists all the purchase requisitions with line items
assigned to the contract version.

Depending on your system settings, it may take up to 24 hours for the Actual Spend by Version
totals to reflect new PR, PO and Invoice Spend amounts assigned to the contract.
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Published Member Spend
For consortium parents and members, the Published Member Spend section contains the same
type of information as the Actual Spend by Version table, but the data is specific to consortium
members. An additional Published Members column shows the total number of members to
which the contract is published. Clicking the hyperlink in this column will open a window showing
spend per consortium member. You cannot use the icon to change contract versions or click
on a value to view open related documents in the Published Member Spend table.

Invoice and Requisition Limits
These two sections are used to set minimum and maximum limits for contract spend and line item
quantities. If set up for your organization, limits entered here will trigger validation messages
when assigning the contract to requisitions or invoices:

l The Limits Per Requisition section allows users to set minimum and maximum limits for
contract spend and line item quantities for contract requisitions.

l The Limits Per Invoice section allows users to set minimum and maximum limits for
contract spend and line item quantities for contract invoices. A Same as Requisitions
checkbox allows the minimum and maximum values that have been entered for requisitions
to be automatically applied to invoices without entering the information twice. If the
checkbox is selected, the Limits Per Invoice section will collapse and values entered in the
Limits Per Requisition section will be used for invoices. If the checkbox is blank, the Limits
Per Invoice section will expand and values entered in Limits Per Invoices section will be
used for invoices.

Reports
l The Contract Spend by Department Report is for organizations that use Departments.

This report breaks up the total contract spend “by Department”. Each department has a
separate line in the report and there are two additional lines: No Department (for spend
that wasn’t associated to a department) and Manual Balance Adjustments (which is a
summary of “manual” adjustments that were made to the contract spend via the user
interface on the Budget/Spend tab). Like the Summary report, the spend is separated by
PR, PO and Invoice (S&H and Taxes separated, too).

l The Contract Summary Report displays all of the “spend” recorded in the system for the
contract – including all renewals. It is separated by PR, PO and Invoice, and the Invoice
spend is separated by Shipping & Handling and Taxes. In addition, the report shows the
number of PO transactions that took place against the contract and the summary of
“Quantity” for the lines in the PO.
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l The Contract Spend by Member Report is only available for consortium parent
organizations. This report breaks up the total contract spend “by Member”. Each member
has a separate line in the report. Like the Summary report, the spend is separated by PR,
PO and Invoice (S&H and Taxes are separated, too).

l The Top 50 Items Report returns the top 50 items purchased for the selected contract
based on total spend for each item. A record in the report is represented by a unique
combination of product SKU/catalog number, item type, product size, and UOM/Packaging
for the selected supplier and contract. The report measures spend related to completed
purchase requisitions only; pending or draft requisitions are not part of this report. The
report is run against the specific renewal term of the selected contract. Note: Items with
the same catalog number may appear multiple times in the report if item criteria differed.

Reviewing Contract Spend
For organizations using eProcurement, the Budget and Spend page is used during the lifetime of
the contract to review all contract spend information for all versions of the contract, as well as
make adjustments to spend totals, access related records, or open a different version of the
contract.

In addition to information available in the Budget and Spend page, Lifetime Spend totals show
contract spend over the lifetime of the contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract for editing.

3. In the left menu, select Budget and Spend.

4. The Budget Summary and Lifetime Summary charts show spend totals for the open
contract. In the Budget Summary chart, click a value in the Remaining column to view
details of the calculation. In the Lifetime Summary chart, you can toggle the renewal and
amendment versions listed in the legend on and off so that the bar graph only shows data
for the selected version(s).

5. In the Actual Spend by Version section, spend information for each contract version is
displayed and you can perform the following tasks:

l Open related purchase requisitions, orders, and invoices - Click a PR Spend, PO
Spend or Invoice Spend value to open a Document Search page where all records
related to that value are listed. For example, clicking a PR Spend total will direct you
to a Document Search page that lists all the purchase requisitions with line items
assigned to the contract version.
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l Adjust PR, PO or Invoice Spend- Adjusting the amount allows you to account for
purchases made outside of the system or made prior to the entry of the contract.
Click the Adjust button in the appropriate row. Enter the amount to add to or
subtract from the existing value. Add a note and save changes.

l Switch contract versions - Click the information icon next to a contract version
to open its Contract Summary page. From there, clicking Go to Contract will refresh
the page and open that version of the contract. The This Version indicator moves to
the row of the newly opened contract. The values displayed in the Lifetime Spend
table in the top left corner of the page do not change as they are calculated for all
versions of the contract.

6. (Consortium members only) The Published Member Spend section contains the same
type of information as the Actual Spend by Version table, but the data is specific to
consortium members. An additional Published Members column shows the total number
of members to which the contract is published. Clicking the hyperlink in this column will
provide breakdown of spend per consortium member.

Note: You cannot use the icon to change contract versions or click on a value to
view open related documents in the Published Member Spend table.

7. Exporting the Contract Reports - Click the export link to the right of a report name to
export the report.

Adjusting Contract Spend
You can adjust PR Spend, PO Spend and Invoice Spend levels on a contract. Adjusting these
amounts allows you to account for purchases made outside of the system or made prior to the
entry of the contract. Adjustments affect the contract only, it does not change amounts on the
associated requisitions, purchase orders or invoices.

Keep in mind that the totals for these documents may not match the total spend because you
may have only certain line items associated with a contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract for editing.

3. In the left menu, select Budget and Spend.

4. In the Actual Spend by Version section, click Adjust on the row of the contract version
you want to adjust.
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5. Select the Adjustment Type (Requisitions, Purchase Orders or Invoices).

6. Enter an amount to add to or subtract from the existing value. For example, if the current
amount is $10.00 and you enter 1 in this field, the value will change to $11.00. If the current
amount is $10.00 and you enter -1, the value will change to $9.00.

7. Add a note for later reference.

8. Click Save Changes.

Creating a Non-PO Invoice from a Contract
Organizations with eProcurement can create invoices for contracts without a purchase order.
This is useful for managing payments and reducing invoice entry time in situations where the
contract itself is considered the purchase order and invoices are submitted against it. You can
create a non-PO invoice directly from a contract and choose which non-catalog items from the
contract will be added to the invoice.

On contracts, the Create Invoice process can be initiated from three places:

l The Contract Search results
l The Contract Actions menu
l The Contract Summary

When the Create Invoice option is selected, a Create Invoice window opens and displays
information from the contract. This is where users decide which non-catalog items are added to
the invoice by modifying the quantity for a line item. All items with a quantity greater than 0 will be
added to the invoice. Line items with a quantity of 0 will not be added to the invoice. Non-catalog
items can also be added in this window. Clicking the Add Additional Lines to Invoice link opens
a table where users can enter non-catalog items that they want to be on the invoice when it is
created, but they are not currently listed on the contract. Non-catalog items entered in the table
are added to the invoice and assigned to the selected contract, but they are not added to the
contract.

Once the invoice is created, the History tab on the invoice indicates that the invoice was created
from a contract. If the invoice is still in Draft mode, the Add lines from Contract button on the
invoice can be used to add non-catalog items from a contract to the invoice.

On consortium contracts, if a consortium parent has the CCT license, and a consortium member
does not, the member is allowed to create invoices from shared contracts.

Step-By-Step
The following elements must be in place to create a non-PO invoice from a contract:
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l The contract must have a supplier or second party that is active for shopping and is
permitted to create non-PO invoices.

l The invoice date must fall within the start and end dates on the contract. If there is no
invoice date, the current date (i.e., today's date) is used.

l For organizations with Contracts+, the contract must be in one of the following statuses:
Executed: In Effect, Superseded, Expired, Complete. An invoice cannot be created from
contracts in the following statuses: Draft, Executed: Future, Archived, Terminated.

l The Create Non-PO Invoice/Credit Memo (Permissions > Accounts Payable > Accounts
Payable) permission is required to perform this task. You also must be able to access the
contract.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for the contract you want to create an invoice for and open the Create Invoice
window with one of the following options:

l Contract Search - In contract search results, find the contract you want to create
an invoice for and select Open Summary then Create Invoice.

l Contract Actions - Open a contract. Expand the Contract Actions menu in the top
right corner of the page and select Create Invoice.

l Contract Summary - On the Contract Summary page, click the Create Invoice
button near the top line of the page.

The Create Invoice window opens, showing information from the contract header and line
items populated from the contract.

Note: The list of non-catalog items is populated from items in the Product Items or
Service Items pages of the contract that have been copied to shoppingplus items
listed the Non-Catalog Items > Manage Non-Catalog Items tab on the Goods and
Services page.

3. (optional) Enter a value in the Invoice Number field. This is the number on the invoice
submitted by the contract party or supplier.

4. (optional) Enter a value in the Invoice Date field. This is the date on the invoice submitted
by the contract party or supplier.

5. (optional) If the contract allows evaluated receipt settlements, select the Invoice for
Goods or Services received checkbox to indicate that the invoice is being created for
goods or services already received. This will flag the invoice source as Evaluated Receipt
Settlement.
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Note: This checkbox is only displayed if: ERS is enabled for your organization, the
Evaluated Receipt Settlement checkbox is set to Yes on the contract eProcurement
Setup page, and the second party or supplier on the contract belongs to the
Evaluated Receiving Settlement class, indicating that an agreement is in place with
the second party or supplier to invoice for goods or services already received.

6. For each line item that you are adding to the invoice complete the following fields:

l Quantity - Enter a number greater than 0 to add the item to the invoice.

Leave the Quantity field at 0 if you do not want to add the line item to the invoice.
Only line items with a quantity greater than 0 will be added to the invoice.

l Unit Price - Prices are populated from the item on the contract but you can change
them here if needed.

7. (optional) Click the Add Additional Lines to Invoice link to add non-catalog items to the
invoice from this overlay. Enter the Part No., Description, Product Size, Quantity, Unit Price,
and Packaging information, then click + Add Item. Repeat to add more items.

Note: Non-catalog items entered in the table are added to the invoice and assigned
to the selected contract, but they are not added to the contract.

Note: There is a maximum limit of contract non-catalog items that can be added to an
invoice at one time. Once the limit is reached, a warning message will appear and you
have three options: create the invoice with the existing number of items (and add
more items later), remove additional items that have been added, or reduce the
quantity on existing contract items to 0, which means they will not be added to the
invoice.

8. Click Create. The invoice is created based on contract data and you are directed to the
Detailed Manual Entry tab of the invoice where you can continue to process the invoice.
The contract party/supplier information on the invoice is populated from the primary
second party/supplier on the contract.

9. Complete invoice information as follows:

l Enter any required or header information for the invoice (payment method, etc.).

l Review the Codes section of the invoice, and make appropriate changes. If you have
Invoice Code Favorites set on your user profile, you can select from the configured
list.

l When finished with all edits, select Save.
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Note: See the Invoicing Handbook for more information about creating invoices.

10. When all changes have been made, click the Complete button at the top of the invoice
screen. The invoice is processed and spend information on the contract is updated.

Note: Depending on your system settings, it may take up to 24 hours for the Lifetime
Spend and Actual Spend totals on the contract to reflect the new invoice amounts.

Contract Lifetime Spend
For organizations using eProcurement, the Lifetime Spend link on contracts shows a summary of
contract spend calculated for all versions of the contract. Contract administrators and contract
managers can quickly view contract spend totals and make decisions about future spending
without navigating away from the contract.

Click Lifetime Spend in the top left corner of a contract (i.e., the "sticker" section) to display a
summary of all spend assigned to the contract from purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and
invoices:

l PR, PO and Invoice spend totals are calculated for all versions of the contract, including
renewals and amendments. Note: For organizations using Contract Compliance Tracking
only, the Lifetime Spend totals will not include amendments as CCT does not use
amendments.

l Totals include both committed and actual spend for all contract statuses.

l Totals incorporate any adjustments made in the Actual Spend by Version table on the
Budget and Spend page.

l Lifetime Spend totals are updated on all contract versions, so the amounts displayed
remain constant no matter which version is open. For example, if the original contract has
$100 in invoice spend, and a renewal adds $50, the Lifetime Spend Invoice: total will show
$150 on the original contract, all renewals, and all amendments.

l Click the Details... link to open the Actual Spend by Version table on the Budget and
Spend page of the contract, where you can view a complete breakdown of spend totals by
contract version.

Lifetime spend totals are also displayed in the Lifetime Summary bar chart on the Budget and
Spend page. You can toggle the renewal and amendment versions listed in the legend on and off
so that the bar graph only shows data for the selected version(s).

Depending on your system settings, it may take up to 24 hours for the Lifetime Spend and Actual
Spend by Version totals to reflect new PR, PO and Invoice Spend amounts assigned to the
contract.
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Consortium Contracts
Organizations with consortium contracts will see two links:

l The Lifetime Spend link shows contract spend totals specific to your organization.

l The Lifetime Member Spend link shows spend totals for all member organizations:

l For parent organizations, this means the totals will be the sum of all spend
assigned to the contract by all subscribers and will show the total contract spend by
all consortium members.

l For member organizations, this means the totals will only show a summary of
spend by organizations that you have published the contract to.

l For consortium contracts, clicking the Details... link will open the Published Member
Spend table on the Budget and Spend page, which displays information specific to
consortium members.

Viewing Lifetime Spend

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Click Lifetime Spend in the top left corner of a contract (i.e., the "sticker" section) to
display a summary of all spend assigned to the contract from purchase requisitions,
purchase orders, and invoices.

4. (Consortium members only) Click Lifetime Member Spend to view spend totals for
member organizations. For parent organizations, the totals show the total contract spend
by all consortium members. For member organizations, totals only show spend for the
organizations that you have published the contract to.

5. (optional) Click the Details... link to open the Actual Spend by Version table on the
Budget and Spend page of the contract to view a breakdown of spend totals by contract
version. Consortium parents and members will also see a Published Member Spend table
that contains information specific to consortium members.

Copying a Contract
You can copy a contract to create a new contract. This is useful when you need to create a
contract with details that are similar to an existing contract. Settings from the original contract are
copied to the new contract, saving you the time required to re-enter data.
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When a contract is copied, a window opens containing fields for basic information required for the
new contract, such as the contract name and contract type. You can edit the default values
displayed in this window while it is open, but some field values, such as the contract type, cannot
be changed once you click "Copy".

Once the copy is saved, a new contract is created in Draft mode. It shows the values that were
entered in the Copy Contract window along with appropriate data from the original (source)
contract. This means that items such as start and end dates are copied, but not items that are
specific to each contract, such as internal review rounds.

If you are using the authoring feature you have the option to copy the latest versions of
attachments from the source contract into the new contract.

Step-by-Step

You must be a Contract Manager or Contract Administrator for the original contract to copy it.

1. Open the contract you want to copy by navigating to Contracts > Contracts and
selecting Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you have the appropriate permissions).

2. In the top-right corner of the contract page, click Contract Actions, then Copy. The Copy
Contract window opens.

3. Complete these fields in the Copy Contract window. Field names with a star ( ) are
required:

l Contract Number(if displayed) - Enter a contract number.

Note: This field is displayed if system settings allow contract numbers to be
edited. It is not displayed if system settings do not allow contract numbers to
be edited.

l Contract Name - Enter a name for the new contract. "Copy of [source contract
name]" is displayed by default. It can be changed on the new contract.

l Currency(if displayed) - Select a currency. The currency cannot be changed on the
new contract.

Note: This field is displayed if system settings allow the use of multiple
currencies.

l Contract Type - Select a contract type. The contract type cannot be changed on
the new contract.

l Include obligations? - Select Yes to include obligations from the source contract.
The default setting is No.
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l Include the latest attachment versions?(if displayed) - Click Yes to include the
latest version of all attachments from the source contract. The default setting is No.
Attachments can be removed from the new contract.

Note: This field is displayed for systems using the authoring feature. The
source contract must have at least one attachment.

l Time Zone - Enter the time zone used by the contract. The time zone from the
source contract is displayed by default. It can be changed on the new contract.

l Start Date - Enter a start date for the contract. The start date from the source
contract is displayed by default. It can be changed on the new contract. Select the
Update Start Date Upon Execution checkbox if you want the contract start date to
be the day the contract reaches Executed: In Effect status.

l End Date - Enter an end date for contract. The end date from the source contract is
displayed by default. It can be changed on the new contract.

4. Click the Copy button.

Important Note: Double-check your values in the Copy Contract window before
saving. Some fields, such as the Currency and Contract Type, cannot be changed
after a contract is saved.

A new contract is created in Draft mode.

Deleting a Contract
Contracts in Draft status can be deleted by users who have the appropriate permissions.

Contracts cannot be deleted if they are checked out to someone else.

There is no way to restore a contract once it is deleted.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to delete. It must be in Draft status. It can be
checked out to you. It must not be checked out to another user.

3. Under the Contract Actions field in the top right corner of the screen, click Delete
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Contract.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation window. Note: There is no way to restore a contract once it is
deleted.

The contract is deleted.

Ending a Contract Early
Users with permission to terminate contracts can end contracts before their set expiry dates.
This only applies to contracts in Executed: In Effect status.

This allows users to complete contracts in cases where all parties have agreed work has been
completed early, but the End Date has not yet occurred.

Contracts that are ended early are changed to Complete status, but the end date remains
unchanged.

On contracts that are ended early, if a user extends the expiration date, the contract is no longer
considered ended early.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the contract you want to end early. It must be in Executed: In Effect
status.

3. Click the Contract Actions dropdown and select End Contract Early. The contract
changes to Complete status.

Extending a Contract End Date
Users with the appropriate permission can extend the end dates of contracts in Executed: In
Effect, Executed: Future, or Expired status. This way, contracts can remain in effect while a
renewal, amendment or a new contract is being created.
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When Can a Contract Be Extended?
l The ability to extend a contract assumes that the original contract has language that allows

the end date to be extended at any time.

l This option is only available for contracts, amendments and renewals in Executed: In
Effect, Executed: Future, or Expired status.

l You need the Extend Contract End Date (Permissions Settings > Contracts > Extend
Contract End Date) permission to extend contract end dates. No new or special permission
is required to create an amendment to an expired contract.

How Long Can a Contract be Extended For?
l There is no limit to how long a contract may extended, but the extended end date must be

beyond the original end date.

l You cannot change a contract with an end date to one that does not have an end date (i.e.,
an evergreen contract), nor extend the end date on a contract that has been superseded.

What Happens When a Contract is Extended?
l Extended contracts do not go through workflow for approval.

l If an expired contract has been extended, its contract status will be moved from Expired to
Executed: In Effect. The status of contracts that were already in Executed: In Effect or
Executed: Future status will not change.

l A note next to the contract status at the top of the contract page indicates that a contract
has been extended.

Extending Contracts that have Renewals Remaining
When extending contracts that have renewals remaining but the contracts have not yet been
created, the next renewal will not be auto-created until the extended end date is reached. Once
the renewal reaches Executed: In Effect status it will supersede the extended contract.

Extending Contracts that have Renewals or Amendments In
Progress
When extending contracts that have renewals or amendments in progress but they have not
reached Executed: In Effect status, a warning appears in the following situations to identify
potential gaps or overlaps between extended contracts and their renewals or amendments:
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l If the extended end date is later than the start date of the renewal or amendment.
This identifies an overlap, where the renewal or amendment in progress is scheduled to
begin before the extended contract ends.

l If the extended end date is earlier than the start date of the renewal or amendment.
This identifies a gap between the end date of the extended contract and the start date of
the renewal or amendment contract.

Errors
An error appears in the following situations and you cannot extend the contract:

l If the extended end date is later than the end date of a renewal or amendment. This
identifies situations where the original contract would be in effect longer than the renewal
or amendment and the dates must be revised.

l If the extended end date is prior to the original end date. This identifies situations
where the extended contract would be shorter than the original contract and the dates
must be revised.

l If the contract has a status of Expired and a supplier selected as a primary or additional
second party on the contract has been deleted from the system.

Searching for Extended Contracts
The Contract Term Extended field on Advanced Search allows you to search for extended
contracts. Select Yes to include extended contracts in the search results (including amendments
and renewals). Select No if extended contracts should not be included in the search results
(default setting).

The Extension Count field in the contract search results indicates the number of times a contract
has been extended.

Extending End Dates Through CSV or XML Import/Export
Contracts can be extended through CSV or XML Import/Export as long as you have the Extend
Contract End Date permission and access to the contract. You can change the contract end
date to a date in the past when importing contracts, though the system will issue a warning.

Note: The ability to extend a contract assumes that the original contract has language that
allows the end date to be extended at any time. The contract must be in Executed: In Effect,
Executed: Future or Expired status.
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Step-by-Step
The Extend Contract End Date (Permission Settings > Contracts > Extend Contract End Date)
permission is needed to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Search for and select the contract you want to extend. It must be in Executed: In Effect,
Executed: Future, or Expired status.

3. Click the Extend Expiration Date field. It is located on the contract header, in the Dates
and Renewal section, under the End Date field.

4. Enter the new end date and click Extend Expiration Date.

The contract end date changes to the new end date. A "Contract has been extended." note
appears next to the contract status at the top of the page.

Renewing a Contract

Note: This section addresses the standard process for renewing a contract. For details on
how to renew a contract via the contract request process, refer to "Contract Requests" on
page 334.

You can renew a contract as long as the contract allows renewals and there are renewals
remaining (indicated on the Renewals Remaining field on the contract header) and if that contract
is in an Executed: In Effect status. If you have set the contract to auto-renew, this process occurs
automatically.

When Renew is selected from the Contract Actions menu, a new contract record is generated
with the same contract number. The start and end dates on the renewed contract are pushed
forward from the dates on the original contract, for the length of time indicated by the Renewal
Term.

The renewed contract will be sent through the approval workflow, but can be canceled at any
time prior to the final approval.

The Renew Contract action is not available for Shared contracts in a consortium member org.
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Obligations
l Obligation series definitions are copied from the previous version of a contract to the

renewal and their dates are based on the renewal’s dates.

l The obligations on the renewal are separate obligations with new dates based on the
renewal.

l Canceled obligation series do not copy over to renewals.

Step-by-Step
You must be the Contract Manager on the contract, or Contract Administrator of the work
group associated with the contract in order to renew a contract. The contract must be approved
and active.

1. Open the contract that you would like to renew. You can open the contract by searching
for the contract and opening it from the search results or by accessing it from Contracts
Home page (if you have the appropriate permissions).

2. In the top-right corner of the contract page, select the Contract Actions drop-down
menu.

3. Select Renew. In the window asking if you are sure you want to renew this contract, click
Yes. The contract header of the renewal contract opens, containing information copied
from the last version of the contract you are renewing.

Note: Notice that the color of the bar at the top of the page has changed color and the
Actions button is now "Renewal Actions".

4. Make changes to the contract header fields as needed.

5. Click Next.

6. Make changes to additional contract screens as needed.

7. Once your changes are complete and correct, you can Submit for Approval, which will
release the contract into the approval workflow.

Sending a Contract Email
The Add Internal Message contract action is used to send communications from a contract. It is
displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and their replies are
saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center.
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The Start External Communication contract action is used to send external communications
from a contract. It is displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and
their replies are saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center. External
communications can be sent to email recipients, and will appear on the supplier portal

Add Internal Message

Step-by-Step
Users require access to the contract and the Email From Contract permission to perform this
task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract you want to send an email from.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then Add Internal Message.
The Internal Communication window opens.

4. Subject - Enter a line describing the message.

5. Body - Type the message text. You can use formatting options to modify the appearance
of the text and add links and placeholders.

6. In the Recipients field, enter the user names of any desired recipients

7. (optional) In the Attachments section, upload an attachment from a local drive on your
computer by clicking the Add Attachments button. Select the files you want to attach and
click Done.

8. Click the Create button. The message is sent to recipient(s) and the conversation is added
the Communication Center page.

Start External Communication
External communications can be sent to user recipients and via email.

External communications appear on the supplier portal. If the supplier does not have portal
access when the communication is sent, but later gets access, previously sent external
communications will automatically appear there.
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Step-by-Step
Users require access to the contract and the Email From Contract permission to perform this
task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract you want to send an email from.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then Start External
Communication. The External Communication window opens.

4. Subject - Enter a line describing the message.

5. Body - Type the email text. You can use formatting options to modify the appearance of
the text and add links and placeholders.

6. Under the Recipients section:

a. In the User Recipients field, enter the user names of any desired recipients.

b. In the Other Recipients field, enter the name and email address of an email
recipient, then click the + Add Recipients button. Repeat to add another recipient.

7. (optional) In the Attachments section, upload an attachment from a local drive on your
computer by clicking the Add Attachments button. Select the files you want to attach and
click Done.

8. Click the Create button.

l The message is sent to recipient(s) and the email conversation is added the
Communication Center page.

l External communications appear on the supplier portal. If the supplier does not have
portal access when the communication is sent, but later gets access, previously sent
external communications will automatically appear there.

l When email recipients reply to the email, all recipients receive the response, and the
entire conversation can be viewed in the Communication Center.

Terminating a Contract
This goal of this task is to terminate a contract. You can terminate contracts in Draft, Executed: In
Effect, or Executed: Future status. Only contracts in Executed: In Effect or Executed: Future
status can be scheduled for termination.
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Note: This is a final step. You can copy and print a terminated contract, but terminating a
contract is irreversible and it cannot be returned to active status.

Terminate a Contract Immediately

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the fully executed contract you want to terminate.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions > Terminate.

4. For the Is the termination effective immediately? option, select Yes.

5. Enter a note regarding the terminated contract.

Note: The note is displayed in Contract History if the Section filter is set to open, and
in a CSV, XML or Excel contract export file. It is not displayed in contract searches or
reports.

6. Click Terminate Contract.

The contract is terminated, as of today's date.

Schedule Contract Termination in Advance

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the fully executed contract you want to terminate.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions > Terminate.

4. For the Is the termination effective immediately? option, select No.

5. Select the date and time to terminate the contract.

6. Enter a note regarding the terminated contract.

Note: The note is displayed in Contract History if the Section filter is set to open, and
in a CSV, XML or Excel contract export file. It is not displayed in contract searches or
reports.

7. Click Schedule Termination in the confirmation window.
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Users can access options to change or cancel a scheduled contract termination by clicking the
Contract Actions dropdown on the contract and selecting Update/Cancel Termination.

On contracts scheduled for termination, user actions such as amending or renewing prompt the
user with a notification asking if they want to proceed. If they do proceed, the scheduled
termination is removed.

For contracts with auto renewal, the scheduled termination date must occur before the auto
renew creation date, and before the contract end date.

Updating a Contract
The Check Out for Internal Edit option appears when a contract is in Executed: In Effect status
and allows you to update information on approved contracts as long as the changes don't affect
the terms and conditions of the contract. If the changes do affect the terms and conditions of a
contract, you will need to create an amendment.

You can edit the following pages during an internal edit:

l Header (limited fields only)
l Attachments (Note: Attachments are open for editing when performing an internal edit.

This is to allow you to make minor changes to text that do not affect the terms and
conditions of the contract. In the event of a discrepancy, the document of record is the
signed version of the contract.

l eProcurement Setup
l Budget and Spend
l Applies To
l Goods and Services
l PO Clauses
l Publish
l Users and Contacts
l Notifications
l Contract Family

The contract must be approved and in Executed: In Effect status.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the fully executed contract you want to change.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions > Check Out for Internal Edit, then click
Yes in the confirmation window. The contract is checked out to you.

4. Make changes to editable fields and pages as needed.

5. Once changes are complete, click Contract Actions, then Check In. Changes are saved.

Uploading a Fully Executed Contract
The contract action Upload Fully Executed Contract is displayed when a contract has reached
the appropriate workflow step and stopped. It displays the Pending Signature contract status. It
indicates that the contract has been approved, but a signed copy of the contract has not been
uploaded into the system.

A contract manager can use the Upload a Fully Executed Contract action to upload a signed
copy of the contract into Contracts+ and continue with the next contract approval workflow step.
They can choose to upload a document from their local drive, or upload the Full Contract PDF that
just went through the contract approval workflow.

Step-by-Step
The contract must be in the Pending Signature contract status.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and select the contract. It must be in Pending Signature status.

3. In the top right corner, select Contract Actions > Upload Fully Executed Contract. The
Upload Fully Executed Contract window opens.

4. Select one of these options:

l Upload File - Click to upload a signed copy of the contract from your local drive.
Click Select file, then browse to and select the document you want to upload from
your local computer drive, or drag and drop the file into the gray area surrounding
the Select file field.
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l Use Full Contract PDF - Click to upload a copy of the Full Contract PDF from the
system. This is the current version of the contract that has gone through the
contract approval workflow up to this point.

5. In the Contract Summary Visibility field, select one of these options:

l Use Summary Configuration Settings (default) - If this option is selected, access
to the attachment on the Contract Summary screen is based on Full, Partial and
Limited view settings in the Summary Configuration screen, the Users and Contacts
visibility controls set on the contract record, and user permissions.

l Admin/Manager Only - If this option is selected, the Summary Configuration and
contract visibility controls are bypassed and only the contract manager or contract
administrator can view and access the attachment from the Contract Summary
screen.

6. In the Fully Executed Date field, enter the date the contract goes into effect. The date
from the Start Date field on the contract header is displayed by default.

Note:If the Update Start Date Upon Execution option has been selected as the
contract start date, and the start date entered by the system is different from the
actual start date, a Use Fully Executed Date checkbox is displayed and the current
date and time populates the Start Date field. Leave the checkbox selected if you want
the current date and time to be the contract start date, or clear the checkbox (so that
it is blank) and enter dates in the Start Date and End Date fields.

7. Click Save Changes. Changes are saved and the contract moves to the Completed step in
the workflow and the contract status changes to Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect.

Viewing and Reactivating an Email
Subscriber
The View/Reactivate Subscriber contract action can be used to view the names and email
addresses of communication recipients who have unsubscribed to a contract communication and
reactivate their subscription. They will receive the next and subsequent communications in the
conversation, and new communications sent from the contract.

Note: Recipients unsubscribe from or subscribe to a specific communication, but the
settings are applied to the entire contract and will affect whether or not they receive new
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communications sent from the contract. If organizations wish to prevent a user from re-
subscribing to a contract communication, they must be removed from each conversation in
a contract via the Change Subscribers button. The Communication Center section in
Advanced Search can be used to find recipients.

Step-by-Step
The Email From Contract permission and access to the contract are needed to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Open the contract with the email subscriber you want to reactivate.

3. In the top right corner of the page, select Contract Actions, then View/Reactivate
Subscriber. The name and email address of individuals who have unsubscribed to the
contract are displayed.

4. (optional) Select the checkbox next to each individual whose contract subscription you
want to reactivate and click the Reactivate button.

Important Note: Communications sent using contract actions or during an external
review round are visible to all recipients of the communication and anyone who can
access the Communication Center page of a contract. The information displayed
includes recipient names and email addresses, the original text, and all replies to the
communication.

The subscriber is reactivated and will receive the next and subsequent communications in the
conversation, and new communications sent from the contract. In the Communication Center,
their name is displayed in blue text in the Subscribers section on the Conversation Details page
of the conversation they subscribed to.

Viewing Import and Export Results
For contract administrators and contract managers, the View Contract Import/Export Results
page provides a central location to manage contract imports and exports. It is available to
contract administrators and contract managers only. The options available will vary according to
your organization's system settings and your user permissions.
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View Import/Export Results
On the main page, you can search for a list of contract downloads that have been performed and
view their results. The types of data that can be viewed include search results, downloaded
reports, import/exports and error/warning results for imports and exports. Search filters allow you
to search for contract downloads by type, function and status. A Show Company Requests option
allows you to view all requests submitted by users within your organization, or only your own
requests.

Step-by-Step
Search for Import/Export Results

The types of downloads you can access will depend on your system settings and user
permissions. By default files are retained for six days, but this may vary depending on your
organization's settings.

One of the following permissions are needed to perform this task: Contract Administrator,
Contract Manager, Contract Super User, or Export Search Results.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Import/Export Results.

2. To limit the import or export requests that are displayed, complete these search filter
fields, then click Apply:

l Type - Select the type of import/export requests to search for from the drop down
list. You can search for the following types of contract import/export requests:

l Clause By Contract (contract report)
l Clause By Template (contract report)
l Contract Alerts
l Contract Codes CSV Export
l Contract Codes CSV Import
l Contract CSV Export
l Contract CSV Import
l Contract Cycle Time Export (contract report)
l Contract Parties Export
l Contract Parties Import
l Contract Workload Export (contract report)
l Contracts XML Import
l Expiring Contracts
l Expiration Renewal Review
l Full Contract as PDF (contract documents)
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l Non-Catalog Items
l Search Results CSV Export
l Search Results Excel Export
l Template By Contract (contract report)

l Function - Filter the search results based on the operation performed by the import
or export request, such as Import, Export, or Validate. The options in this field will
vary based on what is selected in the Type field and there may be only one option
that can be selected.

l Status - Select the status of the imports or exports you want to filter for, such as
Completed or Pending.

l Show Company Requests - Select Yes to include all import, export or validation
requests submitted by users within your organization, or select No to view only your
own requests.

A list of downloaded or uploaded files that match the search criteria is displayed.

3. To see the latest status of the last five (5) requests submitted, click Refresh. If the
submitted request is not visible, view all submitted requests by clicking the “Click here for
additional requests…” link.

4. To view the output file for a completed request, click the file name or the “Click to
download…” link so the file can be viewed or saved.

Import/Export Actions
Import/Export Actions is used to create or update contract data through imports and exports.
Detailed instruction guides can be downloaded from the import/export pages. These types of
import/export actions are available:

l The Contract CSV Import/Export import/export action is used to create and update
contract data via export and import of CSV files. This feature can also be accessed by
navigating to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Import/Export.

l The Contract Party Import/Export import/export action is used to import and update
contract party records. Contract parties can be suppliers, customers, individuals, partners,
or owners. This feature can also be accessed by navigating to Contracts > Contracts >
Contract Party Import/Export.

l Contract Codes CSV Import/Export - The Contract Codes CSV Import/Export
import/export action is used to import and export default account codes on contracts, also
referred to as contract account codes.
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l The Run Contract Non-Catalog Items Import/Export import/export action is used to
create and update contract non-catalog items via import and export. This feature can also
be accessed from an eProcurement contract by clicking Goods and Services in the left
menu, selecting the Non-Catalog Items tab, then the View Import/Export Results tab.

l The View XML Import Status/Results import/export action is available for contract
administrators to view Org Catalog import results.

Step-by-Step
Open Import/Export Actions

The following import/export options are available on the View Contract Import/Export Results
page. Detailed instruction guides can be downloaded from the import/export pages.

One of the following permissions are needed to perform this task: Contract Administrator,
Contract Manager, Contract Super User, or Export Search Results.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > View Import/Export Results.

2. Click Import/Export Actions and select the type of import or export you want to perform
from the drop down list.

3. Click the Detailed Contract Import Instructions link to download an instruction guide for
importing, exporting and validating contract data.

Viewing Contract Workflow
There may be times when you have questions about a contract’s behavior as it moves through
workflow. A contract may stop in a particular step and you need to know why. Or, conversely, a
contract may move through that same step without stopping.

The workflow inspector tool allows you to view the data that caused the behavior of document in
a workflow step. It displays the details of the step and indicates whether or not the values needed
to complete the step are present in the contract.

There are two types of workflow settings used by contracts, Approval and Internal Review.

l The contract Approval workflow controls who approves a contract before it goes into
effect. The approval workflow process begins when a contract is submitted for approval
and continues until all approval steps are finished and the contract reaches Executed: In
Effect status. Contract approval workflow steps can be viewed on a contract by opening
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the Approvals page. Messages from the contract manager are displayed directly
underneath the Approvals heading.

l The contract Internal Review workflow controls who reviews a contract during an
automated internal review round. The Internal Review workflow begins when a contract
manager starts an automated internal review round and ends when the contract returns to
Draft status after all the designated reviewers have completed their review. For systems
with automated internal review workflow enabled, Internal Review workflow steps can be
viewed on a contract by opening the Review Rounds page and expanding the View
Internal Review Steps section.

Users with workflow configuration permissions may also view the details of workflow steps by
navigating to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup and clicking on the
Workflow Process tab. You may click on a workflow step to see details about the activity, folder
and approvers.

Viewing Contract Approval Workflow
The contract Approval workflow controls who approves a contract before it goes into effect.

The workflow inspector displays the details of the step and indicates whether or not the values
needed to complete the step are present in the contract. Those with appropriate permissions can
also view the list of approvers for a specific step.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Select the contract you want to view workflow steps for.

3. In the left menu, select Submit for Approval (for contracts in Draft mode), or Approvals
(for contracts in Executed: In Effect status).

4. The contract approval workflow steps set for the contract are displayed. If you selected
Submit for Approval, expand the View Approval Steps section to view workflow steps.

5. (optional) To view information about a step, click the title of the step to view details. Users
with the appropriate permission can also click view approvers to see a list of who can
approve the workflow step.

6. (optional) Select the Show skipped steps checkbox to display all steps in the workflow,
including ones that may have been skipped because the contract did not apply to, or met,
the criteria. In the Orientation field you can specify how you want to view the workflow
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steps.

7. Once the contract has been submitted for approval, messages from the contract manager
are displayed directly underneath the Approvals heading.

Viewing Contract Internal Review Workflow Steps
The contract Internal Review workflow controls who reviews the contract during an automated
internal review round.

Those with appropriate permissions can view the list of reviewers for a specific step.

Step-by-Step
The contract must be in Draft status.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Select the contract you want to view workflow steps for.

3. In the left menu, click Review Rounds.

4. Expand the View Automated Internal Review Steps section. The automated internal
review workflow steps are displayed.

5. Choose one of the following to view more information about a step:

l Click the title of a step to view details.

l Click view reviewers on a step to see a list of reviewers assigned to the workflow
step.

Scorecards
Customers can link performance scorecards to contracts in Contracts+. Performance scorecards
allow users to better assess the performance of suppliers against existing contracts, which can
improve risk mitigation, allow for adjustments during amendments and renewals, and enable
comparative reports on suppliers' contract performance.

Note: ForJAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers with Contracts+ to Supplier
Management+ process flow, your organization can choose to initiate a Scorecard from the
Contract and manage the scorecard via Supplier Management+. See Create and Manage
Supplier Management + Scorecards from a Contract.

1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Managing Scorecards_SVM.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Managing Scorecards_SVM.htm
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Note: This feature must be enabled by JAGGAER.

Note: This feature utilizes the same infrastructure as currently exists in the Supplier
Management solution, but a Supplier Management license is not required to use this feature.
Existing scorecard reports include a filter for contracts so that scorecards linked to
contracts can be quickly found.

Note: Depending on your organization's needs, it may be beneficial or necessary to grant
users several existing permissions to fully manage scorecards, KPI libraries, and categories;
edit/view evaluation responses; view performance reports; and view the summary-level
information for a scorecard. To grant these permissions, navigate to User Profile >
Permission Settings > Administration. Under Supplier Performance, enable the Manage
Scorecards, Manage Evaluations, View Scorecard Reports, and View Scorecard
Summary Information permissions. With these settings, users will have access to several
existing performance features found by navigating to Suppliers > Performance. These
features include Scorecards, Templates, KPI Library, Categories, My Evaluations, and
Configuration Settings.

Linking Performance Scorecards to Contracts
To benefit from a scorecard on a contract, it must first be linked to the contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.
2. In the left sidebar, select Scorecards to be taken to the scorecards screen. At the top of

the scorecard screen, press the Link Scorecard button to search for applicable
scorecards. The search returns all scorecards that are not in a draft status and are one-
time scorecards or the parent of a recurring scorecard series for any of the contract’s
second parties. Select the desired scorecards and add them to the contract.

3. Once one or more scorecards have been linked to the contract, the scorecards screen lists
them in the Linked Scorecards section. They are displayed with their status, reporting
period, and available actions.
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Unlinking Scorecards
Scorecards that have been linked to a contract can be unlinked. Unlinked scorecards will remain
linkable for any contracts. Any obligations that have been created for the current contract will
remain, but will no longer require scorecard evaluation to be marked as complete. For more
information on Obligations, see Adding and Managing Obligations.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.
2. In the left sidebar, select Scorecards to be taken to the scorecards screen.
3. In the scorecard list, each linked scorecard has a corresponding button in the Actions

column. Press this button and select Unlink Scorecard from the drop-down menu.

Deleting Scorecards
Scorecards that have been linked to a contract can be deleted. Deleted scorecards will no longer
be linkable for any contracts. Any obligations that have been created for the current contract or
any other linked contract will remain, but will no longer require scorecard evaluation to be marked
as complete. For more information on Obligations, see Adding and Managing Obligations.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.
2. In the left sidebar, select Scorecards to be taken to the scorecards screen.
3. In the scorecard list, each linked scorecard has a corresponding button in the Actions

column. Press this button and select Delete Scorecard from the drop-down menu.

Adding and Managing Obligations
Once one or more scorecards have been added to the contract, obligations can be set up.
Obligations are process requirements that must be completed in order to mark a scorecard as
"complete."
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.
2. In the left sidebar, select Scorecards to be taken to the scorecards screen.
3. In the scorecard list, each linked scorecard has a corresponding button in the Actions

column. Press this button and select Add Obligation from the drop-down menu. This
opens the obligations overlay.

4. Fill in the required fields in the overlay to create the obligation.
5. To manage obligations, navigate to the Obligations page located below the Scorecards

page in the left sidebar.

Note: Recurring scorecard children are not created until the designated evaluation period.

Configuring Obligations
For scorecards that will be the parent of a recurring series, you must configure them.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.
2. In the left sidebar, select Scorecards to be taken to the scorecards screen.
3. In the scorecard list, each linked scorecard has a corresponding button in the Actions

column. Press this button and select Configure Obligations from the drop-down menu.
This will open the Configure Obligation Generation overlay.

4. Fill out this overlay to create recurring obligations when new instances of the scorecard are
created.

Create and Manage Supplier Management + Scorecards
from a Contract
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations users with appropriate permissions have the ability
to create Supplier Management+ Contract Scorecards from a contract. Supplier Management+
Scorecard features include Scorecard evaluation phases & settings, Performance Categories &
KPIs, Score algorithms, Scorecard Trend & Lists, Messages, Email and Notifications, Dashboard
widgets, visibility in Supplier 360°, etc.). See Scorecard Overview in the online searchable help
or the Supplier Management+ Performance Management Handbook for additional information
about scorecard management in Supplier Management+.
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Step-by-Step
This activity assumes that the user has configured the appropriate templates and has the user
rights to create and manage contract scorecards in Supplier Management+.

The Create Scorecard button will display only if the contract is checked out and the user is one
of the following:

l Explicit Contract Manager

l Contract Administrator

l Contract Facilitator

1. Navigate to the Contract (Contracts > Contract Dashboard). If needed, select
Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Select the Contract. Select to Scorecards tab on the left-hand side. Note: It is possible to
create Scorecards in any "Contract" status.

3. Click Create Scorecard. You will be navigated to the Create Scorecard page to select the
Scorecard Template. For remaining instructions, please see "Create and Access
Scorecards" in the online searchable help or the Supplier Management+ Performance
Management Handbook.

Note: You have the ability to create multiple scorecards (maximum 100) from one Contract.
However, a scorecard cannot be associated with more than one Contract.
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Contracts AI Integration
Contracts AI is JAGGAER's clause analysis solution. Organizations can implement a
JAGGAER ONE cross-module integration with Contracts AI. Contracts+ users with access to
Contracts AI can submit contract documents to Contracts AI for analysis. For full information
about Contracts AI, refer to the Contracts AI handbook.

Accessing Contracts AI

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Contracts AI.

Returning to Contracts+ from Contracts AI
1. Click on the Contracts+ button in the toolbar.

Submitting Contracts to Contracts AI Using Contract Search

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts and perform a search.
2. Click the Header Actions (...) button and select Show Multiple Selection. This will

make selection boxes visible to the far left of each contract.
3. Use the selection boxes to select the contracts that need to be transferred to

Contracts AI.
4. Once all contracts have been selected, click the Header Actions button again and

select Send To Contracts AI. A notification will display indicating if the transfer
was successful.

Sending a Contract to Contracts AI Directly from the
Contract

1. Navigate to the contract within Contracts+.
2. Click the Contract Actions button at the top of the page and select Send to

Contracts AI.
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Sending a Contract to Contracts AI from the Clause Analysis
Section of the Contract

1. Navigate to the contract within Contracts+.
2. Click on the Clause Analysis section in the left sidebar. The Clause Analysis page

displays.
3. Click the Send to Contracts AI button. A notification will display indicating if the

transfer was successful.

Note: If the contract has already been sent to Contracts AI and is in the "Queued" status, the
notification will indicate that the contract cannot currently be sent again.

Reviewing Contract Analysis Information
1. Navigate to the contract within Contracts+.
2. Click on the Clause Analysis section in the left sidebar. The Clause Analysis page

displays information about the contract's Contract AI analysis, with each row
representing a different attachment. The Status column displays the current status
of the attachment in Contracts AI. The possible statuses are:

a. Queued - The contract has been sent to Contracts AI and the file is
waiting to be compiled.

b. Pending - The file has been compiled (if it needed to be) and is ready
to be sent to Contracts AI.

c. Processing - The file has been sent to Contracts AI for analysis.
d. Completed - Contracts AI has finished the analysis.
e. Error - An error has occurred somewhere in the process. Errors are

recorded in Contract History and can also be viewed using Find and
Fix.

Viewing Contract Analysis Results within Contracts+
l This feature is only available in organizations that have a Contracts AI license. The

organization must also have a Tenant ID setup.
l To use this feature, perform the following procedure:

1. Navigate to a contract that has a Contracts AI analysis currently in the
Completed status. Note: This feature is not available for any contract that
does not have a Contracts AI analysis in the Completed status.

2. On the contract page, click the Contract Actions drop-down button.
3. Select View Clause Analysis Results.
4. A pop-up window will open displaying the results. The Export to excel

button in this pop-up window can be used to save the results as a standalone
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Excel file.
5. Alternately, navigate to the Clause Analysis section of the contract. Click

the View Clause Analysis Results button to view the results in the pop-up
window.

l To use this feature, the user must have been granted the Access Contracts
AI permission.

ADW Rules Integration

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup.
2. Select the Rules Management tab.
3. In the Document-level Rules section, click the right drop-down selector to view

the list of available elements that can be evaluated by the rule. There is a new
element: Contracts AI - Clause Name & Score.

4. Create a new rule using the Contracts AI - Clause Name & Score element using the
standard process.

Managing Standard Language Rules for Contracts AI from
within Contracts+
This feature is used to identify the Contracts+ clause that will be used as the Standard
Language by Contracts AI when performing its variance analysis. The Standard Language is
considered the default wording of a clause, and the variance analysis reports how the actual
clause in the contract diverges from the default so that users may quickly assess the extent to
which a contract deviates from their expected parameters.

l To manage Contracts AI standard clause language, an existing Contracts+ contract type
must first be associated with a contract type in Contracts AI. To do this, perform the
following procedure:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types.
2. Select the Contract Type to edit from the list. This will open the

Contract Type window, defaulting to the About tab for the selected Contract
Type.

3. Navigate to the new Contracts AI Configuration tab. Note: This tab is
visible only to users in organizations with a Contracts AI license and which
have been configured with a JAGGAER ONE tenant.

4. Use the drop-down selector to associate the Contract Type with a Contracts
AI Contract Type.

5. Click Save Changes.
l Once a Contracts+ contract type has been associated with a Contracts AI contract type,

an existing Contracts+ clause must be identified as the Standard Language for Contracts
AI to use for comparison when performing its analysis on contracts of the corresponding
contract type. To do this, perform the following procedure:
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types.
2. Select a Contract Type that has been previously associated with a Contracts

AI Contract Type from the list. This will open the Contract Type window,
defaulting to the About tab for the selected Contract Type.

3. Navigate to the new Contracts AI Configuration tab. Note: This tab is
visible only to users in organizations with a Contracts AI license and which
have been configured with a JAGGAER ONE tenant.

4. In the Clauses section, the clauses associated with the Contracts
AI Contract Type are displayed. Use the search bar to locate a
Contracts+ clause to associate with each Contracts AI clause.
Note: Available Contracts+ clauses are limited to those that have the same
Contract Type or no specified Contract Type AND which have a currently
active version. Deactivated and draft clauses cannot be selected.

5. Click Save Changes.
l When performing a contract variance analysis, Contracts AI will use the configured

Contracts+ clauses as its standards when analyzing all contracts of the associated
Contract Type. Updating any clauses in the Contracts+ contract type will update the
Standard Language in Contracts AI, as well.

l To facilitate configuring Standard Clause Language, a dedicated page has been created.
1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration >Manage Contracts

AI Clause Configuration.

2. The available clauses will be displayed in the Contracts AI Clause Association
to Contract+ Clauses. By default, no filters are applied and clauses will be
listed regardless of whether they have been associated or not. Use the
Filters section to provide filter criteria and then click the Apply button to
filter the list.
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Associating a Contract to a Project in
Program Manager
Organizations with both a Contracts+ license and a Program Manager license may associate a
Contracts+ contract with a Program Manager project. This makes it easier for organizations to
manage projects that have a contract component.

Create a Project
The pre-existing user permission Create Project Based Contract has been replaced with a new
user permission called Allow Create Contract without a Project.

l When users click to Create New Contract in Contracts+, users with this new permission
will see the pre-existing question Would you like to create a Program Based Contract? They
can choose Yes or No to create contracts with or without a project/task association.

l Users without this permission will always be prompted to select a project/task to associate
with their contracts.
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Link a Project
l All users have access to a new Add/Move Project action. This option is available in the

Contract Actions drop-down.

l When users select this option, they are redirected to a new page where they can select a
project/task to associate with their contracts.
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l Expand the Project drop-down and select a project from the list.

l If the project has workflow, a Task drop-down appears. Expand this drop-down and
select a task from the list.

l Click Link Contract to complete the linking action.

l Links to the selected program and task are displayed in the sticker at the top of the
contract's left navigation area.
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Move a Contract to a Different Project
l All users have access to a new Add/Move Project action. This option is available in the

Contract Actions drop-down in Contracts+.

l When users select this option, they are redirected to a new page where the associated
project and task are displayed as selections in drop-down lists.

l Expand the Project and Task drop-downs and select the appropriate entries from
these lists.

l Click Update Link to replace the existing project/task links.
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Unlink Project
l Users with the Allow Create Contract without a Project permission have access to a new

Unlink Project action, which is located in the Contract Actions drop-down in Contracts+.

l When users select Unlink Project, the link between a contract and an associated
project/task is removed.

l Links to the program and task that were associated with the contract are
removed from the sticker at the top of the contract's left navigation area in
Contracts+.

l Linking information is also removed from projects in the Program Management
solution. The following project pages are impacted:
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l Details > Project Objects > All Objects

l Details > Project Objects > Contracts

ll Process > Workflow

l Objects in the Task section of Task Details pages

l A message displayed in green confirms that the link has been removed successfully.

Note: To ensure that customers can update their legacy contracts, these actions are
available for a contract throughout all contract statuses.

Salesforce Contracts
For systems that are integrated with Salesforce, users in Salesforce can initiate the creation of a
contract from an opportunity without logging into Contracts+. As a contract moves through the
workflow, its status will be updated in Salesforce. If enabled for your organization, once the
contract reaches Executed: In Effect status and the fully executed contract document is
available, a copy of the fully executed contract is sent back to Salesforce.

Generating Contracts From Salesforce
When generating a contract from an opportunity in Salesforce the following applies:

l Attachments on an opportunity can be copied to Salesforce contracts. This is a one-time
option at contract creation. Users in Salesforce select which attachments on the
opportunity will be copied to the contract and the files are attached when the contract is
created in Contracts+. If documents are added to the opportunity at a later date, they
cannot be transferred to the contract from Salesforce and users will need to contact the
contract manager and ask them to attach the documents in Contracts+.

l Users can define which attachment in Salesforce is the main contract document by
selecting the Main Document checkbox next to it. Only one attachment can be designated
as the main document. Selecting a main document is optional.

l If your organization is using a number wheel in Contracts+, the number wheel assigned to
the work group will be used to assign the contract number and this number will be sent
back to Salesforce. If your organization is not using a number wheel to assign contract
numbers, the contract name given when creating the contract in Salesforce will be used for
the contract number.
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l If the account name in Salesforce is identical to an existing contract party in Contracts+,
then it will be added as the primary second party on the contract in Contracts+. If there is
more than one match, or no matches, then a second party will not be added to the
contract. It will need to be added by the contract manager in Contracts+.

Important Note: The Salesforce integration does not handle renewals or amendments to a
contract. Once a contract has reached its end date, its status will appear as Expired or
Superseded in Salesforce, but you will not be able to create a new contract. You will need to
create a new opportunity and generate a new contract from it.

Viewing Contract Information in Salesforce
l View the current status of the contract in Salesforce under Opportunities > JAGGAER

Contracts. The current version of the contract number, start and end date is also
displayed here.

l The Last Updated column shows the last time the contract was updated. This is useful in
cases where the contract returns to Draft status after an action is performed. For example,
the contract status returns to Draft status after an internal or external review is complete
and it may not be apparent that progress has been made unless you view the date in this
column.

l Your organization settings determine whether a copy of the fully executed contract is sent
back to Salesforce.

Viewing Contract Information in Contracts+
l If you are named as a contract manager on a Salesforce contract, you will receive an

email/notification that a Salesforce contract has been created if you have subscribed to
the Contract Originated From Salesforce notification (Notification Preferences >
Contracts > Contract Originated From Salesforce).

l In Contracts+, a Salesforce link in the top left of the screen of the contract header displays
information about the Salesforce opportunity. Users with Salesforce access will have the
option to open the opportunity in Salesforce.

CSV and XML Import/Export
For CSV and XML Import/Exports, the Salesforce Opportunity ID field identifies contracts
generated from Salesforce, and it can also be used to group contracts by the Opportunity
number. The field is generated on exports only and cannot be used for imports.
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Create a Contract from a Salesforce Opportunity (performed
in Salesforce)
Salesforce integration must be configured for your system. You need a Salesforce user name
and password to perform this task.

Step-by-Step
1. Log into Salesforce.

2. Click the Opportunities tab.

3. Search for and select the opportunity that you want to create a contract for.

4. Click Create New Contract. A Create New JAGGAER Contract window opens.

5. Complete the following fields:

l Contract Name - Enter a unique name for the contract.

l Start Date - Select one of the following options:

l Contract starts on a specified date - Enter a date and time in the Start Date
field. The time defaults to midnight if you do not set a specific time.

l The contract starts on the day it reaches Executed: In Effect status - Select
the Update Start Date Upon Execution checkbox and also enter a
provisional start date and time in the Start Date field. If this option is
selected, the system will automatically replace the provisional start date with
the date that the appropriate status is reached. Note: For contracts using
eSignature, this will be the date and time that the final signer completes their
eSignature of the contract OR the date and time entered in the Use Fully
Executed Date field if the signed contract is manually uploaded.

Note: The Starts Upon Execution option is only available on Salesforce
versions 1.1 and higher. Users with an earlier version will not see the
Update Start Date Upon Execution checkbox.

l End Date - Enter the day the contract ends.

l Contract Type - Select a contract type from the drop down menu. Only contract
types designated for use with Salesforce in Contracts+ are listed.
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l Attachments - Select the checkbox next to each document that you want to
attach to the contract in Contracts+.

Important Note:This is a one-time option. All selected documents will be
attached to the contract when it is created in Contracts+. If documents are
added to the opportunity at a later date, they cannot be transferred to the
contract from Salesforce and you will need to contact the contract manager
and ask them to attach the documents in Contracts+.

l If there is one attachment that is the main contract document, select the Main
Document checkbox next to it. The main document will be identified by a crown
icon . You do not have to select a main document - main documents can also be
uploaded in Contracts+.

l Summary - Enter details regarding the contract in the Summary field. Text entered
in this field can be viewed from the Contract Summary page.

l Comments - Enter any comments regarding the contract. Comments entered here
appear in the Comments page of the contract as Salesforce Contract comments.

6. Click Submit. The contract creation is initiated in Contracts+. Once created, you'll see the
contract number displayed. Contract updates are performed every 5 minutes.

Note: If your organization is using a number wheel, the number wheel assigned
to the work group will be used to assign the contract number and this number
will be sent back to Salesforce. If your organization is not using a number wheel
to assign contract numbers, the contract name given when creating the
contract in Salesforce will be used for the contract number.

Note: If the account name in Salesforce is identical to an existing contract
party in Contracts+, then it will be added as the primary second party on the
contract in Contracts+. If there is more than one match, or no matches, then a
second party will not be added to the contract.

Sourcing Contracts
If your system is integrated with Sourcing, you can create contracts from a sourcing event. Once
the contract creation process is initiated in Sourcing, a contract will be automatically created in
Contracts+. Contracts include event attachments submitted by the buyer and supplier from
Sourcing (in the file format), and line items that are part of the event negotiation.
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In Sourcing, contract creation can be initiated before an event is awarded. The event must be in
Under Evaluation status. You can create a contract that contains all items from an event, multiple
contracts for an event (each contract containing one or more items), or contracts with no items.

As items are added to a contract, they are removed from selection, so that an item from an event
can only be included once on a contract.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationscustomers may utilize Sourcing+ for Sourcing
RFQ/Auction and Bid Collector creation and management. Contracts can be created from an
RFQ/Auction or Bid Collector in the same manner.

Manage Line Items on a Sourcing Contract
Items populated from the sourcing event appear in the Product Items and Service Items screens
on the contract header. You can add items that are not from the sourcing event to the contract as
well as add, edit and delete contract items and shopping items from the contract. A "Copy to
Shopping" option allows items added from the sourcing event to be copied into the Goods and
Services area as non-catalog items, to make them available for shopping.

Proforma Contracts
Proforma contracts can be attached to a sourcing event. During the question and answer
process, suppliers will edit and return the proforma document to the event manager. This
document can be used as another tool in the overall evaluation process. Once the award has
been determined and it is time to create a contract, the proforma document can be used in the
contract creation process.

Create Sourcing Events from Renewing or Expiring Sourcing
Event Contracts
A notification will inform event managers that a contract created from a sourcing event is up for
renewal or about to expire. The notification provides an option to re-create the sourcing event by
copying the original sourcing event to a new sourcing event.

Create a Contract from a Sourcing Event
The goal of this task is to create a contract from a sourcing event.
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You must have the Initiate Contract Process permission to perform this task (Permission
Settings > Sourcing > Events > Initiate Contract Process). You also need the appropriate
Contracts permissions, and to be added as users on the Contract Users tab of the appropriate
Sourcing work group.

Note: These instructions start with an existing sourcing event that is in Under Evaluation
status.

Step-by-Step
1. Log into Sourcing.

2. In the left menu, navigate to Sourcing > Sourcing Events > Sourcing Events
Dashboard. The Sourcing Events dashboard opens.

3. Click Under Evaluation to display events in that status.

4. Select the event you want to create a contract for. The event must be in Under Evaluation
status.

5. Under the Supplier Responses heading, click the Load Saved Scenario button. The Load
Saved Scenario window opens.

6. Click the Load button to the right of the scenario you want to create a contract for. The
scenario opens.

7. Click the Scenario Breakdown tab.

8. Click the Finalize Award button. The Create Contract link appears. Note: The Create
Contract link is only available after you click Finalize Award and if you have the appropriate
permissions. If you click the Remove Finalize Award button, the link will disappear.

9. Click the Create Contract link next to the Supplier Total field on the right side of the
screen. The Create Contract wizard opens.

10. Complete these fields:

l Contract Name – The name of the sourcing event automatically populates the field
by default. Change the name of the contract if needed.

l Contract Type – Select a contract type. The contract type cannot be changed
once the contract is saved.

Depending on your system settings and the contract type selected, these additional fields
may be displayed:
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l Use Contract Template - Select Yes to use a contract template to create the
contract. If selected, data from the selected contract template is copied into the
contract. Copied values can be changed. Select No if you do not want to use a
contract template to create the contract. If a default contract template has been
assigned to the contract type, this field is set to Yes by default. If there are no active
contract templates for the contract type selected, this field is not displayed.

Note: This is a one-time option only offered here.

l Contract Template- Displayed if Yes is selected in the Use Contract Template field.
The contract template assigned to the contract type is displayed by default. Click
the search icon to select a different contract template. Only templates configured
for the contract type are available for selection.

l Work Group - Select a work group. Users who have been added as contract
administrators, contract managers and stakeholders on the work group have access
to the contract by default. This can be changed on the contract by making it
confidential.

l Contract Language(displayed if the Language option is enabled for your
organization) - Select the language used by the contract. Only clauses and
templates using the same language can be used on the contract.

l Currency(displayed if the use of multiple currencies is enabled) - Select the
currency to use for the contract. The currency cannot be changed once the
contract is saved.

If your organization is using eProcurement, this allows contract purchases to be
entered and tracked in a specific currency. This does not prevent orders in other
currencies. Purchases made in other currencies will be converted to the preferred
currency using the prevalent exchange rate. If your organization uses multiple
currencies, you will need the Ordering and Approval Settings > Currency Access
permission to see all available currencies.

Note: If your organization uses one currency, the Currency field is not available
when creating a contract. The currency will default to your organization's base
currency and is displayed as a read-only field on the contract header.

11. Click Next.
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12. Under Items to Include In Contract, select one of the following options:

l All Items to be Awarded to this Supplier – Select to create one contract that
contains all items from the event.

l Let Me Pick – Select to create multiple contracts for the event, each contract
containing one or more items that you choose. As items are added to a contract,
they are removed from selection, so that an item from an event can only be included
once on a contract.

l None – You may choose to create a contract with no items.

13. If you have chosen Let Me Pick in step 11, select the checkbox next to each item you want
to add to the contract.

14. Click Create Contract. The status appears under the Contract Number and Status column
next to the items that have been added to a contract. The status will change as the
contract moves from status to status.

15. (optional) If you have chosen Let Me Pick in step 11, repeat steps 11 to 13 to create more
contracts for the event.

You can click on the contract number to open the contract and modify additional settings as
needed.

Manage Line Items on a Sourced Contract
Customers that have Sourcing with Contracts+ and eProcurement can source goods and
services and make them “shop-able” for requesters.

Product Items and Service Items page are displayed under the contract Header section of a
contract if there are product or service items populated from the sourcing event. These pages are
not displayed on a contract if the sourcing event does not contain product or service items.

The following options are available for managing contract items on contracts created from a
sourcing event:

l A Copy to Shopping Items option allows items added from a sourcing event to be copied
into the Goods and Services area of a contract as non-catalog items, to make them
available for shopping.

l A green check in the From Sourcing column indicates an item has been added to the
contract from the sourcing event.

l A green check in the Copied to Shopping column indicates that an item has been copied
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as a non-catalog item.

l You can add items that are not from the sourcing event to the contract.

l You can add, edit and delete contract items and shopping items.

Step-by-Step
Add a line item to a sourced contract

You can add items that are not from the sourcing event to a sourced contract, as long as the
contract originally has product or service items populated from the sourcing event.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.

4. Click the Add New Item button to add items that are not from the sourcing event to the
contract. Items added to the contract are not added to the sourcing event.

5. Add details about the product by completing these fields. These contract items should be
as detailed as possible.

l Name - Enter the name of the product or service. This field is required.

l Description - Provide a description of the line item you are adding. The description
has a limit of 1000 characters.

l Catalog Number - Enter the catalog number of the item.

l Commodity Code - If your organization uses commodity codes, enter a commodity
code for the item.

Note: An override field on the Contract Non-Catalog Item page allows you to
override the commodity code for product or service item that was assigned in
the sourcing event, and assign a different category and commodity code to the
item that will be used on all purchases and integrations going forward. The
overridden value is not validated against commodity codes entered by an
organization nor will it affect any category-based product views.

l Qty - Enter the number of units to be purchased. This field is required for product
line items and optional for service items.

l UOM- Select a unit of measure for the line item from the drop down list. This field is
required for product line items and optional for service items.
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l Unit Price - Enter the price per unit of the item.

l Estimated Service Start Date - For service items, enter the date you estimate that
the service will begin.

l Estimated Service End Date - For service items, enter the date you estimate that
the service will end.

l Estimated Delivery Date - For product items, enter an estimated delivery date.

l Estimated Delivery Days Afterward - (optional) For estimated delivery, you may
indicate a specific date in the Estimated Delivery Date field, or a number of days
after the sourcing event is awarded in this field.

l Requested Delivery Days Afterward - (optional) For requested delivery, you may
indicate a specific date in the Requested Delivery Date field, or a number of days
after the sourcing event is awarded in this field.

l Requested Delivery Date - For product items only, enter a date that you would like
the product to be delivered by.

l Requested Service Start Date - For service items, enter the date that you would
like the service to begin.

l Requested Service End Date - For service items, enter the date that you would like
the service to end.

l Target Price - You may choose to enter a target price for the item that can be used
during the evaluation process on the sourcing event.

l Total Price - Enter the total price for the quantity of units purchased.

l Display Order - Set the sequence in which you want the item to be displayed.

6. Click Save Changes.

Edit a contract item
The Edit Contract Item option is available while a contract is in Draft status. You cannot edit
items that have been copied to shopping.

The contract must be created from a sourcing event and contain product or service items from
the sourcing event.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.
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4. Click Actions > Edit Contract Item next to the item you want to change.

5. Make changes as needed. Note: If the item has been copied to shopping, changes are not
copied to the item on the Non-Catalog Items page unless you use the Edit Shopping Item
action.

6. Click Save Changes.

View a contract line item
The View Contract Item option is available for a contract line item once a contract has been
submitted for approval.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.

4. Select Actions > View Contract Item next to the line item you want to see. The View
Items Details window opens.

5. Click Close to return to the Product Items or Service Items page.

Make a line item available for shopping
The Copy to Shopping items option allows items added from the sourcing event to be copied
into the Goods and Services area as non-catalog item, to make them available for shopping.

The contract must be created from a sourcing event and have product or service items that have
been populated from the sourcing event.

Step-by-Step
These instructions start with a sourcing event contract with line items from the sourcing event.
The contract must use a contract type that can be used for eProcurement.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.
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4. Choose one of these actions for line items that have not been copied to shopping (there is
no checkmark in the Copied to Shopping Items column):

l Copy one item - Select Actions > Copy to Shopping Items.

l Copy multiple items - Select the checkbox on the right for each line item you want to
copy, then click Actions for Selected Items > Copy to Shopping Items.

The Contract Non-Catalog window opens.

5. Add details about the product in each of the fields. These contract items should be as
detailed as possible.

Note: An override field on the Contract Non-Catalog Item page allows you to override
the commodity code for product or service item that was assigned in the sourcing
event, and assign a different category and commodity code to the item that will be
used on all purchases and integrations going forward. The overridden value is not
validated against commodity codes entered by an organization or affect any
category-based product views.

6. Click Save.

7. The item is copied to shopping and appears in Goods and Services on the Non-Catalog
Items tab.

Note: Copy to shopping is truly a copy of the item to the Non Catalog Items page. Any
changes made to the item via Goods and Services > Manage Non Catalog Items will not be
reflected back on the contract product/services items.

Make a line item unavailable for shopping
The Remove Shopping Item option allows you to remove a contract line item that has been
copied to shopping from the Contract Non-Catalog tab (under Goods and Services), but have it
remain on the contract under on the Product Items or Service Items pages.

These instructions start with a sourcing event contract with line items populated from the
sourcing event. The contract must use a contract type that can be used for eProcurement.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.
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4. Next to a line item that has been copied to shopping (there is a checkmark in the Copied to
Shopping Items column), select Actions > Remove Shopping Item.

5. Click Yes in the confirmation window. The item is removed from the Contract Non-Catalog
tab under Goods and Services, but remains on the contract under Product Items or Service
Items.

Edit a line item that has been copied to shopping
Once a contract has been submitted for approval, the Edit Shopping Item option can be used to
modify the details of a line item on the Contract Non-Catalog page, for contract line items that
have been copied to shopping.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.

4. Next to a line item that has been copied to shopping (there is a checkmark in the Copied to
Shopping Items column), select Actions > Edit Shopping Item. The Contract Non-Catalog
Item window opens.

5. Make changes as needed.

6. Click Save in the confirmation window. The changes are displayed on the Contract Non-
Catalog tab under Goods and Services, but the item is not changed on the Product Items or
Service Items pages.

Remove line items from a sourced contract.
The Remove Contract Item and Remove from Contract options provide the ability to remove a
contract line item from both the contract and the non-catalog item page, or to remove it from the
contract, but leave it available for shopping as a non-catalog item.

The contract must be created from a sourcing event and have product or service items that have
been populated from the sourcing event.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract.

3. Expand the Header section in the left menu and select Product Items or Service Items.
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4. Choose one of these options:

l Remove a single item - Click Actions > Remove Contract Item next to the item you
want to delete.

l Remove multiple items - Select the checkbox to the right of each line item you want
to remove, then click Actions for Selected Items > Remove from Contract.

5. If the line item(s) have been copied to shopping, select Remove from the Contract and
Shopping to remove the item from the contract and the non-catalog item page, or Remove
from the Contract only to remove it from the contract, but leave it available for shopping
as a non-catalog item.

6. Click Remove.

Creating a Sourcing Event from Renewing or Expiring
Contracts
When a sourced contract is about to be renewed or expire, the event owner may want to re-
source the event.

An advance notification setting on a sourced contract (a contract that was created from a
sourcing event) can be set to inform the event owner in advance that a sourced contract is about
to renew or expire. When that date occurs, a system email, notification and action item is sent to
the event owner.

From the email, notification or the action item, the event owner can navigate to a page called
Sourced Contract Advance Notices. This page will show all the advance notices received and
allows the event owner to take one of the following actions.

l If Source Again is chosen, the event owner will be directed to re-source the event.

l If Do Not Source is chosen, the notice will be removed from the page.

Setting Up Advance Notifications for Sourcing Contracts
An advance notification can be set up on a contract that was created from a sourcing event to
inform the event owner in advance that a sourced contract is about to renew or expire. When that
date occurs, a system email, notification and action item is sent to the event owner.

To set up an advance notification, the contract must be created from a sourcing event.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts (or Contracts Home if you
have the appropriate permissions).

2. Search for and open the appropriate sourcing event contract.

3. In the left menu, select Notifications.

4. Under Sourcing Event Advanced Notice, enter the number of days prior to the contract
end date that you want a notification sent to the event owner.

5. Click Save Changes.

Responding to Advance Notifications for Sourcing Contracts
As an event owner, you may receive notice that a contract created from a sourcing event is
about to be renewed or expire. From the email, notification or action item you can choose to re-
source the event or remove the notice.

You need Event Owner permissions to perform this task.

Step-by-Step
1. From the email, notification or action item, navigate to the Sourced Contract Advanced

Notice page.

2. Click the menu to the right of the item and choose one of the following actions:

l Select Source Again to be directed to re-source the event.

l Select Do Not Source to remove the notice from the page.

Contract Creation From Sourcing+ RFQs and Auctions
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationscustomers can select to create a contract in
Contracts+ from an RFQ or Awarded Auction in Sourcing+(JA). A contract can be created from a
Sourcing+ RFQ that has not yet been awarded. In such a case, the Contract will not be finalized
until the RFQ has been awarded. At that time, the contract information can be updated, based on
the final RFQ information.

The process for creating a contract in Contracts+ from a Sourcing+ RFQ or Auction (JA > JI) is as
follows:
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1. The Buyer awards an RFQ/Auction and selects to create a contract. See Create an
RFX in the online searchable help or the Sourcing+ RFx Handbook and Create a
Contract in the online searchable help or the Sourcing+ Auctions Handbook in JA .
(Note: The buyer can also select to create a Draft Contract from an RFQ that has not
been awarded).

2. The Buyer is navigated to the Contracts+ creation wizard in order to select Contract
type, workgroup, etc., according to the organization's defined contract creation
processes.

3. The draft contract is created with the Sourcing+ event header data, lines,
attachments, and custom field information (subject to configuration). Selected items
are transferred to the Product Items page under the Header section.

4. The contract is completed and clauses are negotiated with the supplier (according
to the organization's requirements), as explained in Creating Contracts+
Contracts.

5. The contract is approved in the workflow and activated.

Note: Refer to the appropriate sections in this handbook for additional information about
contract creation and management in Contracts+.

Contract Information From the Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction
The following information is copied from the RFQ/Auction to the Contract upon creation:

l Basic RFQ/Auction Header Data: ID, Title, Description, Currency, Buyer and Supplier ID.
l Category Tree Classification: Object level, if enabled by the organization.
l Basic RFQ/Auction Line Data for all Price Items: item code, item description, quantity,

UOM, goods group, notes, master item code, unit price, total price. Note: A contract can

2. Advantage/Sourcing - RFx Handbook/03. RFx/1. Create an RFx/04. Create an RFx .htm
2. Advantage/Sourcing - RFx Handbook/03. RFx/1. Create an RFx/04. Create an RFx .htm
2. Advantage/Sourcing - Auctions/09 Auction Award/05.1 Create a Contract.htm
2. Advantage/Sourcing - Auctions/09 Auction Award/05.1 Create a Contract.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-About.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-About.htm
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also be created from an event with no line items.
l Attachments: buyer visible, supplier visible, supplier bid envelope attachments.
l Additional Information and Awarding Information Data Element fields: if configured for

the organization, information is transferred to the corresponding contract custom fields.

Attachments from a Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction
Attachments are imported to the Attachments page through a sequential process after the
contract is created (please allow time for attachments to completely transfer). If the user views
the attachments page before all files are uploaded, a message is displayed indicating Pending
Attachments.

l Print with Full Contract is disabled by default (except for the items spreadsheet, see
below). This can be enabled at the attachment level as appropriate by selecting the Edit
Properties option from the Action dropdown for the attachment.

l Show on Supplier Portal depends on the Contract Setting on the Header page:
l If the Contract Header Setting for “Show on Supplier Portal” is Yes (or inherited as

Yes), Supplier Visible attachments from the Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction will be imported
as showing on supplier portal by default. Buyer visible attachments will be imported
as not visible on supplier portal by default. The setting can be overridden at the
attachment level by selecting the “Edit Properties” selection from the Action
dropdown for the attachment.

l If the Contract Header Setting for Show on Supplier Portal is No (or inherited as No),
no attachments will be visible to the supplier and the setting cannot be overridden at
the attachment level.
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l If configured, a spreadsheet attachment “RFQ items_rfq_xxxx.xls” is added to the
Attachments by default that includes the full set of RFQ items that is set to Print with Full
Contract by default.

This file contains the items which were selected to be transferred from the RFQ and all of
the supplier visible additional columns.

Manage Line Items on a Contract From a
Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction
Items populated from the Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction appear on the Product Items page in the
contract Header. You can add items that are not from the sourcing event to the contract as well
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as add, edit and delete contract items and shopping items from the contract. A Copy to
Shopping option under the Actions dropdown allows items added from the Sourcing+
RFQ/Auction to be copied into the Goods and Services area as non-catalog items, to make them
available for shopping. See Manage Line Items on a Sourced Contract for more information.

Sourcing+ RFQ Changes or Awarding Cancellations
Once a contract is created in Contracts+, it is considered a separate document from the
RFQ/Auction. Changes to awarded information are not automatically reflected in the associated
contract. In such cases, the contract can be updated in Contracts+ to reflect changes. Or, the
contract can be cancelled in Contracts+, and a new contract initiated from the Sourcing+
RFQ/Auction.

Contract Creation From Sourcing+ Bid Collector
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationscustomers can select to create a contract in
Contracts+ from an Awarded Bid Collector in Sourcing+. The process for creating a contract in
Contracts+ from a Sourcing+ Bid Collector is as follows:

1. The Buyer awards a Bid Collector document and selects to create a contract. See
Create a Bid Collector in the online searchable help or the Sourcing+ Bid
Collector Handbook.

2. The Buyer is navigated to the Contracts+ creation wizard in order to select Contract
type, workgroup, etc., according to the organization's defined contract creation
processes.

3. The draft contract is created with the Sourcing+ event header data and attachments
(awarded items with all columns in Buyer Attachments, awarded items with
only columns visible to suppliers in Supplier Attachments, etc). The corresponding
Bid Collector Reference Code is displayed in the left side bar. When selected, you
are navigated back to the Bid Collector.

4. The contract is completed and clauses are negotiated with the supplier (according
to the organization's requirements), as explained in Creating Contracts+
Contracts.

5. The contract is approved in the workflow and activated.

1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/SD Contracts-Manage Line Items on a Sourced Contract.htm
2. Advantage/Sourcing - Bid Collector/2. Create a Bid Collector/01. Creation Overview.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-About.htm
1. Indirect/7. Contract Lifecycle Management/CLM Contract Management/Contract Create-About.htm
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Note: Refer to the appropriate sections in this handbook for additional information about
contract creation and management in Contracts+.

Contract Information From the Sourcing+ Bid Collector
The following information is copied from the Bid Collector to the Contract upon creation:

l Basic RFQ/Auction Header Data: ID, Title, Description, Currency, Buyer and Supplier ID.
l Category Tree Classification: Object level, if enabled by the organization.
l Attachments: Can include the following if selected during contract creation:

l Buyer visible
l Supplier visible
l Awarded items with all columns in Buyer Attachments
l Awarded items with only columns Visible to Suppliers in Supplier Attachments

Attachments from a Sourcing+ Bid Collector
Attachments are imported to the Attachments page through a sequential process after the
contract is created (please allow time for attachments to completely transfer). If the user views
the attachments page before all files are uploaded, a message is displayed indicating Pending
Attachments.
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Note: Line data for Price Items are not transferred in the Contract Price List structure. This
information is transferred to the contract's Attachment area if buyers select the
checkboxes for Awarded items with all columns in Buyer Attachments or Awarded
items with only Columns Visible to Suppliers in Supplier Attachments when creating a
Bid Collector contract.

l Print with Full Contract is disabled by default (except for the items spreadsheet, see
below). This can be enabled at the attachment level as appropriate by selecting the Edit
Properties option from the Action dropdown for the attachment.

l Show on Supplier Portal depends on the Contract Setting on the Header page:
l If the Contract Header Setting for “Show on Supplier Portal” is Yes (or inherited as

Yes), Supplier Visible attachments from the Sourcing+ Bid Collector will be imported
as showing on supplier portal by default. Buyer visible attachments will be imported
as not visible on supplier portal by default. The setting can be overridden at the
attachment level by selecting the “Edit Properties” selection from the Action
dropdown for the attachment.

l If the Contract Header Setting for Show on Supplier Portal is No (or inherited as No),
no attachments will be visible to the supplier and the setting cannot be overridden at
the attachment level.

Proforma Sourcing Contracts
A proforma contract is the first draft of a contract. It contains the basic elements of a contract and
outlines the terms and conditions that a supplier must adhere to if they are selected, but it does
not include specific details. Proforma contracts can be attached to a question in an event,
allowing suppliers bidding on the event to download and review the potential agreement and
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make changes that may eventually be a part of the official contract.

When proforma contracts are attached to a sourcing event, the proforma contract can be
downloaded by suppliers bidding on the event. During the question and answer process,
suppliers review, edit and return the proforma document to the event manager. The event
manager can use the document as part of the overall evaluation process. Once the award has
been determined and it is time to create a contract, the proforma document can be used in the
contract creation process.

Draft Proforma Contracts
We recommend that you create a dedicated proforma contract work group and keep a set of
proforma contracts in indefinite Draft status for use with sourcing events. For systems using the
authoring feature, you can also use templates to create proforma contracts.

l To create a contract work group, see Create a Contract Work Group.
l To create a draft proforma contract, see Create a Contract.

The Proforma Contract Process from Start to Finish

Note: The event manager must be a contract manager explicitly named on the draft contract
OR be an administrator on the work group.

1. (optional) A dedicated Proforma work group is created with a set of proforma contracts.

2. When an event manager creates a sourcing event, there is an option to include a proforma
contract with the event as a question response type. The event manager can attach a draft
proforma contract from the system or upload their own file. Event managers can make
completion of the proforma contract required.

3. Suppliers bidding on the event download the proforma contract, make the additions and
changes (redline), then upload the redlined document and send it with their response.

4. The event manager reviews the redlined document submitted by the supplier as part of the
evaluation process.

5. If the supplier is awarded the bid, when a contract is created from the event, the redlined
proforma contract can be used as the first draft of the official contract.

Creating a Sourcing Event with a Proforma Question
You must select Request for Information or Request for Proposal event type.
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1. Navigate to Sourcing > Sourcing Events > Create New Event....

2. Enter an event title.

3. Select an event template if you are using one.

4. Select an event type that uses Questions, such as Request for Information or Request
for Proposal.

5. Select a work group.

6. Click Add Event.

7. Complete event information as usual, this includes, setup, description, items, suppliers etc.

8. Click Questions in the left menu.

9. Click Add Question > Add New Question (or select from the library if a proforma question
exists as a library item).

10. In the Question Text field, request that the supplier review and upload the proforma
contract, for example, "Please download and review attached proforma contract. Make
changes as needed and upload the redlined version. Answers may be taken into
consideration as part of the evaluation process."

11. In the Response Type field, select Proforma Contract. Note: The Supplier Response Is
Required checkbox is selected by default, however you can uncheck it if desired.

12. Select Attach Proforma File and download the proforma contract using one of the
following options:

l Select Import from Contract if you have a set of dedicated proforma contracts
ready for use. Search for and select a proforma contract and click Select Contract.

l Select Upload My Own if you have another document you want to use for the
proforma contract. Enter a name for the file, click Choose File, search for and select
the file, then click Save Changes.

13. Once you have the file uploaded, click Save Changes.

14. In the left menu select Review and Submit, then Submit for Approval.

Reviewing and Redlining a Proforma Contract as a Supplier
1. As a supplier, open the event.

2. Click Questions in the left menu.

3. Under the proforma question, click the proforma contract link and download the
document to your local drive.
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4. Open the document and click Enable Editing.

5. Click REVIEW in the top ribbon and make sure Track Changes is turned on.

6. Revise text and add comments, then save the revised file.

7. Return to the Questions page in the event, and under the same question that you
downloaded the document from, click Upload.

8. Click Choose File, search for and select the redlined proforma contract on your local drive,
then click Save Changes. The document is uploaded and appears as a link underneath the
proforma question.

9. Continue creating your response. Once it is complete, click Review & Submit in the left
menu.

10. Click the checkbox next to "I certify that the statements and information in this response
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief".

11. Click Submit Response.

Reviewing a Redlined Proforma Contract as an Event
Manager

1. Open the sourcing event with the proforma contract question.

2. Click View Responses.

3. Click the View Response button next to the supplier with the submitted response.

4. Click Questions in the left menu.

5. Click the link to the redlined document attached by the supplier. It will appear
underneath the original proforma contract link sent with the event.

6. In the REVIEW ribbon, make sure All Markup is selected.

7. Review supplier changes.

Creating a Sourcing Contract with a Proforma Document as
First Draft
You must have the Initiate Contract Process permission (Permission Settings > Sourcing >
Initiate Contract Process). You must also have the appropriate Contracts permissions, and be
added as users on the Contract Users tab of the appropriate Sourcing work group.

The event must be in Under Evaluation status with a saved scenario.
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Step-by-Step
1. Log into Sourcing.

2. Navigate to Sourcing > Sourcing Events Dashboard. The Sourcing Events dashboard
opens.

3. Click Under Evaluation to display events in that status.

4. Select the event you want to create a contract for. The event must be in Under Evaluation
status with a saved scenario.

5. Under the Supplier Responses heading, click Evaluation Actions > Evaluate All
Responses, then click the Load Saved Scenario button. The Load Saved Scenario
window opens.

6. Click the scenario (e.g., Lowest Bid Price) you want to create a contract for.

7. Click the Scenario Breakdown tab.

8. Click the Finalize Award button. The Create Contract link appears. Note: The Create
Contract link is only available after you click Finalize Award and if you have the appropriate
permissions. If you click the Remove Finalize Award button, the link will disappear.

9. Click the Create Contract link next to the Supplier Total field on the right side of the
screen. The Create Contract wizard opens.

10. Complete the following fields for the contract header:

l Contract Name – The name of the sourcing event automatically populates the field
by default. Change the name of the contract if needed.

l Contract Type – Select a contract type and click Save Changes.

l Work Group - Select a work group.

l If your system has language settings enabled, select a Contract Language.

l Access and Visibility – Select Normal to define access to the contract from work
group settings and user permissions. Select Confidential to select each user who
can access the contract.

11. Click Next.

12. In the Template field, select Upload Supplier-Returned Proforma to use the document
redlined by the supplier as the Main Document on the contract. A list of redlined
documents returned by the supplier is displayed.

13. Select the document that you want to use as the Main Document on the contract.

14. Click Next.
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15. If your system requires that you enter contract numbers manually, enter a contract
number.

16. (optional) Enter a Time Zone, Start Date and End Date and click Next. Note: You can
leave these fields blank and complete them later.

17. Under Items to Include in Contract, select one of the following options:

l None- You may choose to create a contract with no items.

l All Items to be Awarded to this Supplier- Select to create one contract that
contains all items from the event.

l Let Me Pick- Select to create multiple contracts for the event, each contract
containing one or more items that you choose. As items are added to a contract,
they are removed from selection, so that an item from an event can only be included
once on a contract.

18. If you have chosen Let Me Pick, select the checkbox next to each item you want to add to
the contract.

19. Click Create Contract. Once created, the contract number and status is displayed
underneath the appropriate item.

20. (optional) If you have chosen Let Me Pick, repeat the steps above to create more contracts
for the event.

21. Click on the contract number to open the contract from the sourcing event.

22. Click Go to Contract. The contract opens. You can view the uploaded supplier document
by selecting Open Main Document in the left menu, or clicking Main Document on the
Attachments page.

23. Complete the remaining contract information and submit for approval.

Contract Reports

Contracts that Require Attention: Expiring Contracts Report
Use the Contracts that Require Attention: Expiring Contracts report to identify contracts that
have expired or are about to expire. Contract managers can use the data to identify which
contracts need immediate attention and take the appropriate action. The report indicates:
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l Contracts that have expired or are about to expire, with and without renewals remaining,
and no renewal or amendment created.

l Contracts that have expired or are about to expire, with and without renewals remaining,
and a renewal or amendment has been created but not executed.

l Contracts with zero renewals remaining.
l Contracts that will auto-renew.

Note: When a contract has a renewal that will auto-create in the future, it is counted as a
renewal in progress. The renewal will show on the report as "Will auto create on [__/__] date."

Filters on the report can be used to sort by:

l Contracts ending within a specified period of time.

l Renewal or amendment status. The Renewal Status filter includes a status for contracts
that are set up to automatically create a renewal at a future date.

l Renewals remaining.

l Contract type.

l Contract manager.

Viewing Options
The Contracts that Require Attention: Expiring Contracts report can be viewed as a bar graph,
list, or calendar:

l The Graphs section displays the By Expiration bar graph, which shows the number of
contracts that are expired or are about to expire in one week, one month, or more than one
month. The Renewal and Amendments bar graph shows the number of contracts that
have no renewal or amendment remaining, and the number of contracts with a renewal or
amendment in progress.

l The Details section displays a list of search results. Toggle between list and calendar
views by clicking the list icon or calendar icon at the top of the results table:

In the list view:

l Click the settings icon to select the columns you want displayed in the results
table. All columns are displayed initially, but you can clear checkboxes to hide
columns and the settings are saved for the next time you access the report. Green
checks indicate required columns and cannot be modified.

l Click on a contract number to view the contract summary. If you have access to the
contract click Go to Contract on the contract summary page to open the contract.
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In the calendar view:

l Contracts that are about to expire are displayed in a calendar on their scheduled end
date.

l Clicking on an item in the calendar opens a pop up window that shows the contract
name, contract end date, contract managers and primary second party. It also
provides a link to the contract for those with the appropriate permissions.

l The calendar opens to the current month by default. Icons on the top left and right
corners of the calendar are used to navigate other dates and switch between month
and day views.

l Click the download file link in the top right corner of the page to export calendar
events to Outlook, Google Calendar or Mac Calendar.

Generate an Expiring Contract Report

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Contracts That Require Attention: Expiring
Contracts.

2. Select the time period for the report by selecting one of the following options in the
Contracts Ending Within field:

l 0-30 Days - Returns contracts with an end date within 30 days of today's date.

l 31-60 Days - Returns contracts with an end date 31-60 days from today's date.

l 61-90 Days - Returns contracts with an end date 61-90 days from today's date.

l 91-120 Days - Returns contracts with an end date 91-120 days from today's date.

l Next X Days - Selecting this option opens a field where you can select the number
of days from today's date that you want to return results for.

l Date Range - Returns results within a period of time. Selecting this option opens
From and To fields, where you can select the first and last date of the range.

l Remaining Fiscal Year - Returns contracts with end dates from the current date
through the rest of the fiscal year, as set for your organization.
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3. In the Renewal/Amendment Status field, select one of the following options. Leave the
field blank to allow all records for the field to be returned:

l No Renewal/Amendment Created - Returns expired or expiring contracts with no
renewals or amendments created.

l Renewal is In Progress - Returns expired or expiring contracts where there is a
renewal created but it has not reached Executed: In Effect status.

l Amendment is In Progress - Returns expired or expiring contracts where there is
an amendment created but it has not reached Executed: In Effect Status.

4. In the Renewals Remaining field, select one of the following options. Leave the field blank
to allow all records for the field to be returned:

l None - Returns expired or expiring contracts with no renewals remaining (0 in the
Renewals Remaining field on the contract header).

l One or more - Returns expired or expiring contracts with at least one renewal
remaining.

5. Select the Only My Contracts checkbox to view only contracts where you are a contract
manager (default setting). Clear the checkbox if you want to view information for all the
contracts you have access to.

6. (optional) Click More Options for additional filter settings. Click the Search icon next to a
field to select search criteria. Leave a filter field blank to allow all records for the field to be
returned:

l Contract Manager - Returns contracts that have the selected contract managers.

l Contract Type - Returns contracts that use the selected contract types.

l Renewal Status - Returns contracts with renewals in the selected statuses.

Important Note: The Will Auto-Create in the Future status is unique to this
field. Select it to generate a list of contracts that are set up to automatically
create a renewal at a future date.

l Amendment Status - Returns contracts with amendments in the selected statuses.

7. Click Run Report. Contracts that meet search criteria are listed in the Graphs and Details
sections.

8. (optional) Click Save Filters to save your filter settings for future use. Note: This feature is
similar to saved searches.
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Export an Expired Report as an Excel file

Step-by-Step
The goal of this task is to save the results from an Expired Report in an Excel file.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Contracts That Require Attention: Expiring
Contracts.

2. Select search filters and run the report.

3. Click the Export button in the top right corner of the screen. The Export Request window
opens.

4. Enter notes describing the report in the Description field and click Submit. The Export
Request Submitted window opens.

5. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export Results screen
opens.

6. If needed, click Refresh File next to the downloaded file name to update the status of the
download.

7. Once the export shows a status of Completed , click the file name to download the
report. The downloaded file appears as an icon in the lower left corner of the screen.

8. Click on the file icon to open and save the Excel file.

Contracts that Require Attention: Review Pending Report
Use the Contracts that Require Attention: Review Pending report to identify contracts that have a
review approaching.

Results are listed in a table and can be exported as an Excel file. If you have access to the
contract, click on a contract number to open the contract. Click on an information icon to view
the contract summary page.
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Generate a Contracts that Require Attention: Review
Pending Report

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Contracts that Require Attention: Review
Pending.

2. Select the time period for the report by selecting one of the following options in the Occurs
Within field:

l 0-30 Days - Returns contracts with reviews occurring within 30 days of today's
date.

l 31-60 Days - Returns contracts with reviews occurring 31-60 days from today's
date.

l 61-90 Days - Returns contracts with reviews occurring 61-90 days from today's
date.

l 91-120 Days - Returns contracts with reviews occurring 91-120 days from today's
date.

l Next X Days - Selecting this option opens a field where you can select the number
of days from today's date that you want to return results for.

l Date Range - Returns results within a period of time. Selecting this option opens
From: and To: fields, where you can select the first and last date of the range.

l Remaining Fiscal Year - Returns contracts with a review occurring from the current
date through the rest of the fiscal year, as set for your organization.

3. Click Run Report.

Contracts that have reviews pending within the time period selected will be listed in the results
table.

Export a Contracts that Require Attention: Review Pending
Report as an Excel File

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Contracts that Require Attention: Review
Pending.

2. Select search filters and run the report.

3. Click the Export button in the top right corner of the screen.

4. Enter a notes describing the report in the Description field and click Submit. The Export
Request Submitted window opens.
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5. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export Results screen
opens.

6. If needed, click Refresh File next to the downloaded file name to update the status of the
download.

7. Once the export shows a status of Completed, click the file name to download the
report. The downloaded file appears as an icon in the lower left corner of the screen.

8. Click on the file icon to open and save the Excel file.

Contract Template and Clause Analysis Reports
For organizations using the authoring feature, three reports on the Contract Template and Clause
Analysis page can be used to monitor how contracts are negotiated by analyzing clauses and
templates. They can be used to identify areas of improvement and refine the terms that are
negotiated the most, to improve cycle time during negotiation:

l A Template by Contract report provides a list of template versions in use on contracts.

l A Clause by Template report provides a list of the clauses used on templates and the
version they are using.

l A Clause by Contract report provides a list of the clauses used on contracts and the
version they are using.

Links within the results direct you to the contract or allow you to download and open the template
or clause version. Results can be exported as an Excel file.

The following search filters are available:

l Template by Contract - Template Name, Template Status, Template Version Status,
Contract Language, Contract Type, Contract Status, Contract Manager, Work Group,
Contract Start/End Date.

l Clause by Template - Clause Name, Clause Status, Clause Version Status, Template
Name, Template Status, Template Version Status, Contract Language, Contract Type.

l Clause by Contract - Clause Name, Clause Status, Clause Version Status, Contract
Language, Clause changes made by, Contract Type, Contract Status, Contract Manager,
Work Group, Contract Start/End Date.

Generate a Template and Clause Analysis Report
You need the Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission to view these reports. You
need the Contract Super User permission, or need edit access to a contract, to return results for
the Template by Contract or Clause by Contract reports.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Contract Template and Clause Analysis.

2. Click the Template by Contract, Clause by Template, or Clause by Contract tab.

3. Enter search criteria in the search filter fields.

4. Click Run Report. The results appear in a table. Records with inactive templates are in
gray.

5. (optional) In the data table, you can open records or adjust display settings:

l Click on links (in blue) to view more information. In the Template column, clicking
Version # will download the template. In the Contract column, clicking on a
contract number will open the contract.

l Click the Settings icon near the top right corner of the table and select or clear
checkboxes to display or hide data columns.

l Expand the "# Per Page" menu to adjust the number of records that are displayed
on each page.

l Click on a column heading with an arrow icon next to it to sort records in ascending
or descending order according to that column.

Cycle Time Report
The Cycle Time Report shows how long it takes contracts to move between statuses. It offers
two options:

l The Created option shows all contracts that have been created within a time period that
you select. The results may include contracts in any status, as long as they were created
within the time period specified. If this option is selected, an additional Contract Status
field is displayed where you can choose the statuses you want to include in the report.

l The Executed option shows contracts that have been completed within a time period that
you select. The results may include contracts in Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect
status and beyond, such as Expired or Completed. This option provides information about
actions taken within the contract approval workflow, such as a "Returned to Draft" action
performed while a contract was in Pending Approval status.

Results can be exported as an Excel file, or as a saved search to reuse later. The exported file
provides additional data on status transitions.
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Report Sections
There are four sections on the report:

l The Graphs (time distribution) bar chart shows report results grouped by time blocks (in
days):

l If the Created option was selected, the bar graph shows contracts that have been
created within a time block, based on today's date. For example, if the Within search
filter is set to Last 30 days, the bar chart would show all contracts created in the
last 30 days, grouped by contracts that were created 1-10 days from today's date,
those created 11-20 days from today's date, and those created 21 or more days from
today's date, up to 30 days.

l If the Executed option was selected, the bar graph shows contracts grouped by the
number of days it took them to go through workflow, from creation to approval. For
example, if the Within search filter is set to Last 30 days, the bar chart would show
all contracts that reached Executed: In Effect status in the last 30 days, grouped into
those that spent 1-10 days in workflow, those that spent 11-20 days in workflow, or
those that spent 21 or more days in workflow, up to 30 days.

Click on a bar in the graph to display a list of contracts that fall into that time block.

l The Average Status Percentage pie chart shows each contract status and the average
amount of time (in percent) that contracts spent in each status. This is the average of all
contracts that meet the filter criteria.

l A Details table shows the length of time individual contracts spent in each status:

l If the Created option was chosen, this is the total time a contract has spent in each
status to date.

l If the Executed option was chosen, this is the total time it took a contract to reach
Executed: In Effect status.

You can drill down into the data by clicking on a contract number to open a contract, or
the information icon next to a contract number to view a contract summary. You can also
click on an information icon in the Total Time column to open a Status Transitions
window that shows the amount of time a contract has spent in each contract status on its
way to approval.

l The Summary table shows the Time Distribution bar chart information in a table format. it
contains the following columns:

l Time Distribution (Days) - The time distribution group (in number of days). These
are the time blocks that are displayed on the Graphs (Time Distribution) bar chart.

l Number of Contracts - The total number of contracts that meet the search filter
criteria and fall into the time distribution group.
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l Average of Contracts Cycle Time (Days) - The average amount of time (in days)
that the number of contracts in the time distribution group took to move through
workflow, from creation to approval.

l Percentage of Contracts - The number of contracts in the time distribution group
displayed as a percentage of the total number of contracts that meet the search
filter criteria.

Report Filters
The following search filters are used to narrow report results. Sort icons next to the column title
can be used to sort columns in ascending or descending order.

l Contracts - Choose one of the following options:

l Select Created to return contracts that have a create date within the time period
specified. If this option is selected, an additional Contract Status field is displayed
where you can choose which statuses to include in the report.

l Select Executed to return contracts that have reached Executed: In Effect status
within the time period specified.

l Within - Select the time period to report on by selecting a date range (from today's date),
or a fiscal time period.

l Contract Status - This filter is displayed when Created is selected in the Contracts field.
Type or use the search icon to select the contract statuses to include in the report.

l Contract Type - Select one or more contract types to include in the report.

l Work Group - Select one or more work groups to include in the report.

l Contract Manager - Filter the report based on contract managers named on contracts.

l Contract Version Type - Select which contract versions to include in the report. You can
choose to include only the Original, Renewal, or Amendment versions of contracts.

l Time Distribution Group - Select the time distribution group (in number of days) to report
on. These are the time blocks that are displayed on the Graphs (Time Distribution) bar
chart.
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Generating a Cycle Time Report

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Cycle Time Report: Contract Creation to
Execution.

2. Complete these search filters:

l Contracts - Choose one of the following options:

l Select Created to show contracts that have been created within in a time
period that you select in the Within field. The results may include contracts in
any status, as long as they were created within the time period specified. If
this option is selected, an additional Contract Status field is displayed where
you can choose the statuses you want to include in the report.

l Select Executed to show contracts that have been completed within a time
period that you select in the Within field. The results may include contracts in
Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect status and beyond, such as Expired or
Completed. This option provides information about actions taken within the
contract approval workflow.

l Within - Select the time period to report on by selecting a date range (from today's
date), or a fiscal time period.

l Contract Status - This filter is displayed when Created is selected in the Contracts
field. Type or use the search icon to select the contract statuses to include in the
report.

3. (optional) Click More Options for additional search filters. Leave these search filters blank
to include all field values in the results:

l Contract Type - Select one or more contract types to include in the report.

l Work Group - Select one or more work groups to include in the report.

l Contract Manager - Filter the report based on contract managers named on
contracts.

l Contract Version Type - Select which contract versions to include in the report.
You can choose to include only the Original, Renewal, or Amendment versions of
contracts.

l Time Distribution Group - Select the time distribution group (in number of days) to
report on. These are the time blocks that are displayed on the Graphs (Time
Distribution) bar chart.

4. Click Search. Results are displayed in graphs that show the number of contracts created or
executed across the time period selected, and the average amount of time that contracts
spend in each status. Detailed results are listed in tables. You can drill down into the data
on the report:
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l Click a bar in the Graphs chart to display a list of the contracts that fall into that time
distribution period.

l In the Details table:

l Click a contract number to open a contract. Click on an information icon
next to a contract number to view a contract summary.

l Click an information icon in the Total Time column to open a Status
Transitions window that shows the amount of time a contract has spent in
each contract status on its way to approval.

l Transitions - The change in status that occurred to move a contract to
the next step in the approval workflow. It includes a breakdown of
actions within the Pending Approval status, such as Approve, Assign to
Myself, Expedite, or Return to Draft.

l Enter Time - The date and time that a contract entered a transition
status.

l Exit Time - The date and time that a contract left a transition status.

l Days - The total time that a contract spent in a transition status, in
days.

l Duration - The total time in days, hours and minutes, (i.e., 1d 6h 28m)
that a contract spent in a transition status.

l Click on a contract manager link to display contract manager contact
information.

5. Click Save Filters if you want to save the filter settings as a saved search, then complete
fields in the Add to Saved Searches window.

6. Export the report to view additional status transition data.

Exporting a Cycle Time Report
The Export file of the Cycle Time Report provides detailed information on status transition data. It
has three tabs:

ContractsExport
The ContractsExport tab on the Cycle Time Report export file lists the report search
criteria and data from the Summary and Details tables on the report.
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Status Transition Details
The Status Transition Details tab on the Cycle Time Report export file contains
additional information that is not shown on the report. It shows data for each step
that has occurred to move the contract from Draft to Executed: In Effect status.

l Contract Number - The contract number for the status transition. Use the
Contract Number filter at the top of the column to view data for a single
contract.

l Status Transition - The change in status that occurred to move a contract to
the next step in the approval workflow.

l Description - Description of events that occurred within a status transition.
For the status transitions Pending Approval and Internal Review, you will
see the ADW workflow step name followed by the rule or folder name.

Note: Contracts that have been submitted to automated internal review
prior to the 17.2 release will display the folder name and the user who
performed the "Done with Review" action for the folder in the Description
column. After the 17.2 release, the column will show data similar to the
Pending Approval status.

l Event Entry Action - The action that occurred for a contract to enter a status
transition step, i.e., Entered Shared Folder, or Assigned.

l Event Assigned To - Who was assigned to perform the Event Entry Action.

l Start Time - The date and time a contract entered a status transition.

l End Time - The date and time a contract left a status transition and moved to
the next step in the workflow.

l Duration - The length of time a contract spent in a status transition or event in
hours and minutes, i.e., 6h 28m.

l Event Exit - The action that was taken to exit the activity/step.

l Event Exited By - Who performed the action to exit the event.
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Summary
The Summary tab on the Contract Cycle Time export file provides a summary of
information from the Status Transition Details tab. It shows the total time spent in
each unique workflow step listed in the Description field on the Status Transition
Details tab, for example, the total amount of time a contract spent in the Out for
Signature status. Data is shown under these columns:

l Status Transition - The change in status that occurred to move a contract to
the next step in the approval workflow.

l Description - Description of events that occurred within a status transition.
For the status transitions Pending Approval and Internal Review, you will
see the ADW workflow step name followed by the rule or folder name.

l Duration - The length of time a contract spent in a status transition is
displayed in hours and minutes, i.e., 6h 28m.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Cycle Time Report: Contract Creation to
Execution.

2. Select search filters and run the report.

3. Click the Export button in the top right corner of the screen. The Export Request window
opens.

4. Enter notes describing the report in the Description field and click Submit. The Export
Request Submitted window opens.

5. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export Results screen
opens, showing download information and the status of the export.

6. If needed, click Refresh File next to the file name to update the status of the download.

7. Once the downloaded file has a status of Completed, click on the file name of the
downloaded report. The downloaded file appears as an icon in the lower left corner of the
screen.

8. Click on the file icon to open and save the Excel file.
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Obligations Across Contracts Report
The Obligations Across Contracts report provides a list of all one time and recurring obligations
connected to you. This includes obligations where you are an obligation owner or stakeholder,
and also obligations on the contracts that you have access to.

What you can see and do from the report will depend on your permissions:

l Contract Managers - Can view obligations, mark them as complete, and update multiple
obligations at once. Contract managers can open a contract by clicking on a contract
number in the results to open the contract summary, then Go to Contract to open the
contract.

l Obligation Owners - Can view obligations, mark them as complete, and update multiple
obligations at once. Obligation owners who do not have access to the contract can
complete obligations from the report. Links in email notifications will take them to the
Obligations Across Contracts Report, where they will only see the obligation for which they
were notified.

l Obligation Stakeholders (internal) - Can view obligations only.

The report does not show the duplicate superseded obligations which are created via
amendments.

By default, the report shows upcoming and overdue obligations that occur 365 days from the
earliest obligation due date. Search filters allow you to narrow search results by:

l Obligations within a date range
l Obligation Status
l Tags
l Contract Type
l Work Group
l Contract Manager
l First Party Owner
l First Party Stakeholder

You can select the Only My Obligations checkbox to limit results to your own obligations. These
are obligations on contracts where you are a contract manager, and obligations where you are a
first party owner or stakeholder.

One time and recurring obligations are listed in a table. Each occurrence of a recurring obligation
is listed as a single record and identified by a recurring icon underneath the obligation due
date. Click the Mark as Complete menu next to an item to view obligation properties or mark an
obligation as complete.
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Click the settings icon to select the columns you want displayed in the results table. All
columns are displayed initially, but you can clear checkboxes to hide columns and the settings
are saved for the next time you run the report. Green checks indicate required columns and
cannot be modified. Click the arrows next to a column header to sort records by that column in
ascending or descending order.

Generate an Obligations Across Contracts Report
Leaving a field blank allows all records for the field to be returned:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Obligations Across Contracts.

2. Complete the following search filters:

l Due Date From and Due Date To - Select the first and last date and time for the
time period you want to report on. Note: If these fields are left blank the system
displays obligations from the earliest due date until 365 days from that date.

l (optional) Obligation Status - Select one or more obligation statuses to return
obligations that are in the selected statuses. Overdue and Upcoming statuses are
selected by default.

l (optional) Tags - Select one or more tags to return obligations that have been
flagged with the selected tags.

l (optional) Only My Obligations - Select the checkbox to limit results to your own
obligations. These are obligations on contracts where you are a contract manager,
and obligations where you are a first party owner or stakeholder.

3. (optional) Click More Options to show additional search filters:

l Contract Type - Returns obligations on contracts where the contract belongs to
one of the selected contract types.

l Work Group - Returns obligations on contracts where the contract belongs to one
of the selected work groups.

l Contract Manager - Returns obligations on contracts where the selected
individuals are named as contract managers on the contract.

l First Party Owner - Returns obligations on contracts where the selected individuals
are named as first party owner on the obligation.

l First Party Stakeholder - Returns obligations on contracts where the selected
individuals are named as first party stakeholder on the obligation.

4. Click Run Report. The results are displayed in a table.
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5. (optional) Expand the Mark as Complete menu next to an obligation to view its properties
or mark it as complete. Click on a contract number in the results to open the contract
summary. If you have the appropriate permission you can click Go to Contract on the
contract summary page to open the contract.

6. To export the report, click Export. The Export Request overlay displays.

7. Enter a note for the export and click Submit. The export request is submitted and can be
downloaded from the Contract Import/Export Results page, as with other reports.

Complete an Obligation from the Obligations Across
Contracts Report
Use this option if you are an obligation owner and do not have access to the contract.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Obligations Across Contracts.

2. Set the search filters and click Run Report. The report searches for overdue and upcoming
obligations by default.

3. Expand the Mark as Complete menu next to the obligation you want to complete, then
select Mark as Complete. The Mark as Complete window opens.

4. Complete the following fields:

l Completed Date - Enter the date and time the obligation was completed. The
current date and time are displayed by default.

l (optional) Notes - Enter notes about completing the obligation.

l Attachments - Add any attachments required by the obligation. Click Select files...
to locate and add the file from your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray
square surrounding the Select files.... field.

Note: Attachments are required if the Documents Is Required checkbox is
selected when the obligation is created and you will not be able to complete
the obligation until a file is uploaded here.

5. Click Mark as Complete.

The obligation status moves to Complete and a notification is sent to the appropriate owners and
stakeholders.
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Update Multiple Obligations at Once
Use this option to mark multiple obligations as complete or change the owner/stakeholder on
multiple obligations.

All logic as to who and when an obligation can be marked complete or have its first party owners
and first party stakeholders edited remains the same as making the changes on the obligations
individually.

If a contract is checked out by someone other than the person making the change, the change
will not be successful. The contract must be either not checked out or already checked out to the
person making the change.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Obligations Across Contracts.

2. Set the search filters and click Run Report. The report searches for overdue and upcoming
obligations by default.

3. Select and deselect obligations using their corresponding checkboxes. Options to Select
All and Deselect All are also available.

4. Click the Actions dropdown button and select Mark as Complete or Change
Owner/Stakeholder.

5. If you select Mark as Complete, the Mark as Complete pop-up opens.

a. Enter a completed date, and optionally enter notes and attachments.

l Some obligations require documentation in order to be marked as complete. If
you select multiple obligations, and one or more requires documentation, you
are notified, and the Attachments field becomes required.

Note: The attachment is added to all the obligations being updated. If you do
not want this, only select those obligations that need the specific file.

l If you select multiple obligations, and one or more has invoice is intended
when the obligation is complete, you are notified that the Create Invoice
action is not available. However, you can continue to mark the obligation as
complete, and the Note field will be required.

Note: The note is added to all the obligations being updated. If you do not
want this, only select those obligations that need the note.
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b. Click Mark as Complete. The selected obligations are marked as complete.

If you select multiple obligations, and some can be marked as complete, but others
cannot, the successful ones will be marked as complete and the others will not. A
message will appear notifying the user that there were unsuccessful obligations.

6. If you select Change Owner/Stakeholder, the Change Owner/Stakeholder pop-up opens.

a. Select to change either First Party Owner or First Party Stakeholder.

b. Select either Add, Reassign, or Remove. Depending on the action selected,
additional fields will appear to search for and select the users to change.

c. Depending on the action selected, click Reassign or Change. The obligation is
updated.

Workload Report by Contract Manager
The Workload by Contract Manager report allows users to select a contract manager and see
what stage their contracts are in (authored, approved, amended, renewed, etc.).

You can filter the report by contract manager and/or contract status. Clicking on a result higher
than 0 opens the Workload Detail Report, which shows all contracts for the contract manager and
in the contract status selected. From there, you can open a contract by clicking on the contract
number.

Generate a Workload Report by Contract Manager

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Workload by Contract Manager.

2. In the Contract Manager field, select the contract managers that you want to report on.
Leaving the field blank will return results for all contract managers.

3. In the Contract Status field, select the contract statuses that you want to report on.
Leaving the field blank will return results for all contract statuses.

4. Click Run Report. The results appear in a table.

5. (optional) Click on a number highlighted in blue to open the Workload Detail report, which
shows a list of all contracts for the contract manager and in the contract status selected.

6. (optional) Click on a contract number to open a specific contract.
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Export a Workload Report by Contract Manager as an Excel
file

1. Navigate to Contracts > Reports > Workload by Contract Manager.

2. Select search filters and run the report.

3. Click the Export button in the top right corner of the screen. The Export Submitted window
opens.

4. In the Description field, enter notes describing the report.

5. (optional) Click Single Worksheet for each Contract Manager if you want the Excel file to
display the results for each contract manager on a separate tab.

6. Click Submit.

7. Click Go to Page: Download Export Files. The Contract Import/Export screen opens,
showing download information and the status of the export.

8. If needed, click Refresh File next to the file name to update the status of the download.

9. Once the downloaded file has a status of Completed, click on the file name of the
downloaded report. The generated file appears as an icon in the lower left corner of the
screen.

10. Click on the file icon to open and save the Excel file.

Contract Requests
The contract request feature allows users who don't normally work in the Contracts area to
communicate about an existing contract or request that a contract be created. Contract requests
offer a way for business users to communicate to the contract team directly about their contract
requirements.

Contract requesters complete fields and answer questions on a contract request form and submit
it for approval. Once approved, a contract may be created from the request. A Discussion page on
the contract request allows the contract manager or approver to request more information
through discussion threads.

The Contract Requester permission is needed to access the Request Contract and Manage
Contract Requests pages.
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Contract Requests from Start to Finish
1. A contract request template is created - Contract request templates define the questions

that are asked on a contract request and the fields that are completed when filling out a
contract request. A contract request template must exist before a contract request can be
created.

2. A contract request is created - An individual with the Contract Requester permission can
access the Request Contract and My Contract Requests pages. They complete fields and
answer questions on the contract request form and submit it for approval.

3. During the approval stage, the contract manager or approver may request more
information about the request through the Discussions page. This page can be monitored
regularly for updates, or notifications can be enabled that alert the approver or contract
manager that a discussion thread has been posted.

4. Once approved, contract managers and contract administrators can create a contract from
the contract request.

Creating a Contract Request
You need the Contract Requester permission to complete this task. A finalized Contract Request
Template must exist for the contract request.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > Request Contract.
2. Depending on your permission settings, you may be able to amend or renew contracts

using the contract request form. If this applies to you, you must first use the bubble
selectors to select the Contract Request Type. You may select either Create Contract,
Amend Contract, or Renew Contract.

3. Complete these fields in the Create Contract Request window:

l Select a Contract Request Template - Search for and select the contract request
template to use for the request

l Contract Request Name - Enter a name for the contract request.

4. Click Submit. The contract request opens to the Instructions page, which provides
information regarding the contract request. Click Next.

5. The Details page displays the contract request name, the template used for the request,
the contract type and the description. Update the name of the contract request if needed.
Click Save Progress, then Next.

6. The Attachments page displays any attachments that have been added to the contract
request template. Add or delete the attachments you want to include in the contract
request and click Next.
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7. On the Questions page, complete the series of questions and complete the fields as
directed. Some fields may have certain answers selected by default, and some may be
read-only. Click Save Progress, then Next.

8. Click Review and Complete.

l The Section column displays areas of the contract request that must be completed
before it can be submitted.

l The Progress column displays a green check to the right of the step name if all
required fields have been configured for that step, or the system will indicate that
information is missing. If information is missing, return to the request and enter the
missing data. Steps that are not required display the green check by default.

9. Once the contract request is ready to submit, click the Complete Request button, then
click Yes in the Confirmation window.

The contract request is moved to Under Review status and submitted for approval. The approver
will receive an email notification and/or action item, depending on their notification preferences.

During the approval stage, the contract manager or approver may request more information
about the request through the Discussions page. You will need to monitor the page and reply to
the thread.

You can search for and view the status of the contract request by navigating to Contracts >
Requests > My Contract Requests.

Note: Once a contract is created from a request, the contract number will appear on the
contract request. If the requester has the appropriate permissions and work group access
they will be able to view basic information on the contract. Depending on configurations
they may be able to view full, limited or partial details.

Relationship Mapping
Contract request templates can include relationship mapping, which is an optional way to use
your questions/answers drive towards a contract template that can be used to create a contract
from a contract request.

If the relationship answers all match a template, and it's the only template they all match with, that
contract template will be used when creating the contract from the contract request.

If relationship mapping has been configured for the contract request template selected, you will
see the following on contract request pages:
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l Mapping Relationship Results - Clicking this link opens a pop-up which allows you to see
why a particular contract request had a contract created using a certain contract template.
The pop-up shows you how the questions were answered and which (if any) contract
template was matched.

Approving a Contract Request
Once a contract request has been submitted, it must be approved before contracts can be
created from it.

The Contract Requester permission is needed for access to the Request Contract and My
Contract Requests pages.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > My Contract Requests.

2. Click Filter Contract Requests.

3. Select the checkbox next to each status that applies to the contract requests that you
want to display.

4. Click Apply. Contract request that match the filter criteria are displayed.

5. Click the contract request name to open the request.

6. (optional) During the approval process the Discussion page allows the contract manager or
approver to request more information from the contract requester through discussion
threads.

7. In the left menu, select Contract Request Workflow.

8. On the top banner click Request Actions, then select Assign to Myself.

9. Select Request Actions a second time to view several options, including Approve, Reject,
Put on Hold and Return to Requester. Click Approve.

Once the contract is approved you will be able to create a contract from it.

Contract Request Discussions
During the approval process, the Discussion page on a contract request allows the contract
manager or approver to request more information from the contract requester through discussion
threads.
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The requester and contract manager can monitor the page and reply to the thread. Users posting
messages have the option to notify the approvers or requester that a new message has been
created. If the approver or requester has New Contract Request Discussion Thread and New
Contract Request Discussion Reply notifications enabled, they will receive a notification or
emails that a new message has been posted.

The approver on a contract request can make changes while it is in "Under Review" status if they
have the permission to edit pending requests.

Start a Contract Request Discussion Thread
You need the Contract Requester permission to complete this task.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > My Contract Requests.

2. Click Filter Contract Requests.

3. Select the checkbox next to each status that applies to the contract requests that you
want to display.

4. Click Apply. A list of contract requests that match the filter criteria are displayed.

5. Click the contract request name to open the request.

6. In the left menu, select Discussion. The Discussion page opens.

7. Click the Start New Thread button to begin a discussion thread on a contract request.

8. Enter a title for the contract request message in the Subject field.

Note:If there is more than one discussion on a contract request, the Subject line for
each message is displayed under the Topics heading.

9. Enter the text of the contract request message in the Message field.

10. Click the Add Attachments button to add files or links to the contract request message.

11. Click Post Message to display a message on the Discussion page.

12. Click the Edit button to change the text of a contract request message or reply.
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Reply to a Contract Request Discussion Thread

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > My Contract Requests.

2. Click Filter Contract Requests.

3. Select the checkbox next to each status that applies to the contract requests that you
want to display.

4. Click Apply. Contract requests that match the filter criteria are listed.

5. Click the contract request name to open the request.

6. In the left menu, select Discussion. The Discussion page opens.

7. Click the Reply To This Thread button on a contract request message to add a reply to it.

8. Enter the text of the contract request message in the Message field.

9. Click Post Message.

My Contract Requests
The My Contract Requests page allows contracts requesters to see the requests they created
and the status of those requests. They can also view, edit or create a new contract request from
this page. Search filters provide the ability to filter search results by contract request status.

The page displays the contract request name, the template used, who made the request, its
status, when it was created and when it was updated.

Searching for a Contract Request
The Contract Requester permission is needed for access to the Request Contract and My
Contract Requests pages.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > My Contract Requests.

2. Click Filter Contract Requests to filter search results by contract request status.

3. Select the checkbox next to each status that applies to the contract requests that you
want to display.
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4. Click Apply. Contract requests that match the filter criteria are listed.

5. Click the Actions field next to an item to view or edit a contract request. Click on a
contract request name to open the contract request. Click the Create New Contract
Request button to open the Create Contract Request wizard.

Create a Contract from a Contract Request
Once a contract request is approved a contract can be created from it.

To do this, contract managers or administrators can search for approved contract requests under
Contracts > Requests or Documents. From there they can navigate to the approved request
and begin the contract creation process.

Contract managers and contract administrators need the View Organization Requests
(Permission Settings > Administration > System Administration) permission to search for and
create contracts from contract requests in the Documents area. They also need the Contract
Requester permission (Permission Settings > Administration > Contracts) to search for and
create contracts from contract requests in the Contracts area.

Step-by-Step
Create a contract from a contract request in the Contracts area

1. Navigate to Contracts > Requests > Requests Ready for Contract Creation.

2. (optional) Click Filter Contract Requests and select the Approved and Completed
checkboxes, then click Apply. Approved is selected by default.

3. Click on a Contract Request Name to navigate to the request.

4. In the Request Actions field (top right corner), select Create Contract. The Create
Contract screen opens.

5. Complete the steps in the contract wizard and click Create Contract. The contract is
created.

Note: When creating a contract from a contract request, you can choose a different
contract type from the one that was selected on the contract request. If there are
custom contract fields that are not allowed with the new contract type, the response
containing the custom contract fields in question will not be included on the contract.
The message "X responses will not be copied to the contract" will appear under the
Contract Type field in this case.
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Create a contract from a contract request in the Documents
area

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Use a simple or advanced search to find approved contract requests as follows:

Simple Search

l Select a search option of Requests and click Go. Under Refine Search Results in the
left menu select Contract Requests under Form Purpose, and Approved under
Form Status.

Advanced Search - Complete the following search filters and click Go:

l Search option - Requests
l Form Purpose - Contract Requests
l Form Status - Approved

3. Click on a Form Name to navigate to the request.

4. In the Request Actions field (top right corner), select Create Contract. The Create
Contract screen opens.

5. Complete the steps in the contract wizard and click Create Contract (step 4 of 4). The
contract is created.

Note: When creating a contract from a contract request, you can choose a different
contract type from the one that was selected on the contract request. If there are
custom contract fields that are not allowed with the new contract type, the response
containing the custom contract fields in question will not be included on the contract.
The message "X responses will not be copied to the contract" will appear under the
Contract Type field in this case.
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Reference

Contract Actions
Contract actions are tasks that can be performed on a contract. The Contract Actions button
appears in the top right corner of contract screens. The options available in the drop down menu
vary according to the status of the contract and your user permissions or role. There are also
some contract actions that are available in the left menu of a contract, such as Open Main
Document.

l Add Internal Message - Used to send communications from a contract. Displayed on all
contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and their replies are saved and
can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center.

l Add/Move Project - Brings the user to a page where they may add a Program Manager
project to the contract. This will associate the contract with that project. If the contract is
already associated with a project, users will be able to select a new project to associate the
contract to.

l Amend - Contract amendments are created when users need to update an approved
contract, and the changes will affect the terms and conditions of the contract.

l Approve - Select to approve a contract.

l Archive - Allows you to archive contracts that are no longer in use. Contracts must be in
Complete, Terminated or Superseded status. Archived contracts do not change status, but
are hidden and cannot be seen in simple searches or the contracts dashboard, the
Contracts tab of a supplier profile, the Contract Family page, or contract reports. You can
search for archived contracts using an Advanced Search. Internal edits are not allowed on
archived contracts. See Un-Archive.

l Assign Contract Facilitator - Allows a contract manager or contract administrator to give
another contract manager or administrator temporary access to a contract prior to it
reaching Executed: In Effect status. See also Reassign Contract Facilitator and Unassign
Contract Facilitator.

l Assign to Myself - Allows you to assign a contract approval task to yourself. This is used
when a contract has been submitted for approval, and there are multiple users who could
approve the contract. By assigning the task to yourself, you become owner of the approval
task and it is removed from the shared approval folder. Select Return to Shared Folder to
return the approval task to the shared folder.
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l Check In and Check Out - Allows you to check in or check out a contract to prevent other
users from modifying it while you are making changes. A lock icon ( ) indicates that a
contract is checked out. Pause your mouse over the icon to see who the contract is
checked out to. Checking out a record gives you exclusive use of it, and is required to
perform most contract actions. Once changes are complete, checking in the contract
makes it available to other users for editing. A record is automatically checked out to the
person who created it and must be checked in before it can be changed by another user,
reviewed, or approved. See Override Check Out, below.

l Check Out for Internal Edit - Displayed when a contract is in Executed: In Effect status
and allows you to update information on approved contracts as long as the changes don't
affect the terms and conditions of the contract. If the changes do affect the terms and
conditions of a contract, you will need to create an amendment.

 You can edit the following pages during an internal edit:

l Header (limited fields only)
l Attachments (Note: Attachments are open for editing when performing an internal

edit. This is to allow you to make minor changes to text that do not affect the terms
and conditions of the contract. In the event of a discrepancy, the document of
record is the signed version of the contract.)

l eProcurement Setup
l Budget and Spend
l Applies To
l Goods and Services
l PO Clauses
l Publish
l Users and Contacts
l Notifications
l Contract Family

l Complete - The contract has reached its scheduled end date and all steps required to
close the contract have been done. The Complete action is typically used when a contract
has reached its scheduled end date and has expired. Depending on your organization's
configuration, this may be an automatic process that moves contracts to the Complete
status when a contract's end date is reached, or it can be performed manually to indicate
that you have finished invoicing against a contract and that it is inactive in the system. The
Complete status can be reversed by selecting Contract Actions, then Return to
Executed.

l Copy - Allows you to copy an existing contract.

l Create Invoice - Allows you to create a non-PO invoice from a contract. This option is only
available for organizations using eProcurement.
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l Delete - Allows you to delete contracts that are in Draft status. You can only delete
contracts when they are in Draft status.

l Delete Amendment - Allows you to delete contract amendments that are in Draft status.
You can only delete contract amendments when they are in Draft status.

l Delete Renewal - Allows you to delete contract renewals that are in Draft status. You can
only delete contract renewals when they are in Draft status.

l Download Full Contract as PDF - In the left menu, click Open Main Document, then select
this option to download a PDF version of the contract that includes the main document and
all attachments that have "Print with Full Contract" selected.

l End Subscription - Displayed only for member organizations where a consortium
relationship is established and set up by JAGGAER. Allows consortium members to
unsubscribe from a consortium contract. See also Subscribe to Contract.

l Forward To - Allows you to forward a contract that is in the approval workflow to another
user.

l Launch eSignature - Available for systems using eSignature. If a contract is set to use
eSignature and the manual signature placement option is selected, when it reaches the
appropriate eSignature workflow step it will stop and display the Pending Signature status.
Contract managers then need to select the Launch Signature contract action to open the
eSignature provider application, where they place signature block placeholders on the
contract and send it to the signers for review.

If the Launch eSignature action is not selected in this case, the contract will not move to
the next step in the workflow until a signed contract document is manually uploaded into
the system using the contract action Upload Fully Executed Contract.

l Open Main Document - Use the Open Main Document field in the left menu to open a
copy of the contract or download a PDF copy of the contract document and selected
attachments.

l Override Check Out - Allows users with the permission to take control of a contract that
has been checked out to another user. This is used in cases where the user who has the
contract checked out is not available and an action needs to be performed on the contract.

l Place on Hold - Displayed when a contract is in the approval workflow and allows users
with the appropriate permissions to place a contract on hold. It is used to indicate that the
assigned approver is not taking action on the contract at this time. The status does not
prevent the contract from being approved or acted upon. If the contract is unassigned and
you place it on hold, the contract will automatically be assigned to you. If you have
permission to approve another user's approval contracts, you can approve a contract on
hold, but you cannot place another assigned user's contract on hold.
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l Reassign Contract Facilitator - Allows a contract manager, contract administrator or
contract facilitator to remove the contract facilitator designation from one individual and
reassign it to a different contract manager or contract administrator to perform contract
manager-related tasks on a contract prior to it reaching Executed: In Effect status. See also
Assign Contract Facilitator and Unassign Contract Facilitator.

l Reject - Allows users to reject the contract. When rejected, a contract is removed from
workflow, its status is changed to Rejected, and a rejection time stamp is added. Users
cannot amend or renew rejected contracts. Rejected contracts can still be archived,
copied, and returned to draft. Rejected contracts appear in contract search results.

l Renew - You can renew a contract that has reach its end date, as long as the contract
allows renewals and there are renewals remaining.

l Return to Draft - Displayed when a contract is in the approval workflow. Allows users with
the appropriate permission to return the contract to Draft status to make updates.

l Return to Executed - Displayed when a contract is in Complete status. Allows you to
return the contract to Executed: In Effect status.

l Return to Shared Folder - Displayed on contracts where you have assigned a contract
approval task to yourself, but there are multiple users who could approve the contract.
Selecting this option returns the task to the shared approval folder, where another user can
pick up the approval task.

l Send to Contracts AI - Sends the contract to Contracts AI for a contract variance analysis.

l Start External Communication - Used to send external communications from a contract.
It is displayed on all contract pages of contracts in any status. The messages and their
replies are saved and can be accessed from the contract's Communication Center.

l Subscribe to Contract - Displayed only for member organizations where a consortium
relationship is established and set up by JAGGAER. Allows consortium members to
subscribe to a consortium contract. By subscribing to a contract, it will immediately be
available for use on your site. Edits can be made to the contract after subscribing. See also
End Subscription.

l Terminate - Allows you to end a contract prior to its scheduled end date. A termination is
used post-suspension when terms cannot be reached and the contract will not go forward.
This is a final step. You can copy and print a terminated contract, but it cannot be returned
to active status. You can terminate contracts in Draft and Executed: In Effect status.

l Un-Archive - Allows you to return archived contracts to visibility in simple searches, the
contracts dashboard, the Contracts tab of a supplier profile, the Contract Family page, and
contract reports. See Archive.
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l Unassign Contract Facilitator - Allows a contract manager, contract administrator or
contract facilitator to remove the contract facilitator designation from an individual. See
also Assign Contract Facilitator and Reassign Contract Facilitator.

l Upload Fully Executed Contract -Displayed when a contract is in Pending Signature
status. It indicates that the contract has been approved, but a signed copy of the contract
has not been uploaded into the system. Click to upload a signed copy of the contract.

Note: If the Update Start Date Upon Execution option has been selected as the
contract start date, and the start date entered by the system is different from the
actual start date, a Use Fully Executed Date checkbox is displayed and the current
date and time populates the Start Date field. Leave the checkbox selected if you want
the current date and time to be the contract start date, or clear the checkbox (so that
it is blank) and enter dates in the Start Date and End Date fields.

l View/Reactivate Subscriber - Use the View/Reactivate Subscriber contract action to
view email recipients who have unsubscribed from a contract email conversation and
reactivate their subscription. Users need the Email from Contract permission to see this
action.

l Version History - Selecting Version History in any record will open up a screen that
contains a log of all actions performed on the record.

l Withdraw and Return to Draft - Contract managers and contract facilitators on the
contract, contract administrators on the work group the contract uses, and super users
have access to this action when a contract is in the approval workflow. It allows them to
return the record to Draft status to make updates.

You can view a history of changes made to a contract by clicking the History link in the top right
corner of the screen.

Contract Statuses
Here is a list of default contract statuses that are displayed in Contracts+. They reflect where a
contract is in its lifecycle, and determine the actions that can be performed on a contract.

Your system may show different statuses that have been configured specifically for your
organization.
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Contract Workflow Statuses
l Complete - The contract has reached its scheduled end date and all steps required to

close the contract have been done. The Complete action is typically used when a contract
has reached its scheduled end date and has expired. Depending on your organization's
configuration, this may be an automatic process that moves contracts to the Complete
status when a contract's end date is reached, or it can be performed manually to indicate
that you have finished invoicing against a contract and that it is inactive in the system. The
Complete status can be reversed by selecting Contract Actions > Return to Executed.

l Draft - The contract is under construction and has not been submitted for approval.

l eSignature Setup - This applies to systems with eSignature enabled, where Adobe Sign is
the eSignature provider, and the contract is complete and in workflow. It indicates that
"Yes" has been selected for the "Use eSignature for this contract?" question on the
contract header and that the Manual - Placed by Contract Manager option is selected on
the eSignature page of a contract, but the "Launch eSignature" contract action has not
been selected. The contract manager needs to manually select Launch eSignature from
the Contract Actions menu. They will be taken to the document in Adobe Sign where they
can drag and drop signature placeholders from the top of the screen onto the document
before sending the contract out for electronic signature.

l Expired - A contract is automatically marked as expired once its scheduled end date has
passed.

l Executed: Future - The contract is approved, but will not be in effect until its scheduled
start date.

l Executed: In Effect- The contract is approved and active.

l External Review - The contract draft is complete and is undergoing an external review by
individuals who do not have access to the system.

l Internal Review - The contract is undergoing an internal review by users within the
system.

l Out for Signature - This applies to systems using eSignature, where the contract is in the
approval workflow. It indicates that "Yes" has been selected for the "Use eSignature for
this contract?" question on the contract header, and the contract has been sent from the
eSignature service provider to the signers for approval.

l Pending Approval - The contract is complete and is moving through the approval
workflow.

l Pending Signature - This applies to systems using eSignature, where the contract is in the
approval workflow. It indicates that "Yes" has been selected for the "Use eSignature for
this contract?" question on the contract header and the manual signature block placement
option has been chosen on the eSignature page. When the contract reaches the
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appropriate eSignature workflow step it will stop and display a Pending Signature status.
Contract managers then need to select the Launch Signature contract action to open
Adobe Sign or DocuSign, where they place signature block placeholders on the contract
and send it out to the signers for review, or manually upload a signed copy of the contract.

l Rejected - Users can reject contracts using the Reject contract action. When a contract is
rejected, it is removed from workflow, its status is changed to Rejected, and a rejection
time stamp is added. Users cannot amend or renew rejected contracts. Rejected contracts
can still be archived, copied, and returned to draft. Rejected contracts appear in contract
search results.

l Superseded - The contract is an old version of a contract that is no longer in effect. It has
been replaced with a newer version of the contract that is in the status "Executed: In
Effect".

l Terminated - The contract has been stopped before its scheduled end date. A termination
is used post-execution, when terms cannot be reached and the contract will not go
forward. You can copy and print a terminated contract, but it cannot be returned to active
status.
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Contract Administration

General Contract Settings
The General Contract Settings area is used to define default contract settings for your
organization. It is also used to configure some integration options such as eSignature or
Salesforce integration.

It contains the following tabs:

General
This tab is where default settings are configured for key areas of Contracts+. These are
organization-level settings that affect how contracts work and how they are applied to all
contracts in Contracts+. Some of these settings can be overridden in other areas (i.e., on work
groups) so that the feature can be customized for specific contracts or groups of contracts, but
generally, the settings chosen here will be displayed on all contracts in the system if nothing else
is changed.

eSignature Administration
This tab is used to connect to your eSignature provider and configure default eSignature settings
for the system.

eSignature Rules
This tab is used to configure eSignature rules for automatically assigning eSigners based on
conditions.

Report
This tab is used to customize the Time Distribution chart and the Summary table on the Cycle
Time Report.
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Salesforce
This is where to set up Salesforce integration. This tab is only displayed when Salesforce
integration settings have been enabled by JAGGAER.

Note: There is an additional setting under Accounts Payable that is used to enable the
Contract Invoice Approver feature. If enabled, this feature causes the "Invoice
Approvers" option to be displayed on the contract Users and Contacts page, where
contract managers can select internal user invoice approvers for the contract. The users
who are selected are able to approve invoices and invoice line items that have been
assigned to that contract.

This feature requires invoice workflow setup.

Configure General Contract Settings
Complete each section in the General tab as indicated below. You need Contract Administrator
permissions to access this page.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Click the General tab.

3. Complete options as follows:

l Contract Number Wheels - Set whether users can modify contract numbers on
contracts.

l Select Yes if users can change the contract numbers automatically generated
by a contract number wheel. Select No if the contract number cannot be
modified by users.

l Assign a Contract Number Wheel - Select which contract number wheel to use by
default for all work groups.

l The options available are populated from the Manage Number Wheels screen,
and can be changed at the contract work group level.

Note: If the contract number wheel references the contract work group,
and the work group is changed, the contract number will need to be
updated manually.
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l Use Work Group Level Access Control - Set whether or not access to a contract is
inherited from work groups.

l Select Yes if you want access to the contract to be inherited from the work
group by default. If selected, access to a contract is populated from the work
group settings by default, but can be changed at the contract level. Select No
if you want to access to the contract to be configured on each contract.

l Contract Family - Set default date options for child contracts of parent contracts.

l Select the one of the following options as the default date restriction setting
for child contracts of parent contracts. These settings can be changed on
individual contracts in the Contract Family screen. There are three options:

l The child contract dates must be within the parent’s contract dates.
l The child contract dates may be outside the parent’s contract dates.
l The child contract start date must be within the parent’s contract

dates.

l Select one of the following options as the default restriction setting for the
Primary Second Party relationship for parent/child contracts.

l Can be any Primary Second Party
l Must be the same exact Primary Second Party
l Must be in the same Hierarchy

l Import Export - Set the number of days that imports or exports are retained in the
Import/Export search screen.

l Enter the maximum number of days that contract imports and exports are
retained in the contract import/export search screen.

l Contract Completion - Set whether contracts automatically move to Complete
status when they have reached their end date.

l Select Yes if you want contracts to automatically move to the Complete
status once they've reached their end date. Select No if you want users to
manually move contracts to a Complete status.

l Contracts with No Expiration - Set whether all contracts must have an end date, or
whether some contracts can be ongoing, with no end date.

l Select Yes to allow ongoing, or "evergreen" contracts that have no expiration
date. This causes the "No Expiration" option to be displayed in the contract
wizard when creating a contract, and "No Expiration" appears for the End
Date field on the contract header. Select No if all contracts must have an end
date.
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l Contract Facilitator - Activates the contract facilitator option. This allows the
contract manager or administrator to temporarily select another contract manager or
administrator to perform contract manager tasks on a contract prior to it reaching
the Executed: In Effect status.

l Select Yes to allow the contract manager or administrator to temporarily
select another contract manager or administrator to perform contract
manager tasks on a contract prior to it reaching the Executed: In Effect status.
Select No if you do not want to enable the Contract Facilitator feature.

l Maximum Email Attachment Size - Set the maximum size allowed for email
attachments that are sent to external reviewers. The default setting is 15 MB.

l Languages - Enable contract language selection for use with templates, clauses
and contracts. This setting is used to group records by language.

Note: Language settings in Contracts are only available with Contracts+. They
are used solely to indicate the language of document text and are not part of
JAGGAER Indirect language options.

l Select Yes to enable contract language settings. The Contract Language
field is displayed when creating clauses, templates, and contracts, and a
language must be selected before the record can be saved. The language
cannot be changed once the record is saved. Select No if you do not want to
use Language settings.

l Commodity Code - Set whether or not commodity codes can be selected on
contracts. This setting affects the use of commodity codes on contracts for the
entire organization. If commodity codes are enabled here, they must also be enabled
for each contract type that you want to use commodity codes with. This setting
must be enabled before commodity codes can be imported and exported via CSV or
XML import/export.

l Select Yes to enable the use of commodity codes on contracts at the
organization level, allowing contracts to be filtered and reported on using
these codes. This setting must be set to Yes before commodity codes can be
imported and exported via CSV or XML import/export. Select No to disable the
feature. No is the default setting.

Note: If Yes is selected, commodity codes must also be enabled for each
contract type that you want to use commodity codes with.
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Note: The list of commodity codes that can be manually added to a
contract are managed in one of two areas, depending on the products
your organization is using:

• For organizations that have Spend Analytics - Commodity code
management is done via Setup > Hosted Catalog and Ordering
Configuration.

• For organizations that do not have Spend Analytics - Commodity code
management is done via Suppliers > Configuration Settings >
Commodity Codes.

l Budget Calculation - Set how credit memos are calculated for remaining invoice
budget totals on contracts.

l Select Do Not Apply if credit memo amounts are ignored and will not be
applied to remaining invoice budget totals on contracts.

l Select the Apply to Referenced Contract Only option if credit memo
amounts will be applied to remaining invoice budget totals on contracts.
Changes to these settings apply to new contracts only.

l Manual Internal Review - Allows organizations to display or hide the Create
Manual Internal Round option on the contract Review Rounds page. If the
automated internal review round feature is enabled for an organization, this allows
them to use the automated internal review process only, or enable both manual and
automated internal review options.

l Select Yes (default setting) to display the Create Manual Internal Round
option on the Review Rounds page and allow contract managers to start
manual internal review rounds. If an organization has enabled both automatic
and manual internal review rounds, this option is displayed on contracts by
clicking Automated Internal Round, then Create Manual Internal Round. If
an organization is using manual review rounds only, this option is displayed as
a button.

Select No to hide the Create Manual Internal Round option on the Review
Rounds page and use the automated review round process only. For systems
with automated internal review rounds enabled, the Start Automated
Internal Round button will be the only option displayed. For systems that do
not have automated internal review rounds enabled, this will hide the Create
Manual Internal Round option and contract managers will not be able to
initiate an internal review round.
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l Share Contracts - Used to manage the ability to share contracts with second
parties. When this functionality is enabled, organizations can share conracts to
suppliers within their supplier portals.

l Show on Supplier Portal - This setting manages the feature on the
organization level. Click Yes to enable the contract sharing or No to disable
contract sharing.

l Supplier Visible Custom Field - Used to designate a custom field that can be made
visible to suppliers when they create invoices from a contract. Organizations can
choose one custom field here that is displayed on the eProcurement Setup page by
default for all contracts. On each contract, contract managers can choose to make
the field visible to suppliers and also make it mandatory that suppliers complete the
field before they can submit an invoice. Suppliers creating a non-PO invoice from a
contract with the setting enabled will be able to view the field on invoice line items
and enter a value.

l Next to Select the Custom Field the Supplier will provide if the contract
setting is enabled, use the type ahead or click the search icon to select an
organization custom field that can be made visible to suppliers when they
create invoices from a contract. The custom fields available for selection are
populated from line-level custom fields on your organization's active buyer
invoice configuration document and are unique for each organization. The
field selected is displayed on the eProcurement Setup page for all contracts.

Important Note:All values that can be selected in the custom field are visible
to suppliers on contracts designated to be exposed.

l Secure Contract

l Only Contract Managers and Contract Administrators with an additional
permission can edit Executed contracts.- Enabling this option prevents
users from checking out contracts for internal editing unless they have the
Edit Executed Contracts permission (Permission Settings > Contracts >
Contracts Permission). Note: The permission does not display unless the
organization setting is enabled.

l Draft Contracts - Select Yes to disable the ability to delete draft contracts. If you
disable the ability to delete draft contracts, the new permission Allow Delete Draft
Contracts will become available. It is disabled for users by default.
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l Automatic Auto Renew to Executed - Enabling this option allows contracts set up
for auto-renewal to renew without going through workflow approval again.

l If this option is enabled, an auto-renewal contract is created at the time
indicated in the auto-renewal settings. It will stay in Executed: Future status
until its start date. On the start date, the contract status will then change to
Executed: In Effect.

l The full contract PDF created at the auto renew creation time will use the new
contract dates and placeholders, as with manual renewal.

l If this option is enabled, certain circumstances can still prevent auto-renew
contracts from being moved to Executed-Future. This can occur with invalid
CCF validations or missing required fields, for example. In these situations, the
renewal contract will be created in draft status, and the violations will be
indicated.

Supplier Visible Custom Fields
Organizations can designate a custom field that can be made visible to suppliers when they
create invoices from a contract.

Organizations choose one custom field that is displayed on the eProcurement Setup page for all
contracts. On each contract, contract managers can choose to make the field visible to suppliers
and also make it mandatory that suppliers complete the field before they can submit an invoice.

Contract Administration Setup
Contract administrators choose an organization custom field to display in the General Contract
Settings page under Contract Administration. The custom field selected is displayed on all
contracts in the system by default.

The custom fields available for selection are line-level custom fields (that are not child custom
fields) populated from the organization's active buyer invoice configuration document and are
unique for each organization.

Important Note:All values that can be selected for the custom field are visible to suppliers
on the contracts designated to be exposed.
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Contract Setup
The Supplier Visible Custom Field section on the contract eProcurement Setup page is where
contract managers choose to make the custom field visible to suppliers for individual contracts,
and also indicate whether suppliers are required to complete the field before submitting an
invoice.

Consortiums
Parents and members of a consortium can choose their own supplier custom visible fields.

Suppliers Creating Invoices from a Portal
If a custom field has been made visible for suppliers on a contract, suppliers creating a non-PO
invoice from the contract in a network or branded portal will be able to view the field on invoice
line items and select a value:

l The custom field from the contract is displayed under Line Item Details on the second line
of the row selected:

l It is displayed as a drop down field if there are fewer than 25 values to select. All
values that can be selected for the custom field are visible to suppliers on the
contracts designated to be exposed.

l It is displayed as a text box if there are more than 25 values to select. Suppliers
enter a code and the supplier-entered values will be validated against organization
codes. A message will be displayed if the code is not valid.

l Suppliers can copy lines with the field on an invoice and select a different value for the field
on each line. They can copy a single line by clicking Actions > Copy Line or select Actions
for Selected Items to copy multiple lines at once.

Buyer Invoices
Custom field values entered by a supplier on a sales invoices will be transferred to buyer
invoices created from the sales invoice, where the system rules for applying account codes to
invoices are applied.
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CSV and XML Import/Exports
The following columns in the Contract CSV and XML import/export files allow the Supplier Visible
Custom Field settings on contracts to be updated via import:

l CustomFieldEnabled - Indicates whether or not the Supplier Visible Custom Field enabled
for an organization is visible to suppliers when they are creating invoices for a specific
contract. It corresponds to the Do you want portal invoicing enabled Suppliers to
complete the selected Custom Field on Invoices created from this contract? field on
the contract eProcurement Setup page.

l CustomFieldRequired - Indicates whether or not suppliers are required to complete the
custom field before submitting an invoice created from the contract. The
CustomFieldEnabled field must be set to Yes before a value can be entered.

Setting Default Values
Users may set default values for supplier-visible custom fields. To do so, navigate to Contracts

> Contract Administration > General Contract Settings. On the General tab, locate Supplier
Visible Custom Field and select the custom field to be made supplier-visible.

On a contract, navigate to Goods and Services and select the Non-Catalog Items tab and the
Manage Non-Catalog Items sub-tab. The field that was set will now be visible on the items list
as its own column. If an item is edited, the supplier-visible custom field value can be changed as
well. Any value entered at this level will overwrite any values set at the contract level. This
functionality bypasses the need to have suppliers set this value directly.

Hiding Optional Fields
Administrators may configure the visibility of certain optional contract fields. This grants
organizations greater flexibility in displaying optional fields on their contracts.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types.
2. Select a contract type from the Contract Types list.
3. Select the Configuration tab.
4. On the Configuration tab, there are three sections: Header, Dates and Renewals, and

Additional Fields. Click the Edit button for the section you wish to edit, and use the bubble
selectors to choose the fields that will be always visible or always hidden in that section of
the selected contract type.
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Note: Field Management settings override the visibility settings on the Configuration tab.

Configure the Cycle Time Report
The Report tab under General Contract Settings allows organizations to customize the time
distribution configuration for the Time Distribution chart and in the Summary table on the Cycle
Time Report. You cannot update settings for one time block group only, you must enter settings
for all time block groups each time you make a change. Once the group settings are saved, the
only way to restore default settings is to manually enter them again.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Click the Report tab. The current time block groups appear with their minimum and
maximum values in days.

3. Click Override to add or edit the time blocks displayed on the Cycle Time Report. The Time
Distribution Group Configuration window opens.

l The Group Number column indicates the time block group and will increment
automatically as time block groups are added. The initial time block group is 1.

l The Minimum Value column displays the minimum value (in days) of the time block
group and is automatically updated as time block groups are added. It is always the
maximum value of the previous group plus 1. For example if the time block for the
first group is 0-5, the minimum value of the second group will be set to 6. If the time
block of the first group is 0-10, the minimum value of the second group would be 11.

4. In the Maximum Value field, enter the maximum value in days for the time block group.

5. Click Add Group. The maximum value is added to group number 1, and the next time block
is displayed.

6. Enter minimum and maximum values for each time block group that you want displayed on
the Cycle Time Report.

7. Once you have reached the last time block, leave the Maximum Value field blank. This will
appear as [minimum value]+ on the report.

8. Click Save Changes.

The groups appear as time blocks on the Time Distribution chart and Summary table on the Cycle
Time Report.
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Enable Contract Facilitator
The ability to assign a contract facilitator to a contract allows the contract manager or
administrator to temporarily select another contract manager or administrator to perform contract
manager tasks on a contract prior to it reaching Executed: In Effect status.

The Contract Facilitator feature is off by default and must be enabled for your system. When
enabled, the following contract actions are available to contract managers and administrators:

l Assign Contract Facilitator
l Reassign Contract Facilitator
l Unassign Contract Facilitator

Step-by-Step
The Contract Configuration permission is needed to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Under the Contract Facilitator heading, click Yes beside Use "Contract Facilitator" as
an option on contracts.

3. Click Save Changes.

The Contract Facilitator feature is enabled and the Assign Contract Facilitator, Reassign
Facilitator and Unassign Contract Facilitator contract actions are available for contract
administrators and contract managers.

eSignature Setup
The eSignature Administration tab on the General Contract Settings page is used to configure
the default eSignature settings for the organization. These settings are displayed on work groups
and contracts unless changed.

The eSignature Rules tab on the General Contract Settings page is used to configure eSignature
rules for automatically assigning eSigners based on conditions

Configure eSignature Administration Settings
Organization default settings can be changed at any time, even while outstanding eSignature
contracts exist. Changes cascade down the system as follows:
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l On work groups:

l Work group fields that are using the organization defaults are updated and will
reflect the new settings.

l Work group fields that have overridden the organization defaults are not updated
and will continue to use the option chosen on the work group.

l New contracts use the settings that exist on the work group at the time of creation.

l On existing contracts, it depends on the eSignature options that have been selected and
where the contract is in the workflow:

l The Placement of Signature Block Fields and Order of Signers fields populate
with the work group settings in use at the time the "Use eSignature for this
contract?" field on the contract header is set to Yes. Existing contracts that have
eSignature enabled are not changed unless the settings are updated manually on
the contract.

l Contracts use the eSignature Service Provider user account that is defined on the
work group at the time a contract is submitted into the contract approval workflow.
This setting cannot be changed on a contract.

The following configuration is required to enable eSignature for your organization.

You will need a client agreement with an eSignature provider to complete this
configuration. DocuSign and Adobe Sign providers are supported. They will provide you with the
eSignature user credentials that are entered on this page.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Click the eSignature Administration tab.

3. In the eSignature Connection section, connect to your eSignature service provider.

a. Click Edit next to eSignature Connection.

b. In the eSignature Service Provider field, select the provider you have a client
agreement with.

c. Complete the following fields based on the provider you have selected:

DocuSign
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l Enter the User Name and Password from your DocuSign account.

l Click Save Changes. You are returned to the eSignature tab and additional
headings are displayed.

Adobe Sign

Note: The User Name field will display a dash "-" until you validate user settings in
Adobe Sign.

l Click Activate. You will be redirected to Adobe Sign.

l Enter the Email address of the Adobe Sign user account.

l Clear the Stay signed in checkbox so that it is blank (recommended).

l Enter the Password of the Adobe Sign user account.

l Click Sign In. The system will process for a few seconds and when finished,
the eSignature Setup window is displayed with the user account information
and a Connection Verified" message.

l Click Save Changes. You are returned to the eSignature tab and additional
headings are displayed.

d. Click Test Connection to make sure the system is linked to your eSignature
provider. If the settings are correct you'll see a " Connection Verified" message.

4. In the eSignature Settings section, configure organization defaults for the following fields.
The options selected here can be overridden at the work group level and on individual
contracts.

a. Click Edit next to eSignature Settings.

b. Complete the following fields:

l Order of Signers(displayed for organizations with Adobe Sign only) - This
field determines the order in which a contract is signed. There are two
options:

l Sign In Parallel - Signers are listed together in no particular order. New
signers are added to the bottom of the list. Signers can sign the
contract at any time.

l Sign Sequentially - When there is more than one signer on a contract,
a Signing Order field is used to define the sequence in which individuals
sign the contract.
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l Placement of Signature Block Fields - This field determines how signature
block fields are placed on a contract. There are two options:

l Manual - Placed by Contract Manager - Select if you want the
contract manager to send the contract to the eSignature provider when
it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option
requires contract managers to manually place signature block fields on
a contract in Adobe Sign or DocuSign before sending it out for
signature.

l Automatic - Placed by eSignature Application - Select if you want
the system to send the contract to the eSignature provider when it
reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow step. This option is
designed to work with text tags that have been added to clauses,
templates or contracts to indicate where signature block fields should
go.

l Use eSignature - Select the default setting for the Use for eSignature
checkbox on the contract header. Select Yes to have the Use for eSignature
checkbox selected by default on all contracts in the system. Select No to
leave the Use for eSignature field checkbox blank by default.

l Attach Adobe Audit Trail - Select the default setting for attaching an audit
trail page as the last page of signed contracts in Executed: In Effect status.

c. Click Save Changes.

5. (optional) In the Signer Options section, define who can electronically sign contracts for
your organization.

a. Click Edit next to Signer Options.

b. Choose one of the following options next to Who can be signers for First Parties?:

l Select Anyone (default setting) if any individual can sign contracts
electronically. This setting allows contract managers to enter signers
manually on a contract's eSignature page.

l Select Party Contacts Only if only individuals who are first party contacts
can sign contracts electronically. This setting disables the manual option and
contract managers cannot enter signers manually on a contract's eSignature
page.

c. Click Save Changes.
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Configure eSignature Rules Settings
On the eSignature Rules tab, you are able to configure eSignature rules to automatically add
appropriate internal eSignature signers based on certain conditions being met.

You create rules based on Contract Type, Contract Value, Contract Total Value, and Commodity
Codes to determine and assign eSigners.

The signers automatically change as the rules are changed and the values used in the rules
change, until the contract is submitted for workflow. At that time, the signers will remain static.

Step-by-Step
To create a new eSignature rule:

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Click the eSignature Rules tab to open it. Ensure the Rules Management tab is selected.

3. Click the Add Rule button to create a new rule. The page changes to allow editing of the
rule.

4. Update rule info:

a. Click the Edit link in the Rule Info box to. The Rule Info overlay opens.

b. Update the rule name.

c. Update the display name.

d. Enter a rule description.

e. Select the Active checkbox to activate the rule.

f. Click Save. The overlay closes and your changes are saved.

5. Add signers:

a. Click the Add Signers button in the Signers box. The User Search pop-up opens.

b. Search for and select the users you want to use as signers for the rule.

c. Click Add Selected Users. The pop-up closes and the users are added as signers
for the rule.
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6. Add signature rules:

a. From the Rules box, select a new signers rule from the dropdown and click Go. The
Edit Dynamic Rule Element overlay opens.

b. Configure the dynamic rule element using the available fields as required.

c. Click Save. The overlay closes and your changes are saved.

7. Continue to add signer rules as required.

eSignature - Find and Fix Errors
The eSignature Integration Status page displays all eSignature transactions, or you can apply
search filters to only see those with an error condition. Transactions with error conditions have an
Actions button that allows you to retry the action. If the error has a status of “Retracted”, the
Actions button allows you to delete the error condition.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Administer > Find and Fix Errors > eSignature Integration Status.

2. Search for transactions with errors by selecting a Status, click the Has Errors checkbox,
then click Apply.

3. In the search results, rows with errors display a Retry option in the Actions menu next to
an item. If the error has a status of Retracted, there will also be a Delete option:

l Select Retry to repeat the action.

l Select Delete to remove the error condition.

Adobe Phone Authentication
As of the 22.3 release, Contracts+ supports Adobe Phone Authentication, a form of two-factor
authentication that allows organizations to have Adobe verify their identity via phone message.

Important Note: Because phone authentication is typically a per-recipient charge,
JAGGAER recommends setting the default authentication method to Email unless the
organization has mandated otherwise
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Step-by-Step
l To enable Adobe Phone Authentication, administrators must contact Adobe and have it

enabled for their account.
l Once Adobe two-factor authentication by phone has been enabled and set up, perform the

following procedure to enable it as part of the JAGGAER integration:
1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract

Settings > eSignature Administration.
2. Locate the eSignature Settings section.
3. Click the Edit button associated with the eSignature Settings section.
4. Set Allow Phone Authentication to Yes. The default setting is No.
5. Click Save. This update will be recorded in the History.

l In order to use Adobe two-factor authentication by phone with JAGGAER, a phone number
must be associated with the organization. If a phone number is not provided and Allow
Phone Authentication is set to Yes, the default setting will be used instead.

Contract Types
Contract types are categories used to group similar types of contracts and configure some basic
settings for contracts belonging to them, such as eProcurement settings.

Contracts+ contract types are used to define the custom contract fields that appear on the
contract header of contracts using the contract type, configure some default settings for
Contracts+ features, and select who can create contracts for a contract type. Contracts+
contract types can also function as a trigger for contract workflows. For organizations with the
Contract Compliance Tracking solution, contract types are also used to enable basic
eProcurement settings for contracts using the contract type.

Managing Contract Types
Contract types are initially created as part of your implementation, but you may need to update or
add contract types.

When updating a contract type, changes to fields in the About and Procurement tabs on a
contract type will immediately affect all contracts using the contract type. Changes to fields in
the Custom Data and Users tabs will only affect new contracts created from the contract type.

If creating a contract type, once the contract type is saved, it cannot be deleted. It must be
activated to make it available for selection when creating contracts, and can be inactivated to
make it unavailable for selection. Inactive contract types can be reactivated.
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A Show Inactive/Hide Inactive toggle link in the top right corner of the Contract Types column
on the Contract Types page displays or hides inactive contract types. An inactive parent contract
type is displayed if any of its child contract types are active.

Overview
Here is a summary of how contract types work:

l Contract types are created and activated.

l Every template and contract must be associated with an active contract type when it
is created. Note: Contract type can only be changed on contracts that are in Draft status.

l Templates and contracts can only be used with other records that have the same contract
type. For example, contracts belonging to a contract type A will only be able to use
templates that also belong to contract type A.

l Contract types affect contract searches and reports as they can be used to filter records
based on their contract type.

Parent-Child Hierarchy
Contract types can be set up in a parent-child hierarchy. Child contract types inherit settings
from their parent by default, but the inherited settings can be overridden on child contract types
to customize settings. For example, a child contract type could be configured to display a
different set of custom contract fields than its parent, while all other settings use the parent
default selections.

Contract Type Tabs
The settings on these tabs will be inherited by all contracts associated with the contract type.

About

The About tab is used to configure basic default settings for a contract type. This is where to
define basic information, such as the contract type name, contract type code (for the initial
creation), and whether it is active.

These additional settings affect all contracts created from the contract type:

l Default Contract Template - This field is used to assign a default contract template to a
contract type. The contract template selected here is displayed by default in the Contract
Template field on the Create Contract wizard when a contract is created with the contract
type.
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l Default Amendment Template - Use this field to assign a default amendment contract
template to a contract type. The contract template selected here is displayed by default in
the Contract Template field when users create a contract amendment for a contract that
uses the contract type.

l Use for eProcurement - For organizations with the Contract Compliance Tracking
solution, this option makes contracts in the contract type available for use with
eProcurement.

l Update Start Date Upon Execution - Controls the default setting of the Update Start Date
Upon Execution checkbox on contracts.

l Jurisdiction Required - For systems with Jurisdictions enabled, determines whether or
not users must select Jurisdictions on the contract header before the contract can be
submitted for approval.

l Commodity Codes - Enables or disables the use of commodity codes on contracts for a
contract type. If commodity codes are enabled for a contract type, a Commodity Codes
section is displayed on the contract header of contracts created from the contract type.
This is where contract managers add, delete or update commodity codes on a contract.

Commodity codes on contracts allow you to categorize, track and report on contracts
using commodity codes that have been set up in your system. For contracts created from a
sourcing event, commodity codes are imported from the sourcing event.

l Show Total Contract Value - When this option is enabled, users can enter a dollar value
on the contract header of their contracts. The Total Contract Value is calculated based on
the value of the original contract and each amendment and renewal.

l Parent/Child Primary Second Party - Used to override the default restriction setting for
the Primary Second Party relationship for parent/child contracts.

l Use eSignature - Allows you to override the eSignature setting on the General Contract
Settings page for contract types. You can choose to use the default setting (the current
setting from the General Contract Settings page), or override the default to always use or
never use eSignature for the contract type.

l Require Total Contract Value- Allows you to require that the Total Contract Value be
displayed in the contract header. By default, this setting is set to No. If set to Yes, this
value MUST be set. Additionally, any child contract types will inherit the Total Contract
Value of the parent contract type. Associated contracts cannot be submitted for workflow
if this value is less than or equal to 0.00, but they can be saved as drafts.

Custom Data
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The Custom Data tab is used to add custom contract fields to contract types. The custom
contract fields added here are displayed on the contract header of all contracts created from the
contract type. If settings permit, they are also displayed on the Contract Summary page of
contracts using the contract type.

For each contract type you can choose which custom contract fields are displayed on the
contract header, and define how they are displayed: you can group them into sections and pages,
set the order they appear in, and apply conditional visibility settings, so that choosing a value in
one field causes another field, or group of fields, to display.

Procurement

The Procurement tab is displayed if organizations have the Contract Compliance Tracking
solution. It is used to select the default form used for eProcurement items on a contract, and
whether non-catalog items from a contract are displayed when users browse contracts for items.

Workflow Rules

If eProcurement is enabled for your organization and the contract type, the Workflow Rules tab
can be used to apply dynamic workflow rules to the contract type for Requisition, PO, Fulfillment
or Invoice workflows. This gives organizations a robust, self-managed capability to route
contract-related requests based on contract types.

Users

The Users tab is used to define who can create contracts from a contract type. "Anyone Who Can
Create Contracts" is the default setting. Additional filters allow the creation of contracts for a
contract type to be defined:

l Individually by user
l By role
l By business unit
l By department

Create or Update a Contract Type
The Contract Configuration permission is needed to modify or add contract types.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types. The Contract
Types screen opens. A list of existing contract types displays on the left. Click on a
contract type to view details.

2. Choose one of the following options to create or edit a contract type:

l Create - To create a new contract type, choose whether the contract type will be a
parent or child in a hierarchy by choosing one of the following options:

l To make the contract type a parent (no contract types above it) - Click the
Create New link located in the left panel and to the right of the main Contract
Types title.

l To make the contract type a child (linked to a parent contract type) - First
choose the contract type that will be the parent in the left menu under
Contract Types, then click Add Child Type located in the right panel and to
the right of the contract type name at the top.

l Update - To modify a contract type, click on the contract type you want to change
in the Contract Types column on the left.

Note: When updating a contract type, changes to fields in the About and
Procurement tabs on a contract type will immediately affect all contracts using
the contract type. Changes to fields in the Custom Data and Users tabs will
only affect new contracts created from the contract type.

3. If you are creating a contract type, complete these fields (all fields required):

l Name - Enter the display name for the contract type.

l Internal Name - Enter the internal reference name for the contract type. This may
be the same as the Name. The internal name is typically used for workflow routing
and cannot be changed once the contract type is saved.

l Contract Type Code - Enter a reference code for the contract type. This code
should be a 2 - 7 character abbreviation for the contract type. We recommend
planning your contract numbering system before creating contract types as the
contract type codes created here will affect contract numbering wheels and cannot
be changed once the contract type is saved.

4. Click the Save button. The contract type is saved and you will be able to configure
additional options.

Important Note: Once saved, contract types can be inactivated but they cannot be
deleted.
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5. Complete information in the contract type tabs:

l About tab - Complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter the name that will be displayed in the system for the contract
type. It can be the same or different than the internal name.

l Internal Name(read only) - This is the name entered when creating the
contract type and cannot be changed.

l Contract Type Code(read only) - This is the code entered when creating the
contract type and cannot be changed.

l Active - By default, the contract type will be set to active, making it available
to select when creating contracts. To inactivate the contract type, select the
No radio button.

l Select Default Contract Template - Select a default contract template for
the contract type. The contract template selected here is displayed by default
in the Contract Template field on the Create Contract wizard when a
contract type is selected.

Note: The default contract template here also affects contracts imported
via CSV/XML, and Sourcing contracts.

l Default Amendment Template - Select a default amendment contract
template for the contract type. The contract template selected here is
displayed by default in the Contract Template field when a contract
amendment is created for a contract that uses the contract type.

l Use for eProcurement - For organizations with CCT and Shopping features,
the eProcurement feature is enabled for a contract type by default, making
contracts available for use with eProcurement. Click No to disable the feature.
The Hide Currency option only appears if this option is set to No.

l Hide Currency - If you select Yes, currency fields are hidden for contracts
using the contract type on the contract header, mobile header, contract
template header, when creating a contract, summary page, and summary
overlay.

If enabled, contracts created with the contract type use the default currency,
unless a currency was specified elsewhere, such as contracts created from
Sourcing events.

This option is not available if Use for eProcurement is enabled. This option is
also not available for CCT-only organizations.
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l Update Start Date Upon Execution - Controls the default setting of the
Update Start Date Upon Execution checkbox on contracts. Choose one of
the following options and save changes. Changes to the setting only apply to
new contracts going forward - existing contracts will not be affected:

l Select Yes to have the checkbox selected by default on all contracts
created from contract type. Contract managers may choose to turn the
feature off at the contract level.

l Select No to leave the checkbox blank by default on all contracts
created from the contract type. Contract managers may choose to turn
the feature on at the contract level.

Note: The default setting affects how the checkbox is initially displayed
on contracts, but contract managers can choose to select or clear the
checkbox on a contract-by-contract basis.

l Jurisdiction is Required(for organizations with Jurisdictions enabled) - This
option appears only if Jurisdictions have been enabled for your system. By
default jurisdictions are not required fields. Click Yes if users must select
Jurisdictions on the contract header before the contract can be submitted for
approval.

l Show Commodity Codes(for organizations with Commodity Codes enabled)
- Click Yes if you want the Commodity Code section to appear on the
contract header. The default setting is No. This option is only displayed if the
Show commodity codes on contracts option is set to Yes under General
Contract Settings.

l Commodity Code Required(for organizations with Commodity Codes
enabled) - Click Yes if a contract created from the contract type must have at
least one commodity code before it can be submitted for approval. The
default setting is No. This option is only displayed if the Show commodity
codes on contracts option is set to Yes under General Contract Settings.

l Show Total Contract Value - Click Yes to enable for the contract type. When
enabled, users can enter a dollar value on the contract header of their
contracts. The Total Contract Value is calculated based on the value of the
original contract and each amendment and renewal.
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l Parent/Child Primary Second Party - Select one of the following options to
override the default restriction setting for the Primary Second Party
relationship for parent/child contracts.

l Use Default - Current Setting
l Override Default Setting - Always can be any Primary Second Party
l Override Default Setting - Always must be the same exact Primary

Second Party
l Override Default Setting - Always must be in the same Hierarchy

l Use eSignature - Select one of the following options to override the
eSignature setting on the General Contract Settings page for contract types.

l Use Default - Current Setting - Use the current setting from the
General Contract Settings page. The current setting is displayed here
for reference.

l Override Default Setting- Always No - Always disable eSignature for
contracts with that contract type.

l Override Default Setting- Always Yes - Always enable eSignature for
contracts with that contract type.

l Custom Data tab - On this tab you can add custom contract fields (created under
Contract Administration > Manage Custom Contract Fields) to the contract type and
arrange them in groups or pages. This is also where to add conditional settings and
set contract summary visibility for custom contract fields on the contract type.

l Procurement tab (for organizations with CCT and Shopping features) - On this tab
you can select a default form for contracts with the contract type. If you select a
default form, that form will be used by default whenever purchases are made
against contracts with the contract type. If you would like to allow non-catalog items
to display when browsing contracts with the contract type, click the Yes radio
button in the Show Generic Non-Catalog Item in Browse Contracts field.

Click change... to choose a different form. Active forms that can be selected for the
contract type are displayed in the Description column.Click Preview to view a form.
Click Select to choose the default form used for purchases against contracts with
the contract type.

l Workflow Rules tab (for organizations with CCT and Shopping features) - You can
configure workflow rules related to the contract type. When you set workflow rules,
purchases related to contracts with the contract type will follow that workflow. New
workflow rules can be created directly in the Workflow Rules tab or can be imported.
For information about creating and managing workflow, please see Workflow Setup.
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l Users tab - This is where to define who can create contracts from the contract type.
By default, any user with the appropriate permissions can create a contract from the
contract type. If you want to restrict its use, click Edit, then choose one of these
three options to define access:

l Anyone Who Can Create Contracts - This is the default setting and allows
all users to create contracts from the contract type.

l Let Me Pick - Provides filters where the ability to create contracts from the
contract types can be limited by user, role, business unit or department.

l Individually By User - Select specific users who can create contracts
from the contract type.

l By Role - Select user roles. Users with the role can create contracts
from the contract type.

l By Business Unit - Select business units. Users that belong to the
selected business units can create contracts from the contract type.

l By Department - Select departments. Users that belong to the
selected departments can create contracts from the contract type.

l Inherited Only(appears only for child contract types if access has been
restricted on the parent) - Select this option if you want the filters that have
been applied to the parent to automatically be inherited by child contract
types. Changes made to the parent contract type also affect its child contract
types.

6. Click Save Changes.

New contract types are available for use with contracts. Changes to fields in the About and
Procurement tabs on a contract type will immediately affect all contracts using the contract type.
Changes to the Custom Data and Users tabs will only affect new contracts created from the
contract type.

Adding Custom Contract Fields to a Contract Type
Custom contract fields added to a contract type are displayed on all contracts created from the
contract type. The custom contract fields that you want to add to the contract type must already
exist in the Contract Administration area.

You can only add a custom contract field once to a contract type. Pay close attention to the fields
tied within a table, if a field on the contract type is referenced in the table it will not be available to
be added to the contract type.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types. The Contract
Types screen opens and a list of existing contract types displays on the left.

2. Select the contract type that you want to add a custom field to.

3. Click the Custom Data tab.

Note: You may see groups that you cannot edit. These groups are inherited from
parent contract types and need to be edited on the parent contract type.

4. Click Add Group. The Add Group window opens. Note: All fields must belong to a group.
You can add multiple groups to a contract type. Multiple fields can belong to a single group.
Groups can then be organized into pages by inserting a page break. Note: If a group
already exists and you do not wish to add another group, skip ahead to step 7.

5. Complete the fields in the Add Group window as follows:

l Group Name - Enter the name that will appear for the group.

l Insert Page Break Before - Select Yes if you want the group to start on a new page
when the contract is viewed or printed.

l Visibility - Visibility settings define when the field appears on the contract header
and can be used to drive contract questionnaires. The default setting is Always
Visible.

6. Click Save. The Group is created.

7. Click Add Field. The Select a Field window opens, showing a list of custom fields that can
be added to the group, and a search option that allows you to search for a field.

8. Select the custom field you want to add to the group. A field can only be added once to a
contract type.

9. Click Next. The Configure the Field window opens.

10. (optional) If the field must be completed before the contract can be approved, select
Response is Required.

11. (optional) Use the Show on Summary field to define whether or not the field is displayed
on the Contract Summary of contracts created from the contract type. Default settings
that have been configured by your organization are shown on the Use Default Setting
radio button, and you don't need to make any changes if the settings are correct. The
Override options allow you to change the default settings for the contract type (and child
contract types) you are in. Choose one of the following options:
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l Use Default Setting - Current Setting: [displays setting]. Displays the Show on
Summary option selected on the custom contract field. Yes means the custom
contract field can be displayed on the Contract Summary page of contracts using
the contract type. No means it cannot be displayed on the Contract Summary page
of contracts using the contract type. No changes are required if this setting is
correct. If the custom contract field default is updated, this setting is also changed.

l Override Setting - No Never Show - Click to override the default setting so that the
custom contract field is not displayed on the Contract Summary page of contracts
created from the contract type. If the custom contract field default is updated, this
setting does not change.

l Override Setting - Yes Always Show - Click to override the default setting so that
the custom contract field is displayed on the Contract Summary page of contracts
created from the contract type. If the custom contract field default is updated, this
setting does not change.

12. (optional) Select the group that the custom contract field is displayed under in the Show In
Group field.

13. (optional) If more than one field is added to a group, use the Display Order field to
establish the sequence in which the field is displayed within the group. The display order
initially defaults to "Last".

14. Click Save to save changes and return to the Custom Data tab, or click Save and Add
Another to add another custom contract field to the group.

15. The field is added to the contract type.

Contract Work Groups
Work groups are categories configured in a parent-child hierarchy that allow administrators to
organize and control access to an organization's records. Work groups are shared by Contracts+,
Sourcing, and Savings Management solutions.

In Contracts+, every clause, template or contract must be associated with a work group when it is
created. Users are also assigned to work groups, which gives them access to records within the
work group(s) they are assigned to.

In addition, contracts inherit some default settings that are configured on the work group. Most of
these settings may be modified on contracts if organization settings allow it. On a work group you
can:
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l Select the users who will have access contracts in the work group by default and the type
of access they have. For example, you can assign users to be contract administrators or
contract managers on a work group, and they will be assigned to those roles on all
contracts in the work group.

Note: Access to work groups can also be assigned by user role or business unit so
that users with the role or assigned to the business unit will have access to records in
the work group, if they also have the appropriate permissions.

l Select the contract number wheel that will be used to number contracts in the work
group.

l Select the first party that is selected on all contracts in the work group by default.

l Set default eSignature settings.

Notes
Here are some things to note when creating work groups:

l There must be at least one top level work group as every contract must be associated with
a work group when they are created.

l Work groups are shared by Contracts+, Sourcing, and Savings Management. Any work
groups created in Contracts+ will also be displayed in these products if your organization is
using them.

l Tabs on the Work Group page are used to configure access for each of the following
products:

l Sourcing - Event Users and Event Setup tabs.

l Contracts+ - Contract Users and Contract Setup tabs.

l Savings Management - Portfolio Savings Users and Portfolio Saving Setup tabs.

l A work group can be deleted if no records or child work groups are linked to it. Once
records are associated with a work group it cannot be deleted.

Work Group Hierarchy and User Access
Work groups can be set up in a hierarchy, so that a parent work group has a set of child work
groups under it. Child work groups inherit user access settings from the parent and cannot be
removed. Other settings can be changed on a child work group.
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Access to records in a work group cascades down the parent-child hierarchy, but not up or
across levels in the hierarchy. For example, if a user is assigned to a parent work group:

l They will have access to records in the parent and its child work groups by default.

l They will not have access to records in other work groups. This includes work groups
above it in the hierarchy, or other work groups at the same level in the hierarchy and their
children.

Contract Users Tab
The Contract Users tab is used to select who has access to contracts in the work group and
what type of access they have. Access settings configured here are inherited by all contracts in
the work group by default, but some settings can be modified on contracts.

In Contracts+, there are three categories of Contract User access that can be defined on a work
group. For each category, access can be defined individually by user, by user role, or by
department:

l Contract Administrators can view and edit any contract in the work group. They can also
create and edit their own contracts.

l Contract Managers can view contracts in the work group. They can create and edit their
own contracts only. For contracts in the work group that they have not created, they will
see the contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract based on the
contract manager access settings. Note: Users who simply need to be able to view the
contract and be notified about contract events should be configured as contract
stakeholders.

l Contract Stakeholders can only view contracts in the work group. They will see the
contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract based on the
stakeholder access settings.

Note: Users must have both access to a work group and the appropriate permissions
for the access they are given. User permissions override work group access settings.
For example, if a user is given Contract Manager access to a work group, but they do
not have the appropriate Contract Manager permissions, they will not have contract
manager access to contracts in the work group. The same applies to access granted
by a user role or department. If a person is in a department or a role but has not been
assigned the right permissions, being in the department or role will not override the
permissions they were given.

These sections define what contract managers and stakeholders can see:
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l Contract Manager Access - Defines what contract managers with access to a work group
can see on contracts that they have not created. There are two options – you can choose
whether contract managers can view contract summaries only, or if they have read-only
access to the full contract.

l Stakeholder Access - Defines what contract stakeholders on contracts in the work group
will see. There are two options – you can choose whether contract stakeholders can view
contract summaries only, or if they have read-only access to the full contract.

Contract Setup Tab
The Contract Setup tab is used to configure default settings for contracts within a work group.
Each contract created under the work group will inherit these settings, but some options can be
modified at the contract level:

l Contract Number - Defines the contract number format that will be used for contracts in
the work group. The number formats available for selection are defined in the Contract
Number Wheels page. The ability to override contract numbers on contracts will depend on
your organization's settings.

l Work Group First Party (Primary) - Defines the business that is selected as primary first
party by default on all contracts created within the work group.

l eSignature Settings - Defines eSignature options for contracts in a work group. The
organization's default eSignature settings can be used, or override options provide the
ability to configure different eSignature settings for the work group. This includes the
ability to select different eSignature provider user accounts on different work groups.

Creating a Contract Work Group
Work groups are categories configured in a parent-child hierarchy that allow administrators to
organize and control access to an organization's records. Work groups are shared by Contracts+,
Sourcing, and Savings Management solutions.

In Contracts+, every clause, template or contract must be associated with a work group when it is
created. Users are also assigned to work groups, which gives them access to records within the
work group(s) they are assigned to.

In addition, contracts inherit some default settings that are configured on the work group. Most of
these settings may be modified on contracts if organization settings allow it. On a work group you
can:
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l Select the users who will have access contracts in the work group by default and the type
of access they have. For example, you can assign users to be contract administrators or
contract managers on a work group, and they will be assigned to those roles on all
contracts in the work group.

Note: Access to work groups can also be assigned by user role or business unit so
that users with the role or assigned to the business unit will have access to records in
the work group, if they also have the appropriate permissions.

l Select the contract number wheel that will be used to number contracts in the work
group.

l Select the first party that is selected on all contracts in the work group by default.

l Set default eSignature settings.

A work group can be deleted if no records or child work groups are linked to it. Once records are
associated with a work group it cannot be deleted.

Work Group Hierarchy and User Access
Work groups can be set up in a hierarchy, so that a parent work group has a set of child work
groups under it. Child work groups inherit user access settings from the parent and cannot be
removed. Other settings can be changed on a child work group.

Access to records in a work group cascade down the parent-child hierarchy, but not up or across
levels in the hierarchy. For example, if a user is assigned to a parent work group:

l They will have access to records in the parent work group and its child work groups by
default.

l They will not have access to records in other work groups. This includes work groups
above it in the hierarchy, or other work groups at the same level in the hierarchy and their
children.

Step-by-Step
Complete each section as indicated.

Important Note: Work groups are shared by Contracts+, Sourcing, and Savings
Management. Any work groups created in Contracts+ will also be displayed in these
products if your organization is using them. Once a work group is saved, it cannot be
deleted.
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Create the Work Group

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Work Groups.

2. Create a parent or child work group:

l To create a parent work group - Click Create New in the top right corner of the
Work Group column on the left. The Create Work Group window opens.

l To create a child work group - Select the parent work group in the Work Group
column on the left, then click Add Child Work Group link next to the heading in the
column on the right. The Create Work Group in [name of parent work group] window
opens.

3. Enter a Name for the work group. This is the name that will appear throughout the system.

4. Enter a unique Code for the work group.

Important Note: This is the number that the system uses to identify the work group. It
is required and cannot be changed once the work group is saved. We recommend
planning your contract numbering system before creating work groups as the work
group codes created here will affect contract numbering wheels.

5. (optional) Enter a Description of the work group.

6. Click Save Changes. The work group is created and opens to the About tab, and also
displays tabs that are used to configured additional work group settings. Complete
information for each tab as indicated below.

Complete the About tab

1. Click on the About tab.

2. Complete or modify the Name and Description fields.

3. Add Work Group Administrators by clicking the Edit Users button. Follow the
instructions as indicated for adding work group administrators. Note: You cannot remove
work group administrators inherited from a parent.

4. When finished with the configurations on the About tab, click Save Changes.
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(For organizations with Sourcing) Complete the Event Users tab

1. Click on the Event Users tab. If you are creating a child work group, settings are inherited
from the parent work group. You cannot remove event users inherited from the parent.

2. Define user access to the event by clicking the Edit Users button next to the type of
access you want assign , then select individuals, user roles, business units, or departments
in the appropriate fields. Internal users can be sourcing event managers, event creators,

stakeholders, template and library managers. Click the icon to remove a user from
selection. These are the access options for sourcing events:

Note: Access to sourcing events can be assigned to individual users, or by user role,
business unit or department, so that users with the role, or assigned to the business
unit or department will have access to records in the work group, if they have the
appropriate permissions.

l Event Managers - Internal users who can create, edit and view events in the work
group.

l Event Creators - Internal users who can create events in the work group.

l Stakeholders - Internal users who can view events in the work group.

l Template and Library Manager - Internal users who and add, edit or remove
content from Sourcing Director templates and libraries.

l Notification Recipients - If the buyer notification restriction has been enabled for
the event (indicated in the Display and Communication section on the Event Setup
tab), select the internal users who will receive system-generated notifications.

3. Click Save Changes.

(For organizations with Sourcing) Complete the Event Setup tab

1. Select the Event Setup tab and complete the following information as needed. Note: You
can find more information about the options below in Sourcing: Create Work Groups.

l Event Number - The current event number format displays, with the option to edit.
Note: This is the numbering format that is used by sourcing events connected to the
contract work group and is separate from the contract number wheel configuration
used to number contracts (which is selected in the Contract Setup tab):

1. Indirect/6. Sourcing/7.  Work Groups/3. Creating Work Groups.htm
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l To keep the default number wheel, no action is required.

l To change to a different number wheel format, select Yes for Select a
Different Format.

l Select from the configured number wheel formats for Number Format to
Use.

l Multi-stage - Select the Multi Stage Setting for the child work group:

l If the parent work group is set to Disallow, that option shows as read-only for
the child work group and cannot be changed.

l If the parent work group is set to Allow, you may choose either option for the
child work group.

l Event Creation - Select whether sourcing events are required to use a template:

l If Optional is selected, a template is not required and users with the
appropriate permissions can create a blank draft event.

l If Required is selected, all events created for the work group must be created
through a template, which is selected when an event is created. This setting
takes precedence over user permissions and users with Event Creator
permission cannot create a blank draft event.

l Bid and Evaluation - For all of the settings in this section:

l If the parent work group is set to have it enabled for All or for No Events, that
setting will show for the child work group as read only and cannot be
changed.

l If the parent work group setting is Optional, you may choose from any of the
settings for the child work group.

l Supplier Invitation - Configure how supplier invitations by commodity code and
manual invitations should be handled for events in the child work group.

l Forced Supplier Invitation by Commodity Code - Determines if suppliers
will be automatically invited based on the commodity codes for the event and
items.

l If the parent work group is set to Always or Never, that option shows
as read-only for the child work group and cannot be changed.

l If the parent work group is set to Optional, you may choose any option
for the child work group.
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l Manual Supplier Invitations - Configure if users may manually invite
suppliers for events in this work group.

l If the parent work group is set to Allow or Disallow, that option shows
as read-only for the child work group and cannot be changed.

l If the parent work group is set to Optional, you may choose any option
for the child work group.

l Display and Communication

l Visible to public - If your organization is configured to use Public Site, select
a Public Site setting.

l If the parent work group is set to Public or Private, that option shows
as read-only for the child work group and cannot be changed.

l If the parent work group setting is Optional, you may choose from any
of the settings for the child work group.

l Award Notification Emails (read only) - Displays the options selected for
award notification emails. Award Notifications are set at the organization level
and do not differ by parent or child work groups.

l Restrict Buyer Notifications - If organization settings permit buyer
notification settings to be configured on work groups, select a buyer
notification setting. Otherwise the field is read-only and displays the option
selected at the organization level for buyer notifications. If enabled, the
individuals who receive notifications are selected in the Notification
Recipients section on the Event Users tab.

2. Click Save Changes.

Complete the Contract Users tab
Select the users who will be contract administrators, contract managers or stakeholders for all
contracts in a work group by default, and define contract manager and stakeholder access.

You can define contract user access on a work group individually by user, by user role, or by
department. Individually named users on the work group will automatically receive contract
notifications (if they are enabled on a contract), but those with access provided by user roles or
departments will not automatically receive contract notifications. If you are creating a child work
group, access settings are inherited from the parent and cannot be removed.

On contracts, contract managers cannot change or remove users that have been assigned to a
work group individually, but they can remove access to the contract for all work group users by
making the contract confidential.
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1. Click the Contract Users tab.

2. Select the users who will be contract administrators, contract managers or stakeholders
for contracts in the work group by clicking Edit Users in the appropriate area. Selections

made here will be inherited by all contracts using the work group. Click the icon to
remove a user from selection. For contracts with Normal confidential settings:

l Contract Administrators can create and edit their own contracts. The can view and
edit any contract in the work group.

l Contract Managers can create and edit their own contracts only. They can view
other contracts in the work group. For contracts in the work group that they have not
created, they will see the contract summary only or have read-only access to the full
contract based on the contract manager access settings. Note: Users who simply
need to be able to view the contract and be notified about contract events should
be configured as contract stakeholders (see below).

l Contract Stakeholders can only view contracts in the work group. They will see the
contract summary only or have read-only access to the full contract based on the
stakeholder access settings.

3. Use the Contract Manager Access section to define what contract managers with access
to a work group can see on contracts that they have not created. There are two options –
you can choose whether contract managers can view contract summaries only, or if they

have read-only access to the full contract. Click the icon in the Contract Manager
Access heading to modify settings. The option selected applies to all contracts in a work
group.

l Choose one of the options next to Contract Managers Can View to define what
contract managers with access to a work group can see on contracts that they have
not created. The options displayed depend on whether the work group is a parent or
child in the hierarchy.

l Use Parent Work Group Settings (Summary Only) - Displayed on child
work groups only. Select this option on a child work group to use the
Contract Manager Access settings configured on the parent work group
immediately above it in the hierarchy. Changes to the setting on parent work
groups will automatically apply to child work groups, unless settings have
been changed at the child level. This is the default setting for child work
groups.
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l Summary Only - Select if contract managers with access to the work group
can view the Contract Summary only on contracts they have not created. This
is the default setting for parent work groups.

Note: The information that is displayed in the contract summary is based
on settings defined by your organization and visibility settings selected
on the contract .

l Full Contract Details - Select if contract managers with access to the work
group have read-only access to the full contract on contracts they have not
created.

4. Use the Stakeholder Access section to define what contract stakeholders on contracts in
the work group will see. There are two options – you can choose whether contract
stakeholders can view contract summaries only, or if they have read-only access to the full

contract. Click the icon in the Stakeholder Access subheading to modify settings.
The option selected applies to all contracts in a work group.

l Choose one of the options next to Stakeholders Can View to define what contract
stakeholders on contracts in the work group will see. The options displayed depend
on whether the work group is a parent or child in the hierarchy.

l Use Parent Work Group Settings (Summary Only) - Displayed on child
work groups only. Select this option on a child work group to use the
Stakeholder Access settings configured on the parent work group
immediately above it in the hierarchy. Changes to the setting on parent will
automatically apply to child work groups, unless settings have been changed
at the child level. This is the default setting for child work groups.

l Summary Only - Select if contract stakeholders can view the Contract
Summary only. This is the default setting for parent work groups.

Note: The information that is displayed in the contract summary is based
on settings defined by your organization and visibility settings selected
on the contract.

l Full Contract Details - Select if contract stakeholders have read-only access
to the full contract.

5. Click Save Changes.
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Complete the Contract Setup tab
1. Click the Contract Setup tab.

2. In the Contract Number section, define the contract number format that will be used for
contracts in the work group. The number formats available for selection are defined in the
Contract Number Wheels page.

l Sample Number Format - A read only field that displays an example of the number
format chosen in the Number Format to Use field.

l If you want to use a numbering wheel format that is different from the one
configured for the parent work group, click Yes next to Select a Different Format,
then select the numbering wheel format you want to use in the Number Format to
Use field.

Note: By default the work group uses the contract number settings from the
parent work group.

l Number Format to Use - Select the contract number format that will be used for all
contracts in the work group. The number formats available for selection are defined
in the Contract Number Wheels page.

3. Under Work Group First Party (Primary), define the business that is selected as primary
first party by default on all contracts created within the work group.

Note: By default, the contract party that is designated as PRIMARY for an organization
(indicated by a white star icon next to a contract owner record) is displayed as the
primary first party on all contracts in the system unless a different primary first party is
selected for a work group.

l Select Yes to choose a new default primary first party for the work group, then
select the contract party in the Work Group First Party (Primary) field.

l Select No to use the organization-level setting for the primary first party. If this
setting is switched from Yes to No, it will reset the work group to use the
organization's default setting for primary first party.

l Select No First Party to allow users to create contracts and contract templates for
the work group without first parties. First parties are still required in order to submit a
contract for approval with this option.
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4. Under eSignature Settings, define eSignature options for contracts in the work group. In
these fields, the organization's default eSignature settings can be used, or override options
provide the ability to configure different eSignature settings for the work group.

l eSignature Service Provider - Displays the eSignature provider account
configured for the work group. The organization eSignature user account is
displayed by default but can be changed here. If you are in a child work group,
settings from the parent are displayed.

l Click the Use Different Account button to override existing settings and
select a different eSignature user account for the work group. An eSignature
Setup window opens, where you can enter eSignature user account
information.

l The Use Default option can be used to return to the organization default for
the eSignature provider account.

Note: This setting cannot be overridden on contracts. Contracts use the
eSignature user account named on the work group. When a contract is
submitted into the contract approval workflow, the system will check to see
which eSignature Account is currently configured for the work group, and this
information will be displayed on the "eSignature Account Used" field on the
contract.

l Order of Signers(displayed for organizations using Adobe Sign only) - Choose the
option that is selected in the field by default for contracts in the work group. This
setting can be overridden on contracts.

l Use Default - Current Setting: [displays organization setting] - Displays the
organization default. No changes are required if the setting is correct. If the
organization default changes, this setting is also updated.

l Override Default Setting - Always Parallel - Select to have the Sign In
Parallel option selected in the field by default. This means signers are listed
together in no particular order. If the organization default is updated, this
setting does not change.

l Override Default Settings - Always Sequential - Select to have the Sign
Sequentially option selected in the field by default. This means a Signing
Order field is used to select the sequence in which individuals sign a contract.
If the organization default is updated, this setting does not change.
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l Placement of Signature Block Field - Choose the option selected in the field by
default for contracts in the work group.

l Use Default - Current Setting: [displays organization default setting] -
Displays the organization default. No changes are required if this setting is
correct. If the organization default setting changes, this setting is also
updated.

l Override Default Setting - Always Automatic, Placed by eSignature
Application - Select to have the automatic signature placement option
selected in the field by default. This means the system sends the contract to
the eSignature provider when it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow
step. If the organization default is updated, this setting does not change.

l Override Default Setting - Always Manual, Placed by Contract Manager -
Select to have the manual signature placement option selected in the field by
default. This means the contract manager sends the contract to the
eSignature provider when it reaches the appropriate eSignature workflow
step. If the organization default is updated, this setting does not change.

l Attach Adobe Audit Trail - Select the default setting for attaching an audit trail
page as the last page of signed contracts in Executed: In Effect status. Use these
options to override the setting made under Contract Administration. Choose one of
the following options:

l Use Default - Current Setting
l Override Default Setting - Always No
l Override Default Setting - Always Yes

5. Click Save Changes.

(For organizations using Savings Management) Complete
the Portfolio Savings Users tab

1. Click the Portfolio Savings Users tab.

2. Select the users who will be able to create, manage or view portfolio savings for the

contract work group by clicking Edit Users in the appropriate area. Click the icon to
remove a user from selection.

l Savings Initiative Managers - Internal users who can create, edit and view savings
initiatives within the work group.

l Savings Initiative Creators - Internal users who can create and manage their own
savings initiatives within the work group, and view all initiatives in the work group.

l Stakeholders - Internal users who can view savings initiatives within the work
group.
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3. Click Save Changes.

(For organizations using Savings Management) Complete
the Portfolio Savings Setup tab
By default the Portfolio Savings initiative uses the number format defined under Portfolio
Savings > Administration > Manage Savings Initiative Number Wheels General Portfolio
Savings Settings. You can choose to use a different numbering format in this tab.

1. Click the Portfolio Savings Setup tab.

2. Select Yes next to Select a Different Format if you want to use a different number format
from the one that appears for selection by default. No is selected by default.

3. If Yes is selected above, select the appropriate number wheel in the Number Format to
Use field.

4. Click Save Changes.

Setting Default First Party by Work Group
Use the Work Group First Party (Primary) section to define the business that is selected as
primary first party by default on all contracts created within a work group. The setting allows
organizations to designate a different default first party for each work group.

By default, the contract party that is designated as PRIMARY for an organization (indicated by a
white star icon next to a contract owner record) is displayed as the primary first party on all
contracts in the system unless a different primary first party is selected for a work group.

If defining a default first party for a work group, the following applies:

l Only Owner contract party types can be selected as default primary first parties.

l Work Group First Party (Primary) settings on a parent work group will cascade down the
parent-child hierarchy, but changes on a child work group will not affect the parent.
Changes do not affect other work groups at the same level in the hierarchy.

l Changes to the Work Group First Party (Primary) setting affect new contracts in the work
group going forward. Existing contracts will not be changed, and any contracts in Draft
status will need to be manually updated.

l The work group can be reset to use the organization's default primary first party by
switching the Select a Different First Party setting from Yes to No.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > work groups.

2. Select the work group to change in the left menu.

3. Click the Contract Setup tab. The current default first party for the work group is
displayed under the Work Group First Party (Primary) heading in the Work Group First
Party (Primary) field.

4. Choose one of the following options next to Select a Different First Party.

l Select Yes to select a new default primary first party for the work group. If the Select
a Different First Party field is set to Yes, the Work Group First Party (Primary) field
is displayed where you can search for and select a contract party. It must be an
Owner contract party type.

l Select No to use the organization-level setting for the primary party.

l Select No First Party to allow users to create contracts and contract templates for
the work group without first parties. First parties are still required in order to submit a
contract for approval with this option.

Note: If this setting is switched from Yes to No, it will reset the work group to use the
organization's default setting for primary first party.

Configuring the Contract Summary Screen
The Contract Summary screen provides a single location from which a user can view and access
important contract information. The Summary screen "rolls up" information that is normally
accessible from other areas in the contract. An administrator can configure which fields are
displayed on the Contract Summary screen. Further, the fields on the screen can be configured to
display (or not display) based on a user's Visibility setting within a specific contract. The contract
summary settings are configured in a single location and apply to each contract in the application.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration> Configure Contract Summary
Screen. The configuration page displays.

2. The fields are grouped in to sections. Click the checkboxes for the fields you would like to
display based on the user's visibility in to the contract. A description of each option is
below. For additional information about setting visibility controls for a contract.

l Admin/Manager - Select this option to display the field to a Contract Administrator
or Contract Manager for a contract.

l Full - Select this option to display the field to a user who has been assigned the Full
visibility option for a contract.

l Partial - Select this option to display the field to a user who has been assigned the
Partial visibility option for a contract.

l Limited - Select this option to display the field to a user who has been assigned the
Partial visibility option for a contract.

3. You can preview how the summary screen will display for each visibility type. In the top-
right corner of the screen, a Preview button is available for each type. From the drop-down
menu, select a contract then click the appropriate preview button. The Contract Summary
screen will display as it would to a user with that visibility.

4. You can restore the original settings BEFORE you save the changes by clicking the Undo
Changes button. To save the changes, click the Save button.

Contract Jurisdictions
Contract Jurisdictions are system fields that indicate the geographical location where the terms
and conditions of a contract are upheld, such as a state, province or country. They can also be
used to drive clause selection on contract.

Jurisdictions are available to organizations using the repository or authoring product. By default,
jurisdictions are turned off. If they are enabled, the Jurisdiction field is displayed on the contract
header of all contracts in the system, it cannot be restricted to a contract type. It is an optional
field unless you make it required on the contract type.

If your organization is using jurisdictions, you can choose which countries are available for
selection in the Jurisdiction field. You can also choose whether you want only the country to
appear as an option, or a country and its provinces or states. Users can only select one
jurisdiction on a contract.
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Enable Jurisdictions
Enabling jurisdictions for your system will cause the Jurisdiction field to be displayed on the
contract header of all contracts in your system.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Jurisdictions.

2. Click Yes under "Do you want to display the Jurisdiction field on your contracts" to enable
Jurisdictions. No is the default setting.

3. Click Select Jurisdictions under "Let users choose from the following Jurisdiction options"
to choose the Jurisdictions to display on contracts.

4. In the Select Jurisdictions window, choose each country that you want to appear as an
option in the Jurisdiction drop down field on contracts. For each country, choose whether
you want only the country to appear in the Jurisdiction field, or both the country and their
states or provinces.

Note:Click the Select/Deselect button if you want to select all countries, or all countries
and their states or provinces.

5. Click Done.

6. Click Save Changes.

The Jurisdiction field will be displayed on all contracts in the system.

Contract Language
Contract language settings can be enabled for your organization that allow users to group
templates, clauses and contracts by the language they use.

Note: Language settings in contracts are only available with Contracts+. They are used
solely to indicate the language of document text and are not part of the JAGGAER Indirect
language options.

If an organization has enabled contract language settings, users must select a language when
they create a template, clause, or contract.
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Once a language is selected on a record, it restricts its use to other records with the same
language. For example, if the language on a contract type is set to French, it can only be used for
templates, clauses and contracts that also have their language set to French.

Records can be viewed, filtered and grouped using the Language column on the Clause Library
page.

The following languages are available for selection: Afrikaans, Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese
- Simplified, Chinese - Traditional, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish,
Flemish, French, German, Greek Modern, Hebrew, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Malayalam, Moldavian, Moldovan, Norwegian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish - Castilian, Spanish -
Latin America, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Valencian.

Enable Contract Language Settings

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > General Contract Settings.

2. Under the Language heading, select Yes next to "Allow language grouping to show up for
templates and clauses".

3. Click Save Changes.

Selecting Yes causes the Contract Language field to be displayed when creating templates,
adding clauses to the clause library and in the contract creation wizard. The Language column
also appears on the Clause Library page, where users can filter and group clauses by language.

Contracts Home
If your organization manages a large number of contracts, there are a few options to help you to
locate the contracts you need:

l Search Contracts helps you to locate the contracts based on specific criteria. You can
perform a simple search or you can perform an advanced search based on a more complex
set of values.

l Saved Searches allow you to save search settings and organize saved searches in folders,
share them, or export search results. Saved searches are useful if you use the same search
criteria frequently and want to save contract search settings to use again, or export a
limited set of records.
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l The Contracts Home Page provides quick access to key tasks and activities related to the
administration of contracts for users with the Contract Manager or Contract Administrator
permission.

l The Contract Summary page provides a single location from which a user can view
important contract information for one contract. Links to Contract Summary pages are
often provided in search results and reports.

In addition, the following search screens can help you find attachments and contract parties:

l Use the Search Contract Attachments page to search for contract text and attachments
(including attachment versions) to help find specific contract text or contract documents
that you require. This page also allows you to search for obligation attachments.

l Use the Search Contract Parties page to search for companies that can be selected listed
as first or second parties on a contract. You can perform a simple search or an advanced
search for contract parties.

If your organization manages a large number of contracts, the Search Contracts page is key to
locating the contracts you need. There are two ways to search, and which type to use depends
on what you're looking for:

l Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to
search based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each
keyword entered, providing you with a broad results set.

l Use Advanced Search when you have exact data or a complex set of values that you want
to search for, e.g., you have a contract number, or want to apply multiple search filters to
limit the number of search results. The system only returns results that are an exact match
to the values entered.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.

If you often search for the same things, you can save your search settings in a saved search to
use again.

Note: JAGGAER has recently developed a new experience for searching documents. It is
designed to simplify the search process, as well as the management of the search results.
The search is available for Contracts+ via an Early Access option that can be activated for a
user or user role. Please see Early Access Guide - Contract Search for more information on
activating and using the new search experience for contracts.
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Understanding the Search Results
In order to quickly find the contract or contracts you need, it helps to understand the search
results. The image below shows an example of the contract search results. Click a number
BELOW the image for information about the corresponding number on the image.

Note: Contracts that don't expire will display "No Expiration" in the End Date column on the
Contract Search Results page. This is to distinguish them from contracts that are in Draft
status and will not have an end date set until they are approved and active. Draft mode
contracts that do not have start and end dates are indicated by a dash "-" in the Start Date
and End Date fields on the Contract Results page.

1. Back to Search/Start Over

Selecting Back to Search will return you to the search page with all of our previous search criteria
intact. Selecting Start Over takes you to a brand new search with no criteria entered.

2. Filtered by

This section displays the filters/values by which your search results are filtered. Initially, any
search criteria you entered will be displayed. As you add filters, the Filtered by section will update
to reflect the new filters. From this section, you can also remove a single filter by de-selecting the
associated checkbox are click the remove all link to remove all the filters. The Export Search
button allows you to export the search results.
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3. Refine Search Results

Search results can be refined by using the post-search filters. Below each filter, the available
values display. The number of contracts associated with that value displays beside the value.
Click on a value to filter the search results. Note: The filters and values displayed will vary based
on your organization's set up and your individual permissions.

4. Show associated forms and non-catalog requests

Click this link to expand the search results to reveal any associated organizational forms and non-
catalog requests.

5. Results Page Management Function

Several sort options are available in the Sort by drop-down menu. You can also control the
number of search results displayed for each results page.

6. Contract Search Results

The search results display in a list and include the following information:

l Contract No. - The contract number. Click on the number to view the contract summary,
open the contract for editing, view the associated items or shop from the contract. What
you can do will depend on your permissions.

l Contract Name - The contract name.

l Second Party or Supplier Name - The second party or supplier on the contract, i.e., who
the contract is with. Note: Click on the name to view information about the supplier or
contract party, their contacts, and contact information.

l Contract Type - The contract type.

l Status - Indicates where the contract is in the contract workflow.

l Start Date/End Date - The start and end date of the contract.

l Active for Shopping - Yes or No indicates whether or not the contract is active for
shopping.

l Version Type - Indicates whether the contract is the original contract, a renewal, or an
amendment.
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l Renewal No. - The number of times a contract has been renewed. A contract that has not
yet been renewed is listed as 0.

l Amendment No. - The number of times a contract has been amended. A contract that has
not yet been amended is listed as 0.

l Extension Count - The number of times the contract end date has been extended. A
contract that has not yet been extended is listed as

Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to search
based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered,
providing you with a broad results set.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.

Contract Simple Search
Use Simple Search when you may not have all the information you need and want to search
based on partial information. The system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered,
providing you with a broad results set.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses

Perform a Simple Search

Note: Search filters use the type-ahead feature. Begin entering text in a field to search for
and/or select available values.

1. Go to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Click the Simple Search link in the top-right corner of the page if you are not on the Simple
Search page.

Note: This link toggles between the Advanced and Simple Search pages. If you are on
the Advanced Search page, you will only see a Simple Search link. If you are on the
Simple Search page, you will only see an Advanced Search link.
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3. Enter search criteria by completing the following fields:

l Contract - Enter data such as contract name, description, etc. in the field. The
system will search all contract fields for each keyword entered, providing you with a
broad results set.

l Active for Shopping - Filter by the contract's shopping status. The choices are All,
Active or Inactive. Note: Selecting All will return the largest number of search
results, including contracts in Draft status.

l By Start/End Date - Search based on when the contract is active. The options are:
All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The system will compare the
start and dates entered on the contract to the current date and return the
appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom will open up
additional Start Date between and End Date between fields, where you can enter
the contract start and end dates to search for.

l Created Date between - Search for contracts based on their creation date. Enter a
date range in the calendar fields provided.

4. Click the Search button to view your results.

5. (optional) Choose an option in the Sort by field to sort records by contract name, number,
start date, etc.

6. (optional) Apply additional search filters by selecting filter options in the left menu under
Refine Search Results.

TIP: In the search results, make sure the Active for Shopping checkbox in the left menu is
blank to display a larger set of results. If the checkbox is selected you will only see contracts
that have been activated for shopping.

Contract Advanced Search
Advanced Search allows you to enter complex search criteria for a narrow results set. Use
advanced search when you have exact data or a complex set of values that you want to search
for, e.g., you have a contract number, or want to apply multiple search filters to limit the number
of search results. The system only returns results that contain an exact match to the values
entered.

All users can search for contracts, but results and access will vary depending on your user
permissions and system licenses.
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Perform an Advanced Search
Enter information in one or more fields to search for contracts based on that criteria. Leaving a
field blank will return all results for the field, for example, all contract types. Some search filters
use the type-ahead feature. For these fields, begin entering text in a field to see a list of values
that match the text, or click the search icon to see a list of all the values that you can select.

1. Go to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contracts.

2. Click the Advanced Search link in the top-right corner of the page if you are not on the
Advanced Search page.

Note: This link toggles between the Advanced and Simple Search pages. If you are on
the Advanced Search page, you will only see a Simple Search link. If you are on the
Simple Search page, you will only see an Advanced Search link.

3. Enter search criteria in the search filter fields. The information must be exact; for example,
you need the complete contract number. If you have only partial data, use a simple search.

General search filters are displayed at the top of the page, and sub-sections are displayed
below. The sub-sections can be expanded to add more search information. The fields and
sections you see depend on your user permissions and organization settings.

Here are the filters and sub-sections that can be found on the contract Advanced Search
page:

General Search Filters

l Contract Number - Enter an exact contract number.

l Contract Name - Enter a contract name.

l Keywords - Enter keywords for the contract. The system will look for terms that
have been entered in the Searchable Keywords field on the contract header (in the
Additional Details section).

l Contract Type - Select one or more contract types.

l Contract Status - Select one or more contract statuses.

l Contract Version Type - Search by contract version, i.e., original contracts,
renewals or amendments.
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l Contract Manager - Search for contracts by contract manager. Choose one of the
following radio buttons to determine which contracts are displayed in the search
results:

l Any - This is the default setting. Select this option if you do not want to filter
for contract managers on the contract.

l Me - Select to display only those contracts that have you, the person
currently logged into the system, listed as a contract manager. This means
contract managers will only see their own contracts in the search results.

Note: When a saved search with the Me setting selected is added as a
Saved Search: Contracts widget on a contract dashboard, the results
displayed in the widget will change based on who is logged into the
system, so that a contract manager will only see their own contracts. For
example, Contract Manager A will only see contracts that have Contract
Manager A listed as a contract manager. Contract Manager B will only
see contracts that have Contract Manager B listed as contract manager.

l Pick... - Select to display only those contracts that have the individuals
selected in the Contract Manager search filter listed as contract manager. If
this option is selected, search for and select users by using the type ahead
feature or clicking the search icon.

l Summary - Search for contracts based on words from the Summary field on the
contract header.

l Second Party - Search for contracts where the specified contract parties in the
search filter are second parties on contracts. Select the Any Of radio button if any
one of the values in the search filter can be second parties on the contract. Select
the All Of radio button if all of the values in the search filter must be second parties
on the contract. This will return fewer search results.

l Work Group - Select one or more work groups.

l By Start/End Date - Search based on when the contract is active. The options are:
All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The system will compare the
start and end dates entered on the contract to the current date and return the
appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom will open up
additional Start Date between and End Date between fields. Click in the field to
display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last
90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by
selecting the Custom option.
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l Created Date - Search for contracts based on the day they were created. Enter a
date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field to display the date
options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last 90 days, Month-
to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by selecting the Custom
option.

l Approvals Completed - Search for contracts based on the day they completed the
contract approval workflow and reached Executed: Future or Executed: In Effect
status. Enter a date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field to display
the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days, Last 90 days,
Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by selecting the
Custom option.

l Scheduled Termination Date - Search for contracts based on their scheduled
termination date. Enter a date range in the calendar fields provided. Click in the field
to display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7 days,
Last 90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter specific dates by
selecting the Custom option.

l Contract Term Extended - Select whether you are looking for only for contracts
that have had its end date extended or contracts where the end date has not been
extended. Leave the field blank to return both extended and non-extended
contracts.

l Include Archived - Select Yes to include archived contracts in the results. No is the
default setting.

l Contract Ended Early - Select Yes to include contracts ended early in the results, or
No to exclude them from the results.

l Jurisdiction - Select one or more jurisdictions to search for.

l Reporting Commodity Codes - Select one or more commodity codes. By default
the search only looks at reporting commodity codes on contracts. Select the Include
Additional Commodity Codes checkbox to include additional commodity codes in
the search.
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Sub-Sections

l Contract Value

l Value - Used to search contracts by the amount entered in their Value field.
Select Is Greater Than, Is Less Than, or Is Between, and enter the value(s)
to search by.

l Contract Total Value - Used to search contracts by total contract value.
Select Is Greater Than, Is Less Than, or Is Between, and enter the value(s)
to search by.

l Contract Party Options

l First Party - Search for contracts where the specified contract parties in the
search filter are first parties on contracts. Select the Any Of radio button if
any one of the values in the search filter can be first parties on the contract.
Select the All Of radio button if all of the values in the search filter must be
first parties on the contract. This will return fewer search results.

l Primary Second Party Class - Search by the primary second party's
classification as entered on their contract party profile, for example, all
contracts where the primary second party is classified as a preferred supplier.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile,
indicating that they are the default first party on contracts.

l Show on Supplier Portal - Search for contracts based on whether or not they
have been configured to display in the supplier portal. Select Yes to only view
contracts that are configured to be displayed. Select No to only view
contracts that are NOT configured to be displayed. Leave the field blank to
return all contracts regardless of display status.

l Custom Contract Fields - Search for contracts based on custom fields added to
contract types. The fields listed will be unique for your organization.

l Renewal - Search for contracts based on their renewal settings. These filters can be
used in combination to identify auto-renewable contracts that have no more
renewals remaining, and also to separate contracts that have truly expired from
contract renewals that have expired, but where a new, active renewal has been
created:

l Auto-Renew - Select Yes to search for contracts that are set to allow the
system to automatically renew a contract when the expiration date is
reached. Select No to search for contracts that don't have the auto-renew
setting enabled.
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l Will Not Renew - Select Yes to search for contracts that are not set up to
auto-renew and will expire or have expired within the date range specified in
the By Start/End Date filter, or are set up to automatically renew but there are
no more renewals remaining. Select No to identify contracts that are set up to
automatically renew and do have renewals remaining.

l eProcurement - Search for contracts based on eProcurement settings:

l Active for Shopping - Search for contracts based on their shopping status.
Choices are Active (can be used for shopping), Inactive (cannot be used for
shopping), or All (both Active or Inactive).

l Automatically Apply Purchases to this Contract - Select Yes to search for
contracts that are configured to apply automatically in the shopping cart.
Select No to search contracts that are configured NOT to apply automatically
in the shopping cart.

l Budget Status - Search for contracts that match a specific budget status
based on the recorded PR spend. Select Approaching PR Budget to return
contracts where the PR Spend amount is between 90% and 100% of the
contract budget. Select Exceeding PR Budget to return contract where the
PR spend is greater than the contract budget.

l Has Price Set - Search for contracts that have a price set explicitly
associated with them. Leave this field blank to search against contracts with
and without associated prices sets. This filter can be used in combination with
the Requires price set filter to find contracts that should have a price set
associated with them but do not.

l Requires Price Set - Search for contracts that have been set to require a
price set. This filter can be used in combination with the Has price set filter to
find contracts that should have a price set associated with them but do not.

l Uses Notification Tiers - Search for contracts that have spend notification
tiers set up in the contract Notifications area. This filter only looks to see if
tiers have been set up and not whether the contract actually sends out
notification email alerts.

l Approaching PR Tier Notification - Search for contracts where the PR
Spend amount is between 90% and 100% of any tier set up for the contract.

l Evaluated Receipt Settlement - Select to search for contracts that have
been flagged to allow evaluated receipt settlements.

l Contract Account Codes (specific to your organization) - Search for
contracts based on contract account codes. These search filters are identical
to the fields displayed in the Code Defaults on Invoice section on the
eProcurement Setup page and are unique for each organization.
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l Communication Center - Search for contracts with communications. You can
search by sender or recipient names, email addresses, or dates.

l Conversation Started By - Search for contract communications based on
who sent the original communication.

Select one of the following options:

l Any - Search all communications.

l Me - Search for communications sent by you.

l Pick... - Search for communications sent by a specified individual. If the
Pick... option is selected, enter the Name and Email address of the
person who sent the original communication.

l Communication - Search for emails based on whether they were sent or
received.

l Sent To - Search for communications that were sent to the individual
specified in the fields below.

l Received From - Search for communications that were received from
the individual specified in the fields below.

l All - Search all conversations.

l Name - Enter the name of the person to search for.

l Email Address - Enter the email address to search for.

l Communication Date - Search for communications by date. Click in the field
to display the date options. You can search on relative dates such as Last 7
days, Last 90 days, Month-to-Date, Year-to-Date, etc. or you can enter
specific dates by selecting the Custom option.

l Applies To - Search for contracts based on the organization business unit or
department to which the contract applies.

l Consortium - If your organization has consortium-related contracts, you can search
for contracts based on the consortium member it has been published to. You can
also limit the search based on contract origin. Click the Include Unavailable
Consortium Contracts checkbox to include contracts that are no longer available
for use on your site.

l Status Flags - Click the With Errors checkbox to filter for contracts with status
flags that identify records with errors. Click the With Ad-Hoc Approvals checkbox
to filter for contracts with ad-hoc approvals.

4. Click the Search button to view your results.
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5. (optional) Choose an option in the Sort by field to sort records by contract name, number,
start date etc.

6. (optional) Apply additional search filters by selecting filter options in the left menu under
Refine Search Results.

Search Contract Attachments
Use Search Contract Attachments to search for files attached to contracts (including
attachment versions) or to find phrases of text within contract documents. This is also where you
can find attachments that have been uploaded to obligations.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Attachments. The Search
Contract Attachments screen opens.

2. Enter the keywords or phrase that you want to search for in the Keywords field.

3. Complete remaining search filter fields as follows:

l Classification - Select one of these options to determine where the system will look
for the keyword:

l Select All to search all attachments in the system

l Select Main Document (default) to search only those attachments that are
designated as the main document on a contract. Main documents are
identified in the search results by the icon next to the file.

l Select Other Attachments to search through all attachments that are NOT
designated as a main document.

l Select Obligation Attachments to search for attachments that have been
uploaded to obligations.

l File Type - Search for attachments based on file type. Use the type ahead or click to
search icon to select one or more file types.

l Date Uploaded - Search for attachments based on when they were uploaded to a
record. Select the appropriate time frame from the drop down list.

l Contract Start and End Date - Search for attachments based on when the contract
is active. The options are: All, Effective, Expired, Future, No Expiration, Custom. The
system will compare the start and dates entered on the contract to the current date
and return the appropriate results for all options except Custom. Selecting Custom
will open up additional Start Date between and End Date between fields, where
you can enter the contract start and end dates to search for.
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4. Click Search. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search term.

Note: When Excel files that exceed 5,000,000 characters are added as attachments
to a contract, only the first 5,000,000 characters are evaluated when searching for
attachment information, but the entire attachment remains available within the
contract for viewing and downloading.

5. Click on a file name to open the document. Click on a contract number to navigate to the
associated contract.

Search Contract Parties
Use the Search Contract Parties page to search for companies that can be selected as first or
second parties on a contract. You can perform a simple search or an advanced search.

Simple Search

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > Search Contract Parties.

2. If you are on the Advanced Search page, click the Simple Search link near the top right
corner of the page.

3. Enter keywords to search for in the Contract Party field to display a list of supplier or
contract party records that contain those keywords and can be selected as first or second
parties on a contract.

4. Click the Search icon. A new screen opens listing all records that match the search criteria.

Note: A white star appears next to the primary owner profile, indicating that they
are the default first party for the organization. This is the record that will appear as
first party on contracts unless a different default first party has been set up on the
work group. You can designate a different primary owner profile at any time.

5. Click on a contract party name to open the record.

The Contracts Home page displays a dashboard that provides quick access to key tasks and
activities related to the administration of contracts from one location. It can contain action items,
a list of contracts up for renewal, and more
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It is displayed to users with the appropriate permission when they navigate to Contracts >
Contracts > Contracts Home.

A default contract dashboard is supplied by JAGGAER, but organizations can create their own
versions and replace it. See the Site Basics Handbook in the online searchable help for more
information about organization dashboards.

Permissions
The Contract Administrator or Contract Manager permission is needed to access the
Contracts Home page.

You will not see any content that you do not have access to. However, contract administrators
who are editing a dashboard and do not have access to information within it will see a message
indicating that they do not have access to the content.

Default Contracts Home Page Dashboard
A default dashboard on the Contracts Home page is provided by JAGGAER and allows you to
view a summary of contract information in a graphic format, perform a contract search, use quick
links, and view contracts that have pending alerts. What you see on the Contracts Home page
may vary if your organization has customized the dashboard.

Customizing the Contracts Home Page
A default dashboard on the Contracts Home page is provided by JAGGAER, but organizations can
create their own versions and replace it.

Users with appropriate permissions can create custom dashboards by clicking the Configure
This Dashboard link on the Contracts Home page.

Contract External Contacts
External contacts are individuals outside of your organization who may have an interest in a
contract and who you want to receive email notifications regarding it. Adding an individual to the
External Contacts page allows them to be selected as an external contact on a contract.

External contacts can be added to the External Contacts page individually, or linked to a supplier
and contract party. They work a little differently in each case.
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Adding and Deleting External Contacts (no link to supplier)
External contacts are shared between all contracts, so adding them to or removing them from the
External Contracts page affects all contracts in the system:

l Adding an external contact on the External Contacts page makes their name available for
selection on the Users and Contacts page of all contracts in the system. However, the
person will not receive contract notifications unless they are added as an external contact
to the Users and Contacts page of a contract, notifications have been selected in the
External Contacts column on the contract Notifications page, and the person has the
appropriate notification preferences enabled on their user profile.

l Caution is advised when deleting an external contact from the External Contacts page,
as this will immediately remove the external contact from every contract they have been
added to.

Linking External Contacts to Suppliers or Contract Parties
Linking an external contact to a supplier or contract party is optional. If an external contact is
linked to a supplier or contract party profile on the External Contacts page, they are automatically
listed as an external contact on all contracts that have that supplier or contract party selected on
a contract header. The contact can be viewed on the Users and Contacts page of contracts
under the heading "Inherited on all contracts for this supplier". The external contact will receive
the notifications that have been selected in the External Contacts column on the Notifications
page of those contracts. They are not added to the contract party or supplier record itself. If an
external contact has been linked to a supplier or contract party, they can only be deleted from
contracts by removing the supplier or contract party link from the external contact.

Caution is advised if you are adding or deleting a supplier link on the External Contacts page, as
the external contact will be added to or removed from all contracts that are using that supplier or
contract party.

Step-by-Step
Create an External Contact

Complete these steps to make an external contact available for selection on the Users and
Contacts page of all contracts in the system.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > External Contacts.

2. Click the Create New Contact button.

3. Complete these fields:

l First Name - Enter the first name of the external contact.

l Last Name - Enter the last name of the external contact.

l Email Address - Enter the email address of the external contact.

l Phone Number (optional) - Enter the phone number of the external contact.

l Description (optional) - Enter a description of the external contact.

4. Click Save. The external contact is immediately available for selection on the Users and
Contacts page of contracts.

5. (optional) Complete these steps to connect the contact to a contract party or supplier:

Important Note: This will immediately add the contact to the Users and Contacts
page of all contracts that have the supplier or contract party named on the contract
header.

a. Click the Add a Supplier Link button.

b. Enter search criteria in the available fields and click the Search button. A list of
suppliers that meet the search criteria is displayed.

c. Click the select link to the right of the suppliers or contract second parties that you
want to link to the external contact.

d. Click Save. The external contact is immediately added to all contracts that list the
supplier or contract party on the contract header.

Delete an External Contact

Important Note: This will remove the external contact from every contract they have been
added to.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > External Contacts.

2. Click the Delete button.

3. Click OK in the confirmation window. The external contact is removed from all contracts.
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Link an External Contact to a Supplier or Contract Party
Complete these steps to automatically add an external contact to the Users and Contacts page of
all contracts that have the supplier or contract party they are linked to selected on the contract
header. The external contact will receive all notifications selected in the External Contacts
column on the contract Notifications page.

Important Note: This will add the contact to the Users and Contacts page of all contracts in
the system that have the supplier or contract party named on the contract header.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > External Contacts.

2. Select the contact in the External Contacts panel on the left.

3. Click the Add a Supplier Link button in the Attach Contact to All Contracts from these
Suppliers section on the right. The Supplier Search window opens.

4. Enter search criteria in the available fields and click the Search button. A list of suppliers
that meet the search criteria is displayed.

5. Click the select link to the right of the suppliers or contract second parties that you want to
link to the external contact.

6. Click Save.

The external contact is added to all contracts in the system that list the supplier or contract party
on the contract header.

Disconnect an External Contact from a Supplier or Contract
Party
Complete these steps to remove the link between an external contact and a supplier or contract
party.

Important Note: This will remove the external contact from the Users and Contacts page on
all contracts in the system that have the supplier or contract party named on the contract
header.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > Contracts > External Contacts.

2. Select the external contact that you want to remove the link to a supplier or contract party
from in the External Contacts panel on the left.

3. Click remove supplier link next to the supplier or contract party name in the Attach
Contact to All Contracts from these Suppliers section on the right.

The external contact is immediately removed from the Users and Contacts page of all contracts
that have the supplier or contract second party selected on the contract header.

Contract Statuses
Contract statuses indicate the "stage" of the contract. They reflect where a contract is in its
lifecycle, or actions that can be performed on a contract. For example, contracts in Draft status
mean that they are under construction and changes can be made. Contracts in Executed: In
Effect status have been approved and are active, and most items on the contract cannot be
changed.

Systems using Contracts+ have color-coded contract statuses that appear with the contract
record and automatically change as the contract moves through the approval workflow. They
cannot be controlled manually on the contract.

Contracts+ comes with a series of standard color-coded statuses, but they may be reconfigured
specifically for your organization during implementation.

Contract Integration with the eProcurement
Process

What is eProcurement Information?
The eProcurement section on a contract contains all information and configurations related to
shopping from a contract, such as budgeting, spend, applicability, related goods and services,
and PO clauses. This is also where users make a contract active for shopping or publish it to one
or more consortium members if your organization uses the Consortium feature.

The following pages on a contract allow you to configure this information. These pages are only
available for organizations using eProcurement.
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eProcurement Setup

Budget and Spend

Applies To

Goods and Services

PO Clauses

Contracts can be integrated to the eProcurement process in the following ways:

Contract Number
Organizations can display the contract number in the shopping cart, on the purchase requisition,
on the purchase order, and on the invoice (if AP Director or AP Express is also in use). The
contract number can also be included in data exports. Note: If your organization is already “live”
with data exports such as a PO Export, contact JAGGAER Support to learn more about adding
contract number to the export file.

Blanket PO Number
Blanket purchase orders can be used in association with purchases for a specific contract. The
Blanket – or Standing PO number – overrides any other PO number in the system. For example, if
you have set up a PO number wheel, this blanket PO number will override the number generated
by the PO number wheel.

It is not possible to associate more than one blanket PO number with a contract. If your
organization associates multiple blanket PO numbers with a contract, ask your implementation
work group manager or customer success manager how best to handle this requirement.

Keep in mind, JAGGAER does not recommend using Blanket PO's when they are not required. The
contract number serves as the reference to the contract and can be used in the same manner for
reporting and analysis as blankets. Additionally, by having different PO numbers with contract
usage, tracking of purchasing activity is more detailed and easier to manage.

Payment Terms
Organizations can add payment terms to contracts, and view the potential savings available if all
invoices associated with a contract are paid using early payment savings.
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Contract payment terms are displayed on non-PO invoices or invoice items generated from a
contract. If contract payment terms have been negotiated at the contract level, users creating
invoices are able use the contract payment terms instead of organization or supplier default
payment terms.

Contract Restrictions
Organizations can easily manage contract and budget restrictions, both when the user is
submitting a cart and through the approval workflow process. Contract managers can configure
and enforce budget maximums for blanket orders. They may also manage document restrictions
by contract including PR maximum spend, PR minimum spend and line quantity maximums. When
using these settings, an organization can choose whether to warn the user in the cart when
specified requirements are not met, or an error can prevent cart submission. In addition,
organizations using PR workflow can choose to route documents to workflow for all contract
restrictions as well as warn approvers or prohibit document approval in a workflow step.

Note: This functionality is not enabled by default, and must be configured with the
assistance of JAGGAER (via workflow changes and document setup). Organizations utilizing
workflow will be required to configure a new workflow step and configure the appropriate
folder/approvers. (Contact Customer Support or your project team.)

The requisition or invoice document may be configured to ignore, warn or error if the condition is
not met. Also, workflow may be configured to route documents to approvers based on the
specified values. End users can view defined contract restrictions in the More Info contract
overlay in the cart or requisition. This information will allow them to make the appropriate changes
if they receive warnings or errors.

Contract Pricing
Negotiated pricing is typically characteristic of a contract. The discounted pricing must be
handled manually for non-catalog items – meaning the user/buyer must determine the
appropriate pricing and enter that amount for the line item. Hosted catalog data from a supplier
can be associated with a contract. Additionally, suppliers can provide multiple price files,
containing different item sets and pricing. This allows different contracts to be used by different
users in an organization.

For example, if the Chemistry Lab has contract pricing with your fine chemicals supplier, and this
pricing is offered only to the Chemistry Lab, you can request that the supplier submit a separate,
special pricing file to JAGGAER to represent this contract. You would create a contract for fine
chemicals, specifying the supplier and limiting use of the contract to the Chemistry Lab. Once the
pricing file has been received by JAGGAER, you can associate the fine chemicals pricing file to
the fine chemicals contract. Only members of the Chemistry Lab will be able to see this pricing
during product searches, and only they will be able to select this contract in the shopping cart.
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Control a Supplier's Ability to Adjust Contract Non-Catalog
Item Prices
An option on the eProcurement page allows organizations to control at the contract level whether
suppliers are allowed to edit a contract non-catalog item's price on line items that have been
populated from the contract on portal invoices or credit memos. Note: This setting applies to
price only. Part No., Description, Product Size, Packaging, and Extended Price fields cannot be
edited by a supplier even if the setting is enabled.

Supplier Visible Custom Fields
Organizations have the option to display a custom field to suppliers creating an invoice from a
contract. If this feature is enabled, organizations can choose one custom field that is displayed on
the eProcurement Setup page by default for all contracts. On each contract, contract managers
can choose to make the field visible to suppliers and also make it mandatory that suppliers
complete the field before they can submit an invoice.

Set Default Account Codes for Contract Line Items on
Invoices
Organizations can add default contract account codes to contracts, which are automatically
applied to invoice line items associated with the contract based on a set of system rules. These
rules determine which account codes are displayed in various situations, such as when PO or
non-PO lines are added to an invoice, if the invoice owner changes, if an organization has
commodity code mapping, etc. This saves invoice managers the time required to search for and
apply the correct account codes to individual line items on invoices.

Goods and Services
Goods and services are items under contract that are not hosted catalog or punchout items.
Contract administrators have several options for promoting non-catalog items, forms, or
instructions on how to order under a specific contract.

Contract Payment Terms
The contract payment terms feature allows organizations with Contract Compliance Tracking to
add payment terms to contracts, and view the potential savings available if all invoices
associated with a contract are paid using early payment savings.
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Once a contract with payment terms reaches Executed: In Effect status, its payment terms can
be used on invoices or invoice items generated from the contract. If contract payment terms
have been negotiated at the contract level, users creating invoices can use contract payment
terms instead of organization or supplier default payment terms.

Requirements
l The Contract Compliance Tracking and Invoice Manager licenses are required.

Organizations with the Contracts+ license must also have Contract Compliance Tracking.

l On the Configure Contract Summary Screen, the Payment Terms option in the Controls
section under the eProcurement, Budget, and Spend heading defines how payment
terms are displayed on the Contract Summary page.

l Organizations may need to contact JAGGAER to optimize their invoice and purchase order
workflow, and invoice import settings for use with this feature.

Payment Terms on Contracts
l eProcurement Setup

l The Payment Terms section is displayed on the contract eProcurement page if the
contract uses a contract type that has the Use for eProcurement option set to Yes
and has a primary second party assigned.

l Contract payment terms are entered in the Discount, Discount Type, Days and Net
fields.

l Placeholders - A Payment Terms placeholder on the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for
Word App allows contract payment terms to be inserted as a placeholder into clauses,
templates and main documents on contracts.

l Sourcing Events - Contracts created from a sourcing event will display payment terms
from the sourcing event by default. They can be overridden on the contract.

l Amendments, Copies and Renewals - Contract amendments, renewals and copies will
display payment terms from the original contract by default.

l Consortiums

l For parent consortiums, contract payment terms display the total potential savings
for their organization only, not for all members of the consortium.

l For member consortiums, contract payment terms will display the potential savings
for their organization only. Payment terms are not editable on shared contracts
in a member org. Member organizations must have the Invoice Manager license to
use payment terms.
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Contract Payment Terms on Invoices
Businesses usually have a payment term hierarchy in place to determine which payment terms
are applied when either supplier or organization default payment terms can be used. Here is how
contract payment terms are applied to buyer and sales invoices within that hierarchy.

Buyer Invoices

l For non-PO invoices, contract payment terms are used when a non-PO
invoice is created from a contract, or, for non-PO invoices created from the
AP dashboard, when a contract is associated with an invoice line item.

l For PO invoices, payment terms are populated from the purchase order. If all
lines on the requisition used to create a purchase order point to one contract,
contract payment terms are used.

l For both PO and non-PO invoices, when line items are associated with a
contract that has payment terms, the system will check to see if payment
terms on the invoice are different from payment terms on the contract line
item. If they are different, it will apply contract payment terms from the line
item to the invoice and a message will indicate that the payment terms on the
invoice have been updated.

Note: If multiple line items on an invoice are assigned to different
contracts with different payment terms without saving after each
change, contract payment terms from the first changed invoice line item
are applied to the invoice on Save.

l If an invoice has one line item assigned to a contract, and a manual change is
made to the payment terms, the system will ask if the user wants to use the
contract payment terms or the modified payment terms when the invoice is
submitted to workflow, and apply the user's selection.

l Otherwise, supplier or organization default payment terms are used as
determined by the organization's payment terms logic.

Note: ADW workflow options can be set up to stop the workflow where there
may be more than one set of payment terms on an invoice, and a decision
needs to be made about which ones to use.
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Sales Invoices

Here is how contract payment terms are applied when a supplier creates a sales
invoice:

l From contracts - Contract payment terms are used.

l From sales orders - Payment terms are populated from the sales order,
based on payment terms from the originating purchase order.

l When line items are associated with a contract that has payment terms,
the same logic used for buyer invoices applies – contract payment terms from
the line item are applied to the invoice and a message will indicate that the
payment terms on the invoice have been updated.

The Use Organization Payment Terms setting determines how payment terms are
applied once the sales invoice is sent to the customer and becomes a buyer invoice:

l If the setting is On, the organization's payment term logic is used:

l If all lines on a sales invoice are assigned to one contract with payment
terms, contract payment terms are used on the buyer invoice.

l If line items on a sales invoice are assigned to different contracts, the
organization's payment term logic is used on the buyer invoice.

l If a sales invoice has been created from a sales order, the buyer invoice
will use payment terms from the original purchase order, even if the
payment terms were changed on the sales invoice.

l If the setting is Off, the buyer invoice will reflect whatever payment terms are
on the sales invoice:

l If a supplier has changed the original SO/PO payment terms or the
contract payment terms on a sales invoice, the changed values will be
on the buyer invoice created from the sales invoice.

Buyer and Sales Invoice Imports

l Buyer Invoice Imports

l If an imported buyer invoice does not have payment terms - Contract
payment terms are used if all lines on the invoice point to one contract
with payment terms. Otherwise, supplier or organization default
payment terms are used as defined by the organization's payment
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terms logic.

l If an imported buyer invoice does have payment terms - Payment
terms from the buyer invoice are used, and override contract payment
terms.

l Sales Invoice Imports

l Buyer invoices are generated from the sales invoice import. The Use
Organization Payment Terms setting determines how contract
payment terms on imported sales invoices are applied to buyer invoices
created from them:

l If the setting is On - The organization's payment term logic is
used, regardless of what is on the sales invoice. This means that
contract payment terms are used if all lines on the invoice point
to one contract with payment terms. Otherwise, supplier or
organization default payment terms are used as defined by the
organization's payment terms logic.

l If the setting is Off - The buyer invoice will reflect whatever
payment terms are on the sales invoice. If the sales invoice does
not have payment terms, contract payment terms are used if all
lines on the invoice point to one contract with payment terms.
Otherwise, supplier or organization default payment terms are
used as defined by the organization's payment terms logic.

Workflow
Advanced Dynamic Workflow (ADW) Document-level rules are available on Invoice Workflow
and Purchase Order Workflow to create workflow steps that can be used to compare payment
terms on invoices, and if there are differences, trigger a stop so that approvers on the rule can
evaluate and apply the appropriate payment terms. .
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CSV and XML Imports/Exports
The following columns in the Contract CSV and XML import/export files allow payment terms on
a contract to be updated via import:

l DiscountType
l Discount
l Days
l Net

Assign a Contract Manager to Price Set Approvals
An organization can allow a contract manager to approve individual price sets associated with the
contract. The setting for this is found in the following location: Setup > General Site Settings
> System Settings and Configuration > misc settings > Price files.

Additional Details:
l An icon displays in the supplier profile if the user is a contract manager for a contract

price set associated with the supplier.

l On the Users and Contacts page, users who are assigned to approve price files are

indicated by a green check in the new Price Approval column. If the user is not
assigned to approve price files then no value will appear in this column.

A contract manager must have Approve Assigned Supplier Price Files or Approve All Supplier
Price Files permission in order to enable price file approval. Therefore, not all contract managers
will have access to price file approvals.

The contract manager must have access to the currency for the price set before they can
approve the pricing for that price set.

No specific assignment is needed via the contract, and the supplier associated with the contract
does not need to be individually associated to the user. To allow a contract manager to have price
file approval the administrator must:

l Enable the option “Price files can be approved by Contract Managers” in organization
setup;

l Assign the contract manager the “Approve Assigned Supplier Price Files” or “Approve All
Supplier Price Files” permission; and

l Ensure a price set is associated with the contract, and that the contract manager has
access to the price set currency.
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The “Pending price file link” on the homepage and admin dashboard displays the number of price
files pending for the user. This number is determined by:

l Contract ownership

l Supplier assignment (assigned to specific supplier or assigned to approve all supplier price
files)

l Access to the price set currency

The Price Sets page, upon initial display, shows the price sets assigned to the user by contract
ownership or through assignment to the supplier.

l The contract price set to which the contract manager is assigned includes action links for
the contract manager (approve, reject, change effective date, etc.).

l The contract manager does not see Approve, Reject or Change Effective Date links for
price sets that are not part of the contract to which the contract manager is assigned.

The contract manager receives notifications for the specific price set associated with the
contract when a price file is uploaded for review (the user must have this notification preference
enabled in their profile).

Contracts Imports and Exports
Contract imports and exports can be used to create or update contract data by importing and
exporting data in XLS (Excel) or CSV file formats.

The general method of importing and exporting data is similar throughout Contracts+, but each
type of import export has different fields that are used. Detailed instruction guides for each type
of import/export can be downloaded from their import/export pages in the application.

These types of contract imports and exports are available from the View Contract Import/Export
Results page and as indicated:

l The Contract CSV Import/Export import/export action is used to create and update
contract data via export and import of CSV files. This feature can also be accessed by
navigating to Contracts > Contracts > Contract Import/Export.

l The Contract Party Import/Export import/export action is used to import and update
contract party records. Contract parties can be suppliers, customers, individuals, partners,
or owners. This feature can also be accessed by navigating to Contracts > Contracts >
Contract Party Import/Export.

l Contract Codes CSV Import/Export - The Contract Codes CSV Import/Export
import/export action is used to import and export default account codes on contracts, also
referred to as contract account codes.
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l The Run Contract Non-Catalog Items Import/Export import/export action is used to
create and update contract non-catalog items via import and export. This feature can also
be accessed from an eProcurement contract by clicking Goods and Services in the left
menu, selecting the Non-Catalog Items tab, then the View Import/Export Results tab.

l The View XML Import Status/Results import/export action is available for contract
administrators to view Org Catalog import results.

Consortium Management and Contracts
Contracts can be used in association with the Consortium Management functionality provided by
JAGGAER. With consortium management there are two perspectives, each of which is explained
below:

Consortium / GPO Perspective
This perspective represents organizations that manage relationships with multiple suppliers and
offers these negotiations to members of the consortium or group purchasing organization. A
consortium will use its JAGGAER site to set up the suppliers and apply the appropriate purchasing
method (hosted catalog price file, non-catalog purchases, and contracts). From a consortium
perspective, the following tasks can be accomplished through the contract compliance feature:

l Administer consortium contracts from the Contracts Home page. Note: The Consortium
Contract Administrator permission is required to see this information.

l Publish a contract to one or more members.

l Use Contract Search to determine what contracts have been published, what contracts
are available to individual members, and more.

l View spend and budget information by member organizations.

Note: Contract information is included in the standard consortium reporting, which is
available through Contracts > Consortium Settings > Consortium Spend Reports.

Member Perspective
Organizations that participate in a consortium or GPO are referred to as “members.” As a member,
you can take advantage of negotiated supplier relationships offered by the consortium. This
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includes contracts and contract information. If the member organization has enabled the contract
purchasing feature, additional information pertaining to the consortium contract will also be
available. From a member perspective, the following tasks can be accomplished through the
contract purchasing feature:

l Receive emails notifying the member organization when a new contract is available from
the consortium. Notification Preference set up through profile: Consortium contract
published / unpublished. Note: This functionality is available if the member organization
is using the contract purchasing feature.

l Administer consortium contracts from the Contracts Home page. Note: The Consortium
Contract Administrator permission is required to see this information.

l View information about consortium contracts published to the member organization and
determine whether or not to subscribe to the contract. Note: The Consortium Contract
Administrator permission is required to see this information.

l View consortium contracts through the contracts search. These contracts are identified by

the following icon: Note: If your organization does not use contract purchasing, a new
contracts tab will display if you are part of a consortium using contracts.

l Changes made to a contract at the consortium level are automatically applied at the
member level.

l Once the member has subscribed to the contract, orders can be placed using the contract
number and summary spend will be reported by the contract number to the consortium.

l Once a member subscribes to a contract, information about the contract can be updated
specifically for the organization.

Publish a Consortium Contract to Members
When a contract is created and designed to be used by consortium members, the consortium
must publish the contract. By publishing a contract, it is available for use by the member
organization(s) selected by the consortium organization. In addition to determining what
organizations “have access” to a contract, this task also allows an administrator to automatically
publish a contract to new members. Note: If the contract originated in the Contract Director
product, publishing options must be made in Contract Director.

Step-by-Step
The goal of this task is to publish a contract to consortium members.
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1. Navigate to Contracts > View Contracts > Contract Administrator's Dashboard.

2. Search for and open the appropriate contract. Click on the drop-down selection next to the
Contract No (Far left column) to select View/Edit Details for the contract.

3. Click the Publish tab. Note: This tab is only available to users with the Consortium
Contract Administrator permission.

4. The member organizations associated with the consortium are listed. Note: Please contact
JAGGAER if a member organization is not listed here.

5. Select the organizations that can take advantage of the contract:

l To allow all members – current and future – to take advantage of the contract,
enable the Automatically publish to new members checkbox and select the All
link.

l To allow select members to take advantage of the contract, enable the appropriate
Publish checkboxes.

l To disallow a member from using a contract, disable the Publish checkbox. Note:
The subscribed checkbox indicates whether or not the member organization has
enabled the published contract.

6. Click Save to save all changes.

Subscribe To and Manage Consortium Contracts
Consortium member organizations must subscribe to a contract to take advantage of the
relationship set up between the supplier and the consortium. After a contract is published by the
consortium organization to the member organization, an email will be sent to the member
organization. From there, the member organization determines whether or not to subscribe to the
contract. Once the member has chosen to subscribe to the contract, orders can be placed using
the contract number, and summary spend will be reported by the contract number to the
consortium.

This task is only relevant to member organizations where a consortium relationship is established
and set up by JAGGAER.

The Consortium Contract Administrator permission is required to perform this task.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Consortium Settings > Subscribe To Consortium
Contracts. The Consortium Contracts screen opens.

2. Use the search filter to determine what published contracts to view/display. By default, all
active and effective (dated) contracts display. Use any of the fields shown to view specific
contracts or contract types. Click Search to view the contract search results.

3. From the contract search results, you can:

l View all contracts that have been published by a consortium to the member.

l Sort the contracts by the following options:

l Subscribe to a consortium contract or unsubscribe. By subscribing to a contract, it
will immediately be available for use on your site. Edits can be made to the contract
after subscribing. To subscribe to a contract, enable the Select checkbox then
choose Subscribe from the drop-down box, then click Go. To unsubscribe, choose
End Subscription.

l Activate a supplier that is not active on the member site. A not available link
displays in the Select checkbox for suppliers that are not enabled on the site. Click
this link for more information, as shown below. From here, you can go to catalog
management to enable and update the supplier information (Catalog Management
permission required).
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Setting Up the Word App for JAGGAER
Contract Authoring
The JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app is used to author clause, template and contract
text in Microsoft Word. The app is only available for use with Microsoft Word 2013 and above. The
following configuration is required to enable the Word app:

l The Contracts+ license must be enabled for your system.

l You need the Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission.

l An App Activation Code must be generated for each user who will be using the Word App.
The user will need this code to sign in to the Microsoft Word app for the first time.

Typically there are three types of users who will need access to the Word app:

l Template administrators who create and update clauses and templates.

l Users who need the ability to create a contract from a template and modify the language in
that contract. These are usually contract managers or contract creators.

l Reviewers who need to make edits to the contract during the review process.

Activation Codes
An app activation code must be created for each user who will use the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app. Users are required to enter the code the first time they open the Word
app. After they have logged in once, the system will save the activation code settings.

When creating an app activation code, you have the option to send the code to the user via email,
which will supply them with the code and instructions for activating the code.

If the user has not used the code within 72 hours of its creation, it is deactivated automatically
and a new one must be requested.

Create an Activation Code
The App Activation Codes page is used to create activation codes for all the apps used by
JAGGAER Indirect, for example, there could be one activation code used to activate a mobile
device and another to activate the Word app.

The steps below describe how to create an activation code for JAGGAER Contract Authoring for
Word app.
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You need the following permissions to perform this task:

l Edit All User Profiles Only or Edit All User Profiles/Roles/Permissions (Permission
Settings > Administration > User Administration).

l Manage Contract Templates and Clauses (Permission Settings > Contracts > Contracts
Permissions).

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Administer > Manage Users > Search for User.

2. Search for and select the user you want to create an app activation code for.

3. Under User Profile and Preferences select App Activation Codes.

4. Click the Add Microsoft Word 2013 button OR click Add Device > Microsoft Word
2013. The Add Device window opens.

Note: The button that is displayed depends on whether or not you have the Login
from Mobile Device permission (Permission Settings > Mobile > Login from Mobile
Device).

5. Enter a unique name for the device in the Device Name field.

6. Next to Email Activation Code to User?, select Yes if you want to send an email
containing the activation code to the user, otherwise select No.

7. Click Add Device. The Add Device window opens and displays the newly created
activation code. If you selected Yes in step 6, an email containing the activation code is
sent to the user.

8. Activate the code by entering it into the Activation Code field in the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app. If an email was sent to the user, instructions and the activation
code are provided in the email.

Once the code is in use, details are displayed on the App Activation Codes page in the Manage
Devices section. If the code is not used within 72 hours, it is automatically deactivated and a new
one must be requested.

Enable Word App Permissions
Typically there are three types of users who will need access to the Word app:
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l Template administrators who create and update clauses and templates.

l Users who need the ability to create a contract from a template and modify the language in
that contract. These are usually contract managers or contract creators.

l Reviewers who need to make edits to the contract during the review process.

Activate the Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission as follows.

Step-by-Step

1. Under Administer , access the user profile or the user role that you want to add
permissions to.

2. In the left menu, click Permission Settings.

3. In the left menu, click Contracts.

4. Under Contracts Permissions on the right, select Manage Contract Templates and
Clauses.

Contract Libraries
Contract libraries contain sets of standard elements that are created and maintained in the
contract library and copied into contracts as needed. Using elements from the library can save
time by eliminating the need to enter contract information repeatedly, and they also provide
consistency for contract creation. The items you can find in the contract library include clauses,
templates, custom contract fields and contract obligations.

Templates
Templates are pre-configured contract records that contain standard settings that can be used
as a starting point when creating contracts. When a contract is created with a template, settings
from the template are copied into the contract, where they can be changed to suit the individual
contract.

The use of templates is not required, but using templates as the starting point of contract
creation can reduce the amount of time needed to create contracts and provide consistent
settings for contracts in a contract type.

These types of templates are used in Contracts+:
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Contract Templates
Contract templates allow organizations to develop default configurations for contracts by
contract type. Designed to make the contract creation process faster and more efficient, using
contract templates as the starting point of contract creation can reduce the amount of time
needed to create contracts and provide consistent settings for contracts in a contract type.
Users with the appropriate permission can pre-configure as much contract information as
possible on a contract template. When a contract is created with a contract template, settings
from the template are copied into the contract, where they can be changed to suit the individual
contract. Contract templates can be created that are specifically used for contract
amendments.

Creating a Contract Template

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library. Make sure you are on
the Contract Templates tab.

2. Click the Create Template button.

3. Complete these fields:

l Template Name - Enter a descriptive template name. The name can be up to 100
characters long.

Note: If you are creating an amendment template, we recommend that you use
a naming format such as Amend-[template name] to help identify them.

l Contract Type - Select a contract type. The contract template can only be used for
contracts with the same contract type. Note: Contract type can only be changed on
a draft template.

Depending on your system settings and the contract type selected, these additional fields
may be displayed:

l Work Group - Select a work group. Users who have been added as contract
administrators, contract managers and stakeholders on the work group will have
access to contracts created with the contract template by default.

l Contract Language(displayed if the Language option is enabled for your
organization) - Select the language used by contracts created with the contract
template. Only clauses and templates using the same language can be used on the
contract template, and contracts created with the contract template.
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l Main Document Template(displayed for organizations using the authoring feature)
- Choose the main document template you want to use as the starting point for
contract text. Only active main document templates associated with the contract
type are available for selection. Main documents and attachments added to a
contract template are automatically uploaded to all contracts created with the
contract template. If there is main document on the contract template, the Main
Document Template field is not displayed in the Create Contract wizard.

Note: If your organization frequently updates your main document templates
and you want to ensure that contracts always use the latest version, we
recommend that you do not attach a main document to the contract template.
You can still use all the other fields on the contract template, which will be
carried over to the contract that is created from the contract template. When a
user creates a contract from a contract template that does not have a main
document template, they can indicate which main document they want to use.

l Currency(displayed if the use of multiple currencies is enabled) - Select the
currency to use for the contract. The currency cannot be changed once the
contract template is saved. If your organization is using eProcurement, this allows
contract purchases to be entered and tracked in a specific currency.

Note: If your organization only uses one currency, the Currency field is not
available when creating a contract template. The currency will default to your
organization's base currency and is displayed as a read-only field on the
contract header.

4. Click Create Template. The contract template record is created, placed into Draft mode,
and opens to the contract template Header page.

5. Configure the contract template pages so that they have the settings desired for contracts
created from the contract type. Contract managers can modify the settings on individual
contracts.

Note: The pages of contract templates are similar to contracts, but they have a purple
bar across the top of the screen and display Contract Template on the Header page.
Most settings that are typically configured on a contract can be configured on a
contract template, such as choosing values in fields on the contract header, adding
attachments, or selecting notifications.

These contract pages are not available on a contract template: Review Rounds,
Submit for Approval, Budget and Spend, Obligations, Comments, Communication
Center, Contract Family.

These fields and tabs are not available on a contract template:
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• Header - Parent Contract field
• eProcurement Setup - Pricing and Administrative Fee sections
• Applies To - Product/SKU, UNSPSC, and Fulfillment Center tabs
• Goods and Services - Non-Catalog Items and Contract Item Pricing tabs
• Users and Contacts - External Contacts section

6. Save changes by clicking Save Progress while in the template. You can return to the
template and make changes by clicking the Edit Draft link next to the record in the
Contract Template tab.

7. Once the contract template is ready to go, finalize and activate it to make it available for
use:

a. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

b. Click Edit Draft next to the contract template you want to activate. The draft
contract template opens to the Header page.

c. Click the Template Actions button in the top right corner of the page and select
Finalize and Activate.

l If this is a new contract template, it is immediately made active and can be
used to create contracts.

l If you are editing the draft copy of an active contract template, click Yes in
the confirmation window to activate the template. It immediately replaces the
existing contract template and becomes the Active contract template that is
used to create contracts. Click No to exit without activating the contract
template.

8. (optional) You may want to assign an active contract template as the default contract
template or default amendment template for a contract type. This is done in the Contract
Types area:

a. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types.

b. Open the contract type that you want to assign the contract template to and click
the About tab.

c. In the Default Contract Template field, select the contract template that you want
as the default selection in the Contract Template field on the contract wizard.

d. In the Default Amendment Template field, select the contract template that you
want as the default selection in the Contract Template field that is displayed when
users create a contract amendment.

e. Click Save Changes.
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Editing a Contract Template
Create Draft and Edit Draft links on the Contract Template Library tab are used to change
contract templates. Changes made to a draft are not published until it is finalized and activated.

When a draft contract template is ready to go, selecting Finalize and Activate makes it the
Active copy. The active version is used to create new contracts. If activating the draft copy of an
existing contract template, the draft copy replaces the Active copy and it becomes the new
active contract template.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library. Make sure you are on
the Contract Template tab.

2. Open a draft copy by clicking one of these links next to the contract template you want to
update:

l Click Create Draft to create a draft copy of an active contract template. Once a
draft copy is created, the link changes to Edit Draft.

l Click Edit Draft to modify the draft copy of a contract template. This option is
displayed when an active contract template is being revised and Create Draft has
been clicked.

Note: Draft templates that are checked out have a lock icon next to the Edit link.
Pause your mouse over the icon to see who has the template checked out.

3. Configure the contract template pages so that they have the desired settings for contracts
created from the contract type.

l Click Save Progress or Next while in the template to save changes.

l You can return to the template and make changes by clicking the Edit Draft link next
to the contract template.
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4. Once the contract template is ready to go, finalize and activate it to make it available for
selection:

a. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

b. Click Edit Draft next to the contract template you want to activate. The draft
contract template opens to the Header page.

c. Click the Template Actions button in the top right corner of the page and select
Finalize and Activate.

l If this is a new contract template, it is immediately made active and can be
used to create contracts.

l If you are editing the draft copy of an active contract template, click Yes in
the confirmation window to activate the template. It immediately replaces the
existing contract template and becomes the Active contract template, and
can be used to create contracts. Click No to exit without activating the
contract template.

Deleting a Contract Template
There are two options for deleting contract templates. Selecting Delete Template will delete both
the active and draft copy of a template. Selecting Delete Draft will delete the draft copy only.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

2. Select one of the following options next to the template you want to delete:

l Delete an active contract template and its draft copy - Select Actions > Delete
Template.

l Delete the draft copy of a contract template - Select Actions > Delete Draft.

3. Click Yes in the confirmation window.

Amendment Contract Templates
Contract amendments are created when you need to update an approved and active contract (in
Executed: In Effect status), and the changes will affect the terms and conditions of the contract.

Contract templates can be created specifically for use with contract amendments. Here is how
they work:
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Step-by-Step
1. A Contract Template is created and configured for use with contract amendments.

Amendment contract templates are no different than contract templates and all the same
the same configuration options are available. When creating amendment contract
templates:

l We recommend entering amendment contract template names in the format
Amend-[template name] to help identify them.

l We recommend creating a main document template specifically for use on
amendment contract templates.

TIP: This can be a one page document that is used to list changes made on the
contract amendment, with a place for signatures at the end so that the changes
can be approved. When a contract amendment is created, this document can
be appended to the Full Contract PDF file, so that there is a copy of the original
contract accompanied by a list of changes made on the contract amendment.

2. (optional) Default amendment contract templates are assigned to a contract type.

3. Users have the option to use a contract template when creating a contract amendment. If
a contract template is selected, this is how it affects the contract amendment:

l Field values from the contract template are copied into the contract amendment if
they do not affect values from the previous contract. Values on the previous
contract have priority. If there is a discrepancy, values from the previous contract
supersede values from the contract template.

l Main documents and attachments from the contract template are uploaded to the
contract amendment.

l In addition, a Full Contract PDF or Fully Executed PDF copy of the previous
contract is added as an attachment to the contract amendment with the Print with
Full Contract option set to Yes.

4. Users make changes to the contract amendment as needed.

Note: If the main document on the contract template is used to list changes, the
person creating the contract amendment can enter a list of all amendment changes
in the main document.
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5. Once changes are complete, the amended contract is released into the contract approval
workflow.

Note: If the main document on the contract template is used to list changes, selecting
Download Full Contract as PDF will generate a document that contains the previous
version of the contract in the Full Contract PDF file plus the list of changes made to
the amendment from the contract amendment's main document.

Main Document Templates
Main Document Templates are documents that contain contract text that can be used as a
starting point for all contracts created from the template. They save time by eliminating the need
to enter contract information repeatedly, and also provide consistency for contract terms and
conditions.

Main Document Template Search
You can search for main document templates and check them in and out for editing from
Contracts+ or the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app. In Contracts+, main document
templates are managed in the Main Documents tab under Contracts > Libraries > Contract
Template Library. This is where you can create and finalize main document templates, and
activate and deactivate records, download versions, and view version history.

Note: Main Document Templates can be associated with specific work groups. Users who
do not have access to a work group will not be able to view Main Document Templates
associated with that work group unless they have the Manage Work Group Contract
Templates and Clauses Only permission.

Main Document Templates and Clauses
Clauses and alternative language clauses can be inserted into main document template text in
the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app. Clauses added to a main document template
automatically appear on all contracts created from the template. Alternative language clauses
allow multiple versions of a clause to be placed in a main document template, but only one
version of the clause is inserted into a contract based on how the text is linked to data in the
system.
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Main Document Templates and Placeholders
Placeholders can be inserted into main document template text to capture information from fields
in the contract header and automatically insert the value into the text. For example, you can insert
a placeholder for the contract start date on a main document template, and when a contract is
created with the main document template, the contract's start date will be inserted into the text
where the placeholder is located.

Customers using electronic eSignature can insert text tags into templates so that the
placeholders needed to electronically sign a document in Adobe Sign, such as signature fields,
are automatically inserted into eSignature contracts.

Main Document Templates and Contract Templates
Main document templates and attachments can be uploaded to a contract template and they
will automatically be uploaded to all contracts created with the contract template. Once a main
document template is uploaded from the library, it is not linked to the main document template,
but clauses within the main document are linked to clauses in the library.

This means that regular text on a main document can be customized to suit the contract
template, and the customized version is uploaded into contracts created with the contract
template. Clauses within the main document text will be automatically updated when a contract is
created with the contract template.

This could potentially create a situation where there are differences between the main document
template in the library and the main document on a contract template.

Note: If organizations frequently update their main document templates and want to always
use the latest version, we recommend that they do not attach a main document to the
contract template. They can still use all other fields on the contract template, which will be
carried over to the contract that is created from the contract template. When creating a
contract from a contract template that does not have a main document template, users
simply select the main document they want to use.

Using Main Document Templates on Contracts
The use of main document templates is optional. When creating a contract, a list of main
document templates that have the same contract type as the contract is displayed, and users can
choose to use a main document template to create the contract main document, or they can
upload a separate file. If a contract template with a main document is used to create a contract,
the main document from the contract template will be uploaded to the contract, but users can
unassign the default main document and choose another one, as usual.
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Versioning
Changing a main document template in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app and
checking in the revised record creates a new version of the template. The new version is made
active and the previous version is made inactive. Older versions of the template can be viewed
and compared on the Version History page.

Create a Main Document Template

Step-by-Step
Develop main document template text in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word App

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

2. Click the Main Documents tab.

3. On the template you want to modify, click the file link in the Draft Version column, e.g.,
Version 5. Click Create Draft in the Actions menu next to the template if a draft version
does not exist.

4. Download the document and open the downloaded file. The draft template opens in
Word. Note: You may need to click Enable Editing to open the document.

5. Sign into the Word app panel on the right if needed.

Note: If required by your system, enter your password and click Sign In. For systems
that require a password, the sign-in page only appears if you have not used the Word
app in the last 30 minutes. If your system does not require a password, the Word app
will open automatically if you are logged into Contracts+.

6. Click the Check Out button in the Word app panel on the right to prevent other users from
modifying the text while you are making changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out to undo all changes and return to
the last saved version of the document. All changes made since the last save will be
erased. Other users may now check out the document for editing.
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7. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in the REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with templates, Track Changes must be turned OFF before
you can delete clauses from a template.

8. Enter or change main document template text as needed:

l Use the Approved Clause tab to insert clauses and alternative language clauses.

Note: Column formatting on clauses will not be retained when the clause is
inserted into a main document template or contract.

l Use the Placeholders tab to insert placeholders into text.

l If you are using an eSignature provider, insert text tags or into templates so that the
placeholders needed to electronically sign a document in Adobe Sign or DocuSign,
such as signature fields, are automatically inserted into eSignature contracts.

9. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In. The Checking in Template
window opens to the right.

10. Under Are you ready to finalize this draft template? choose one of the following
options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the main document template is finished, and
you want to use it immediately. Note: You can save your changes and perform the
Finalize Draft action from Contracts+ at a later date using the option above.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the main document template is finished,
but should not be used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective
Date field appears and you need to enter the date that the clause will be in effect.
Note: The clause or template is still considered a draft while it is scheduled and can
be checked out again if necessary.

11. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Main Document Template Library history for the record in
Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History for the appropriate
version of each document.
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12. (optional) If you have selected "No" in step 10, click Keep this template checked out to
me checkbox if you are still making changes and want the clause to remain checked out to
you. Leave the checkbox blank to check in the record and make it available to others for
editing.

13. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+. If you have finalized the draft
record, the finalized version moves to the Current Version column in the Clause Library
page and it is available for use in the system.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save your
changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Finalize Draft (in Contracts+)

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

2. On the template you want to finalize, click the Actions button to the right, and select
Finalize Draft.

The finalized version moves to the Current Version column in the Contract Template Library
screen and it is active and available for use in the system.

Updating a Main Document Template
Updating a template means creating a new version of it. A copy of the existing template is
created as a draft, and changes are made to the draft version. When the changes are complete
the draft version is finalized. Only the finalized version of a main document template is available
for use with contracts.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Template Library.

2. Click the Main Documents tab.

3. Click Actions > Create Draft next to the main document template you want to update.
The system makes a copy of the existing main document template places it in draft status,
where it is displayed in the Draft Version column.

4. Click the file version number in the Draft Version column. The file is downloaded to your
system.

5. Click the downloaded file (usually in the lower left corner of your screen) to open it in the
Word app. You may need to click Enable Editing in the Word document.
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6. Click Check Out in the Word app panel to prevent other users from modifying the text
while you are making changes.

7. Change text as needed.

8. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In in the Word app panel.

9. Under Are you ready to finalize this draft template? choose one of the following
options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far, but will not
finalize the document.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the main document template is finished and
you want to use it immediately. This will make the template ready for use.

Note: You can save your changes and perform the Finalize Draft action from
Contracts+ at a later date by clicking Actions > Finalize Draft next to the
template on the Main Documents tab on the Contract Template Library page.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the main document template is finished,
but should not be used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective
Date field appears and you need to enter the date that the template will be in effect.

Note: The main document template is still considered a draft while it is
scheduled and can be checked out again if necessary.

10. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Attachments and Main Document Template Library history for
the record in Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History for
the appropriate version of each document.

11. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+. Once the draft version is
finalized, it is available for use on contracts.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save
your changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Updating Clauses and Main Document Templates
To update a clause or main document template, users first create a new draft version of the
record, make changes, then finalize the draft. Here is how an updated, finalized version of a
clause or main document template affects the records they are associated with.
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If you make a changes to a CLAUSE:

l On main document templates, new, finalized versions of clauses are automatically
uploaded to both Draft and Current versions of a template. Any time you open a template,
you'll see a message indicating that the system is getting the latest updates from the
Clause Library, and a template will always display the latest version of a clause.

l On contracts, clauses are NOT automatically updated as this may affect contracts in
progress or active contracts.

l New contracts will upload the latest version of clauses in a main document template
when a contract is created.

l Existing contracts will continue to use the clause version that was uploaded with
the template and any changes must be must be updated manually for each contract.
If you want to update to a new version of a clause, you need to either Unassign as
Main Document or Delete the main document so that there is no attachment
designated as the main document. This will enable the Upload Main Document
button and you can upload the newer version of a main document template with the
updated clause. This also means that any text that has been customized on the
current contract will be lost and replaced with the uploaded version.

l Alternative language clauses are updated in contract text when a different
value is chosen for the field in the contract header or when an alternative is
chosen in the Alternative Language page on the contract; however, clause
versions are still linked to the template and only the versions attached to the
template are displayed.

Important Note: Clause versions are embedded with the template in use on a
contract, and the only clause versions that can be selected are ones available
to the template. You may encounter a situation where a clause preview will
show the latest version of the clause, but the only version that can be inserted
into a contract is an older version that is attached to the template you are using.
This is expected.

If you make changes to a TEMPLATE:
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l New contracts will always use the current, finalized version of a contract template or main
document template. Main document templates will contain the latest clause versions.

l Existing contracts will continue to use the version that was last uploaded. If you want to
upload a new version of a main document template from the library, the contract status
determines what steps are required:

l Draft status - Either unassign or delete the existing main document, so that there is
no attachment designated as the main document. This will enable the Upload Main
Document button and you can upload a new main document template. This also
means that any text that has been customized on the current contract will be
lost and replaced with the uploaded version.

l Executed: In Effect status - Create a contract amendment, then upload a new main
document. If a contract template is selected when creating the amendment, the
main document on the contract template will be uploaded into the contract. If a
contract template is not selected, users can select a main document template from
the library. Again, you will lose any text changes you've made to the contract.

Clause and Main Document Template Versions
Changes to main document templates and clauses are tracked through the use of versions. This
allows template and clause library managers to keep track of changes to text and also track
which version is used on contracts.

Clauses and main document templates move from a draft version to a finalized, current version.
The current version is the only one available for selection on new records. The process
works as follows:

1. Create Draft - A Word file is first saved to a clause or main document template record in
Contracts+. It is immediately placed in Draft status, where it can be opened and edited in
Microsoft Word using the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word App. The draft version is
active – it can be downloaded, changed, and checked in and out any number of times, but
it cannot be used in a template or contract until it is finalized.

2. Finalize Draft - Once the clause or template is ready to use, the draft must be finalized to
make it available for use in the system. The Finalize Draft action can be performed from
the Word app or from Contracts+. The Finalize Draft action can also be scheduled so that it
occurs on a future date.

3. Once finalized, the draft version becomes the current version. The current version is the
only one available for selection when you are creating new records. Existing records that
contain previous versions of the document will not change unless they are updated. The
old version moves to the Version History page, where it can be accessed from the Version
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History but can no longer be edited.

4. If changes are needed, a new draft can be created at any time to begin making edits, and
the process is repeated.

Accessing Main Document Template and Clause Versions
The Contract Template Library page is used to manage main document template versions (on
the Main Documents tab), and the Clause Library page is used to manage clause versions. They
are separate pages but work in a similar way. From these pages you can search for and view a list
of the main document templates and clauses you have access to. The pages display their status,
contract type, contract language, and description.

This is also where to download versions, finalize records, view version history, activate and
deactivate records. Current and Draft versions of a clause or main document template are
displayed in columns on the page as illustrated below. Clicking on the file name will download that
version of the document, where it can be opened in the JAGGER Contract Authoring for Word
App.
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Scheduling a Draft for Future Finalization
You can schedule a draft main document template or clause so that it will be finalized on a
specific (future) date. This is useful, for example, if legislation will go into effect on a certain date.
You can modify the wording on a draft copy of the appropriate clause, then schedule the date on
which it will be finalized to be the same date that the legislation goes into effect. The new version
remains in Draft status until it reaches the set date, when the system will automatically finalize it
and make it the current version.

Version History
Clicking Version History from the Actions menu next to a clause or main document template
provides access to all previous versions. Selecting the Version History from the Actions drop
down field next to a main document template will indicate the following statuses:

l Previous - A past version of the clause or main document template that has been
superseded and is no longer available for use.

l Current - The clause or main document template that is available for use.
l Draft - A future version of the main document template. It is a copy of the current version

of the main document template that is in the process of revision for future use.

From the Version History overlay, users can compare two versions of a main document template
or clause:

1. Click the Select button beside each of the two versions to be compared.

2. Use the Include Format Changes field to choose if you would like to include formatting
changes in the comparison or not.

3. Click the Compare button. A side-by-side view of the two versions opens. Differences
between the versions are highlighted. The arrow icons between the two versions can be
clicked to swap the positions of the versions.

4. Click the Actions dropdown and select Version History to reopen the version history
overlay, where the versions being compared can be changed.

Active and Inactive Records
You can manually deactivate clauses and main document templates from the Actions menu or
Edit Properties to take them out of circulation. The record can be activated again to make it
available for use.
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Clauses can be deleted from the Clause Library by selecting Delete from the Actions menu next
to the clause, as long as they are the original (first) version of the clause and have not been
finalized. Once a clause has been finalized, the delete option is no longer available and the clause
can only be deactivated.

eSignature Text Tags
For organizations using eSignature, text tags can be added to clauses, templates or contracts to
indicate where signature block fields should go.

They are codes that can be added to document text, where they work as placeholders for the
type of information that is required to electronically sign a contract, such as Signature, Date or
Initial fields. When a contract with text tags is sent for eSignature, the eSignature provider will
convert the tags into signature fields that the signers complete. When the fully executed contract
(.PDF) is returned, only information entered by the signers is visible–users won't see a signature
tag, they'll just see the signature.

This option is designed to work with the Automatic - Placed by eSignature Application option
under Placement of Signature Block Fields, so that a contract can move through the contract
approval workflow and be sent out for signature without requiring intervention by the contract
manager.

Signature block fields can also be added manually to a contract, so here are some things to note
when selecting eSignature options:

l If the automatic signature placement option is chosen and there are no text tags on a
contract, Adobe Sign will place a set of signature placeholders at the end of the document.
In DocuSign, signers will need to both place and sign the signature block fields in
DocuSign.

l If the manual signature placement option is chosen and there are text tags on a contract,
the text tags are converted into signature fields, but contract managers will still need to
select Launch eSignature to open the contract in Adobe Sign or DocuSign and send the
contract to signers.

Text tag formatting

l The six types of text tags shown below will work with both Adobe Sign and DocuSign. You
can add text tags for any number of signers by adjusting the number on a text tag, for
example, creating tags for "{{sig_es_:signer1:signature}}", {{sig_es_:signer2:signature}}",
{{sig_es_:signer3:signature}}", etc.
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Note: Adobe Sign has updated the format of their text tags and we recommend
updating existing documents to use the new versions. For example, the old signature
text tag format was "{{_es_:signer1:signature}}", without the "sig" portion. The new
versions are below. The old versions will work with Adobe Sign, but they cannot be
used with DocuSign. Please see Adobe Sign help for additional Adobe Sign text tag
options.

l A text tag must be on one line. For Adobe Sign only, if you need to increase the length of a
text tag, you can add spaces just after or just before the double brackets {{ }}, as long as
the tag remains on one line.

l Tag definitions are case sensitive.

l The font and size applied to the initial { bracket sets the formatting for the text tag. You
may find that the fonts for Signature and Initial text tags need to be a few point sizes larger
than other text tags.

l For Adobe Sign, the fonts available for use with text tags are: Helvetica, Times New
Roman, Arial, Verdana or Courier.

l For DocuSign, text tags must use transparent text or text that is the same color as the
document background, or the text tags will be visible on the contract.

Fields that can be used for the first signatory

l {{Sig_es_:signer1:signature}} - The signature of the first signer of the contract.

l {{N_es_:signer1:fullname}} - The printed name of the first signer of the contract.

l {{Cmpy_es_:signer1:company}} - The company of the first signatory.

l {{Int_es_:signer1:initials}} - The initials of the first signatory.

l {{Ttl_es_:signer1:title}} - The title of the first signatory.

l {{Dte_es_:signer1:date}} - The date that the first signatory signs the document.

Fields that can be used for the second signatory

l {{Sig_es_:signer2:signature}} - The signature field for the second signer of the contract.

l {{N_es_:signer2:fullname}} - The printed name of the second signer of the contract.

l {{Cmpy_es_:signer2:company}} - The company of the second signatory.

l {{Int_es_:signer2:initials}} - The initials of the second signatory.

l {{Ttl_es_:signer2:title}} - The title of the second signatory.

l {{Dte_es_:signer2:date}} - The date that the second signatory signs the document.
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Contract Request Templates
For organizations using Contracts+, the contract request feature allows users who don't normally
work in the Contracts area to request that a contract be created or communicate about an
existing contract. Contract requests offer a way for business users to communicate to the
contract team directly about their contract requirements.

Contract request templates define the questions that are asked and the fields that are
completed when filling out a contract request. Questions can be organized in pages and groups,
and fields arranged within them so that they are ordered logically on a screen. Conditional
visibility can be applied so that additional pages, groups or fields are displayed based on the
answers selected in a field.

Searching for Contract Request Templates
Search for contract request templates by entering a title or description in the search filter on the
Manage Contract Request Templates page (Contracts > Libraries > Contract Request
Templates). Click the Show Archived Contract Request Templates checkbox to include
archived templates in the search results.

Creating a Contract Request Template
When a contract request template is first created, it is placed into Draft status and the draft
version can be saved, changed or deleted until the template is ready to be used. When the initial
draft version is finalized and activated, it becomes the Active version and can be used to create
contract requests. On the Manage Contract Request Templates page, "Finalized" is displayed in
the Status column and "Version 1" is displayed in the Active Version column.

Configuring Data

There are a few options for setting up the data that you want to capture on a
contract request:

l Add custom questions to the contract request template. You can create
questions that you want a user answer. The data captured in a custom
question is specific to the contract request template and will not transfer to
the contract created from the request.

l Add custom contract fields. These are fields created by your organization
that can be added to the contract request template. A custom contract field
can only be added once to a template.
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l Add standard contract fields. These are the fields that appear on contract
headers, such as the contract name, work group, start and end date, renewal
and review fields. You can choose which of these you want to appear on a
contract request. Values entered in these fields on a contract request will
automatically populate the fields on the contract header when a contract is
created from the request.

Arranging Questions
Questions on a contract request template direct the user to enter data in a contract
request that can later be used to create a contract. Questions can be organized in
pages and groups, and fields arranged within them so that they are ordered logically
on a screen.

Questions are usually set up in the following order, but once elements are created,
you can edit, add and delete them before finalizing the template:

l Questions pages are created - Each question page appears as a separate
screen under Questions in the left menu. All questions start on page 1 by
default, and new pages can be added as needed. You will not see page
divisions until at least two pages exist.

l Question groups are added to a page - Question groups are subheadings
within a question page. Once a group is created, you can add custom
questions, standard fields, or contract custom fields to the group.

l Custom questions, standard fields and custom contract fields are added
to a question group - These are fields that you want the user to complete.

Conditional visibility can be applied so that additional pages, groups or fields are
displayed based on the answers selected in a field.

Editing Contract Request Templates
If changes are needed on an active contract request template, the Edit Draft action allows user
to make changes to a draft copy of it. Changes can be saved, but not published, by clicking Save
Progress while in the draft contract request template.

When a draft copy is finalized and activated, it replaces the existing version of the contract
request template and becomes the active version in use. In the Active Version column on the
Manage Contract Request Templates page, the version number of the finalized template
increases by one.
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A Choose Other Version link is displayed in the top right corner of a contract request template if
there is more than one version of it. It shows all the versions of the contract request template and
clicking on a version will open it. "(Active)" is displayed next to the finalized and active contract
request template that is currently in use.

Copying Contract Request Templates
You can copy templates in Draft or Finalized status.

Deleting Contract Request Templates
You can delete a contract request template while it is in Draft status. Finalized templates cannot
be deleted, Finalized templates can be archived if they are no longer in use.

Archiving Contract Request Templates
Finalized templates cannot be deleted, but they can be archived if they are no longer in use.
Archived templates are hidden by default, but can be shown on the Manage Contract Request
Template page by selecting the Show Archived Contract Request Templates checkbox. An
archived contract request template can be reactivated by first editing it, then finalizing and
activating it to create a new version.

Create or Edit a Contract Request Template
Custom contract fields that are to be added to the contract request template must already exist
in the Contract Administration area.

Step-by-Step
Click the print preview icon located near the top right corner of the page at any time
to see a preview of the contract request template.

The Manage Contract Request Templates permission is needed to create or update a contract
request template.
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Template Setup

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Request Templates. The Manage
Contract Request Templates page opens.

2. Choose one the following actions:

Create a Contract Request Template

a. Click the Create Contract Request Template button.

b. Enter a name in the Template Title field.

c. Click Create. The contract request template is created, placed into Draft status, and
the Template Setup page opens.

Edit a Contract Request Template

You can make changes to the draft version of a contract request template at any time.

a. Search for the contract request template you want to change by entering a title or
description in the search field and clicking the Search icon.

b. Click Actions > Edit or Actions > Edit Draft to modify the draft version of a
contract request template. The Template Setup page opens.

3. Modify the name in the Title field if needed.

4. (optional) Select a contract type in the Contract Type field. Only one contract type can be
selected. Selecting a contract type restricts the custom contract fields that can be added
to the contract request template to those associated with the contract type. If no contract
type is selected, custom contract fields are pulled from all available ones in the Custom
Contract Fields library. Modifying the contract type on a contract request template while it
is in Draft status will remove the custom contract fields that were associated with the
contract type.

5. (optional) Enter a description of the contract request in the Version Description field.

6. Click Save Progress, then Next. The Instructions page opens.

Add Instructions

1. Click Instructions in the left menu if you are not on the Instructions page.

2. (Optional) Enter instructions for completing the contract request. These are notes that
would be helpful to users completing the contract request and will appear at the beginning
of the contract request form.

3. Click Save Progress, then Next. The Attachments page opens.
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Add Attachments

Attach the files or links that you want to appear on the contract request by default. The files can
be viewed by the contract requester when completing a contract request.

1. Click Attachments in the left menu if you are not on the Attachments page.

2. Click the Add Attachments button.

3. In the Attachment Type field, select File to add a document to the contract, or Link to list
a URL as an attachment to the contract.

4. Depending on the attachment type chosen, upload the file or URL as follows:

l File- If you have selected the File attachment type, click Select files... to locate and
add the file from your system, or drag and drop a file into the gray square
surrounding the Select files.... field.

l Link- If you have selected the Link attachment type, enter a meaningful name for the

page in the Page Name field and the URL link in the URL field. Click to the right
of the field to test the URL. Note: Page Name is not required. If you don't enter a
value in that field, the name will default to the URL link text.

l Click Save Changes.

5. Once you have added all your attachments, click Next. The Questions page opens.

Add a Question Page

You are on Questions page 1 by default. You will only be able to see and select page divisions
once a second page is created. Pages appear as separate screens on a contract request.

1. Click Questions if you are not on the Questions page.

2. Click the Add button, then select Add Question Page.

3. Complete the following fields:

l Page Title - Enter the name that appears at the top of the page.

l Add Instructions - Select Yes if you want a set of instructions to appear at the top
of the page, otherwise select No. If you select Yes, a field opens where you can
enter the text that you want to appear at the top of the group and set visibility
settings.

l Visibility - Click Add Conditional Visibility to set conditional visibility settings for
the page.

l Display Order - Select the sequence in which the page appears.
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4. Click Save Changes.

5. Repeat for each page that you want added to the contract request template.

Note: Edit or delete a question page by selecting Page Actions to the right of the page title.

Add a Question Group

Question groups appear as subsections within a question page. Once a group is created, you can
add custom questions, standard fields, or contract custom fields to the group.

1. Click Questions in the left menu if you are not on the Questions page.

2. In the left menu, select the question page that you want to place group in.

3. In the right panel at the top of the page, click the Add button, then select Add Question
Group.

4. Complete the following fields:

l Group Name - Enter the name of the group. This will appear as a subheading on the
page.

l Add Instructions - Select Yes if you want a set of read-only instructions to appear
at the top of the page, otherwise select No. If you select Yes, a field opens where
you can enter the text that you want to appear at the top of the group and set
visibility settings.

l Visibility - Click Add Conditional Visibility to set conditional visibility settings.

5. Click Save Changes.

Note: Edit or delete a question group by selecting Group Actions to the right of the group
title.

Add a Custom Question to a Question Group

Custom questions are specific to the contract request template.

1. Click Questions and select the question page that you want to place group in.

2. In the right panel, click the Add Question button within the group that you want to add a
custom question to, then select Add Custom Question.

3. Complete the following fields:
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l Question Text - Enter the question you want answered by the user.

l Add/Edit Translations - If the site supports multiple languages, this button will
allow you to enter question text for each supported language. These translations will
only be shown when the site is being viewed in the corresponding language. If no
translation is added, the default text will be displayed. If the organization does not
support multiple languages, this button will not be visible.

l Help Text - Select Yes to enter help text, otherwise select No. If you select Yes, a
field opens where you can enter help text. Help text appears in an icon next to
the question or field on the contract request.

l Response Type - Select a field type to define how users answer the question. Note:
Depending on the field type you select, additional fields may appear where you
enter information for the field. For example, if you pick Dropdown List, you will also
need to enter the items in the list in the Value to Pick From field.

l Text (Single Line) - A single line of text can be entered in the field to a
maximum of 100 characters.

l Text (Multi-Line) - Multiple lines of text can be entered in the field to a
maximum of 2000 characters.

l Numeric Text Box - Numeric field that displays two decimal points.

l Yes/No - Inserts radio buttons where a user can select Yes or No.

l Dropdown List (Pick One) - Allows users to pick one item from a drop down
list. If selected, the Values field appears and is used to enter items on the list.

l Multiple Choice (Pick One) - Creates a list with radio buttons next to each
item, and only one item can be selected. If this option is selected, the Values
field appears and is used to enter the items on the list.

l Multiple Select (Pick Many) - Creates a list with radio buttons next to each
item, and multiple items can be selected. If selected, a Values to Pick From
field appears and is used to enter the items on the list.

l File Upload - Inserts a panel where files or links can be uploaded.

l Date - Date entry field. Date fields appear with a calendar icon next to the
field, where date and time can be selected.

l Agree/Disagree - Inserts radio buttons where a user can select Agree or
Disagree.

l Confirm - Inserts a single checkbox. If selected, a Checkbox Text field
appears and is used to enter checkbox text.
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4. Select the Response is Required checkbox to make it mandatory that the field is
completed before the contract request can be submitted.

5. If you selected a field that contains a list, enter items on the list in the Values or Values to
Pick From field by entering text and clicking the add icon until you have added all items
that appear on the list. If you have selected a field that contains a checkbox, enter the text
that appears next to the checkbox in the Checkbox Text field.

6. If you are using a dropdown list, yes/no, multiple select (pick many), or multiple choice (pick
one) response types, you can configure conditional visibility for the question. You can
configure up to five levels of conditional visibility.

a. Click Add Conditional Visibility to set conditional visibility if using one of these
response types.

b. Select the question you want visibility to depend upon from the list of available
questions.

c. Click Next.

d. Select the response for the selected question that will trigger the visibility of the
question being configured.

e. Click Save Changes.

7. Click Save Changes.

8. Repeat until you have added all the custom questions you need.

Note: Edit or delete a custom question by selecting Edit to the right of the custom question.

Add a Standard Contract Field to a Question Group

Add the standard contract fields that you want on the contract request in this section. These are
the standard contract fields from the contract header, such as the start and end dates, or
contract name. The values entered in these fields on the contract request will automatically
populate the fields when a contract is created from the request. Each of the standard contract
fields can only added once to a contract request template.

1. Click Questions in the left menu.

2. Select the question page that you want to place standard contract field in.

3. Click the Add Question button within the group that you want to add a field to, then select
Add Standard Contract Field. A list of fields from the contract header that can be added
to the contract request is displayed.

4. Select the field that you want add to the contract request.
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5. Click Next. The Configure the Field window opens.

6. (Optional) Select the Response is Required checkbox to make it mandatory that the field
is completed before a contract request can be saved.

7. (Optional) Add visibility settings by clicking Add Conditional Visibility and completing
information as needed. Fields are visible by default. The field must be a parent field type
(such as a drop down list, or Yes/No field) before conditional visibility settings can be
configured.

8. Select the order in which the field appears within the question group in the Display Order
field.

9. Click Save to save the field and continue to the next step, or Save and Add Another to
save the record and immediately create another.

10. Repeat for each standard field that you want on the contract request.

Add a Custom Contract Field to a Question Group

1. Click Questions in the left menu if you are not on the Questions page.

2. Select the question page that you want to place a standard contract field in.

3. Click the Add Question button within the group that you want to add a field to, then select
Add Custom Contract Field. A list of custom contract fields that can be added to the
contract request is displayed.

4. Select the custom contract field you want to add to the contract request template.

5. Click Next.

6. Complete the following fields:

l Response Type - Select the Response is Required checkbox to make it mandatory
that the field is completed before the contract request can be saved.

l Visibility - Click Add Conditional Visibility to set conditional visibility settings.

l Display Order - Select the sequence in which the question appears.

7. Click Save to save the field and continue to the next step, or Save and Add Another to
save the record and immediately create another.

8. Repeat for each custom contract field that you want added to the contract request
template.
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Set a Default Value for a Question or Contract Field

1. Click Questions in the left menu if you are not on the Questions page.

2. Select the question page that contains the question or contract field.

3. Click the dropdown arrow on the question or field line and select Set Default Value. This
opens the Set Default Value overlay where the default value can be set.

l All question and custom contract field response types support default values except
tables.

l All standard contract fields also support default values except the following: Review
Term, Work Group, Summary, Start Date, End Date, First Party, and Second Party.

4. Select the desired default value on the Default Value line.

5. Optionally, select the Read Only option to prevent users from changing the response. If the
read only option is set, end users cannot override the default response when filling out the
form.

6. Click Save Changes.

Set Relationship Mapping

Creating relationships is an optional way to group your questions/answers to drive towards a
contract template that can be used to create a contract from a contract request.

If the relationship answers all match a template, and it's the only template they all match with, that
contract template will be used when creating the contract from the contract request.

1. Click Relationship Mapping in the left menu if you are not on the page.

2. Click Add New Relationship. The Relationship overlay displays.

3. The Choose Type field has Contract Template selected automatically. This is the only type
that can be chosen currently.

4. Search for and select a template. The templates you can select from are determined by
the Contract Type selected on the Template Setup page.

5. Click Next. The overlay advances to step 2, Questions.

6. Click Create Question. An overlay opens displaying the questions you created on the
contract request.
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7. Select questions and corresponding answers that will help drive to one contract template.

The questions that are available to be used in relationship mapping are the general
questions and custom field questions with the following response types: multiple choice -
pick one, dropdown list - pick one, multi-select - pick many, yes/no, and agree/disagree.

8. Continue to add questions as needed.

9. Click Save Changes.

If you delete or inactivate a contract template, you will get a warning message that reminds you
that doing so may affect any contract request template relationships.

If you do delete or inactivate the contract template, and there are relationships mapped, then the
relationships in the contract request template (draft or active) will be deleted.

The Preview action on the Contract Request Template can be used to see if the expected results
of relationship mapping is as you intended.

Clicking the Preview action opens a pop-up that displays all the questions that have been
selected in Relationship Mapping, and allows you to see, based on user answers, which Contract
Template (if any) will be used for contract creation.

Review and Finalize

Finalizing and activating a contract request template makes it available for selection on a contract
request.

1. When the contract request template is ready to go, click Review and Finalize in the left
menu.

Note: A green message at the top of the page will indicate that all sections are
complete. If required information is missing, messages will indicate which fields need
to be completed before the template can be finalized.

2. Click the Finalize and Activate Template button.

3. Click Yes in the Confirmation window.

The contract request template is made active and can be used to request a contract. If you are
replacing a finalized template, the number in the Active Version column on the Manage Contract
Request Templates page increases by one.
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Importing and Exporting Templates
Contract request templates can be exported and imported. This is useful when and administrator
has created a template in the Usertest environment for testing. It gives them the ablity to bring
the template into the Production environment without having to re-create it.

Exporting a Template

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Request Templates. Locate and open
the appropriate template.

2. A new Template Actions field is located in the top-right corner of the template. Click on
the field and select Export from the drop-down options.

3. When the pop-up window displays choose to save the file or you can open it to review the
template.

Importing a Template

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Contract Request Templates.

2. Click on the on the Create Contract Request Template button. The Import a Request
Template overlay displays.

3. Click Browse. Locate the import file on your local system.
4. Click Import. The overlay will refresh when the template has been imported successfully.
5. To open the imported template immediately, click Open. To return to the Contract Request

Templates page, click Close. The new template will display in the template list.

Clauses
Clauses allow you to store sections of pre-approved, frequently used text as clauses in Word
files, where they can later be inserted into templates and contracts. They save time and reduce
errors by eliminating the need to recreate frequently used text, and through the use of standard
text, to ensure that only approved clauses are used in templates and contracts when they are
created.

This is a very flexible tool that provides many options for developing contract text. Clauses can
be used to create "smart" templates that build contracts based on question and answer sets on
the contract record. They can also provide contract managers with pre-approved fallback options
during contract negotiations.

With clauses you can:
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l Manage clause libraries - Add, edit, deactivate, and search for clauses in Contracts+.
Users can search for and insert clauses into text from the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for
Word app.

l Organize clauses in clause categories - Clause categories allow users to classify and
group clauses, so contract and template managers can easily find clauses.

l Insert clauses into template text - Clauses added to a template automatically appear on
all contracts created from the template with the latest approved version.

l Set clause level security - Editing clause level permissions determine whether clauses
can be deleted or modified on templates and contracts. Only current, finalized clauses are
used when creating templates and contracts.

l Version clauses - Clause versioning tracks changes made to clauses when text is
modified in the Word app and checked in. Clauses are marked as active and inactive.

l Identify clause, template and contract language - If enabled for your system, language
settings allow users to identify the language of clause text and also to filter and group
clauses by language.

Note: This feature does not translate documents. Language settings in Contracts are used
solely to indicate the language of document text and are not part of the JAGGAER Indirect
language options.

l Create alternative language configurations for clauses - Users can create multiple
configurations of the same clause, but only one version of the clause is selected and
inserted into contract text. This feature can be used to create "Smart" templates that build
contracts based on question and answer sets on the contract record. They can be used to
reduce contract creation time and empower contract managers by providing pre-approved
fallback options during contract negotiations.

In addition, clause analysis reports provide a list of clause versions used on templates and
contracts.

Clause Search
You can search for clauses and check them in and out for editing from Contracts+ or the Word
app. In Contracts+, the Clause Library page is used to search for and view a list of the clauses
you have access to. This is also where to download versions, finalize records, view version
history, and activate and deactivate records.

Clause Security
When creating a clause, you can set editing permissions that determine whether it can be
changed or deleted from a contract. The options are:
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l Not Required - The clause can be deleted from contracts.
l Required - The clause cannot be deleted from contracts.
l Negotiable - The clause text can be changed on contracts.
l Non-Negotiable - The clause text cannot be changed on contracts.

If you have set the clause to be non-negotiable, workflow can be configured to stop if the clause
text on a contract differs from what exists in the clause library.

Clause Categories
Clause categories can be used to group similar types of clauses, such as signature blocks,
confidentiality clauses or legal clauses. Using clause categories is optional, but they are useful for
classifying and organizing clauses.

Language Settings
If language settings are enabled for your system, you can identify the language of clause text
when creating a clause. Clauses can then be viewed, filtered and grouped using the Language
column on the Clause Library page. Once a language is selected on a record, it restricts its use to
other records with the same language. For example, if the language on a clause is set to French, it
can only be used for templates, clauses and contracts that also have their language set to
French. Leaving the language field blank allows it to be used by all records.

Alternative Language Clauses
Alternative language clauses provide a way to create multiple versions of a clause, but only one
version of the clause is inserted into a contract based on how the text is linked to data in the
system. Jurisdictions and custom contract fields can be used to drive clause selection. Note:
Alternative language clauses work separately from the contract language settings. Language
settings filter choices through language(s), alternative language clauses filter choices through
jurisdictions and custom contract fields.

Clause Versions
Changing a clause in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app and checking in creates a
new version of the clause. The new version is made active and the previous version is made
inactive. Older versions of the clause can be viewed and compared on the Version History page.
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Create a Clause Category
Clause categories can be used to group similar types of clauses, such as signature blocks,
confidentiality clauses or legal clause. They provide a way to organize and classify clauses. Their
use is optional when creating a clause.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click the Categories tab.

3. Click the Add Category button.

4. Enter a unique name for the category in the Category field.

5. (optional) Enter a description of the category.

6. Click Save Changes.

The clause record is created and listed on the Clause Category page. It is available for selection
when creating clauses.

Create a Clause
Creating a clause is a three step process:

1. Create the clause record in Contracts+ and attach a Word document that will contain
clause text. You can either use the default option Create a Blank Word Document for Me,
in which case a blank Word document is automatically attached to the record and you must
add clause text to it, or choose Select File and attach the Word document that you want to
use for clause text. The document is placed in Draft status.

2. Develop clause text in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for Word app. You can check the
clause in and out and make any number of changes while the clause is in Draft status.

3. Finalize draft once the text is ready to use. You can finalize a draft directly from the Word
app or in Contracts+. Performing the Finalize Draft action makes the clause available for
use on templates and contracts. Once finalized, the clause cannot be deleted, it can only
be deactivated.
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Note: You can schedule the Finalize Draft action so that it occurs on a future date. For
example, if there is new legislation that will go into effect on a specific date, you can
prepare the clause text with the new wording, then schedule the Finalize Draft step to
occur automatically on the date the legislation goes into effect. On that date, the
finalized clause will be used for all new contracts. Scheduled clauses may still be
edited if necessary.

Once the clause is created, you can add alternative language settings to drive automatic
contract text creation.

Step-by-Step
The Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission is needed to perform this task. If you
are using an existing document that contains clause text, it must be a Microsoft Word 2013
document in the .docx format with a maximum file size of 50 MB.

If you are using clause categories, a clause category must exist. You can only upload one
document per clause line.

Create the clause record

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click the Add Clause button. The Add Clause window opens.

3. Complete the following fields:

l Clause Name - Enter a name for the clause.

l Description (optional) - Enter a description of the clause. The description can be up
to 256 characters long. The description should contain as much detail as possible as
it will help users determine if it is the correct clause to use.

l Which contract types can use this clause? - Select All Contract Types if the
clause can be used with any contract type. Choose Select Contract Types... if the
clause can only be used with contracts that belong to one of the contract types
listed in this field. If this option is selected, an additional field opens where you can
select one or more contract types.

l Which work groups can use this clause? - Select All Work Groups if the clause
can be used with any work group. Choose Select Work Groups... if the clause can
only be used with contracts that belong to one of the work groups listed in this field.
If this option is selected, an additional field opens where you can select one or more
work groups.
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Note: Changing the work group or contract type of a clause may affect the
ability to use the clause with alternative language fallback positions.

l Contract Language - If contract language settings are enabled for your system,
select the clause language. Note: If the language selected for the clause is different
than your organization's default setting, the data is saved and the change is listed in
the audit trail.

l Category (optional) - If you are using clause categories, choose the category that
the clause belongs to.

l Add Clause - Choose one of the following options:

l Create a Blank Word Document for Me - Select to attach a blank Word
document to the clause.

l Upload My Own Clause - Upload a document that contains the clause text
by clicking Select file and uploading a document (max: 50 MB), or drag and
drop a file into the gray square surrounding the Select file button. The file
must be in a Word 2013 .docx format.

l Document Restriction - Select No if the clause can be deleted from a contract.
Select Yes if the clause cannot be deleted from a contract.

l Editable - Select Non-Negotiable if clause text cannot be edited on a contract.
Select Negotiable if clause text can be edited on a contract.

4. Click Save Changes. The clause record is created and appears as a row on the Clause
Library page. The clause document is listed in the Draft Version column as Version 1. If you
are updating a clause, the version number will be the next number in the sequence.

Develop clause text in the JAGGAER Contract Authoring for
Word App

Note: Column formatting on clauses will not be retained when the clause is inserted into a
template or contract.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Libraries.

2. On the clause you want to modify, click the Version file link in the Draft Version column,
e.g., Version 5.

3. Download the document and open the downloaded file. The draft clause opens in Word.
Note: You may need to click Enable Editing to open the document.
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4. Sign into the Word app panel on the right if needed.

Note: If required by your system, enter your password and click Sign In. For systems
that require a password, the sign-in page only appears if you have not used the Word
app in the last 30 minutes. If your system does not require a password, the Word app
will open automatically if you are logged into Contracts+.

5. Click the Check Out button in the Word App panel on the right (on the Clause Library tab)
to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out to undo all changes and return to
the last saved version of the document. All changes made since the last save will be
erased. Other users may now check out the document for editing.

6. (Optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in the REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents.

7. Enter or change clause text as needed:

l Use the Placeholders tab to insert placeholders into text.

l The About This Clause tab provides information about the clause.

8. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In. The Checking In Clause window
opens in the right panel.

9. Under Are you ready to finalize this draft clause? choose one of the following options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the clause is finished and you want to use it
immediately. Note: You can save your changes and perform the Finalize Draft action
from Contracts+ at a later date with the above option.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the clause is finished, but should not be
used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective Date field appears
and you need to enter the date that the clause will be in effect. Note: The clause is
still considered a draft while it is scheduled and can be checked out again if
necessary.

10. Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make? field.
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11. If you selected "No" in step 8, select the Keep this clause checked out to me checkbox if
you are still making changes and want the clause to remain checked out to you. Leave the
checkbox blank to check in the record and make it available to others for editing.

12. Click OK. Changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+. If you have finalized the draft
record, the finalized version moves to the Current Version column in the Clause Library
page and it is available for use in the system.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save your
changes. If a check in has been done, this is not required.

Finalize Draft

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Libraries.

2. On the clause you want to finalize, click the Actions button to the right, and select Finalize
Draft.

The finalized version moves to the Current Version column in the Clause Library screen and it is
active and available for use in the system.

Update a Clause
Updating a clause means creating a new version of it. A draft version of the existing clause is
created, and changes are made to the draft version. When the changes are complete the draft
version is finalized. Only the finalized version of a clause is available for use with templates and
contracts.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click Actions > Create Draft next to the clause you want to update. A new version of the
record is created and displayed in the Draft Version column.

3. Click the file version number in the Draft Version column. The file is downloaded to your
system.

4. Click the downloaded file (usually in the lower left corner of your screen) to open it in the
Word app. You may need to click Enable Editing in the Word document.

5. Click Check Out in the Word app panel to prevent other users from modifying the text
while you are making changes.

6. Change text as needed.
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7. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In in the Word app panel.

8. Under Are you ready to finalize this draft clause? choose one of the following options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far, but will not
finalize the document.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the clause or template is finished and you want
to use it immediately. This will make the clause or template ready for use.

Note: You can save your changes and perform the Finalize Draft action from
Contracts+ at a later date by clicking Actions > Finalize Draft next to the
clause on the Clause Library page.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the clause or template is finished, but
should not be used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective Date
field appears and you need to enter the date that the clause or template will be in
effect.

Note: The clause or template is still considered a draft while it is scheduled and can
be checked out again if necessary.

9. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Attachments and Clause Library history for the record in
Contracts+. It is also added to the Comments column of Version History for the appropriate
version of each document.

10. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+. Once the draft version is
finalized, it is available for use on templates and contracts.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save
your changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Delete a Clause
Clauses can be deleted from the Clause Library by selecting Delete from the Actions menu next
to the clause, as long as they are the original (first) version of the clause and have not been
finalized. Once a clause has been finalized, the delete option is no longer available and the clause
can only be deactivated.

The Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission is needed to perform this task.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Search for and select the clause you want to delete.

3. From the Actions menu to the right of the clause, click Delete.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation window.

The clause is removed from the Clause Library.

Alternative Language Clauses
Alternative language clauses provide a way to create "smart" templates that can build contracts
based on question and answer sets on the contract record to reduce contract creation time. They
can also be used to provide contract managers with pre-approved fallback options that can be
used during contract negotiations.

Multiple versions of a clause can be created and placed in a template, but only one version of the
clause is inserted into a contract based on how the text is linked to data in the system.

There are three options for driving the selection of alternative language text:

l Custom Contract Fields - A clause is created for each answer on a drop down custom
contract field. When an answer is selected on a contract, the current version of the
assigned clause is inserted into the contract text. The following types of custom contract
fields can be used with alternative language: Yes/No, Dropdown List - Pick One, or
Multiple Choice - Pick One.

l Jurisdiction - If Jurisdictions are enabled for your system, clauses can be created based
on jurisdictions. When the jurisdiction is selected on a contract, the current version of the
assigned clause is inserted into the contract text. For example, three different versions of a
clause can be created, one each for Texas, New York and California. If New York is
selected as the jurisdiction on a contract, the New York clause is automatically inserted
into the contract text.

l Standard Clause with Options - This option is used to create a series of approved
fallback positions for a clause. In the negotiation process, the initial contract offering
contains the standard clause and is sent for review. If the customer wants the clause
revised, the contract manager can switch the clause text to fallback position #1, #2 or #3.
Note: Changing the work group or contract type of the original clause may affect the ability
to use the clause with fallback positions.
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Alternative Language Clauses from Start to Finish
There are four steps to creating alternative language clauses.

1. Create a default clause plus ALL versions of the clause in the Clause tab.

For example, if you have a custom drop down field called Risk Level, with three options
(High, Medium, and Low), you would create four clauses:

l Risk Level Clause 1 (default) - The clause that is inserted into contract text if the Risk
level field has no value (blank) on the contract.

l Risk Level Clause 2 - The clause that is inserted into contract text if the High is
selected in the Risk Level field on the contract.

l Risk Level Clause 3 - The clause that is inserted into contract text if Medium is
chosen in the Risk Level field on the contract.

l Risk Level Clause 4 - The clause that is inserted into contract text if Low is chosen in
the Risk Level field on the contract.

2. In the Alternative Language tab, create an alternative language clause for the field that
you want to use alternative language for, then link each clause you've created with a field
value.

Using the example above, this is where you connect the clauses to the values on the Risk
Level field: Clause 1 = no value (default), Clause 2 = High, Clause 3 = Medium, Clause 4 =
Low.

3. Insert the alternative language clause on a template.

4. Create a contract using the template that contains the alternative clause, and complete
the field on the contract header to trigger the alternative language selection.

Here is what the alternative language table looks like, which is used to link clauses to field values
(step 2 above):
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Managing Alternative Language Clauses on a Contract
If the Main Document on a contract contains alternative language clauses, an Alternative
Language page shows which fallback clauses have been selected. It can also be used to choose
a different fallback clause.

Create a Custom Contract Field Alternative Language
Clause
The custom contract field that you want to use for an alternative language clause must be
created and active (under Contract Administration). All the clauses that will be used to set up
alternative language clauses must be already created and finalized in the Clause Library. The
Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission is required to perform this task.

Note: Once an alternative language clause is created, it cannot be deleted, it can only be
deactivated.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click the Alternative Language tab.

3. Click the Add Alternative Language For button.

4. Select Custom Contract Field.
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5. Complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter a name that identifies the alternative language clause.

l Description - Enter a description of the clause. The description can be up to 256
characters long. The description should contain as much detail as possible as it will
help users determine if it is the correct clause to use.

l Custom Contract Field - Select the custom contract field that you want to apply
alternative language settings to.

l Clause Language - If contract language settings are enabled for your system,
select the clause language.

l Which contract types can use this alternative language? - Select All Contract
Types if the clause can be used with any contract type. Choose Select Contract
Types... if the clause can only be used on contracts that belong to one of the
contract types listed in this field. If this option is selected, an additional field opens
where you can select one or more contract types.

l Which work groups can use this alternative language? - Select All Work Groups
if the clause can be used with any work group. Choose Select Work Group... if the
clause can only be used on contracts that belong to one of the work groups listed in
this field. If this option is selected, an additional field opens where you can select
one or more work groups.

l Document Restriction - Select No if the clause can be deleted from a contract.
Select Yes if the clause cannot be deleted from a contract.

l Editable - Select Non-Negotiable if clause text cannot be edited on a contract.
Select Negotiable if clause text can be edited on a contract.

6. Click Next. The Add Alternative Language table opens, showing one row that is used for
the default clause, plus one row for each item on the drop down list of the custom contract
field selected above.

7. In the Add Alternative Language table, connect each clause to an item on the list as
follows:

l At the intersection of the first row (Default or No Response Selected) and the
first column (Default Clause) - Select clause that displays by default or if the
custom contract field is left blank on the contract. This is usually a standard, default
clause.

l On the next and subsequent rows under the Default Clause column - For each
row, select the clause that is displayed if that value is selected on a contract.

l (optional) On Fallback columns 1, 2, 3 - Select the clauses you want to use as
fallback positions.
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8. Once you have assigned a clause to each value/row, click Save Changes. The alternative
language clause record is created. Note: Once you click Save Changes, the alternative
language clause cannot be deleted, it can only be deactivated.

9. Highlight the alternative language clause on the Alternative Language tab and click
Actions > Activate.

The alternative language clause is available for selection when creating templates.

Create a Jurisdiction Alternative Language Clause
Jurisdictions must be enabled for your system. All the clauses that will be used to set up the
jurisdiction alternative language clause must be already created and finalized in the Clause
Library. The Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission is required to perform this
task.

Note: Once an alternative language clause is created, it cannot be deleted, it can only be
deactivated.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click the Alternative Language tab.

3. Click the Add Alternative Language For button.

4. Select Jurisdiction.

5. Complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter a name that identifies the alternative language clause.

l (optional) Description - Enter a description of the clause. The description can be up
to 256 characters long. The description should contain as much detail as possible as
it will help users determine if it is the correct clause to use.

l Apply to: - Select All Jurisdictions if the alternative clause can be used by all
jurisdictions. Click Select Jurisdictions if you want the alternative clause to only be
seen on contracts that belong to one of the jurisdictions listed in this field. If you
choose Select Jurisdictions, an additional field appears where you can choose one
or more jurisdictions.

l Clause Language - If language settings are enabled for your system, select the
clause language.
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l Which contract types can use this alternative language? - Select All Contract
Types if the clause can be used with any contract type. Choose Select Contract
Types... if the clause will only be available for contracts that belong to one of the
contract types listed in this field. If this option is selected, an additional field opens
where you can select one or more contract types.

l Which work groups can use this alternative language? - Select All Work Groups
if the clause can be used with any work group. Choose Select Work Groups... if the
clause can only be used on contracts that belong to one of the work groups listed in
this field. If this option is selected, an additional field opens where you can select
one or more work groups.

l Document Restriction - Select No if the clause can be deleted from a contract.
Select Yes if the clause cannot be deleted from a contract.

l Editable - Select Non-Negotiable if clause text cannot be edited on a contract.
Select Negotiable if clause text can be edited on a contract.

6. Click Next. The Add Alternative Language table opens, showing one row that is used for
the default clause, plus one row for each jurisdiction selected in the Apply to... field above.
If All Jurisdictions is selected, there is one row named All.

7. In the Add Alternative Language table, connect each clause to jurisdiction as follows:

l At the intersection of the first row (Default or No Response Selected) and the
first column (Default Clause) - Select clause that displays by default or if the
Jurisdiction field is blank on a contract. This is usually a standard, default clause.

l On the next and subsequent rows under the Default Clause column - For each
row, select the clause that is displayed if the jurisdiction is selected on a contract.

l (optional) On Fallback columns 1, 2, 3 - Select the clauses you want to use as
fallback positions.

8. Once you have assigned a clause to each value/row, click Save Changes. The alternative
language clause record is created. Note: Once you click Save Changes, the alternative
language clause cannot be deleted, it can only be deactivated.

9. Highlight the alternative language clause on the Alternative Language tab and click
Actions > Activate.

The alternative language clause is available for selection when creating templates.

Create a Standard Clause with Options Alternative Language
Clause (Fallback Clauses)
You can have a maximum of three fallback positions for a clause.
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All the clauses that will be used to set up alternative language clauses must be already created
and finalized in the Clause Library. The Manage Contract Templates and Clauses permission is
required to perform this task.

Note: Once an alternative language clause is created, it cannot be deleted, it can only be
deactivated.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Clause Library.

2. Click the Alternative Language tab.

3. Click the Add Alternative Language For button.

4. Select Standard Clause with Options.

5. Complete the following fields:

l Name - Enter a name that identifies the alternative language clause.

l (optional) Description - Enter a description of the clause. The description can be up
to 256 characters long. The description should contain as much detail as possible as
it will help users determine if it is the correct clause to use.

l Which clause do you want to add fallback language for? - Select the clause that
you want to apply alternative language settings to.

l Document Restriction - Select No if the clause can be deleted from a contract.
Select Yes if the clause cannot be deleted from a contract.

l Editable - Select Non-Negotiable if clause text cannot be edited on a contract.
Select Negotiable if clause text can be edited on a contract.

6. Click Next. The Add Alternative Language table opens, showing Fallback 1, 2 and 3 fields.

7. In the Add Alternative Language table, connect each fallback clause to a fallback item on
the list as follows. Only one fallback position is required to save the configuration:

l Fallback 1 - Select clause that displays if fallback position 1 is selected for the
clause on the contract.

l Fallback 2 - Select clause that displays if fallback position 2 is selected for the
clause on the contract.

l Fallback 3 - Select clause that displays if fallback position 3 is selected for the
clause on the contract.
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8. Once you have assigned a clause to each value/row, click Save Changes. The alternative
language clause record is created. Note: Once you click Save Changes, the alternative
language clause cannot be deleted, it can only be deactivated.

9. Highlight the alternative language clause on the Alternative Language tab and click
Actions > Activate.

The alternative language clause is available for selection when creating templates.

Add Alternative Language Clauses to a Template
All the clauses that will be used must be already created and finalized in the Clause Library, and
the alternative language clause must be activated. The Manage Contract Templates and
Clauses permission is required to perform this task.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Template Library.

2. Open a draft version of the template you want to add the clause to in the JAGGAER
Contract Authoring for Word app. Click Create Draft in the Actions menu next to the
template if a draft version does not exist.

3. If applicable, click Open Latest Version in the Word app panel on the right to make sure
you have the most recent version of the record.

Note: This button is displayed if there is a newer version of the document available. If
you want to work with the newer version of text, clear all existing text (including
headers and footers) by using CTRL-A, then Delete, then click Open Latest Version
to populate the document with the newest version of text.

4. Click Check Out to prevent other users from modifying the text while you are making
changes.

Note: At any time you can click Discard Check Out to undo all changes and return to
the last saved version of the document. All changes made since the last save will be
erased. Other users may now check out the document for editing.
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5. (optional) You may want to make sure Track Changes is turned OFF in the REVIEW tab.

Note: If Tracked Changes is on, any tracked changes and comments will appear in all
documents generated from the Word document, including downloaded PDF
documents. When working with templates, Track Changes must be turned OFF before
you can delete clauses from a template.

6. In the right panel, click the Approved Clauses tab.

7. Choose one of the following options to search:

l In the open search field, enter keywords that will identify the clause you want to
insert and click the Search icon ( ).

l Click More Options to open search filters, including the option to search by different
contract languages. Enter information in the fields and click Search.

8. In the text on the left, place your cursor where you want to insert a clause.

9. In the right panel, click Insert next to the clause.

Note: To insert an alternative clause, choose a clause with an alternative language
icon ( ) or fallback icon ( ) next to the name. Once you insert the default clause, all
options linked to the default clause automatically appear in the text as a table or
fallback group. You can hover over the field group to see properties of the clause, or if
you are using the JAGGAER ribbon, click Show Placeholders to see which text is part
of the clause group. On contracts, only the appropriate text appears in the document.

10. When you are ready to save your changes, click Check In.

11. Under Are you ready to finalize this draft template? choose one of the following
options:

l Select No, just save my changes if you are still working on the text and need to
make further changes. This will save the changes you've made so far.

l Select Yes, save and finalize now if the template is finished, and you want to use it
immediately. Note: You can save your changes and perform the Finalize Draft action
from Contracts+ at a later date using the option above.

l Select Yes, schedule for a future date if the template is finished, but should not be
used until a specific date. If this option is chosen, the Effective Date field appears
and you need to enter the date that the clause will be in effect. Note: The template
is still considered a draft while it is scheduled and can be checked out again if
necessary.
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12. (optional) Enter information regarding your updates in the What changes did you make?
field. These appear in the Template Library history for the record in Contracts+. It is also
added to the Comments column of Version History for the appropriate version of each
document.

13. (optional) If you selected "No" in step 11, click Keep this template checked out to me if
you want to save your changes, but do not want to check in the record.

14. Click OK. Your changes are saved and pushed to Contracts+.

Note: When you close the Word file, you will still be asked if you would like to save your
changes. If a check in has been done this is not required.

Obligation Library
Obligations are tasks or actions that need to be completed for a contract, such as documentation
that must be provided, reviews that must be completed, or compliance criteria that a contract
must fulfill.

Obligations help coordinate contract-related tasks for more efficient contract management. You
can create, manage, track, and report on contract obligations throughout the lifecycle of a
contract to stay in compliance with terms and conditions. Contract stakeholders can be included
in notifications, providing complete visibility to your obligations and total transparency of
upcoming contract milestones and deadlines.

Key features include:

l The Obligation Library contains a set of frequently used or standard obligations that can be
copied into contracts.

l Obligations can be added to individual contracts. These are unique obligations that are
added to a specific contract and apply to that contract only. They are sometimes referred
to as ad hoc obligations.

l Notifications provide reminders prior to an obligation due date, on an obligation due date,
when an obligation is past due, or when an obligation has been marked as complete. Most
notifications can be sent to internal or external users selected on the obligation. You can
choose who receives notifications and when they are sent.

l Tags on obligations are used to organize obligations and facilitate search results.

l The Obligations Across Contracts report provides an overview of obligation data.

This page provides an overview of how obligations work.
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Obligations from Start to Finish
1. Create any tags that you will need to categorize and filter obligations if they don't already

exist.

2. Create a standard set of obligations in Obligation Library.

3. When creating a contract, add obligations from the Obligation Library or add obligations
directly to the contract.

4. Owners and stakeholders will receive notifications as defined on the obligations.

5. Once the task or action is finished, the obligation owner marks the obligations as complete.

Obligation Types
There are two types of obligations, which are defined by their frequency:

l One Time (default) - These obligations only occur once.

l Recurring - These obligations occur multiple times. If this option is selected, additional
fields are displayed where users can set up a schedule that determines each occurrence. A
group of recurring obligations is called a series. Each occurrence in a series is identified by
a recurring icon .

Obligations can occur before, during or after a contract's start and end dates. Obligation due
dates are set on contracts only. For example, if you are setting up a one-time obligation in the
Obligation Library you will not see a calendar field. When you add that obligation to a contract, a
calendar field is displayed where you enter the due date of the obligation.

Obligation Elements
Each obligation has three components:

Properties

Properties define basic information about the obligation. This where to set the
obligation type, configure due dates and schedules, set the time zone, determine
whether or not documentation is required to complete the obligation, and apply the
tags that will be used to search for and sort the obligation. Due dates and recurring
obligation schedules must be entered at the contract level.
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Owners and Stakeholders

Owners and Stakeholders define who is responsible for completing the obligation,
who receives notifications regarding the obligation, and when notifications are sent:

l Owners are responsible for marking an obligation as complete.

l Stakeholders are individuals who may have an interest in the obligation and
receive notifications only.

Access to obligations on contracts is different for owners, stakeholders and contract
managers:

l Owners can view and complete obligations only. They cannot edit obligations
unless they are also a contract manager on the contract.

l Stakeholders can view obligations if they have access to the system. They
cannot edit or complete obligations unless they are also a contract manager
on the contract.

l Contract Managers have full control of obligations on contracts they have
created. They can view, edit and mark obligations as complete, even if they
are not listed as an obligation owner or stakeholder. Being an owner or
stakeholder does not limit their access to the obligation, but it does affect
which notifications they receive.

When defining owners and stakeholders, there are first party owners, first party
stakeholders, and second party stakeholders:

l The First Party Owner is the individual responsible for marking an obligation
as complete. Contract managers (the contract managers named on the
contract) and internal users can be first party owners.

l First Party Stakeholders are internal users who receive notifications
regarding the obligation. They can view their obligations in the Obligation
Across Contracts Report, but access to contracts associated with the
obligations will depend on their permissions and work group access. Contract
managers (the contract managers named on the contract) or internal users
can be first party stakeholders.

l Second Party Stakeholders are added at the contract level only. They are
second party contacts who will only receive email notifications about the
obligation. They must be listed as a second party contact on the contract
header. There must be a first party owner on an obligation before a second
party stakeholder can be added to the obligation.
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Note: It is possible for second party stakeholders to be responsible for
an action regarding an obligation (for example "Send data to contract
manager"), but they only receive notifications and cannot perform
actions on a contract. If a second party stakeholder is responsible for
an obligation task, the first party owner will need to mark
obligations as complete on their behalf. First party owner contact
information is included in the email sent to second party stakeholders.

The Send Notifications section allows you to choose when each owner and
stakeholder receives notifications. There are four options:

l Advance Notice notifications are sent out prior to the obligation due date.
The timing and frequency of advance notifications must be configured in the
Advanced Notice Settings section on the obligation.

l A Due Date notification is sent on the due date of an obligation.

l A Past Due Notice is delivered after the obligation due date if the obligation
has not been completed. Past due notifications are sent based on global
settings under General Workflow - Pending Approval Document Reminder
(Setup > Workflow Setup > General Workflow Settings). If these settings
are configured, they control how many days after the due date that the
notification is sent, the interval between past due notifications, and how old
the obligations should be before they no longer generate past due
notifications. If these setting are not configured, past due notifications are
sent 5-10 minutes after the due date, and every day at midnight after that by
default.

l A Completed notification is sent once an obligation has been fulfilled and
marked as Complete. Second party stakeholders do not receive Completed
notifications.

First party owners and stakeholders (contract managers or internal users) will
receive notifications and/or emails based on their notification preference settings.
Second party stakeholders (external contacts) receive email notifications only and
will not receive Completed notifications.

If no owners or stakeholders are added to an obligation, notifications are
automatically sent to contract managers listed on the contract, based on their
notification settings.
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Advance Notice Settings

Advance Notice Settings define how many advance notifications are sent to owners
and stakeholders prior to the obligation due date, and when they are sent. A
maximum of three advance notifications can be sent 1-90 days prior to the
obligation due date.

Tags
Tags can be applied to an obligation and then used as search filters when searching for
obligations. Tags are managed separately on the Manage Tags page.

Changing or Deleting Obligations in the Obligation Library
Obligations in the Obligation Library can be changed or deleted. Changes apply going forward –
they do not affect contracts that already have the obligation added to them.

Obligations on contracts cannot be deleted, but they can be cancelled. Cancelled obligations
cannot be edited or completed, and related notifications will not be sent.

Searching
You can search for obligations in several areas of the application:

l In the Obligation Library, enter search criteria in the search field, or click More Options to
search for library obligations by name, description, tags, owners, frequency or if
documentation is required.

l The Obligations Across Contracts Report provides a list of all one time and recurring
obligations connected to you. This includes obligations where you are an obligation owner
or stakeholder, and also obligations on the contracts that you have access to. Those with
the appropriate permissions can complete obligations from the report.

l On contracts, the Show Recurring Obligations As filter on the Obligations page provides
two options for viewing obligations:

l The Series view shows one time obligations and recurring obligation series, but it
does not list each occurrence within a series. No search filtering is present and
obligations cannot be marked as complete in this view. This view is useful for
keeping track of recurring obligations based on the contract start date, as the
obligation only exists as a series until the contract has a start date, at which point
each occurrence in the series is created.
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l The Occurrences view shows both one time obligations and each occurrence within
a recurring obligation series. Each occurrence is listed as a separate item. Search
filters can be set by due date, obligation name, obligation status, first party owner,
or tags. Obligations can be marked as complete in this view. Recurring occurrences
based on the contract start date will only be displayed once the contract has a start
date.

Add an Obligation to the Obligation Library
The Obligation Library is used to create and maintain a set of frequently used or standard
obligations that can be copied into contracts.

As soon as an obligation is saved to the Obligation Library it can be added to a contract.

Note: Changes and deletions to obligations in the obligation library do not affect contracts
that already have the obligation added to them.

The Manage Contract Obligations permission (Permission Settings > Contracts > Manage
Contract Obligations) is needed to perform this task. If you are applying tags to an obligation for
categorizing and filtering purposes, tags must exist.

Step-by-Step
Create the obligation and set properties

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Obligation Library.

2. Click Add Obligation.

3. Enter a name that clearly identifies the obligation. This is the name you'll see throughout
the application and will also appear in the Subject line on emails sent regarding the
notification.

4. Enter a description of the obligation under 256 characters.

5. (optional) Search for and select one or more tags that apply to the obligation. These are
labels that can be used when searching for the obligations. Use the type ahead feature or
click Search to display a list of available tags. Click Save Changes when all tags have
been selected. Tags appear in the order chosen.
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6. Options

l If the obligation involves providing documentation of any type, select the
Documentation Is Required checkbox. If the checkbox is selected, the obligation
owner will need to upload a file to the obligation before it can be completed. If this
checkbox is left blank, attachments can still be added to the obligation, but the
obligation can be completed whether or not there is an attachment.

l Select Prompt to Create Invoice When Marked as Complete to have users
prompted to create an invoice upon completion.

7. Frequency - Select One Time or Recurring. The frequency type cannot be changed once
the obligation is saved.

l Select One Time if the obligation will occur only once.

l Select Recurring if the obligation will occur multiple times. If selected, additional
fields are displayed where you can set up a schedule that determines each
occurrence, as described in the steps below.

Note: Dates are entered at the contract level. You will not see calendar fields when
creating an obligation for the Obligation Library.

8. (optional) If you are creating a recurring obligation, you can create a schedule for the
occurrences as follows.

Note: Schedules do not need to be set in the Obligations Library. You can leave the default
settings as is and set up a schedule once the obligation is added to a contract.

Repeats Every - Select a number and time period that reflects the interval between
obligations, e.g., every 15 days. If you choose Days, Weeks, Months or Years, you will also
need to define the day obligation occurs as follows:

l Days - Select if you want to set the interval by days. The number entered will reflect
the number of days between occurrences, e.g., every second day, or every tenth
day.

l Weeks - Select the checkbox next to each day of the week you want the obligation
to occur.
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l Months - Select the day of the month that you want the obligation to occur. You can
enter a specific date or select a day of the week:

l Date - Select Day in the first drop down field, then select a number for the
date in the second drop down field. Note: If day 29, 30 or 31 is selected and
any month within the contract lifecycle has fewer than 29, 30 or 31 days, the
notification will be sent on the last day of that month. For example, if the
setting is 'on Day 30' of every month, and February has only 28 days, the
notification will go out on the 28th day of February.

l Day of the week - Select First, Second, Third, Fourth or Last, which refer to
weeks in the month (Last is for months that are five weeks long), then select a
day of the week. For example, if you choose Second and Friday, the
obligation would land on the second Friday of the month.

l Years - Select the month that the obligations occur in from the first drop down field,
e.g., in January), then select a date or day of the week for the occurrence as
indicated for Months, above.

9. If you are creating a recurring obligation, define when the obligation schedule begins in the
Start field.

l Select one of the following options: on contract start date, before contract start
date, after contract start date, on custom date, on contract end date, before
contract end date, or after contract end date.

l Select On Contract Start Date if the obligations begin when the contract reaches
Executed: In Effect status.

Note: Recurring obligations based on the contract start date can only be
completed if contract start date cannot be edited. For example, these types of
obligations on contracts in Draft status cannot be completed because the
contract start date can still be changed. The same obligations on contracts in
Executed: Future status can be completed because the contract start date is
set.

10. If you are creating a recurring obligation, define when the obligation schedule is complete
in the End field.

l Select one of the following options: by contract end date, before contract end date,
after contract end date, by custom date, after, by contract start date, before
contract start date, or after contract start date.

l Select By Contract End Date if the obligation ends on the same day as the contract
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end date. Occurrences will be added or removed if contract end date changes.

l Select After if the obligation schedule will end after a specified number of
occurrences, then enter the number.

11. When - If you are creating a one time obligation, select when the obligation will be due
from the dropdown. The options are: on contract start date, before contract start date,
after contract start date, on custom date, on contract end date, before contract end date,
after contract end date.

12. Due - Specify a due time for the obligation.

13. Choose the Time Zone as follows:

l Select the Same as Contract checkbox to use the same time zone as contract it is
added to, OR

l Select a time zone in the drop down field to select a different time zone to apply to
the obligation. The time zones available are based on your system setup.

14. Click Next.

(optional) Add owners and stakeholders and select
notifications
Owners are responsible for marking the obligation as complete. Stakeholders are individuals who
may have an interest in the obligation and receive email notifications only. You can choose when
each owner and stakeholder receives notifications.

1. Under the Owners and Stakeholders heading, click Add New.

2. In the Role field, choose one of the following options:

l Select First Party Owner to add an owner to the obligation. Owners are responsible
for marking the obligation as complete. Contract managers (the contract managers
named on the contract) or internal users can be first party owners.

l Select First Party Stakeholder to add an internal user who will only receive
notifications regarding the obligation unless they are also a contract manager.
Contract managers (the contract managers named on the contract) or internal users
can be first party stakeholders.

3. In the Person field select the individual who will be the owner or stakeholder as selected in
the Role field above:

l Select Contract Manager if the contract manager(s) on the contract will be a first
party owner or stakeholder. This is the default setting. The Contract Manager option
can only be chosen once as a first party owner and once as a first party stakeholder.
Being an owner or stakeholder does not limit a contract manager's access to the
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obligation, but you can choose which notifications they receive by making them a
first party owner or stakeholder.

l Select Pick a User to add an internal user as first party owner or stakeholder. A
second field will open where you can choose who will fill the role from a list of
internal users.

l Select To Be Named if the individual will be selected once the obligation is attached
to a contract.

4. (optional) In the Task/Notes field enter notes or a description of the task for the owner or
stakeholder. For second party stakeholders, text entered here will appear in their email
notifications.

5. Select the checkbox next to each type of notification you want sent to the individual
selected above:

l A maximum of three Advance Notice notifications can be sent out 1-90 days prior to
an obligation's due date. The timing and frequency of these notifications must be
configured in the Advanced Notice Settings section.

l A Due Date notification is sent the day the obligation is due.

l A Past Due Notice is delivered after the obligation due date if the obligation has not
been completed. The timing and frequency of past due notices is based on your
system settings. By default, past due notices are sent 5-10 minutes after the due
date has occurred and every day at midnight after that by default.

l A Completed notification is sent once an obligation has been fulfilled and marked as
Complete. Second party stakeholders do not receive Completed notifications.

6. Click Save.

7. Repeat for each owner or stakeholder you want added to the obligation. The Contract
Manager option can only be chosen once as a first party owner or first party stakeholder,
but any number of internal users can be added as first party owners or stakeholders.

(optional) Enter advance notification settings
This is where to enter the number of days prior to the obligation due date that advance
notifications are sent to owners and stakeholders. A maximum of three advance notifications can
be sent from 1-90 days prior to the obligation due date. For example you can create advance
notifications that will be sent 10, 5 and 1 day prior to the obligation due date.

These settings will apply to all individuals added to the obligation who have Advance Notice
settings selected. For instance, you cannot have the first party owner receive three advance
notifications, but the first party stakeholders only receive one.
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Advance notifications will not be sent, even if configured for owners and stakeholders, if Advance
Notice Settings are not also configured.

1. Under the Advance Notice Settings section, enter the number of days prior to the
obligation due that an advance notifications will be sent to the owners and stakeholders
named above in the Advance Notice #1, #2 and #3 fields, You do not need to complete all
fields.

2. Click Save Changes.

The obligation is added to the Obligation Library and can be added to contracts.

Edit an Obligation in the Obligation Library
Obligations in the Obligation Library can be changed or deleted. Changes apply going forward –
they do not affect contracts that already have the obligation added to them.

The Manage Contract Obligations permission is needed (Permission Settings > Contracts >
Manage Contract Obligations) to perform this task.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Obligation Library.

2. Highlight the obligation you want to change.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Properties or Owners and Stakeholders.

4. Change field values as needed.

5. Click Save Changes.

Changes are saved and will appear the next time the obligation is used on a contract.

Delete an Obligation from the Obligation Library
Obligations in the Obligation Library can be changed or deleted. Changes apply going forward –
they do not affect contracts that already have the obligation added to them.

You need the Manage Contract Obligations permission (Permission Settings > Contracts
> Manage Contract Obligations) to perform this task.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Obligation Library.

2. Highlight the obligation you want to delete.

3. Open the Actions menu and select Delete.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation window.

The obligation is removed from the Obligation Library.

Tags
Tags are labels that can be applied to a record. Once applied to a record, they can be used to
categorize and search for those records. In Contracts+, tags can be used to organize obligations.

The Manage Tag page shows a list of all the tags in your organization, the number of records
they have been applied to, and the day they were created. You can add, rename or delete a tag
from this page. Tag names can be a maximum of 100 characters and are always displayed in
lowercase letters. Any capital letters entered for the tag will be saved as lowercase letters.
Duplicate names are not allowed.

Tag name changes are immediately pushed to all records the tag is applied to in the system and
the change is recorded in the History page.

You need the Manage Tags permission (Permission Settings > Administration > System
Administration > Manage Tags) to perform these tasks.

Create, Rename or Delete a Tag

Create a Tag

1. Navigate to Administer >Administration > Manage Tags.

2. Click Add Tag.

3. Enter a label for the tag less than a 100 characters. Note: Tag names are displayed in
lowercase letters. Any capital letters entered for the tag will be saved as lowercase letters.
Duplicate names are not allowed.

4. Click Save to save the record, or Save and Add Another to save the record and
immediately create another.
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Delete a Tag
Deleting a tag will remove it from all records it is applied to. You need the Manage Tags
permission (Permission Settings > Administration > System Administration > Manage Tags) to
perform this task.

1. Navigate to Administer >Administration > Manage Tags.

2. Highlight the tag you want to delete and select Actions > Delete.

3. Click Yes in the confirmation window. The tag is deleted from every record it is attached
to. The change is recorded in the History page.

Rename a Tag
Changes will be pushed to all records the tag is applied to. You need the Manage Tags
permission (Permission Settings > Administration > System Administration > Manage Tags) to
perform this task.

1. Navigate to Administer >Administration > Manage Tags.

2. Highlight the tag you want to rename and select Actions > Rename.

3. Click Save. The tag is changed throughout the application. The change is recorded in the
History page.

Custom Contract Fields
Custom contract fields are created to capture information that is unique to your organization.

Custom contract fields are created in the Contracts > Libraries > Custom Fields page. Once
created, they can be added to a contract type or contract request template. They can also be
inserted into template, clause or contract text as placeholders in the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app.

Custom contract fields appear on active contract types and contract request templates, as
placeholders in document text, and on the Contract Summary as follows:

l Contract Types - Custom contract fields added to a contract type are available on all new
contracts created from the contract type. They can appear under the Additional Details
section on the contract header or may be on an entirely separate page. Note: Contracts
that were created prior to a new custom contract field addition will not automatically see
the newly added field. You can only add a custom contract field once to a contract type.

l Contract Request Templates - Custom contract fields can be added to a contract
request templates.
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l Placeholders - Custom contract fields (with the exception of inactive, multi-select or
table-types of custom fields) can be inserted as placeholders into clauses, templates and
contracts.

l Contract Summary - If enabled by settings on the custom contract field, Configure
Contract Summary Screen and contract type, custom contract fields can be viewed by
users on the Contract Summary.

Conditional Visibility
Conditional visibility settings can be applied to contract custom fields on contract types and
contract request templates. This means that when a value is selected in a custom contract field
(such as a drop down list), it causes another custom contract field, or group of fields, to be
displayed. Conditional visibility settings are configured on the contract type or contract request
template.

Custom Contract Field Types
The following types of custom contract fields can be created by selecting one of the Response
Types below.

Note: Depending on the field type you select, additional fields may appear where you enter
information for the field. For example, if you pick Dropdown List, you will also need to enter
the items on the list in the Add Value field:

l Text (Single Line) - A single line of text can be entered in the field to a maximum of 100
characters.

l Text (Multi-Line) - Multiple lines of text can be entered in the field to a maximum of 2000
characters.

l Numeric Text Box - Numeric field that displays two decimal points.

l Yes/No - Inserts radio buttons where a user can select Yes or No.

l Dropdown List (Pick One) - Allows users to pick one item from a drop down list. If
selected, the Values field appears and is used to enter items on the list.

l Multiple Choice (Pick One) - Creates a list with radio buttons next to each item, and one
item can be selected. If selected, the Values field appears and is used to enter items on the
list.

l Multiple Select (Pick Many) - Creates a list with radio buttons next to each item, and
multiple items can be selected. If selected, a Values to Pick From field appears and is used
to enter items on the list.
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l Date - Date entry field. Date fields appear with a calendar icon next to the field, where date
and time can be selected.

l Table - You can create a custom contract field which is a table, and create columns in the
table from other custom contract fields that have been defined for your organization. On
contracts, users click Add New Item to open a window that contains all the fields added to
the custom table. They enter values in the fields, and once saved, the item is displayed as a
row in the table.

Create or Update a Custom Contract Field
Custom contract fields can capture information that is unique to your organization.

Once created, they can be added to a contract type or contract request template. They can also
be inserted into template, clause or contract text as placeholders in the JAGGAER Contract
Authoring for Word app.

Note: You can only add a custom contract field once to a contract type. Pay close attention
to the fields tied within a table, if a field on the contract type is referenced in the table it will
not be available to be added to the contract type.

You must have Manage Custom Contract Fields permissions to create a custom contract field.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Libraries > Custom Fields.

2. Open the Create or Edit Custom Contract Field window:

l Create a custom field - Click the Create Custom Field button. The Create Custom
Contract Field window opens.

l Update a custom field - Enter a search term or click the search icon to search for a
custom contract field, then click Edit next to the field you want to update.

Note: Active fields are shown by default. Click the Show Fields Unavailable
for New Contracts checkbox to view inactive fields.
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3. Configure the following information:

l Name - Enter a name for the custom field. This is the name that will appear on
contract types and contracts that the field is added to. If multiple languages are
supported by the site, this name will be considered the default name.

l Add/Edit Translations - If the site supports multiple languages, this button will
allow you to enter in a new name for each supported language. These translations
will only be shown when the site is being viewed in the corresponding language. If
no translation is added, the default name will be displayed. Users may search the
libraries for fields using either their default names or their translated names. If the
organization does not support multiple languages, this button will not be visible.

l Internal Name - Enter an internal name for the field. This is the name referenced by
the system for the field. The internal name cannot have spaces or special characters
and must be unique in the system. You cannot change the internal name once the
custom contract field is saved. If you are updating a custom contract field, this will
be a read-only field.

l Response Type - Choose the type of custom field you want to create. If you are
updating a custom contract field, this will be a read-only field. Depending on the
field type you select, additional fields may appear where you enter information for
the field:

l If you chose Dropdown List (Pick One), Multiple Choice (Pick One),
Multiple Select (Pick Many), enter the items on the list by clicking the + Add
Option field. If the site supports multiple languages, translations for
responses may be included by clicking the Add/Edit Translations button.
These translations will only be shown when the site is being viewed in the
corresponding language. If no translation is added, the default option will be
displayed. If the organization does not support multiple languages, this button
will not be visible.

l If you chose Table, add each custom contract field you want to appear as a
column in the table by clicking the + Add Table Column field and selecting a
custom contract field from the drop down list. Click Remove to delete a
column. A custom contract field can only be used once in a table.

l If you choose Text (Single Line), you can set custom field validation for
minimum and maximum length. The maximum length cannot exceed 100
characters. This option enables the Field Validation setting.

l If you choose Text (Multi-Line), you can set custom field validation for
minimum and maximum length. The maximum length cannot exceed 2000
characters. This option enables the Field Validation setting.
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l If you choose Numeric Text Box, you can set custom field validation for
minimum value, maximum value, and maximum number of decimal places. The
minimum value cannot be below negative 10 billion and the maximum value
cannot exceed 10 billion. This option enables the Field Validation setting.

l If you choose Date, you can set custom field validation rules so that the
entered values are within contract date boundaries or a specific time frame,
including contract start date, contract end date, contract review date, and
custom date.

l If you choose Monetary Value, you can associate the custom field with a
currency. The available currencies are limited to those that are active in the
organization.

l Add Help Text - Choose Yes to include help text that appears when users click the
information icon next to the custom field. Choose No if the field should not have
help text available. If you choose Yes, a field will appear where you can enter the
custom help text.

l Show on Advanced Search - Choose Yes to include the field as a filter on
advanced contract search. Click No if you do not want the system to include the
field as an advanced search filter.

l Active - Choose Yes to activate the field and make it available for use in the system.
Click No to deactivate the field.

l Show on Summary - Select the checkbox to permit the custom contract field to be
displayed on the Contract Summary page if settings on the Configure Contract
Summary Screen and contract type also allow the field to be displayed on the
Contract Summary.

l Field Validation - If the response type has been set to text (single line), text (multi
line), or numeric text box, the Field Validation setting is enabled. By default, no
validation is set. Clicking on the Add/Edit Validation Rules button allows you to set
minimum and maximum values for custom fields, as well as the number of decimals
for the numeric text box setting. For text (single line) and text (multi line) response
types, you may also customize the format of the field using string patterns by filling
out the Customized Pattern option. Customized patterns use industry standard
format rules that can be found here: https://ryanstutorials.net/regular-expressions-
tutorial/regular-expressions-basics.php#escaping.

4. Click Save. Note: You cannot delete a custom contract field once it is saved, but you can
make it inactive to hide it.

Once you have created a custom contract field it can be added to a contract type or contract
request template. If you are adding conditional visibility settings to a custom field, this is done
when adding the custom contract field to a contract type or contract request template.

https://ryanstutorials.net/regular-expressions-tutorial/regular-expressions-basics.php#escaping
https://ryanstutorials.net/regular-expressions-tutorial/regular-expressions-basics.php#escaping
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Changes to a custom contract field are immediately applied to contract types and will be seen on
new contracts created from the contract type, but custom contract fields on existing contracts
are not affected. In this case, changes will only appear on contracts that are created or amended
after changes to a custom contract field are saved.

Conditional Visibility
Conditional visibility settings are used with contract custom fields and contract request template
questions. They can be used to set up triggers on certain types of custom contract fields, so that
additional pages, groups or fields are displayed based on the answer selected on a field.
Conditional visibility is useful for making fields appear in a logical sequence, or hiding fields until
they are needed, so that users only enter values in the fields you want them to complete.

For example, you may have a custom contract field called "Risk Level" where users can choose
High, Medium, or Low from a drop down list. If a user selects "High", you want them to enter a
description of the risk, so you have also created a custom contract field called "Risk Description".
You can add a conditional setting to the Risk Description field so that it only appears when "High"
is chosen as a Risk Level.

Whether you are adding conditional visibility settings to custom contract fields or contract
request template questions, they work in the same way. The steps below are written for custom
contract fields.

Conditional Visibility Hierarchy
Conditional visibility is configured through parent-child relationships:

l A parent condition is attached to a custom contract field's response (or responses). This
is the field where a user can select the value that will trigger the appearance of another
field or group of fields.

l The child condition is applied to the field that is displayed when the parent's response
conditions are met.

Parent Field Types
Only the following field types can be used as parent conditional fields, i.e., when the user selects
a value (parent condition), another field, or group of fields (child condition), is displayed.

l Yes/No
l Dropdown List (Pick One),
l Multiple Choice (Pick One)
l Multiple Select (Pick Many)
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Open-ended response fields are not allowed to be parents. This includes Text (single-line), Text
(multi-line), Numeric Text Box, and Date.

Add Conditional Visibility to a Custom Contract Field on a
Contract Type
The goal of this task is to set conditional visibility for a custom contract field on a contract type.
Both the parent and child custom contract fields must exist in the Libraries area.

Note: The steps below are written to set conditional visibility for individual fields, but the
same steps are used to add conditional visibility to field groups, and questions (if you are
using conditional visibility settings for contract request templates).

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Contracts > Contract Administration > Contract Types.

2. Select the contract type.

3. Click the Custom Data tab.

4. Add a parent conditional field as follows:

l Click Add Field.

l Select the field with the value that will trigger the appearance of the child
conditional field. It must be a Yes/No, Dropdown List, Multiple Choice or Multiple
Select type of field.

l Click Next.

l (optional) If the field must be completed before the contract can be submitted for
approval, click Response is Required.

l Leave the Visibility as Always Visible. Important Note: Parent conditional fields
should always be set to Always Visible.

l Click Save.

5. Add a child conditional field as follows:

l Click Add Field.

l Select the field you want to appear when the correct response or responses on the
parent conditional field are selected.

l Click Next.
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l (optional) If the field must be completed before the contract can be submitted for
approval, click Response is Required.

l In the Visibility area, click Add Conditional Visibility. The Add Conditional Visibility
window displays a list of custom fields that can be used as parent conditional fields.

l Select the parent conditional field that will control the visibility of the child field.
Only fields that can have conditional visibility settings to applied to them are
displayed for selection. Note: A custom contract field can have either parent or child
conditional visibility settings applied to it, but not both at the same time. For
example, a parent conditional field can have multiple child fields associated with it,
but it cannot also be a child to a different parent field.

l Click Next. Values from the parent conditional field that can be used to activate the
appearance of the child field are displayed.

l Select one or more values that will cause the child conditional field to be displayed,
then click Save Changes if needed. When these values are selected on the parent
field when creating a contract, the child field will appear.

l Select the location of the field on the contract header in the Display Order field.
Child conditional fields should be displayed directly after the parent conditional field.

l Click Save.

6. Click Save.

When a contract is created, the fields appear under the custom field group heading section of the
contract header in the sequence determined by conditional visibility settings and display order.

Contract Workflow
Workflows provide an approval process for activity in JAGGAER Indirect. One feature may use
different types of workflows to control separate aspects of its functionality.

The goal of contract workflow in Contracts+ is to make sure that the terms and conditions of the
contract are correct and approved before it is active. For example, a contract may need to be
reviewed by legal and financial departments before it goes into effect.

The following contract workflows can be customized for an organization:
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Contract Approval Workflow
The contract Approval workflow controls who approves a contract before it goes
into effect. The approval workflow process begins when a contract is submitted for
approval and continues until all approval steps are finished and the contract reaches
Executed: In Effect status.

Contract approval workflow steps can be viewed on a contract by opening the
Approvals page. Users with workflow configuration permissions may also view the
details of contract workflow from the Workflow Setup page.

Internal Review Workflow
The contract Internal Review workflow controls who reviews a contract during an
automated internal review round. Automated internal review rounds allow a contract
to be sent to predefined internal users to review before it is submitted for final
approval. The Internal Review workflow begins when a contract manager starts an
automated internal review round and ends when the contract returns to Draft status
after all reviewers have completed their review.

For systems with automated internal review workflow enabled, Internal Review
workflow steps can be viewed on a contract by opening the Review Rounds page
and expanding the View Automated Internal Review Steps section. Users with
workflow configuration permissions may also view the details of the contract internal
review workflow from the Workflow Setup page.

Contract Requests
In addition, a Request workflow can be set up to approve contract requests.

The design of an organization’s workflow varies from simple to complex depending on the
business needs and sourcing practices. Workflow setup is rule-based, and JAGGAER Professional
Services works with customers to design these rules during the implementation process. Post
implementation changes that cannot be accomplished through the interface are performed by
the JAGGAER Support Team.

User must have the appropriate permissions to perform reviewer or approval actions.

Key Terms Related to Workflow
Below are some definitions related to workflow setup and design.
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l Workflow Folders – Workflow folders represent a step in the workflow process and may
be referred to as workflow queues. When a contract workflow arrives at a step, the
individual(s) assigned to the workflow folder are notified. Workflow folders are shared,
meaning that more than one user can be assigned as an approver in a step. Shared
workflow folders are each labeled on the approvals screen in the case that a user is
assigned to more than one folder.

l My Approvals – The contents of the My Approvals folder are contracts that require the
user's specific attention. A user must move a contract from a shared folder to their folder
before action can be taken on the event.

l Static Workflow Rules – These are rules that do not change. JAGGAER manages this type
of workflow rule. However, the organization manages limits and assigned approvers
through the interface.

l Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rules – Advanced Dynamic Workflow (ADW) allows
administrators to manage highly complex workflow rules through the application or through
the import process. JAGGAER manages the process that allows for the ADW rules, but the
organization configures the rules and sets approvers.

Contract Workflow Triggers and Steps
Rules are events or “things” that trigger a step in the workflow process. For example:

l A contract with text that needs approval by a legal department.
l A contract that needs budget approval.
l A contract needs to be sent out for electronic signature.

Types of Workflow Steps
l Manual Approval Step – This type of workflow step requires human intervention in order

for the step to be completed. One or more approvers must review the event and choose an
appropriate action.

l Automated Approval and Rejection – This type of step evaluates a certain set of criteria
and the system determines whether or not the event should be approved or rejected. This
step requires no human intervention.

l Automated (System) Step – This type of step performs a certain action in the system and
requires no human intervention. This type of workflow step is not evaluating criteria for
action, but instead is moving the contract along in the process. An example is the external
supplier check robot that sends supplier profile information to the customer for external
validation.
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l Notifications – This type of workflow step evaluates certain criteria and sends a
notification to the users that may be interested in the information. For example, an
organization may want certain individuals to know when a contract is about to begin, so a
notification is sent prior to its start date. The user can view the information, but they are
not required to take action before it moves to the next step in the process.

Rules can be written requiring manual approvals, automated approvals, automated rejections,
and notifications.

View Contract Workflow from the Workflow Setup Page
There are two types of contract workflows, Approval and Internal Review:

l The contract Approval workflow controls who approves a contract before it goes into
effect.

l The contract Internal Review workflow controls who reviews the contract during an
automated internal review round.

Users with workflow configuration permissions may view details of contract workflows from the
Workflow Setup page.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup.

2. Click the Workflow Process tab.

3. Choose one of these options in the Which active process workflow would you like to
see? field:

l Select Approval to view contract approval workflow steps.

l Select Internal Review to view automated internal review workflow steps.

Note: The message "There is no active workflow" is displayed if there is no active
workflow for the option selected.

4. (optional) Click on a workflow step to see information about the activity, folder and
approvers.

5. (optional) Expand the Show details for all steps link to view details of a workflow step.
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Advanced Dynamic Workflow (Contracts)
Advanced Dynamic Workflow is advanced functionality that allows administrators to manage
highly complex workflow rules through the application or through the import process. You must
have the Advanced Dynamic Workflow permission to configure these types of workflow rules.

Details of Advanced Dynamic Workflow
l Administrative screens are available to manage dynamic workflow for contract approval.

l Workflow rule elements and data combinations can be managed by the system
administrator. For example, you can set up a rule to say that if the contract belongs to a
particular work group, then “trigger” the step. Below are some of the data elements you
may configure for contracts advanced dynamic workflow:

l Contract dates
l Commodity code values
l Estimated or finalized value
l Work group
l Contract type
l User

l You first must set up rule groups, and then configure rules in the groups.

l You may import or export rule groups and modify them in bulk.

l Rule elements may be combined. For example, you may have a rule that looks at a specific
work group AND a specified value such as the ones listed above.

l JAGGAER must configure the workflow process that will say what rule groups to evaluate,
but once that process is established, the organization can make changes to rules within
those groups without having to contact JAGGAER to update workflow.

Configure an Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rule for
Contracts
The generic steps below apply to ADW rule setup for contracts.

Step-by-Step
The Contract Configuration and Advanced Dynamic Workflow permissions are required to
perform these tasks.
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1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup.

2. Select the Advanced Dynamic Workflow tab.

3. On the Rule Group Management tab, if you do not have an existing rule group for the new
rule, create a new rule group as follows:

l Click the Create new rule group button.

l Enter a Rule Group Display Name that is shown to users viewing the approval
steps.

l Enter a Rule Group Internal Name that is used by the system when
importing/exporting rules. This can be the same name as the rule group display
name.

l Enter an optional Rule Group Description.

l Click Save.

4. When you have the appropriate rule group created, select the Rules Management tab and
create a rule as follows:

l Click the Add Rule button.

l In the Rule Info section, select the edit hyperlink to make changes.

l Enter an appropriate Display Name for the rule.

l Select the appropriate Rule Group from the drop down.

l Enter an optional Rule Description.

l Select Active if you want the rule to be active immediately. Note: For the rule to
apply, it must have associated approvers and the rule must be configured in the
organization's workflow process.

l Select Save when you have made all modifications.

5. Add approvers for the rule in the Approvers section.

l Click the Add Approver... button.

l In the overlay, enter criteria to search for users with permission to approve steps in
this type of workflow and click Search.

l Click the [select] link to add the name to the list of approvers in the overlay.

l When finished selecting approvers, select Add Selected Users button. The overlay
will close and the approvers display.
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6. Create document-level rules as follows:

l Select the appropriate criteria for the Add a new rule for a field. Click Go.

l Depending on your criteria selection, follow the directions in the Edit Dynamic Rule
Element overlay. In some cases you will have a specific list from which the criteria
may be defined. In other cases you may enter in text values to define the criteria.

l When finished configuring the rule, click Save.

7. You may select to edit or remove the rule.

Configure Contract Account Codes Approval Workflow
Steps
Organizations that do not use requisitions or purchase orders can set up Custom Field ADW
workflow rules to route contracts to the appropriate financial approvers based on account codes
on a contract.

l Two Custom Field Advanced Dynamic Workflow (ADW) Document-level rules are available
on Contract Workflow:

l Set of Custom Field values - Will stop the workflow if account code values on a
contract match the ones specified on the workflow rule.

l Single Custom Field value or range - Will stop the workflow if account code values
on a contract fall within the range of values specified on the workflow rule.

l The codes referenced by the workflow are codes from the eProcurement Setup page of a
contract in the Code Defaults on Invoice section.

l The account code custom fields must be on the organization's active buyer invoice
configuration.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup.

2. Add rules and approvers to the workflow step as follows. The rule name is displayed as a
group on the workflow step on contracts:

l Click Advanced Dynamic Workflow.

l Click the Rules Management tab.

l Click Add Rule OR search for and select Edit next to an existing rule.

l Add a rule and approver:

l Add a rule - In the Document-Level Rules section, expand the Add a new
rule for a field and select the rule you want to apply, then click Go. The Edit
Dynamic Rule Element window opens. Add the values that will trigger the rule
and click Save.

l Add an approver/reviewer - Click Add Approver, then search for and select
one or more approvers for the rule. Click Add Selected Users.

Configure Contract Payment Terms Workflow Steps
Advanced Dynamic Workflow (ADW) Document-level rules are available to create workflow steps
for contract payment terms. They are used to compare payment terms on invoices and, if there
are differences, trigger a stop so that approvers on the rule can evaluate and apply the
appropriate payment terms:

l The Payment Terms Differ from Contract ADW Document-level rule is available for
Invoice Workflow and Purchase Order Workflow. This rule compares invoice payment
terms and line item payment terms. It will stop the workflow when there is at least one
contract on the invoice and there are different payment terms on the invoice and contract
line items.

Note: This rule may be used as an additional check for the validation that occurs when
buyer invoices are submitted to workflow, so that if there are differing payment terms
on the invoice, the workflow will stop and the approver on the rule can adjust the
payment terms.
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l The "Has Contract" ADW Document-Level rule has two options on Invoice Workflow that
check invoice line items for discrepancies:

l Multiple Contracts - This option on the Has Contract ADW Document-Level rule
will stop the workflow if an invoice has line items from more than one contract.

l Has Contract and Non Contract Lines - This option on the Has Contract ADW
Document-Level rule will stop the workflow if an invoice has both contract line items
and a non-contract line items.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Invoice Workflow Setup or Purchase Order
Workflow Setup.

2. Add rules and approvers to the workflow step as follows. The rule name is displayed as a
group on the workflow step:

l Click the Advanced Dynamic Workflow tab.

l Click the Rules Management tab.

l Click Add Rule OR search for and select Edit next to an existing rule.

l Add a rule and approver:

l Add a rule - In the Document-Level Rules section, expand the Add a new
rule for a field and select the rule you want to apply, then click Go. The Edit
Dynamic Rule Element window opens. Add the values that will trigger the rule
and click Save.

l Add an approver/reviewer - Click Add Approver, then search for and select
one or more approvers for the rule. Click Add Selected Users.

Add Template or Clause Status Rules to Contract Workflow
Steps
The Contract Clause & Version Status and Contract Template & Version Status ADW rules
provide the ability to catch contracts that are using inactive or previous versions of a clause or
template. When the rules are added to an ADW workflow step, the workflow will stop until the
inactive or outdated record is replaced with the current version. This way, the rules can be used
to ensure that users are always reviewing or approving the correct version of contract text.

The rules can be used with either the Automated Internal Review Rounds workflow or the
Contract Approval workflow:
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l On each rule, three fields are used to select the name, version and status of a clause or
template that the rule will evaluate. If all three variables are found to be true when the rule
is evaluated, the workflow will stop at the step that the rule is added to, and the reviewer or
approver on the rule must replace the clause or template and approve the step before the
internal review round or contract approval workflow will continue.

l We recommend using a dedicated ADW workflow step for clause and template checks to
facilitate adding multiple rules to one step. For example, organizations may want to add a
rule to check that a specific clause is up to date, as well as add rules to check for previous
versions of clauses or templates. If configured this way, the workflow step is only displayed
if one of the rules on the step are evaluated as true. Setting up a dedicated ADW workflow
step may require assistance from Support.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Contract Workflow Setup.

2. Add rules and approvers to the workflow step as follows.

a. Click Advanced Dynamic Workflow.

b. Click the Rules Management tab.

c. Click Add Rule or search for and select Edit next to an existing rule.

d. Add or edit a rule:

l In the Document-Level Rules section, expand the Add a new rule for a field
and select one of the following rules:

l Select Contract Clause & Version Status to add a rule that checks for
inactive or previous versions of clauses. This rule applies to both
clauses in a template used by a contract and to clauses added directly
to a contract.

l Select Contract Template & Version Status to add a rule that checks
for inactive or previous versions of templates.

l Click Go. The Edit Dynamic Rule Element window opens.
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l For each rule, complete these three fields. The rule element is evaluated as
true if it matches all three variables selected:

l Clause Name / Template Name - Select the name of the record you
want to assess.

Choose one of the following options:

l Select one of the following values to assess specific clauses or
templates, then choose the records to evaluate.

l Select none of the following values to exclude specific clauses or
templates from assessment, then choose the records to exclude
from evaluation.

l Select any available value to assess all clauses or templates.

Note: If one of the following values or none of the following values
is selected in the Clause Name or Template Name field, a list of
current and active clauses or templates is displayed in the
"Available Clauses" or "Available Templates" panel on the left.
Move the clauses to be evaluated into the "Selected Clauses" or
"Selected Templates" panel on the right.

l Clause Status / Template Status - Select the status of the record to
evaluate.

Choose one of the following options:

l Select All to evaluate both active and inactive clauses or
templates.

l Select Active to evaluate only active clauses or templates.
l Select Inactive to evaluate only inactive clauses or templates.

l Clause Version Status / Template Version Status - Select the
version of the record to evaluate.

l Choose one of the following options:

l Select All to evaluate clauses or templates in any status.
l Select Current to evaluate only current versions of clauses or

templates.
l Select Previous to evaluate only previous versions of clauses or

templates.

l Click Save.
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e. Add or change an approver/reviewer

l Click Add Approver.

l Search for and select one or more approvers or reviewers for the rule.

l Click Add Selected Users.
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